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ABSTRACT

CHnrsrnrA srEAD (1902-1983) is a major Australian woman writer, and

this thesis explores one of the least known periods in her life and work,
the years she spent in the United States (1937- 7946). During this time she

wrote her two best known novels, The Man Who Inoed Children and For

Laoe Alone, both based on autobiographical material. This study explores

contextual aspects of Stead's life and work in New york, drawing on a

considerable amount of new material. ( Chapters I and II) During this
period Stead wrote partly out of a personal need to understand her own
life situation, and psychological readings of three novels, The Man who
Looed Children , For Loae Alone and Letty Fox , seen as a 'father trilogy',
are designed to oPen up new lines of enquiry into aspects of all of these

novels- ( Chapters III and IV) The thesis also discusses formal aspects of
Stead's work, beginning with her own formulation of an esthetics of the
novel, which occurred during a course she gave in New york in 1943

called Workshop in the Novel. ( Chapter V ) The relevance of this course

for her own practice as a novelist is also explored, with particular reference

to the two later American novels A Littte TeA , A Little Chat and, The

People with The Dogs . ( Chapter vI) In Chapter vII an exploration of
Stead's interest in the genre of the novella, focussing on the mllection The

Puzzleheaded Girl , continues the formal lines of enquiry opened up in
the previous two chapters, and in the following chapter the same

collection provides a starting point for a consideration of Stead's deep

interest in the situation of women in modern society, especially the
recurrent figure of the wanderer or female rebel. The last chapter
concentrates on the literary self-portraits which appeared in Stead's

American fiction after The Man who Loued Chitdren and For Looe

Alone, and their curiously limited characterization is compared with the
more vigorous portrait of her provided in one of the novels of her
husband, William Blake.
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This thesis, then, argues that Stead's life fed her fiction, especially in her
American period, and that her work was part of a broader personal quest.

Understanding this quest is relevant to a discussion of her literary sgle
and to her personal use of autobiographical material in her fiction, and it
illuminates aspects of the creative process itself. stead's need to
understand her own life not only shaped her fiction, it also provided it
with the 'intelligent ferocity' she aimed for, and resulted in a major
'realist' writer.
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Life is so strange, and we know it so little...

Christina Stead



INTRODUCTION

CHRISTINA STEAD'S

AMERICAN PERIOD

Probably the most prominent Australian woman noaelist of
this century, a f ormidable writer whose semi-
autobiographical master-work The Man Who Loved
Chitdren(I.g4D has been acclaimeil as one of the masterpieces
of 20th century fiction. Although she was committed to
femin-ism and left-wing politics, her nouels are always
detac-hed and- objectioe, and neoer in thrall to any form 

-of

ideology: she was more interested in the- itrange,
undoctrinaire workings of personality, with an intriguing
and distinctiae flair for psychological insight. Her noaell
offer intense and imaginatiae portrayals of the inner liues of
her characters, concentrating on powerful subconscious
currents of emotion: she herself has said that "personality is
a prioate passion". tl]

Curusrtrve srEAD (1902-83) is, as this entry in waterstone's Guide to
Books indicates, an important Australian writer and the subject of many

critical studies. [2] She was born in Sydney but left Australia in 1928 to
live for more than forty years abroad. Most of her work was initially
written and published in Europe and the United States. She visited
Australia briefly in 1969 after her husband's death, and returned to live
there in 1974 for the last ten years of her life. Although it is true that her
'semi-autobiographical' novel The Man Who Loaed Children (1940) was



Iater hailed as a major achievement with its reissue in 1965, recognition

of Stead in her own country 'has only been gradual, since she lived away

from it for so long'. [3] Partly because of this geographical distance from

the local culture into which she was born, and partly because she never

deliberately chose to pursue a 'literary' life, nor to promote or publicise

herself as a 'professional author', Stead's work was for a long time

discussed in a curiously authorless context, and without reference to other

authors, traditions, trends. One of the main aims of this thesis is to trace

some of the contours of Stead's own life and to let her own words, in
letters and other unpublished material, be seen in fruitful conjunction

with her working practice as a writer. Given the scope of her life and

work, and the need to focus in some depth on its immediate context, only

one section of it (though it is a very important section) has been selected

for study. Stead's 'American Period' -- covering roughly the decade 1937-

1946 - is perhaps the richest and at the same time the least known period

of Stead's life. The books she published then are her most widely known

and acclaimed, but the context in which they were written is hardly
known at all.

The choice of an appropriate critical perspective has also been

important in the writing of this thesis. Christina Stead was herself a harsh

critic, and she had very strong views regarding certain kinds of academic

study of her own books - study which she saw as misusing biographical

information, or which she felt was simply using the author in order to
promote the critic's own commitment to some currently fashionable

trend:

Thanks no-thanks for the silly thesis by what's-her-name. Trouble
with thesis people is that they HAVE to prove something, up to
the hilt and then they are self-satisfied and also feel they are great
experts. And why all this about Heroines? Because she's on the
band wagon, fitting in with a current fad. That shows it's cheap. I
didn't read more than one and a half columns, realised she didn't
give 2 cents for me; didn't care about my life wanderings, contacF --
it's just the Paper World to her. She writes as if I'd stayed at home
and kept my nose to the decapitated, basket-case of a Tree whose
leaves I was scribbling upon -- tree in the family backyard, too.
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Fooey and Pfui. [4]

In this letter to Burnshaw, probably referring to a study called Christina

stead's Heroine: A Changing sense of Decorum , stead does not go easy

on 'thesis people'. I do not agree totally with stead's views here, as I
think there are many perspectives and many valid ways of discussing

texts. But as more information illuminating Stead's background and
context has become available, an approach which does care seriously about

the significance of Stead's 'life wanderings' has seemed to me increasingly

central. This thesis does not aim simply to deal with a'paper World'- its
focus is on both the writer and her work. This is not an unusual
perspective. Writing about Emily Dickinson in 198s, |ane Donahue

Eberwein declared an approach similar to the one adopted in this thesis:

Because Dickinson seems to have used poetry as the major thrust
of a broader personal quest, I meant to emphasize the poems
without detaching them from her letters and life. My interesiis not
in biographical facts, as such, but in the metaphorical shape of what
Sewall calls life action . . . . This poet restricted her life to a narrow
comPass within which she could substantially control it, and she
assigned other people roles in her private drama. ts]

The salient biographical facts of Dickinson's life in which Eberwein

sought to discover a larger 'metaphorical shape' were of course already

well-known whereas Stead's 'life wanderings' are still largely unknown

except in very general outline. But much in Eberwein's comment on
Dickinson can also be applied to stead. christina stead, I think, used her

writing as 'the major thrust of a broader personal quest'. And although,

unlike Dickinson, she travelled widely, she also refused to be drawn out
from a rather narrow compass of relationships and commitments, in an

effort to control and give shape and integrity to her life. Eberwein's view
that Dickinson 'assigned other people roles in her private drama' is also

very suggestive about the nature of the relationship between Stead's life
and her practice as a writer.
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Literary research on the immediate biographical and social contexts of

Stead's work has been relatively sparse so far. Although there are a

substantial number of perceptive articles on most of her books, and five

full-length critical studies, detailed information about her life and the

contexts in which her work took shape has been almost non-existent. The

only study in this area is R.G. Geering's indispensable early book Christina

Stead: A Critical Study. t6l The reason for this is very obvious. Stead

lived most of her life -- certainly almost all of her productive years --

abroad. As an Australian she never became identified as a literary figure

within other cultures and when she came home to literary honours in
Australia, her main years of creativity were behind her. However, with
the deposition of her private papers at the National Library in Canberra

after her death in 1983, a considerable amount of material of value for
literary research has at last become available. The recent acquisition of
Stead letters by the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center in Austin,
Texas, has also provided a substantial addition to background information
about Stead.

This thesis, then, explores contextual aspects of what I catl Stead's

'American Period' (1937-1946). It has four main threads: an exploration of
Stead's life and work in the united states, especially in New York, where

she was primarily based during the decade she lived in the United States;

a discussion of Stead's formulation of an asthetics of the novel during
this period, and of its relevance to her own practice as a fiction writer; an

exploration of her interest in the genre of the novella, a genre of
continuing importance to her throughout the period under discussion;

and, finally, a psychological reading of the autobiographical bearings of

much of Stead's writing in the American period.

Information about Stead's life and contacts in New York and about the

shaping of her oeuvre during this time -- much of it new -- is provided in

Chapters I and II, and these are followed by two chapters (Itr and IV) of a

more speculative nature, which offer psychological readings of aspects of



the major earlier novels of the period ( The Man who l-oaed Children,

For Loae Alone and ktty Fox, Her Luck ) based on central biographical

elements identified in the two previous chapters. Chapter V turns to
another key document of the period -- a previously unknown and

fascinating series of twelve lectures on the novel which Stead detivered in

New York in 7942. surviving in a typescript of more than 200 pages of
detailed Workshop Notes in her literary papers, these lectures were the

only substantial statement about the art of fiction whidr Stead ever made,

and they provide a mine of information about her esthetic ideas during

the period when her richest fiction was written. Chapters VI and VII
concentrate on a number of formal and technical aspects of Stead's

fictional practice in the light of the workshop Notes, focussing on the

three remaining works of fiction which had their origins in the American

period: A Litte Tea, A Little Chat and The People With the Dogs in
Chapter VI, and the collection of four novellas revised and published

much later under the title The Puzzleheaded Girl ( Chapter vII).
chapters vIII and IX turn again to more speculative psychological

interpretations -- focussing again on the later fiction of the American

period, but building on emphases explored in Chapters trI and IV on the

earlier fiction.

A brief sketch of Stead's critical reception is necessary at this stage, since

much of it provides a background to the discussions that follow. The

research and interpretative strategies advanced in this thesis are mostly

new, and should be thought of as additional to the existing body of Stead

criticism. The aim has been to deepen, enrich and enlarge areas of
scholarship and understanding, to suggest links between works hitherto

treated as if they were largely unrelated, and to point to new patterns in
Stead's fiction revealed by fuller knowledge of the contexts in which they

took shape. In doing so I am indebted to work that has been done already,

and in most cases I agree with its basic tenor, unless I explicitly state



otherwise. There exists today a large body of perceptive critical writing
about Stead's work -- I want to acknowledge the debt that scholars always

have to those who have gone before. Most of what I say in this thesis is

thus not a quarrel or disagreement with other Stead scholars, nor an

attempt to displace other readings with a single, final reading, but an

attempt to branch out or go further -- suggesting at the same time some

possible new directions for future research.

Christina Stead's work was published between 1934 and 1986 (her

last two books were published posthumously), a time span of over fifty
years. All of these books elicited a considerable number of reviews when

they were first published, and as most of them were subsequently re'
issued at different times and in different countries, a substantial body of
secondary material has been accumulating. It is not possible to do all of it
justice here, and in instances where my work is directly indebted to
particular pieces of research or criticism, discussion is reserved to the

relevant chapter later in the thesis.

Three special features seem to be conspicuous across the developing

range of Stead criticism: (a) an unevenness in the way criticism has

developed over time, with sudden expansions of interest usually

coinciding with the dates of re-issues; (b) the development of two

distinctly different critical strands, one Australian and the other
American; (c) a continuing agrebiographical slant (a relatively small

number of interviews in which Stead refers briefly to her life feature

constantly in articles on her work).

The quirkiness in the time-curve of criticism in fact depends very
much on a single event, the re-issue of The Man Who Loaed Children in
1965 (especially in its Penguin Classics edition), which brought significant

critical recognition (in Australia as well as overseas) some twenty-five

years after its first publication. Stead's return to Australia for a short time

in 1968 and then for the rest of her life in 1974, were other important

influences on the growth of criticism in Australia. Her visibility -- and

promotion as an Australian Author - helped considerably in establishing

her as a critic's writer. Even after the reissue of many of her books by



Virago Press, she still seems to be much more a critic's writer than a

writer with a large general readership. The 'bumps'in the curve of Stead

criticism reflect these facts.

Christina Stead initially published most of her books in either Great

Britain or the United States - largely a consequence of her residence in
these countries. Publication of her books in Australia began relatively
late, both because of the fragile nature of the local publishing industry as

far as novels were concerned, during the years in which she was becoming

established as a novelist overseas, and because Stead was herself living
overseas and not writing obviously 'Australian' novels. Although Stead

has been published extensively in Great Britain there has as yet been

relatively little critical interest in her work there -- again, perhaps, a

consequence of her 'nomadic' existence, and of the fact that relatively
little of her fiction is substantially set in Great Britain. However there is

dearly a rapidly increasing interest in Stead's fiction in the United States.

Unfortunately, however, this has occrred largely in isolation from Stead

criticism elsewhere -- especially in Australia. In a recent American book
including stead, entitled Rhys, stead, Lessing and the politics of Empathy

by |udith Kegan Gardiner, this absence of scholarly contact between

Australia and the United States is very obvious. [Z] Gardiner does not
refer at all to two recent full length non-American books on Stead (by

Diana Brydon and Susan Sheridan) and has consulted neither the Stead

Papers in Canberra nor recent articles in Australian journals. The
omission is glaring when compared with the fullness of reference to work
on Rhys and to her unpublished papers (which are availabte in the United

States). The bibliography in a book like this perpetuates a separate

American strand of research and criticism on Stead. On the other hand,

Joan Lidoff's powerful American thesis of '1,9g2 (published as Cftristina
stead ), with its focus on stead's 'domestic gothic', has proved unusually
fruitful for Australian women scholars.

The heavy dependence of criticism, for its biographical details, on a
small number of Stead interviews does, I think, reflect my basic theme

that her work and life interconnect in important ways; and I shall be



arguing that this interconnection is especially important during Stead's

American period, when her most significant autobiographical fiction was

written and published. However it is also a comment on the lack of
background material on Stead. For this reason I have been as generous

and full as possible in my quotations from relatively little known, or
unknown, biographical sources, such as her correspondence with Stanley

Burnshaw (now held in the University of Texas at Austin). Until the
proposed volume of stead letters currently being prepared by R. G.

Geering is published, the only study which draws on such material in a
substantial way -- apart from this thesis -- is Chris Williams's recently
published biography, Christina Stead: A Life of l*tters. tgl

No criticism written on Christina Stead after 1965 can avoid
mentioning the most sensitive of all readings of Stead's fiction -- that rare

essay by 'the perfect reader', as Stead herself gratefully called Randall

farrell. [9] His foreword to The Man who Loued children (19G5) is

timeless in its sensitive and deeply emphatic reading. He alludes to the
novel's 'almost frightening power of remembrance' and Stead's power to
combine what she remembers with what we find improbable and
extreme, recalling Dostoevsky's idea that life seems to become ' more real

the more improbable it is'. stead, he finds, has a perfect grasp of this kind
of realism. In his long introduction farrall shows an intuitive
understanding of all the family members in the Pollitt family. He also

discusses stead's style, noting two special formal techniques: the
construction of parallel events in series, and the accumulation of multiple
small quantitative changes that lead to qualitative ones. A special insight
is also provided when |arrall notes the intrusion of 'raw reality', on
occasion, into the 'imagined reality' of the book, and observes that this
'first creation' is a poor substitute for her own 'second creation'. This is a
very skilful dissection of the special combination of different types of
writing that Stead fused in creating a style of her own. My own reading of
The Man Who Loued Children does not aim to compete with his, but to
suggest a specific way of understanding this book from a psychological
point of view, especially when it is read in conjunction with the two
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novels that followed.

R.K. Geering's careful and informative articles and his early book,

Christina Stead (first published in 1969), have been used used as a main
source of background information throughout this study. [10] As a basic

starting point for most criticism on Stead, Geering's work is indispensable.

He has written on all of Stead's fiction, pointing out her originality but
insisting that she is, formally, 'a thoroughly traditional novelist' (p. 1g0).

He often comments on her 'sympathetic yet artistically detached aftitude
towards her characters', her 'sharp angle of vision' and her 'unflinching
honesty'(pp. 182-3).

The questions raised by ]arrell about Stead's 'realism' have le d to a
number of discussions of the nature of the forms and conventions within
(or outside) which she is working. This aspect of her work is central to an

understanding of her unique contribution to the development of fiction
in this century. Terry Sturm, who suggested the term 'new realism' for
stead's style, calls her early style 'unconventional' because:

[Ilt incorporates the naturalism of older modes, but transforms it
into a new kind of realism that is primarily geared to the intensity
of her characters' experience, rather than to a simpll
'documentation' of environment. [11]

Terry Sturm's article (1974) on Stead's 'new realism' provides one or two
starting points for my discussion of Stead's realism in Chapter VI. Others
who have concentrated their investigations on the forms of Stead's fiction
are Ian Reid, who discusses form and expectation in her novellas, and

Susan Kiernan, who contrasts Stead's early 'first manner' of writing
(which she sees as romantic) with her subsequent progression into a

manner of 'writing ugl/', as the'meanest, most reductive of realists'.I1zl
Both Chapters V and VI aim to contribute to such on-going explorations
of the style of Stead's fiction.

Much critical discussion of Stead can be seen as working out of one of
two ideological frameworks -- marxism and feminism. The importance of
a political framework for Stead's fiction was discussed in an early article
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by Jos6 Yglesias and most recently by Michael wilding, who strongly
asserts that Stead must be classified as a writer on the left. [13] Although it
is certainly true that Stead felt very strongly for the 'underdog', she was

never uncritical, and detested much that went on at political discussions

and meetings. As we will see in chapter IV, Stead in a manuscript

fragment described Teresa, her alter ego, as a phalansterist, perhaps a more

accurate description of Stead herself than the term 'marxist'. Other critics,

such as Bruce Holmes, maintain that Stead employs a dialectical approach

aimed6\ry9-gg41gg['political or social issues, so mudr as the psychology

and morality of individuals'. [14] I definitely see Stead as a writer on the

left, although I agree that stead's focus was always on indiaidual
behaviour in society, and see her politics as more decisively marxist in her

earlier days.

Stead's relation to feminism is most persuasively discussed by Susan

Sheridan in her book Christina Stead. [15] I would agree with Sheridan

that it is possible to discuss Stead's fiction from this perspective, since

although Stead herself would have hated to be labelled 'feminist' she

recognized that as a woman writer she was bound to have a point of view
that would sometimes be different from a man's. Stead's life as a woman,

and her unique insights into women's lives, provide the underpinning of
practically everything Stead ever wrote. However, the two areas

represented by marxism and feminism, illuminating as their bearings are

on aspects of Stead's work, do not provide the main focus of this thesis.

A considerable amount of criticism has concerned itself with
themes or 'leitmotifs' in Stead's fiction, and these studies do on occasion

relate to aspects of the thesis. A number of critics, for example Dorothy
Green and Rebecca Baker, have focussed on the extent to which Stead was

Nietzsche-inspired. [16] But while Stead was fascinated by Nietzsche's

language she was also -- perhaps more importantly -- attracted to his idea

of 'the wanderer and his shadow'. As this 'wanderer' motif recurs again

and again in her fiction it is obvious that Stead felt a close affinity with
this romantic but lonely figure. Another critic who recently discussed this

feature of Stead's fiction is Hazel Rowley. [17]. She sees the related figure
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of the 'wanderer' and the 'female rebel' as glamourised by Stead, and

presented as positive role models. One early such 'heroine' is, in her

view, Coromandel in The Beauties anil Furies. I also see the 'wanderer'

in Stead's fiction as a kind of female rebel, but interpret this figure in a
less positive light, emphasizing elements of confusion, even desperation,

as expressed in the title of one of her collections: 'The Puzzleheaded Gir['.

It seems that what Stead saw as a highly problematic transition period

between maidenhood and womanhood was partly responsible for the

emergence of female 'wanderers'. Although Stead writes with deep

sympathy about the lonely female vagabond I see this figure, and indeed

the complex psychological and social pressures out of which she emerges --

as central to an understanding of Stead's thinking about women and

artists. This recurrent motif in her fiction is discussed at length in Chapter

VIII.

During the 1980s four full-length studies of Christina Stead have

been published. Joan Lidoff's Christina Stead (1982) is a dramatic tale of

what she calls 'domestic Gothic', based on her doctoral thesis at Harvard

University. [18] An earlier artide by Lidoff, called 'Domestic Gothic: the

Imagery of Anger', made me aware of the psychological depths in Stead's

fiction. Lidoff's book is written in a lively and dynamic style,

concentrating on The Man Who Loued Children and For Love Alone .

Lidoff enjoys the violent passions in what she called Stead's 'family

fiction' and emphatically praises Stead for her creation of characters like

Sam Pollit -- the 'eloquent, creative, narcissistic, manipulative "charmer

who deceives"'. Lidoff declares simply that 'Stead's best characters are her

worst', and draws attention to her way of uniting 'the insights of Freud

and Marx' and her 'passionate intelligence' (p. 776-8). Lidoff is particularly

perceptive in her analysis of the grotesque imagery of Stead's 'Domestic

Gothic style':

[Itsl metaphors draw on inner and outer experience, as if they were
of the same realm, uniting inner fantasies and feelings with outer
physical and social objects (pp.1n-$.
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Diana Brydon published her full-length study in one of the

b urgeoning 'woman writers' series developed by many publishing
houses in the 1980s, and discusses all of Stead's books except I'm Dying

Laughing. t19l Brydon's study is the first to consider how Stead's status as

a woman affected her fiction, and the first to focus on those elements of
her writing that are most immediately relevant to women. She is a

sensitive and perceptive critic, exploring the idea that Stead's central

metaphor for life was the 'voyage of discovery' -- a metaphor which

characterized her life as well as her fiction -- and insisting, rightly, that

Stead saw sexual and creative fulfilment as inseparable. Brydon's study is

the first full-length study of Stead's oeuvre from a woman's perspective,

and as such it has provided much insight and inspiration for me.

susan sheridan has written many articles on stead and her highly
suggestive reading of The Man Who Loved Children as a 'patriarchal
family drama' was an early influence on my thinking about the role of
the father in all three novels written in the early 1940s. Her full-length

study of stead was published in 1988 in a series called Key woman
Writers. [20J Sheridan writes from her position as a feminist critic and

discusses stead's uncompromising negation of feminism clearly and
honestly, while still maintaining a focus on Stead as a woman writer of
woman-centred political novels and with a capacity to see 'the centre

afresh from the margins' (p. 132). Sheridan argues that Stead's oeuvre can

be seen as a series of interlocking fictions, centered on 'the shared

circumstance of womanhood in modern capitalist society' (p.zz).Indeed,

Sheridan sees Stead as 'the great ironist of women's experience in the
postwar world' (p. 22). Her 'modern woman' characters, she feels, are

neither simply victims nor heroines in a conventional sense: they both

contest and comply with cultural definitions of femininity. On the whole

Sheridan's unflinching feminist stance in scholarship has proved an

ongoing source of inspiration to my own thinking about Stead.

The first, long overdue, biography of stead by chris williams was

published in August 1989, too late for me to benefit substantially from its
many factual pieces of information. Christina Stead. A Life of Letters
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provides a wealth of information gained primarily from family sources in

Australia, and she has uncovered some interesting facts about Stead's

American years, for example that the American Federal Bureau of
Investigation holds two hundred pages of information containing

references to Christina Stead and William Blake. On the whole, however,

what the FBI files reveal is how little Stead engaged in active left politics

in the United States. Although some important sources of information,

for example Stead's letters to Stanley Burnshaw, were not available to

Williams during her research, she has written an unpretentious and very

useful basic biography.

A brief outline of reviews of the six books from the American period:

(The Man Who Loaed Chililren, For Love Alone, Letty Fox, A Little Tea ,

A Little Chat, The People with the Dogs , and The Puzzleheaded Girl )
shows a typical critical response to much of Stead's work. She is generally

admired -- but seen as a puzzling, often obscure writer. Reviewers often

hint that in the long run Stead will be recognized as a genius, but they

often also profess sympathy with what they predict will be the common

reader's confusion, faced by such large amorphous worlswhich seem to

mingle satire and minutely detailed observations in puzzling ways, and

which often seem to contain a profusion of irrelevant' detail and

longwinded passages.

None of Stead's books have attracted as much criticism as The Man

Who Looed Children (1940). Some of the contemporary reviews from

1940 are very perceptive, and articulate qualities in the novel that would

be echoed in many later articles. Clifton Fadiman praised Stead's 'sheer

odginality', predicting that although her qualities would be unlikely to

'win her an immediate, warm acceptance', they would sooner or later

'win her a place among the acknowledged leaders of her generation'. lzfl
This despite the fact that he was unable to admire some of what she wrote

and could be no more specific about her talent than that he was sure she
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was a genius. Louis B. Salomon described Stead's method of analyzing
Sam Pollitt as 'razor-edged and pitiless as a dissecting knife', and praised

Stead for her 'almost superhuman skill in recording the vagaries of
family small talk'. [22] Mary Mccarthy, in a review entitled 'Framing

Father', described the novel as 'a sort of mechanical monstrosity'. [23]

Isidor schneider in Nea, Masses compared the novel to wuthering
Heights because it kept so much 'within the atmosphere of an obsession'.

I24l When it was re-published in 1965 Time Magazine wrote:

At the time it seemed like too much of a bad thing. Back in 1940,
when Australia's Christina Stead (House of All Nations) first
published The Man who Loaed children, a world at war was in no
mood to consider the perennial war betweeen men and women.
The book sold badly and was soon forgotten. But a slowly enlarging
circle of literati insisted that a magnun opus had been overlooked,
and the publisher at last consented to a second edition that proves
the literati right. The Man who Loved Children is one of thi most
truthful and terrifying horror stories ever written about family life.
t25l

At the end, the reviewer called it'a big black diamond of a book', and this

time around it did sell. The Foreword by Randall |arrell certainly helped
readers to appreciate this unusual tale, written with 'battering intensity'.
when stead herself read Jarrell's essay she wrote, deeply moved, 'FIow

can he love me?' [26]

The Man Who Loaed Children has continued to be the novel that
attracts most critical attention. It is hailed as Stead's masterpiece, and

although critics find different angles to explore, there have not been any

serious critical disagreements about it. My reading of the novel accepts

the 'orthodox' view of the book as a powerful, at least 'semi-
autobiographical' family fiction and concentrates on one special aspect of
it which I see as uniting it with the two that came after -- its exploration of
the father-daughter relationship.

For Loae Alone (1,944, has most often been read as a

bildungsroman, Stead's fictional representation of her own rite de

passage as both woman and artist. Contemporary reviews were generally
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not especially impressed by the book, one of them describing the main

character, Teresa, as 'a most tedious young woman', although in another

Stead was likened to 'an undisciplined Virginia Woolf or a disciplined

fames loyce'. [27] B.R Redman is representative:

Miss Stead is original, and she is extraordinary, but she is also, at
least in this new novel, pretentious, turgid, strained, fantastic and
even silly. Her gifts, which are manifest, include imagination,
eloquence, insight, and great verbal ingenuity; but these gifts are
undisciplined by common sense, uncontrolled by a sure artistic
intelligence. [28]

when the 'stead revival' started in the mid 1960s -- at the same time,
perhaps not simply coincidentally, as the 'second wave' of feminisrn -For

I'oae Alone attracted discussion as a fictional account of the development

of a woman artist, and was regularly described as embodying a 'female

quest'. Again, my reading of For Loue Alone does not challenge this
perspective, but singles out a particular motif, again the father-daughter

relationship, tracing its development from The Man Who Looes Chilitren

and as a foreshadowing of aspects of her next novel Letty Fox. Some

critics have elaborated on Teresa's obsessive personality. Noel Macainsh's

remarks about Teresa's precariously low self-esteem and tendency to
narcissistic self-identification, and his perceptive discussion of Teresa's

self-reflection through clothes, are especially relevant to my own reading.

of the novel. [29]

btty Fox, Her Luck (1.946) did sell very well in America, despite the

fact that it received mixed reviews. The New Yorker called it'an almost

completely disappointing performance'. t30l In Australia Kenneth

McKenzie described its general effect as 'a weighty damper on the fire of
any intelligent reader's consciousness'. [31] The Saz Francisco Chronicle,

on the other hand, found it a 'worldly, ribald, magnificent tale, this story

of Letty Fox'. [32J At least one reviewer found that For Loae Alone did
not 'deserve to sit on the same shelf' as Letty Fox. [33] Letty For has not

attracted much recent criticism; it has evidently been seen as not at all

central to the Stead oeuvre. My reading sees this work as both the climax
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of a 'father trilogy' beginning with The Man Who Loaed Children and as

a novel permeated with a'sister' complex which ties it dosely to aspects of

For Love Alone.

A Little Tea, A Little Chat arrd The People with the Dogs have

received relatively little criticism, partly because these thoroughly

'American' novels appeared a considerable time after their author had left

the United States and moved to Europe. About the first of them, Time

Magazine wrote that 'Christina Stead's prose is as hard and cold as a cake

of ice', praising her, nevertheless, for 'making distasteful characters come

distastefully alive' and for her 'needling, admirably unsentimental

prose'.[34] The Nmt Republic, on the other hand, found that the novel

missed 'an impressive number of possibilities'. [35] It is only with the

relatively recent re-issue of the novel by Virago Press that it has has

become better known and begun to be seen as a typical example of Stead's

writing.Tfte People with the Dogs has attracted even less critical attention.

As late as 1978 it was possible for K.G. Hamilton to comment that 'the fact

that The People utith the Dogs is little known and difficult to obtain may

be a disadvantage', pointing out that only the first edition from 1952 was

available. [36] My readings of these two novels focus on a number of
unusual aspects of their narrative techniques, some of them related to

ideas presented in Stead's own 'Workshop in the Novel' lecture series.

The Puzzleheaded Girl, a collection of four 'American' novellas --

pubtished in 1967 after Cotters' England, though initially written or at

least begun during the American period re-established Stead's

reputation as an important fiction writer. Time Magazine commented

that it was 'not without reason that Stead's work had been compared to

that of Nabokov and Isak Dinesen'. t37l In Australia the collection

convinced at least Thomas Keneally of 'an iron control behind the

characters, of the stability and wisdom of Christina Stead's aims'. [38] Ian

Reid and, more recently, Michael Wilding, have written on the intriguing

form and meaning of these novellas.[39] I explore the possibility of seeing

them as examples of the modern 'apologue' novella; a form of novella

which signals a commitment on the part of the author, an overt authorial
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stance. Reading the novellas in the light of comments Stead has made

about them in letters to friends, I suggest that they occupy a special

position in Stead's fiction. They are attempts to convey a world view,
dthough certainly not a narrowly moral, judgmental statement, through

this new modern form of telling a basic moral tale about mankind.

The exploration of Christina Stead pursued in this thesis can be

divided into three main categories: (a) research on biographical facts, on

the activities, events, relationships, and intellectual and literary interests,

which shaped Stead's life during her residence in the united States; (b)

an attempt to interpret these facts and discover in them 'the metaphorical

shape of life actions'; (c) an attempt to re-interpret the themes and

methods of Stead's writing as part of a 'broader personal quest', in which

'other people' are assigned 'roles in her private drama'. viewed in this

way Stead's fiction (as well as having its own integrity) is also profoundly
illuminating of her lifelong search for self-knowledge.

Christina stead's life in New York is the subject of Chapter I. [40J

Much of its detail is still obscure, requiring a degree of conjecture and

guesswork, but enough new information has surfaced to give evidence

that these years were vital for Stead's development as a writer. Flolrerc
As pieces of information of different kinds, and from different sources,

gradually accumulate and are seen in relation to each other, something

like a composite picture begins to emerge. What is offered here does not

pretend to be complete - but it provides the substantial beginnings of a
sketch of the writer's background. Researching this chapter involved me

in the kind of work a biographer constantly faces, and it has proved a

valuable experience for me, taking me relatively quickly beneath the

surface of the texts and the more abstract, formal levels of critical

discussion of them.

The next chapter is devoted to a discussion of Stead's working practice

as a writer during this period: the 'workshop' of sketches, drafts, and
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continual re-shapings out of which the 'final' works emerged. The books I
consider as belonging to this period are, in order of publication: The Man

Who Loaed Children (1940), For Love Alone (1944), lttty Fox , Her Luck

(1946), A Little Tea , A Little Chat (1948) and The People With The Dogs

(1952). The novellas in The Puzzleheaded Girl are also included in this

group since they are likely to have been mainly written in the 1940s,

although they remained unpublished until 1967. Parts of. Miss Herbert as

well as I'm Dying Laughing, which were sketched in the '!,940s, are not,

however, discussed in any detail in the thesis, since no early versions or

manuscript material appear to have been preserved. Even so, this brief
outline indicates that Stead was extraordinarily prolific in the 1940s. As

might be expected certain themes recur in all of her fiction during this

period, and Chapter II, drawing a rough picture of Stead's interests and

work habits in the 1940s, indicates some particular themes that dominate

her writing at this time. Chapter II, which defines 'the American period'

in Stead's fiction, tries to map this very intense and workfilled time of
Stead's life.

Information about Stead's working practice had to be collected

from many sources; the published works themselves proved to be of little
help, nor was there any published biography of Stead for consultation.

Sometimes useful comments have been discovered in letters or
interviews, sometimes information about people in Stead's circle of
friends has helped to fill out something of a background picture of the

1940s in New York. New information has been extremely difficult to

obtain. An advertisement placed in The New York Reuieut of Books

(April 1988) seeking information of any kind about Christina Stead and

her husband William Blake did not produce any response whatsoever.

Stead was in her forties in the 1940s, and most of her friends would have

been her age or older. William Blake was seven years her senior. By the

late 1980s, unfortunately, most of their friends would be very old if not

already deceased. Another trail was to follow up the information that

Stead lectured in a course at New York University in 1943. A personal

visit to the Bobst Library, New York Universib/, in search of catalogues
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and other details of Stead's involvement in this course, yielded only slim
results. I was able to ascertain that Stead indeed had been an instructor at

New York University in 1943; but she was teaching in the Division of
General Studies, and the Library did not have complete holdings of the

brochures advertising the kind of course she taught. Stead's 'workshop

in the Novel' must have been one of the courses offered at the

Washington Square Writing Center. However, during the course of this

research in the United States, other new material came to light in a

collection of Stead letters at Yale University, and in the files of the

American Marxist monthly, Neu) Masses.

The next two chapters of the thesis (Chapter III, 'The Father Trilogy'
and Chapter IV, 'A Fiction of Sisters') develop particular readings of the

three 'earlier' novels of the American period, based on the new

biographical and manuscript evidence (of the way they were conceived

and written) presented in the first two chapters. There has long been a

consensus among critics of The Man Who Loued Children and For Loae

Alone that these novels in a general sense exploit autobiographical

material more closely than others, though many of the comments -- in
the absence of hard data -- hasbeen of a largely speculative nature. My
research confirmed this assumption, and reveals that at least in the earlier

years of her residence in the United States -- after the more expansive

European engagements and interests reflected in The Beauties and Furies

(1936) and House of All Nations (1938) - stead returned more and more

to her family past, in a process of intense imaginative self-exploration and

self-questioning. In a Masters thesis focussing on Stead's early writing
career in the late 1920s and 1930s - which I wrote before embarking on

this doctoral dissertation -- it emerged that Stead was constantly working
on autobiographical material of this kind; drafting plans, sketches,

chapters which constituted a kind of continuing 'work-in-progress,

though they seemed during the early period never to find a final shape

and form. [41] In the late 1930s and early 1940s, however -- under the

stimulus, perhaps, of her immense feeling of isolation as an as yet un-

established writer thrust into the vigorous, confident and somewhat
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overwhelming energies

exhausting concentration

of American literary culture -- an intense,

of effort seems to have occurred, and finally

born fruit.

The readings of The Man Who Loaed Children, For Looe Alone

andLetty Fox which these two chapters offer are not intended as

exhaustive in any way; nor do they challenge the general thrust of earlier

criticism. However they are intended to provide a number of additional

new perspectives : Firstly, there is a special focus on the significance of

the father-daughter relationship in the fiction, stemming from Stead's

intense, introspective questioning of her own family history. Secondly, I

,ugue that there is a significant relationship between For Love Alone and

Letty Fox. Stead originally conceived these two novels as a single work, a

'fiction of sisters' (Letitia and Teresa). The eventual separation of these

two characters into two novels, and the vagaries of publication (which led

to For Looe Alone becoming far more widely known in Australia than

Ittty For), have meant that the extent of the relationship has gone largely

unrecognized. l42l Finally, I explore the significance of the connections

between all three novels. Links between For Loae Alone and The Man

Who Loued Children have been occasionally commented on. The

primary thread linking the novels as a trilogy -- in other ways, especially

in their settings and the broader social contexts in whidr their characters

are placed, they are highly disparate -- is in fact autobiographical.

Although the novels need not be read simply as a trilogy, this thesis

advances the view that, certainly in their conception and in some of their

concerns, they are much more closely related than has generally been

thought to be the case.

Chapter V turns to a fascinating event of 1943, Stead's short stint as

a lecturer in writing, from which the entire typescript of her Notes has

survived in her papers in Canberra. New York University had a very

active Adult Education program in literature in the 1930s and 1940s, at

what was called the Washington Square Writing Centre. Many writers

were asked to participate, some of them as panelists in discussion series

and some as teachers in a seminar series. Christina Stead was invited to
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be an instructor in a course called 'Workshop in the Novel', in the fall of

1943, which was part of the New York University Adult Education

Programme. She made extensive notes for this class, and chapter V is
devoted entirely to a discussion of them. Th"y are carefully sbuctured and

show what Stead saw as key aspects of novel-writing to discuss with her

students, as well as revealing the sources of her thinking about the nature

of the novel, and providing many of her own personal comments about

writing and other writers. A close reading of these Notes enables the

profile of Christina Stead the practising writer to be fleshed out, and they

are an especially valuable research source. She was never eager to discuss

her own writing in interviews or in print, nor that of others for that

matter. The Notes in fact give us a unique opportunity to trace the

contours of Stead's thinking as she selects literary examples and gives

advice to her students. As Stead at this time lived in the midst of a
turbulent and intense atmosphere of literary discussion among literary

people in New York, some of the influences, not surprisingly, are very

specific to that time and place. The most interesting of these is Constantin

Stanislavsky, 6ffi-Tr6? the famous theatre theoretician,, enjoying a

considerable vogue in New York's theatre world at the time. Ffe recurs

throughout the Notes as a figure whose thinking -- especially about

characterization -- is of central importance to the writer. In her Notes

Stead can be seen formulating something akin to her own asthetics of the

novel even though she has to adapt her ideas to the needs of the students,

and include a considerable amount of material that was, one imagines,

fairly commonplace in the teaching of fiction. My interpretation of the

Notes is necessarily subjective, and I have focussed particularly on aspects

of them that are unusual, and indicate the personal asthetics of their

author, although I also try to provide a general overview.

lust as Chapters III and [V are an attempt to apply some of the main

elements of the research findings of Chapter I and II to the three earlier

'American' works, so Chapters VI and VII are an attempt to apply

especially interesting aspects of the Notes to the later fiction of Stead's

American period: the two novels A Little Tea , A Little Chat and The
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People With the Dogs and the collection of novellas entitled The

Puzzleheailed Girl. In actual fact the Notes might have been 'applied' to

the earlier fiction as well, or instead - since it is just as feasible that they

'explain' the practice in novels recently finished as that they provide a

'blueprint' for fiction she was subsequently to begin writing. What I have

tried to do, however, is preserve an appropriate scepticism about any

simple reading of an author's fiction in the light of his/her theory of

fiction-writing, whether formulated retrospectively or as a blueprint. In a

sense that is very close to Stead's own, often-stated view about the

relation of theory to practice, and at the centre of the Notes there are key

statements that emphasize an intuitiae approach to writing. Not

surprisingly, in the two chapters that focus on matters of narrative

technique and genre in the later novels, there are some elements that

seem to relate quite closely to the Workshop Notes -- others that are

hardly discussed there at all, or not given any special prominence. My

aim has not been simply to produce a neat fit.

Nevertheless, there are ideas in the Notes which seem highly

suggestive for Stead's own practice. The need, for example, to find and

highlight the 'statement' or (Stanisfu{un) 'superobjective' of a novel

during the reg of writing provides one reason why Stead laboured so

much to refine the structure of her work, and is a key to understanding

her way of composing a longer narrative. Many of the elements behind

Stead's narrative method -- her belief in direct observation of life, her use

of brief concentrated sections in a longer narrative to reflect and intensify

the underlying theme of the book, and her horrifying and grotesque

vision of the world -- are found in varying degrees in all her work. In this

thesis they are explored as tendencies found in A Little TeA, A Little Chat

and The People With The Dogs.

These elements are also found in Stead's novellas, but in the

chapter on The Puzzleheaded GirI my primary concern is with the

integrity of the form of the novellas as Stead uses it -- and, more broadly,

with the suggestive possibilities of the novellas as a way of approaching

novella-like elements in Stead's longer fictions. This chapter is concerned
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not only with a reading of The Puzzleheaded GirI, a strangely neglected

work in criticism of Stead, presenting each of the fictions within a classic

definition of the genre -- the 'apologue novella' -- as developed by Mary

Doyle Springer in her book on forms of the modern novella, but also

explaining the relevance of this particular genre to Stead's novels. There

is a great deal of evidence the many of Stead's novels began as short

stories or novellas and took shape either as an expansion of an original

story or as a coalescence of several novella-like narratives. In a number of
her novels there are sections that might almost be detachable as separate

'novellas' within the larger narrative. There are 'episodes' of this kind in
The Man Who Loaed Children, in A Little Tea , A Little Chat, and in For

Loue Alone. Even in her earliest novel, Seaen Poor Men of Sydney, the

narrative comprises an interweaving of life-histories which might

initially have been written as separate shorter fictions. A section of the

later novel Cotters' England was prepared for publication in the American

magazine Mainstream as a separate short story ('Uncle Syme'), long

before the novel appeared in print. Other examples can be found in later

novels like House of AII Nations,The People With The Dogs and I'm
Dying Laughing . Again, the intention is not to offer the notion of the

'apologue novella' as some kind of hidden key to the understanding of
the form of Stead's fiction -- it is, less ambitiously, to suggest that at least

some elements in the narrative structure of Stead's novels which have

continued to puzzle and baffle critics, making them seem curiously

'formless' or careless about form, might be seen as carefully deliberated

narrative acts designed to articulate the 'superobjective' of the novel as a

whole -- not directly but through a parallel or obliquely angled fiction

whose moral reverberates through the main narrative(s). 'The

Rightangled Creek', I argue, functions in this way within the larger

structure of The Puzzleheaded GirI, serving the function of enlarging,

focussing and embroidering the central themes of the other novellas -- a
part acting as a reflector of the whole.

In the final two chapters of the thesis (Chapter VIII and IX), I turn to

two aspects of Stead's American fiction -- one thematic, the other
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autobiographical again - that are present throughout the work of this

period, but have an immediate relevance to the novellas in The

Puzzleheaded GirI. The first is the figure of the female wanderer-rebel,

described by Stead in a comment on The Puzzleheaded GirI as the'Diana

trait', a formation that occurs in what for Stead was a crucial stage in
female psychological development, the transition from maiden to
woman. The second returns, again, to the problem of autobiography in
Stead's fiction, focussing especially on the meaning of self-portraiture in
her art. It draws attention to particular instances of self-portraiture
identified by Stead herself, especially in The Puzzleheaded Girl, and

discusses the portrait of her which her husband William Blake drew in
his novel we are the Makers of Dreams (1959). It also draws on

psychoanalytic and feminist theories, moving towards an image of
Christina Stead as expressing, in the words of Teresa de Lauretis:

the concept of a multiple, shifting, and often self-contradictory
identity, a subject not divided in, but rather at odds with, language,
an identity made up of heterogeneous and heteronomous
representafons of gender, race, and class, and often indeed across
languages and cultures. [431

As this brief resumd of the structure of the thesis indicates, my aim

has been exploratory, an attempt to open up possible readings of Stead,

rather than to lock the author into a naively biographical single

interpretation of her work. The material about her life and social contexts

that emerged during research was often disparate and tantalisingly
fragmentary. I have presented it as having at least one kind of coherence

if it is viewed in relation to two particular aspects of a personal quest

which engaged christina stead throughout her American years: her

interest, stemming from an intense, continuing process of self-

exploration, in multiple aspects of female identity (in relation particularly

to the family, marriage, and the female 'outsider'), and her interest in

exploring and expanding the forms of fiction writing, making them

responsive to the unusual demands her quest placed on them. The act of
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writing itself was central to the kind of self-exploration that characterises

Stead's American period.

It must by now be obvious that I do not consider the author as

'dead'. Although I find much in recent literary theory stimulating and

innovative, when I can understand it, I refuse to sever the links between

life as we live it, life as we read about it and life as we write about it.

Traditional scholarship (including work on literary influences,

unpublished material and other sources, and biographical information) is,

in my opinion, grossly overlooked and devalued at present in literary

research. These conventional research methods are by no means the only

way into a text, but they are still a very valuable w^y. For three of the

four main areas explored in this thesis (the life and work, the formulation

of an esthetics of the novel and the genre approach towards Stead's

novellas) my methods are very straightforward. It is the fourth area of

investigation, the reading of autobiographical material in the novels, that

has prompted the use of more recent literary theories. But although both

psychoanalytical and feminist theories can be said to inform the thesis,

there is another related approach to literature that can be said to lie behind

this thesis as a whole, the kind of psychological approach discussed in

Bernard f. Paris' A Psychological Approach to Literature. (7974). l44l

In his book Mimesis Erich Auerbach proposes a contrast between

'classical moralistic' and 'problematic existential' ways of representing

reality. [a5] The distinction as he presents it is between representations of

life on the one hand in terms of fixed style and ethical categories, and on

the other through a stylistically mixed, ethically ambiguous portrayal

which probes 'the social forces underlying the facts and conditions' that

are represented. $.27) In fiction with a strong moral perspective the

author wishes to interpret the text, whereas in fiction with an existential

point of view the mimetic impulse is dominant. Some of Stead's writing
like the the novellas, might usefully be placed in Auerbach's first category
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and some, like most of The People With the Dogs, in the second,

'existential' category. But I would also like to suggest, following Bernard

Paris, that there could be a third category, a psychologically informed,

'moralistic' but still mainly 'existential' way of representing reality - and

that most of Stead's writing falls into this third category.

Wayne Booth, in his influential The Rhetoric of Fiction (1974) makes

a distinction between the author and the 'implied author', as well as

between representation and interpretation, which is illuminating in

discussing Stead's novels. [46] Booth maintains that interpretation is

always present in a novel and that this often causes problems for the

reader. Stead's own insistence that she only wrote what she saw, as a

naturalist, is confusing for a reader who senses 'interpretation' in her

novels. What I propose in this thesis, especially in Chapters trI and IV,

are possible ways of interpreting' some of 'Christina Stead's' own

interpretations.

Paris goes further and suggests that readers can think of the author as a

fictional persona, as another dramatized consciousness. The reader then

gets a deep inside view of this author's mind, although how closely

related to the actual living writer this persona might be is another

question. Paris accepts Booth's idea that authors are always present as

interpreters in their work, that 'they can never choose to disappear' and

that an author's own judgment is always evident to 'anyone who knows

how to look for it'. (p.20) Paris, however, argues that readers iue making

a mistake if they go to fiction simply for 'ethical guidance'or if they make

their enjoyment or judgment of it dependent primarily upon

their agreement with the author's values. A reader also has to 'enjoy' or

'judge' the implied author, through whose consciousness the book is

filtered, and thus get a more complicated picture of the fiction.

Christina Stead is an immensely talented mimetic or realistic

writer. Like many novelists in the realist mode Stead is interested in

revealing and exploring human characters, but she vacillates between a

clearcut mimetic mode and a psychological mode (in which she not only

describes characters but also interprets them, as she filters what she sees,
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and what she is herself part of, through her own mind).

Throughout the thesis a distinction between the historical person

Christina Stead and the implied author of her works will be maintained.

If we see the implied author as a fictional persona, another dramatized,

consciousness, rather than an authoritative source of values, our

experience of reading is enriched. I have found this distinction extremely

valuable when focussing on Stead's autobiographical input into her

fiction. It is when Stead leaves her 'normal' representational writing

and, as the implied author, moves over into interpretation, using the

fiction as an outlet for personal tensions, that the psychological approach

really pays dividends. It has also proved useful in discussing the nature of

the moral commitment behind the novellas, and in exploring the many

crrrious autobiographical elements in most of Stead's novels of the 1940s.

On the whole I think that Christina Stead has been well read; she

experienced 'a perfect reader':

I approached the Jarrell introduction which [sic] the usual
feeling of quiet nausea, fear too, which always makes me put off
the reading of criticism and even of my published books and
stories, for several days, even longer. "I can]!" . But this time I had
to, to reply to you. And this was not a reward. With this I had the
feeling one has about someone who truly loves you --"How can it
be? How can he love me? How puz.zling!" It's not quite the same,
I'm not pretending it is; it's a different matter: but I have the same
feeling almost - the perfect reader, the real reader. Who does one
write for? Oneself -- and the true reader. It's no use saying one
writes for the public. (Well,I can't say it.) [44

Christina Stead was not only an important writer, but a very sensitive and

shy person. My hope is that this study of her American period conveys

not only the excitement of discovering new material and suggesting the

shape some new interpretations might take, but also my deep admiration

for Christina Stead's creative genius and my wish for a deeper

understanding of her work. That desire -- to read Stead creatively - is also
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behind my attempt to explore how a personal quest of self-discovery

informed her fiction and how her work provided the 'metaphorical shape

of her life actions'.
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BAGHDAD ON THE HUDSON:

LIFE IN NEW YORK

I useil to caII it Baghdad on the Hudson . . . the thing
about New York that no one seems to haue noticed, but
which is absolutely striking, is that they aII do tell tales.
N.Y. promotes tale telling . eaery day generates neut
stories, and new cycles of stories. Anil euery time you
go there, you're not actually supposed to, but it's the
regular thing to tell some stories, or a couple of stories,
connected stories. [emphasis added] [U

C HnlsrtNA SrEAD's relationship with New York was not always as

friendly as this quotation of 1982, perhaps inspired by O'Henry's well-
known phrase 'Baghdad-on-the-subwdf', suggests. Later in life Stead

would often say that she loved New York, but it was not always so:

You should leave New York. There is something sterilising
in that town because it is the town of arrivistes and clique-
binders, on the one side and on the other the press of some
eleven millions of people gathered together, for what reason
heaven alone knows, living in tenements more or less
glorified to struggle, squabble with, fight and down one an-
other, has the effect of dwindling the soul away to nothing. [21

Christina Stead first came to New York with William Blake, her employer

and companion since 7929, in the winter of 1935-36. This brief stay in New
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York was not a success. She found the atmosphere in the city oppressing,

and she urged Stanley Burnshaw, in the letter from 1936 quoted above, to

leave New York. She went on to describe to Burnshaw a 'phantom' voice

in her New York flat, always urging her to write more, to stop wasting

time and to realise there was little or no time left to finish her work. This

andety about her writing placed the already ambitious Stead under severe

stress -- something that might have contributed to her negative feelings

about New York at this time. For whatever reason, Stead worked very

hard in New York both during her first short stay and later, when she

returned to New York 1937-46. Her creative output during her American

period will be discussed in the next chapter.

At this time life in Europe had become more and more difficulg
the shadow of war loomed larger than ever and the persecution of fews
was already a fact in Germany. William Blake (born Wilhelm Blech) was

Jewish, and thus had reason to be concerned for his safety. Stead wrote

movingly about such feelings in her character Michel Alphend€ry (a

character based on her husband) in House of All Nations. Obviously it
was time to get out from a Nazi-infected Europe. As leftist intellectuals,

and Blake an active Marxist, both Stead and Blake were sensitive to the

changing atmosphere in European society. Stead herself was a British

delegate and secretary to the Congress of Writers against Fascism held in

Paris in 1935, where she had an opportunity to listen to many leading

writers and intellectuals discussing the current political situation. She

wrote an article in Left Reaiew about the conference, called 'The Writers

Take Sides', in which she voiced her concern about the differences at the

Congress between the liberal and the radical writers. In this article - as far

as we know, the only overtly political artide Stead ever wrote - she voiced

her feeling that the younger writers, more committed to revolutionary

actions, were a sign of the increasing influence of 'another class -- more

powerful, eventually richer and offering more opportunities to the writer'.

She described the younger revolutionary writers, in language typical for

the time, as 'trembling and eloquent with their will to survive and create':
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[Theyl have to give up their poetic solitude and soft self-
probings to study worldly subjects, enter the political arena,
take lessons from workmen and use their pen as a scalpel for
lifting up the living tissues, cutting through the morbid
tissues, of the social anatomy. [31

It was also at this Congress that Stead met the Australian author Nettie

Palmer for the first time. Palmer and Stead never seem to have got on

especially well, although they corresponded on and off for some years, and

Nettie Palmer wrote about Stead in her journal.[4] In a letter to Nettie

Palmer in fanuary 1936 Stead described the circumstances of her first trip to
New York:

I left for America in quite a hurry, not to please myself but
others . . . I don't know how long I will be here: it looks like a
long session . . . It is always possible, however, that Bill will
get tired of America and move again. [51

William Blake and Christina Stead did go back to Europe soon after that,

and in 1937 Stead finished her House of AII Nations in Spain and the

south of France. In August the same year, however, they returned to the

United States on the SS Aquitania, to settle there for the next nine years.

The possibility of settling in America was a natural option for Blake, an

American by birth. Stead later gave yet another reason for their move:

I can't really tell you of all the incidents of our travels because
we travelled a great deal but eventually we went to New York
with my husband's mother, who was an old lady then, and as
she had come from Riga - she had been born in Riga and had
gone as an immigrant to New York, which was very brave of
her -- she became an American and she wanted to die as an
American. That was why we went to New York, you see; she
was afraid she was going to die in Paris. She loved Paris, it
was just an idea, as you understand. t6l

It is not clear if this passage refers to Stead's first or second trip to New

York, but it gives an important additional piece of information about

Stead's life in New York. For at least part of the time, until her death in

1939, Blake's mother lived with the couple, something that may have been
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stressful in itself. The life of this old lady, after she returned to New York,

is described in detail in Letty Fox, in which Stead's mother-in-law is

portrayed as Grandma Fox.

Another hilarious description Christina Stead provided mudr later of

her first impressions of America reveals that it was something of a

cultural shock for her to come to America:

And then, I may have told you, when Bill and I first landed
with his old mother in Boston, my first trip to the U.S.A., he
took us for lunch to some big Boston hotel and, waiting for
our food, I looked around and said to Bill in an undertone
(not to worry the old lady) "Bill, has there been a national
disaster today? Has the President died? Or what?" But
nothing had happened: it was the way the faces of the public
struck me -- not down-and-outers, but Bostonians having a
good lunch. [4

William Blake used this particular episode in his book Understanding the

Americans (1954), as an example of cultural 'mis-reading':

My wife had never been in the States. On her first visit (we
got off at Boston) I took her to lunch at Filene's, a very
respectable department store. My wife looked at the
assembled diners and whispered to me to get the newspapers
as some national calamity must have occr.rred. She was
wrong. There was none; these were just Bostonians taking
lunch. I explained they always looked that way, they were
stuffed-shirts. [81

However, times in the United States were also difficult, and on her return

Christina Stead apparently still did not like New York very much, at least

not in the beginni^g. Blake and Stead first lived in the country for a while

in 1938. A review of Stead's then recently completed novel in Time

Magazine (1938) gave Stead's residence as 'near Euston, Pennsylvania'. [9]

The place referred to is Lambertville, New lersey, the subject of a letter

from Stead to Stanley Burnshaw in fune 1938 describing the route to their

house in the country from New York City:

Take route 202, N.I. route 29, go south from Newark towards
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Philadelphia. Leaving Somerville and Flemington, going
south still, at 3 m. before you reach Lambertville (chief town
of Hunterdown county), and immediately after you pass a
small village called Mount Airy, you see a signboard which
says "Lambertville 3 M". On the left hand is a country road,
going past a big red barn and silo. It is the only big red barn
and silo in sight. Take this road and continue down it,
braving ruts and all, till you see a big new letterbox marked
"Samuel Putnam". That's us: Sam lived here for years and
the place is known under his name, so we didn't change it.

n0l

This is the location that provides the vivid, memorable center of Stead's

novella 'The Rightangled Creek', published in The Puzzleheaded Girl
(1967) [1f] fne suffocating fertility, beauty and strange atmosphere of the

place, so well described in the novella (with the subtitle 'A kind of Ghost

Story'), was apparent to Stead from the beginning. She goes on to describe

the place in her letter to Stanley Burnshaw as 'overrun and untended',

although it 'sits pretty in a warm, round green depression with old trees'.

Stead's invitation to visit Lambertville also included Burnshaw's

first wife, Madebne, and it is in reference to her that she mentions what

was to become a central motif of the novella, the 'maternal mood' of
nature at this place:

How is Madeleine? If you want her to flourish, send her
down here; here Nature is in tune with her, titmice, catbirds,
flycatchers, wrens, robins, cows, hens, dogs and poison-ivies,
are all in maternal mood, and if she isn't subject to hay-fever,
the counhy air will probably make her feel splendid. [121

In another letter, to her sister Kate, Stead also describes the place mudr as

in the novella:

[It isl a pretty place with a stone-and-weatherboard house,
many windows, many weeds. Years ago someone grew
'berries' (blackberries and raspberries) on it and got about 500
pounds yearly out of it, but it has not been touched for years
and weeds and flowers are rampant, also wasps, flies, bees,
birds; and even rabbits and beavers are common. It happens
that the entire bit of land round here is wild and we have
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few neighbours: the trees are old, thick, beautiful. We have
more than half-a-mile of trout-creek running round the land
and along the bushroad in a sort of neck of land. The place is
entered by a stout bridge over the creek . . . The plants are
rushing into bloom: the soil, which is washed off the
cultivated fields of the slope, is excellent. Roses of several
kinds grow untended: there are sixteen different native
violets which grow thickly everywhere and tiger lilies cover
the ground: they are just coming out. [13]

In 'The Rightangled Creek' Sam Parsons, having recently arrived from

Paris, comes to a house where' the road rises steeply from Lambertville on

the Delaware' (p 103). He brings his wife Clare there, because he thinks that

'Clare would like it here, this is a nature-lover's ideal' (p. 131). Clare does

like it; she feels 'the earth breeding at every pore, there's a sort of horror in
fertility and rioting insanity in the hot season. I love it' (p.131). Sam is

prepared to try the experiment of living close to nature: 'I'm not the

bookish man I was' (p.132). But at the end of the summer Clare and Sam

leave the house, driven away by the strange happenings in the house.

Clare and Sam are clearly modelled on Stead and Blake, and the house by

the Rightangled Creek in the novella sounds like the place near

Lambertville where Stead stayed in the summer of 1938. This novella,

consequently, could have been written at any time after this. Perhaps

country living suited Christina Stead, the naturalist's daughter, better than

William Blake, the intellectual big city boy. Stead wrote in a letter to Dr

Thistle Stead in 1942:

My only regret is that we do not live in the country - against
that are all sorts of minor practical considerations, lack of
company for Bill who (as you see by his picture) likes it,
question of homework for me, etc. [141

In 1959 William Blake wrote in a similar vein in a letter to Stanley

Burnshaw, discussing Stead's health:

She has been, on the whole, quite h"ppy in the country.
Daughter of a naturalist, having been raised in a zno, with a
stepmother a professor of botany and all that sort of thing, she
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is at home in the regions of Darwin and Gilbert White of
Selborne . . . . I love the country too, but I do miss some of the
intellectual attractions of a metropolis. Chris does not so the
country is her benison. [15]

whatever their reasons for rejecting country life in 1938, the couple

returned to New York City, after a short stay in St Augustine, Florida in
March 1939, and settled at 152 East 22 Street. Here a distinct new period of
Stead's life began. She started to write about her childhood, a time she

remembered as full of anguish:

I don't know that I (or Bill) remember Ny so fondly. We
didn't 'live in a dream world'. I was so utterly despairingly
miserable there that I wrote THE MAN WHO -- that's the
truth. I tore it out of me alive and I can still remember those
awful feelings . . . Later, we had a thoroughly modern steel-
concrete apartment, fireproof, which suited me (fear of fire
since Australian days where people are getting burnt up in
bush fires, when everything is copper coloured, earth, sky,
bush, trees); but on one side Fourteenth St. with fire engines
tearing up and down and on the other side, in our cour$rard,
the roaring of the ventilator in the all night bakery. I didn't
get one night's sleep through; also the place was full of static
electricity -- so was I. I never went out except to bores who
talked Marxism and the headlines; eventually I stayed in. [16]

These were the years in which she wrote The Man Who Loaed Children,

published in 1940, itself an agonising experience:

I was crying every two months and just couldn't stop. I
didn't know it then, but it was because of my terrible
experiences as a child. Then one day I wrote down everything
to clarify my feelings.l77l

Inner and outer experiences combined to make at least the early years of
Stead's stay in New York physically and mentally exhausting -- and she

was also haunted by the 'phantom' of unfulfilled literary ambitions. This

aspect of her American period will be discussed more fully in the next

chapter. The soul-searching, the intensity of self-exploration, needed to

write The Man who Looed Children -- both a need and a dreaded task --
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exacerbated her sense of the 'despairingly miserable' environment in

which she (and Blake) lived in New York.

Christina Stead never moved in established literary circles, either in

Europe or in the United States. William Blake had grown up among poor

fewish immigrants in the Lower East Side of New York, and there were

probably some old friends still around after his return. But basically it
seems to have been new friends from the communist magazine New

Masses and new and old business friends of Blake's, who constituted the

circle of people amongst whom they moved.

During her first short stay in the United States Stead complained

bitterly about the lack of interest in her literary work amongst her New

York friends. She wrote to Nettie Palmer in January 1936:

I have not found any envy or disparagement in the literary
world, although I have found some (or rather, envious
silences) amongst middle'class friends with no literary calling:
. . . I'm very grateful to you for sometimes passing on remarks
like that of Rebecca West: although I hope to do better, it
encourages me a bit, for I really put some gristle into the
"Seven Poor Men" and my New York friends haven't even
read it: they are mostly fairly well off - they have enough
anyhow to invest in Robert Briffault's "Europa", Thomas
Wolfe's "Of Time and the River" and other. best-sellers -- but
they expect me, out of love and friendship, to give them my
books! And I don't, I can't. So they pass the fact that I write, up
in silence, perhaps feeling slightly injured even, that I
haven't sent them my books; and sit and talk the whole
evening about the stock-market or what not. It makes me
simply furious; not that I expect to be an object of interest, but
not ever to be able to talk about literature, or characterisation
or trny of the purely professional subjects that absorb a writer!
I know this sounds idiotic and perhaps it is better that I have
to chew the tongue of my shoe in silence. Besides it is my own
fault for hanging around demnition [sic] middle-class circles.
[18]

Neut Masses (1926-49), at this time an intensely active Marxist magazine

based in New York, provided a much more congenial atmosphere. This is

where Stead first met the poet, editor, critic and publisher Stanley
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Burnshaw, who was to become one of her oldest and closest pen-friends.

The magazine operated from an office just off University Place in

Greenwich Village:

Soon after arriving in New York from Europe in 1935 Bilt
Blake and I were brought by the ardent and genial writer
Mike Gold into the offices of the New Masses, then
flourishing and in tune with those anxious and enquiring
times . . . In the following weeks I worked voluntarily at the
humblest of jobs on the magazine The New Masses (an
unpleasant job too, sending back rejected MSS, none wanted
to do it); and became acquainted with them all and their
workaday dilemmas. t19l

This early association with Near Masses was extremely important to
Stead. The magazine was a continuation of Masses, which had been

forum for john Reed until it was suppressed in 1918, and in effect

provided a main promotior,"fH, the , American communist party.

William Phillips, founding editor of. Partisan Reuiew, described it as 'the

stronghold of those who had the strictest and most vulgar interpretation

of the "party line" in literature'. [20J This magazine provided Stead with
some new, interesting friends and it also offered her an opportunity to
write reviews of contemporary books, giving her a public literary presence

which she badly needed.

Her own books were also well received and reviewed by leading

critics in the magazine. House of AII Nations was reviewed there b y

Edwin Berry Burgum, in a piece headed 'The House that fack built'. FIe

was impressed by the novel and its 'invaluable lesson in procedure',

concluding with the following summing up of 'Miss Stead':

Though she has been compared to Balzac, whom she
resembles in choice and scope of subject, she is unlike her
great predecessor in that she never gives an impression of
distorting the facts to create an effect. If her characters make
fools of themselves, they are alone at fault. She remains the
observer of their antics with a discretion of which only the
exceptional writer is capable. The publication of her novel is
significant evidence of the trend in contemporary fiction
away from spiritual autobiography and toward an objective

a

it
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account of the social forces that work through the conflict of
human wills. [2U

Edwin Berry Bergum also reviewed William Blake's novel The Painter

anil the lndy, when it first appeared in 1939, describing it as adopting 'an

unorthodox approach to a pressing political problem, but not without its
piquancy and its value'. [22J Both Blake and Stead were acknowledged by
the magazine as serious writers on the left and were soon asked to review

other books themselves.

Christina Stead started to write for New Masses in 1936. Her first
contribution was a scathing review of William Saroyan's book Inhale and

Exhale. t23l Her next article was a review of Meek Heritage Qlurskas
Kuriuus ), a novel by the Finnish Nobel prize winner F. E. sillanpid,
which Stead describes as:

[A] sort of counterblast to those writers who seek "folkpoems"
from the horny-handed farmboy who has come to beg for
bread, those who wish to set up falsely colored proletirian
ideals in idle, romantic narratives. (p. ZS) t}4l

Stead, at at this time busy with The Man Who l-oued Children -- anything
but an 'idle, romantic narrative' -- seems to have appreciated SillanpiiA's

low-key, realistic prose. A month later Stead turned to Andrd Malraux's

novel of the Spanish Civil war, MAn's Hope (L'Espoir ) and wrote a long
review. [25] This book, she writes, was meant to give the fighters and

organizers against fascism not only 'the syntax of war' but 'its living
tongue'. she finds the book 'really absorbing' not only for its literary
beauty but because it is a 'practical manual' for anyone interested in
political organization, and she compares it in this respect with Soviet

films, with their sequences designed deliberately to teach war techniques to

audiences. The book is praised for its 'perfect synthesis and simulacrum of
life' and Stead finds Malraux's style, although badly translated, 'a lively,
pithy, savdry modern language with a descriptive genius and a neat way of
introducing characters'.
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Christina Stead's own new book, The Man Who l-oued Children, was

hailed in Nal Masses as'a novelization of Engels' 'Origin of the Family'.

[26] In a glowing review entitled 'In the Bosom of the Bourgeois Family',

Isidor Schneider praised the book as one of the season's 'truly notable

books', remarking that it reminded him of Emily Bront€'s 'wild rhetoric'

inWuthering Heights, and describing Stead's portrait of Louisa as an

extraordinary achievement:

the account of her brave and pitiful and blundering struggle
to build a life apart, secure from that maniacal conflict, the
recurring struggle of youth to escape the family. (p.19)

Schneider continued:

Miss Stead's achievement is unique. She has taken a social
fact and given it artistic embodiment. She has accomplished
it without sacrifice of her individual literary gifts. Her book
assumes immediate stature among social novels. It is hard to
think of a novel where the narrative is so solid and where, at
the same time, sheer literary texture offers so much pleasure.
(p.1e)

Christina Stead had at last arrived on the literary scene. Or so one would

have thought. However, although the novel received very good reviews,

its sales history was uneven: 'poor sales at $ 3.00, but a quick sale of more

than 5,000 at $1.75 (in 1940s prices)'. [27] The Man Who Looed Chililren

had to wait until its revival in 1965 to achieve the status of a modern

classic.

A year or so later Stead returned to the pages of Nan Masses with a

spirited review of Louis Aragon's novel The Century was Young, a review

that sparked a lively controversy. [28] In her review Stead had called the

main character of the book, Pierre Mercadier, 'that mediocre, sensual man

dear to French fiction' who 'lives and dies, as he has wished, Nobody'.

Numerous people, among them the translator of the novel, Hannah

fosephson, disagree6. t29l ln her reply to fosephson, Stead elaborated on

her original judgment:
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[Tlhis is one of the those books with a double. The double is
always the author himself, or else a great social surge yet
unexpressed otherwise. The personages in Aragon's book are
lifeless, but through their transparencies one sees the living
flame of the author himself, who is the chief character. This
book is not about Nobody, it is about Aragon: but Pierre
Mercadier is the s.une Nobody of whom Ibsen wrote. (p.7-T4)
I30l

Stead's comment on the novel's ldouble' -- a shadow-text whose subject is

the author himself -- is exceptionally interesting in the light of her own

shuggles at this time to discover an appropriate form for autobiographical

material, for 'the living flame of the author himself'. In her original
review Stead had also taken the opportunity to comment generally on

contemporary fictional trends, noting with dismay the tendency of
novelists to 'sink their craft under a load of detail':

Very interesting are two characteristics of long modern
novels, exhibited also in this one. All modern artists seem
strangely to feel that they Eue near |udgment Day. They are
making summaries of their times and some sink their craft
under a load of detail, like the great foyce and the little
Romains As a result, the hero-with-the-notebook has
also come to the fore, dignified brother of the star-reporter-
gangbuster. Here he is again, little pale brother of Cripure
(Louis Guilloux in Le Sang Noir ) and cousin of Oliver
Wiswell who scribbled while they bled. This gleaning of
"everything" makes the characters poor: and the object of the
novel is characterization. Moreover, one gets the feeling that
the writer himself is on the run, poor anxious Master of the
Duy of |udgment, noting down everything for a
contemptuous posterity. Aragon, though a bold soldier of the
proletariat, has this infirmity as a writer: he is afraid to fail.
(pp. Ba)

Here we get glimpses of Stead's views on the art of novel writing -- 'the

object of the novel is characterization'; the need to avoid 'a load of detail'-
as well as an allusion to one of the novelists (Louis Guilloux) she admired

most during this time. Most interesting of all, however, is her concern
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with the motiaes behind authorship, her sense of the modern artist as

poised uneasily between the desire to make the grand (Apocalyptic)

statement and the fear of failure. Perhaps Stead's text here also has its

double: the way its ironies work suggests that the anxieties she refers to are

also her own.

During this period -- early 1940s -- Stead made a number of new

literary acquaintances. Late in life, in a letter where she briefly mentioned

American authors of the Left of the 1930s, she mentioned that she knew

some of them: 'My friends to the number of FIVE were in it -- Ettore,

Stanley, Mike Gold, foe Freeman, Isidor Schneider'. [3t1 There was also

another literary friendship in this period, which came to mean very much

to Stead. In the issue of. New Masses in which Schneider's review of

Stead's The Man Who Loaed Children appeared, there was also a review

entitled 'The McKenneys Again'. Ruth McKenney's The McKenney's carry

orr, the review states, is as funny as her recent bestseller My Sistu Eileen.

Ruth McKenney and her husband Richard Bransten became close friends

of Stead and Blake. McKenny, a contributor to New Masses, went to

Hollywood in the early 1940s, and was later blacklisted under McCarthy,

and she and Richard Bransten provided the models for the main character

Emily and her husband in Stead's posthumously published novel f'm

Dying laughing (1986).

Although Stead seems to have settled in to her American milieu by

this time, she had not forgotten her Australian roots. In September 1941

she reviewed the fellow Australian writer Kylie Tennant's novel Tfte

Battlers in Nat Masses. I32] She called her review'Wandering Workers'

and praised Tennant's 'harmonious, simple style of reportage'. Stead did

not see the battlers as 'the suddenly unlanded farmers of The Grapes of

Wrath, but as akin to Gorky's wanderers, 'the perpetually expelled and

disinherited, who must walk till times change'. Stead spent some time

explaining the Australianisms in the novel to her American readership
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(such as 'bagman' (meaning'tramf) and 'squatters' (for'rich planteri)), and

referred harshly to her homeland as ' a kind of czarist Siberia in the South

Pacific, its first persons recruited in the s:une wdf t from persons exiled for

life for political agitation and the crimes of want'. But at the end of the

review a heartwarming 'our' crept in: 'The word "battlers" probably comes

from our early German settlers and originally meant 'the beggars"'. Stead

wrote here as an Australian, eager for her American communist

readership to understand the problems of the battlers, as she compared

them with both American and Soviet workers.

By April 1942 Christina Stead and William Blake were living at 272

E. 15th Street, in the neighbourhood of 'the people with the dogs'. Blake

was busy, Stead herself extremely tired and she writes in a letter that they

'haven't had a person in for a "cup of tea" for 500 evenings'. [33] Both

Stead and William Blake were in fact working hard at this time on their

own writing projects. Stead wrote sketches and drafts for novels involving

characters like Teresa Hawkins, Letty Fox, fonathan Crow and fames

Quick. She seems to have worked at a furious temPo, constantly re-

arranging and re-working her material. She also continued to write the

occasional review in Naar Masses, but she seems to have avoided Marxist

meetings when possible. William Blake, on the other hand, although he

also worked on novels, books and articles, seems to have worked hard

within the party and attended meetings and discussion groups. The

preceding winter he had given a course on the History of Economics at the

newly formed School for Democracy. During the winter of. 1942 he also

gave a course in Historical Fiction at the Writer's School (probably at

Washington Square), and he figured prominently in an event New Masses

organised, a screening of war films from all fronts. He was advertised in

the magazine as William Blake, distinguished author of The Copperheads,

The Painter and the Lady and An American look at KarI Marx. The

venue was IrvingPlaza,20 February 7942.

Blake seems to have been the more outgoing of the two, always eager to

discuss economic policy and politics with other people. If he was the

model for Michel Alphenddry in House of AII Nations , he was also
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utterly impractical with household chores, which all fell to Stead. The

couple seem to have lived simply, but continued their habit from
European days of taking many of their meals in restaurants. They did
entertain, but as the letter from 1942 suggests, sometimes they were both

too tired and ill to manage that.

However, they did share an interest in the theatre, perhaps going back

to their residence in Paris in the early 1.930s, and the liveliness of the New
York theatre scene in the early 1940s seems to have been especially

attractive to them. [34] In April 1941 Stead wrote fronfiUgonquin to her

friend Ettore Rella, that a theatre review by Alvah Bessie in Naz Masses

had made her very upset, and suggested that a couple of people, herself

included, should write a short letter to the magazine to state an alternative

view of the production:

I feel very much that 'the left should never be too critical of
fTS art,' at least when it is hard hit, as at present. t35l

In fact it was Blake himself who published in Nau Masses (in February

1942) an artide attacking the earlier review by Alvah Bessie in Nal Mnss*
of a production of Hy Craft's 'Cafe crown', and defending the ]ewish
theatre, especially this production which was directed by Elia Kazan. [36] In

his article Blake also mentibns Constantin Stanislavsky, the originator of
the Stanislavsky System, which was transformed by Lee Strasberg into
what he called 'the method'. In the early 1950s Stead mentioned that at

one time she also was studying Stanislavsky and had met Elia Kazan at a

party. [37J There is little doubt that the Stanislav ian ambience of the

New York theatre at this time contributed a great deal to the ideas about

fiction which Stead was shortly to develop for presentation in her

Workshop in the Novel.

Although both Stead and William Blake were very active at this
time, they had very little money. Apart from writing, william Blake as

usual continued to assist his old friend Alf Hurst with his business

dealings. Hurst had a longstanding interest in the wheat business, but in
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the early 1940s had expanded into the fur business as well. In a letter of

1942 Stead complained that Blake and Hurst had been swindled of money

by an employee. l37l Times were difficul$ Hurst himself was waiting for

the war to end so that he could go back to Europe. The acute social and

political observer Christina Stead chronicled the wheeler-dealings of these

war years in New York in A Little Tu, A Little Clut . Blake's position vis-

a-vis Hurst is sensitively portrayed there in the relationship between

David Flack and Robbie Grant, the arch-exploiter of personal friendships

(with both women and men). The book leaves an impression that Blake's

generosity and good will made him vulnerable to manipulations by his

friends, not only financially but socially as well. Descriptions of Solander

Fox in Letty Fox and Martin Dean in 'Girl from the Beach' (in The

Puzzleheaded Girl ) also suggest the same vulnerability. In a letter of 1,942

to her stepmother, Dr Thistle Stead, Stead acknowledges that their

financial situation is almost desperate:

Bill is sick of business: only went into it because we would
have starved if he had not been earning something (all this
because we stuck to literature another word for slow
starvation): and is trying to do something worse, make
contacts in Hollywood, get one of whose M.G.M. contracts for
a few months, which everyone says is worse than typhoid --
however, we will see. [38]

Their personal economic situation forced Blake and Stead to think about

going out to Hollywood, like so many other writers at this time. fume at

least struck gold there, but for many (like the playwright Clifford Odets and

the fiction writer Dashiel Hammet) it meant their artistic and creative

ruin. The detailed references to shady deals and corrupt practices in New

York's financial markets in both ktty For and A Little Tea, A Little Chat

open up areas of Stead's life in New York. Strangely, however, she does

not anywhere in her books offer an account of the struggles of writers on

the left at this time, and especially her own problems to survive as an

emerging realist author. Some insights into this side of her life in the

1940s are provided in I'm Dying laughing, published posthumously, but
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this novel is more a bitter and probing account of one very unusual

character than a personal bildungsroman. The only glimpses of the

desperately straitened circumstances of Stead's life at this time are those

that can be gleaned through letters. As it turned out, both Christina Stead

and William Blake did in fact go to Hollywood.

William Blake travelled ahead of Stead, to look for work and to

Prepare the ground. Stead also went West, but stayed for a time in Santa Fe

in August 1942 (a trip to Santa Fe for facky is mentioned in btty Fox ). tn

October Stead wrote from Los Angeles:

[IJt looks, after all, as if the Lion's Roar (M.G.M.) is going to
take me in -- but when, I don't know: I have to wait, though
a director, an M.G.M.intellectual, now please be good - has
given a firm promise and there's talk of a 3O-week contract
and all that - I am not saying anything tiU it materialises. [39]

Apparently this job did materialise, for in December William Blake wrote

to Stanley Burnshaw:

She is writing "We were expendable" for her producer,
Christian science refined nitwit who makes 2 million a year
for Metro with Minnivers and Random Harvests. . . . . t401

Judging from the ironic tone of the letter, the job is hardly likely to have

suited Stead, but it paid reasonably well and they needed the money. In the

siune letter to Burnshaw Blake commented that'until recently we were so

busy looking for a dollar bill (we are five fathoms deep below a dollar) that

we sounded like Schopenhauer after Brome-Seltzer.'

This was a heady time for writers in Hollywood, not least for the

writers on the left. It was difficult to do serious work, but the pay vyas often

extremely good. The highly differential pay scale indicated a strict
hierarchy. Stead was well aware of the social consequenc€s:

Even at gatherings of mostly communist writers, a fellow
would be classified as a '$1000-a-week man', and therefore
important, while another would be dismissed verbally as a
'$150-a-week man' and therefore of no particular signific.rnce.
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I was a $l7Fa-week woman and I counted for nothing.I il

Christina Stead worked for a while on a script of 'Marie Curie', but
basically had a good salary and free time. Some of that time was apparently

spent observing others. Stead has written about communist writers in
Hollywood in l'm Dying l-aughing, where not only the people but also the

different suburbs of Los Angeles are vividly recreated. Although the

salaries were good and helped them in their immediate strained

economic circumstances, Stead and her husband saw no future in
Hollywood for themselves, and returned to New York in 1943.

Money was even more desperately needed. Sales of her books bore no

relation to their critical successes: House of All Nations sold about 8,000

copies; The Man who Loved children sold about 5,000 copies (in a

cheaper format); For Loae Alone, published in 79M, had sales of over

10,000 copies and ktty Fox (194G) well over 12,000. l4?l This means that

what was to become Stead's most famous book, The Man who Loaed

Children, was actually one of the least successful of her novels during this

period. one problem was simply that until the re-discovery of The Man

Who Loued Children in 1965, no publisher was interested in publishing
Stead in paperback, the key to any significant shift in her earnings from
her books. This was something that worried and frustrated Blake, who
wrote in 1962:

It does seem strange to me that since Chris and myself have
had fifteen novels published many of them successes, that
[sicJnot a single one can be sold for any reason to any
paperback house when I see titles of those who have offered
far less spread everywhere. But maybe God doesn't like us
presumably because we don't like him. [431

Stead herself never publicly complained that her books did not sell,

though she did once write a short comic piece about a 'wandering

Minstrel' having to answer the question: Did it sell? She sent this MS

round to her friends, and it was published posthumously. t44l This lack of
commercial success, however, was a major problem for Stead as it meant
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that she had to look around for work besides writing.

In April 1943 Stead was back in New York City, living at 21 E. 14

Street, and very grateful to friends for helping her to find a job. After

outlining the assistance she had received with contacts and job offers, she

commented to Stanley Burnshaw:

But why? I can't make it out. It's just N.Y.; they are all bricks
here. Maybe in a month I will be deeply regretting all this
activity when I am anchored behind some desk listening
respectfully to some male, for that is what female "work"
often gets down to.

Thanks very much for the Homer Watt letter. I frankly
should not mind at all teaching English although it would be
no cinch, I should have to work at it. But I think I'd like it. I
am glad to be on some list or other of theirs, because it might
work out, especially later on, if some book of mine comes
out. [45]

what came of all this activity was not a job teaching English, but Novel

teaching. It was in the fall of 1943 that Stead gave a course entitled

'Workshop in the Novel' at New York University. She is listed in the

N.Y.U. directory as an instructor in the Division of General Education at

New York University for the first term of 1943. Her home address is given

as 21 E 14 Street, perhaps the house that Stead had in mind when she later

wrote: ' we used to live on Fourteenth Street in New York, in a place that

has been torn down -- a huge pyramidal building'. [46] Stead is listed as

unmarried in the directory -- she and Blake officially married in 1952 -
and she is described as working at the Washington Square Center of Adult
Education. The center offered 'a somewhat loosely knit program of
courses, basically in liberal arts', and in 1943 began a cooperative venture

with the Authors' Guild in the adult education programme. The aim of
the programme was:

[To] bring a considerable number of the foremost American
writers to the University and with them not a little prestige
to our work, especially to that body of courses in creative
writing known as The Washington Square Writing Center,
which for several years has attracted distinguished writers as
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teachers, and hundreds of beginning writers, many of whom
have since achieved publication. I47l

As far as we know, Christina Stead only offered this Workshop of

twelve lectures, probably at the Washington Square Writing Center, once.

Nevertheless it forced Stead to articulate and shape an overall view of the

art of the novel in ways that had never occurred before. To help her

organise her thoughts Stead made careful notes of what to say in the

workshop. These notes are now among her papers at the National Library

of Australia in Canberra, and will be discussed in detail in chapter VI. The

official records do not give any details of the course, except to mention the

related Authors' Guild Craftsman Series that was given in April-May and

October-December 1943. This particular series consisted of evenings with

two published authors giving their opinions of, typically, 'Stories that Sell,

I-II'.

Stead was a Board Member, 'under protest', of the League of
American Writers. [48] The League consisted of three guilds, The

Dramatists' Guild, the Authors' Guild and the Radio Writers' Guild. The

Writing Center of New York University advertised that they offered

training, under the direction of competent teachers (most of whom were

working writers), to men and women interested in developing their

writing abilities. In the spring of 7943 the Authors' Guild and the Writing

Center held a series of meetings devoted to the problems of writing. Stead

might have been involved in planning these evenings; her own course,

however, was part of the Writing Center itself.

During her New York years Stead suffer ed from many minor

health problems which she discusses in the letter to her stepmother, of
1942:

I dislike meetings very intensely and all noise, city-life and
the rest and all orderly arrangements: just a firm tendency to
be a tramp in me. I found out all that was wrong with me
and I am quite sure from all the symptoms, all that was
wrong with the dear old man (I call him that "Sam", though
not to see him again is one of my aims in life) - I have high
blood pressure, longstanding sinus infection and other head
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and mucous-membrane troubles, all more or less hand-in-
hand. I am merely mentioning this because I am sure that all
his troubles are the same despite his romantic belief that "he
suffers in his head beause he was made to use it" etc.etc. I
have apparently always had H.B.P. since a child and I
imagine he did too. Of course, you can't argue about these
things, but I know he would: eyetroubles, headaches, and the
rest, all come from that. [a9]

Stead suffered ill health for a long time; when she first arrived in London

in 1928 she was convinced she would soon die. The high btood pressure

was apparently inherited from her father. This problem might have

aggravated her physical condition at the time when she starved herself in
sydney to save money to go to London. Although she knew as early as

1942 that she had high blood pressure, she was not properly diagnosed and

treated until the late fifties. William Blake writes in 1959:

No, Christina is not doing badly at the moment. Two years
ago we found that she suffered from essential hypertension, it
was really quite serious, and she has been taking proper
medicines which have, at least, reduced the crisis factor. She
fluctuates a good deal. Some weeks she is in poor condition,
sometimes in really bad state, then there are long and good
rallies. On the whole I would say that since she received
elaborate study and had a course of treatment prescribed
when we were in Leipzig in the autumn of 1957, that the
general curve has been upwards. But what remains is a lack of
strength: not due to nourishment which is superb, but
making it difficult for her to complete big jobs of work
She has done so much and the actual novels themselves
(there are three and some nouvelles) do not get to completion
because she lacks the physical resources. However moie than
a year in the wonderful Surrey countryside has done much
and I am an optimist on her recovery. [501

This lack of physical robustness must be at least partly why Stead published

so little between 1952 and 19ffi. Against this background of low energy and

indifferent health, it is truly amazing that Stead managed to write so

intensively and unremittingly during her New York ye:us.
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It is mainly through Stead's own letters that it has been possible to

piece together a picture of Stead during her New York years. Although the

letters are mostly to one recipient (stanley Burnshaw) they all give a

consistent picture of Stead at this time. She seems to have been tense and

somewhat high-sbun& a woman who did not mix much socially, working
furiously to prove to others as well as to herself that she had it in her to
excel in writing. After the relative success of both House of All Nations

and The Man Who Loved Children, the difficutties she experienced on

account of the publishing policies of American publishing houses in the

1940s seem to have disheartened her. The nervous exhaustion she

mentions in connection with writing The Man Who Loaed Children is

understandable; the relief after it was finished should have been equally as

intense. Perhaps the relative failure and widespread misunderstanding of
For Loae Alone when it first appeared were very hurtful. That book was

also a deeply felt personal exploration of herself.

The unhappiness, loneliness and economic difficulties of the New
York years come through very clearly in Stead's letters. So does her

gratitude to William Blake, her loyal and devoted life partner. What is
never dwelt on at any length, in the material accessible to me, is the

development of Stead's writing, or of her ideas of what she aimed to do as

an artist. Fortunately the workshop notes provide an interesting
commentary on Stead's asthetics at this time. For some reason she seems

to have seen herself less as a woman artist struggling to express her

thoughts than as a young lvoman struggling to achieve passion and

success in love. These two lifelong commitments seem.to have provided
parallel threads in her life whose connections she never fully articulated,

or perhaps even recognized at the time. Her workshop notes, with
comments on the art of fiction, and her recurrent themes of the female

wanderer and rebel, and the rite de passage for girls from maidenhood to

womanhood, are thus discussed in separate chapters later in the thesis.

After her first visit to New York Stead apparently did not like if
Ye* much - the words quoted at the beginning of this chapter eloquently
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express this. After her return from Hollywood and relocation in an

apartment in 14th Street -- the street Elia Kazan called 'the accepted

dividing line between the bourgeoisie and the radicalized masses' - she

seems to have begun to like life in New York better. [51] Stead and Blake

stayed at this address (21 East 14 St.) until leaving the United States three

years later. The following extract from a letter to Ettore Rella in'1,979

balances the negative tone of the quotation at the beginning of this

chapter:

I am flattered by your calling me a 'tried and true 14th
Streeter' and think it may be just praise, for it is that street I
think of when saying 'New York' and I rave occasionally to
people who will stand by me (they don't know NYC) about
the quality and characteristics (unique) of 14th St. its old
houses such as you live in (ZOZ W 14) - delicious places; and
often have I described your terraces and the trees at the back -
and all the res$ and especially 14th St, its cosmopolitan and
representative character -- the outdoor displays, the river-to-
river Rialto, its being the boundary of the Village and the
artists who live in it (like you) and near it( like some of your
friends) and how really home it has been to me Most
others think of Broadwdf r Fifth Ave, Central Park roads,
42nd,55th -- but few know what 14th St. is -- another world, it
is home to me and I suffer for it and know what I felt there . .

The years after their return to New York from Hollywood were,

nevertheless, saddened for Christina Stead and William Blake, as for so

many writers on the left, by the relentless and hysterical search by the

American Right for communists, communist sympathisers or anybody

with even a remote connection with 'communism'. The Dies committee,

set up in 7938, was the forerunner to the House committtee on

UnAmerican Activities led by Senator )oe Mdarthy. William Blake spoke

at several anti-Dies meetings in New York. An editorial in Nant Masses,

t52l
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after one such meeting, mentioned Blake as a well-known figure:

William Blake, Wall Street's bad boy, quipped and thrust with
his rapier wit and explained why, with all his knowledge of
high finance, he couldn't make a stock market killing for
NM, and how the working class would inevitably establish
socialism throughout the world. t53I

Naturally neither Christina Stead nor William Blake escaped being

investigated. In her recent biography Chris Williams has given full details

of the secret FBI investigations of Stead and Blake during these years. [54J

They were both listed in the 1940s hearings by the House of
Representatives Committee on UnAmerican Activities, but they were

never called on to testify, and no doubt their return to Europe helped.

However, apart from the fact that Blake was a registered member of the

Communist Party and Stead could be called a 'fellow traveller', the FBI

does not seem to have found any incriminating evidence against them.

They decided to leave for Europe as soon as the war ended. William Blake

sailed with one of the first ships to Europe in 1945 and Stead followed at

the end of the year. An FBI report has details:

A pretext interview with the doorman at Twenty-one East
14th Street, NYC, reflects the information that Ci{RISTINA
STEAD resided at that address until the latter part of
December 79M. She then sold some of her furniture and left
for France, and it was the doorman's understanding that she
would be gone about ten months. He said further, that she
had retained the lease of her apartment, and at the present
time it was being occupied bI a [deletion]. [55]

These days are recaptured in 'Girl

when Laura Dean, in the section

packing to go to Europe:

from the Beach'(The Puzzleheaded Girl )

subtitled 'New York: late forties' is

She sat down. That day, people had been to see the furniture,
strangers had spent hours talking about their affairs, Martin's
cousin had come to say her husband was going to kill her.
Laura had telephoned the hospitals, the police. An old friend,
a studio executive, a pretty little woman whom Alfred Hill
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had once ad'mired" a $roman who had "Elven naureo", had
comc iry on her way to Los Angeles, to find out hotir she was,
now thought of in Nenr Ysrle, (t 1SPJ

Stead sailed alone fur.Antwerp, Bel$un on 28 Decunnber 1945 on$6

Oglethorye Victwy of the Black Diamond Line. [561
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II

THE PHANTOM IN THE FLAT:

WORK IN NEW YORK

Agt, despair, mutual distrust and desolation creep in the
streets of New York. I laughed the first time anyone said to
ffi€, "Yott'll haae to work faster, you hauen't got much time
Ieft" , the second time, when it was repeated in the form "Is
that all you've published yet? " I was astounded, but the
preoccupation with age, death and sterility went on and on
qnd orr, until upon my soul, and it is reasonably tough, I
began to find the phantom at home when I got in each night,
traitorously uthispering, "It's true: you're wasting time: Iook
at the eleuen million ginks in this town, all warking! How
can you expect to get anywhere if you don't turn 'em out
faster. There's no time left". Shortly after this, BilI and. I,
haaing a sort of promise of occupation in Europe, left the
phantom flat and I assure you this romantic explanation rs
nearer the truth than any other The whole spirit of
Nat York is opposed to the ueative mind, which as you say
is solitude painting itself on the world. tll

THrs Is AN EXTRACT from a letter Christina Stead wrote to Stanley

Burnshaw in 1936. Stead had returned to Europe after a short stay in New

York, and she wrote to Burnshaw urging him to leave New York: 'there

is something sterilising in that town'. Although Stead saw New York as

preoccupied with age, death and sterility, harbouring 'traitorously
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whispering' phantoms, she returned there shortly afterwards for a longer

stay (1937 - M). But the phantom voice, urging her to work at an ever

increasing speed, was still there. In fact Stead did work enormously hard

in New York -- but whether this was simply because of the atrnosphere in

New York (as she implies above), or whether it had deeper, more personal

causes, is hard to say. Whatever the answer, as the evidence of Stead's

working drafts and constant re-writings comes to light, something of the

prolific energy and ambition that lay behind Stead's writing during this

time is revealed. In terms of literary output, published and unpublished,

Stead's American period might well be called The Golden Years.

A careful study of both unpublished manuscripts and letters

confirms the feeling of urgency in Stead's writing. In the early forties

Stead appears in fact to have worked on several manuscripts. This chapter

attempts to trace a chronology of Stead's writing -- a kind of manuscript

history -- during her American period, drawing mainly on information

(derived from her Papers) about manuscripts she was working on, and on

extracts from letters and interviews. Some details are not completely clear,

and may never be known. By no means all working manuscripts have

survived, and information about their existence often survives only in
brief references in letters. But enough information has survived to

provide a general picture of the way she worked, and of what she worked

on, during the period. Publication history creates its own illusion of

chronological seamlessness, of one book completed, another begun. Stead

never worked that way. The drafts she worked on, and the material she

gathered, between 1937 and lg$, often found its 'final' shape and form

only after many years. The chronology attempted here also reveals the

persistence of certain types of character, and of particular themes explored

through these types, in Stead's fiction during her American period, and

these concerns too -- a tentative outline of her creative development at

this time -- provide a related aim in what follows.
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Christina Stead published only three books during her American

years: The Man Who Loaed Children (1940), For Looe Alone (1944) and

Ittty Fox, Her Luck (1946). But that is not the whole story. A Little Tea A

Little Chat, although published in 1948 after she had left the United States,

is set there during the war yeius, and both the subject and the style show it
as belonging clearly to the American period. Her next volume,Tfte People

With The Dogs, although not published until 7952, is also set in New
York City and for the siune reasons needs to be seen as belonging to this

period. All four novellas inThe Puzzleheaded GirI (7967) are partly set in

the United States from the 1920s to the 1940s. And if themes and

Preoccupations are taken into consideration as well, these novellas must

also be included in the 'American' fiction.At least two other full-length

works have their origins in the American period : Miss Hqbert (7976)

and I'm Dying l-aughing (1986). Miss Herbert was, according to Stead

herself, 'an old MS written in the forties, in and after WWII'. [2J But

although the beginning of the novel might have been a sketch of 'Miss H.'

from the late 1930s or 1940s, the novel has been almost totally reworked

and the initial 'core' story, if it ever existed, is lost. There are allusions to a

'Miss H.' story in For Loae Alone, and the setting for a '[.etty Fox' play,

discussed later on in this chapter, suggests the existence of a sketch of a
figure who is a possible forerunner to Miss Herbnt, but since Miss Herbqt

seems to have been completely revised and reset, it is not included here as

part of Stead's 'American' fiction. I'm Dying l-aughing presents a similar

case. We know that the main character in that novel, Emily, is based on a

friend Stead probably first met in New York (although they both seem to

have attended the Congress in Paris in 1935). [3] The story'U.N.O. 1945',

chapter four of the finished novel, was published in 1962, and the setting

and time period of this story is clearly within the scope of this thesis. But,

again, this novel was worked and re-worked during many years -- in fact
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Stead worked on it right up to her death in 1983 -- and it incorporated so

much new material over the years that in its final form it reflects more the

style and concerns of a later period in Stead's life.

A number of specific psychological pressures seem to have emerged

in all Stead's fictions of this period, initially prompting a need to explore

the meaning of her own childhood and youth. In fact Stead's interest in

autobiographical fiction is so strong in the early forties that (although

sketches based on her life were also written throughout the thirties) it

would not be inaccurate to call the American period Stead's

Autobiographical period. Both The Man Who Loaed Children (1940) and

For Love Alone (1944) are unique in the intensity of their

autobiographical focus. Th"y have affinities not only with one or two of

her earlier published fictions (such as the story 'Overcote' in The Salzburg

Tales ) and with other unpublished material from that time, but also,

though the connection has hardly been noticed, with the 'American'

novel ktty Fox, published in 1945. [al Stead's curious habit of introducing

a fictionalised portrait of herself as a minor character in the text, which she

often did in the writing of this period, also suggests connections with work

published much later, for example the novellas in The Puzzleheaded GirI .

Other k"y themes to emerge out of Stead's autobiographical

concerns were women's role in society's marrying game, and female

rebellion and non-conformism. These themes had also, of course, existed

earlier, alongside others (Catherine in Seaen Poor Men of Sydney , for

example, might be said to be the first of Stead's puzzleheaded girls), but

they assume a centrality in Stead's writing during the New York years, and

remain central from that time on.

There are thus, as I see it, six published books that belong to Stead's

American period, all of them either completed, or begun and substantially

worked on, between the late thirties and the mid to late forties. The

chronology of their actual writing - which differs, in some respects, from

their order of publication -- reinforces the sense of a particular creative

pattern, a particular matrix of themes generated by their autobiographical

drive.
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When Christina Stead ctune to New York in 1937 she had just

finished her long novel House of AII Notions (787 pages), written at

feverish speed and finished in Monpellier, France. When she arrived in

the United States she brought other manuscripts with her -- unpublished

drafts from the earlier 1930s such as 'The Wandering Scholar', 'The

Wraith and the Wanderer' and 'The Young Man Will Go Far', the latter

meant to be part of a book consisting of three linked stories. [5] She also

had more recent material, such as a draft of a novella about a woman

called 'Die Blondine', which was later to be incorporated in A Little Tea , A

Litte Chat. But she initially concentrated on her own life in her writing of

the late thirties. She did not go out much; she disliked the socialist

meetings her husband went to. She was also not in particularly good

health, and suffered what seems to have been a mild nervous breakdown

during -- or in the aftermath of -- her writing of The Man Who Loued

Children. [6] The 'phantom' in her flat might also have contributed to this.

Flowever, despite all these pressures she seems to have worked extremely

purposefully. The Man Who Loved Children, a very substantial novel,

was published late in 1940. During the next six years Stead continued to

draft, revise and rewrite ceaselessly. At least one manuscript was rejected

in 1942; three achieved publication before she and Blake left the United

States in 7946; and two others were finally completed in the late 40s and

early 50s. The Puzzleheaded Girl, whose conception -- and probably a

considerable amount of initial drafting - belonged to the American period,

had to wait until the 1960s to adrieve its final shape. The phantom did not

desert her.

Stead did not always find this constant flow of writing easy. In a

letter of 1936 she complained about her life as a writer to Stanley

Burnshaw, who had mentioned some 'extraordinary dull and gawky

pages' in her novel The Besuties and Furies 0936), suggesting that they

had been put there deliberately. Stead replied:
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[B]ut I may as well say they are not deliberate, they are just
dull and gawky on their own and it may be a long time, in
fact, before I can eliminate all these dull passages from my
writing. I find crrntinuous writing, day after day, month after
month, cut off from the world as I am, leads me to immense
ennui, even spleen. And there is another thing, too, as a
writer, I have i timitea understandi^g, as in ordinary life: but
in a novel one has to explain everything, sketch in
everything. When these days come, one writes because it is
the chore-of-the-day and eventually I find it standing there,
shameful but permanent in the printed book . . .l7l

This comment gives a picture of Stead almost as an obsessed writer,

anxious about the expectations of others and driven by a powerful

ambition. In fact the published work from the American period is only the

tip of an iceberg. Numerous short stories and novels were sketched, even

sent to publishers, and after rejection were often reworked; and bits and

pieces of them were on occasion later salvaged to fit into other works.

In 1939 Stead wrote to Burnshaw:

I have some notes for a book called Proverbs and
Conundrums, or something like that, consisting of numerous
extremely short sketches, sometimes a Par. or a couple of
lines, thumbnail sketches, aphorisms, statements, fait divers,
which state a situation, a problem and leave almost
everything to reflection afterwards. l8l

This suggests a totalty different technique from trying to 'explain

everything, sketch in everything'. None of these 'Proverbs and

Conundrums' were ever published, though some of them may later have

provided the the nucleus of longer narratives. New ideas and experiments

in literary technique were very much in the air at this time. Apart from

showing a specific affinity with the contemporary work of a writer such as

Natalie Sarraute, in her Tropismes (1939) ,'Proverbs and Conundrums'

also gives us a sense of Stead's own willingness to experiment in writing.

When Stead gave her course 'Workshop in the Novel' at New York

University in 1943, it was obvious that she had thought deeply about the
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art of fiction, the nature of creativity, and the importance of what she

called 'creative error' - the willingness to explore different styles and

forms of writing even if they turned out to be blind alleys.

Christina Stead had on occasion attempted to write about her own

life -- especially her childhood and youth -- in the 1930s (perhaps even

earlier, in the 7920s), but none of this manuscript material ever found a

final shape at that time. Foreshadowing For Looe Alone there were drafts

of scenes from childhood, as well as an attempt at a larger fiction ('The

Wandering Scholar'), and a piece about a young woman's life in Sydney

amongst university students. I9l The Man Who Loued Children drew on

only a little of this earlier work. Most of it was a completely new

exploration of her early family life, carefully displaced into an American

setting, and it required an extremely singleminded commitment to

complete such a substantial new novel so quickly after her move to the

unired states in 1937.

After this fictional autobiography was finished, Stead is often

presumed to have started work at once on its sequel - For Loae Alone .

Unpublished papers and letters, however, tell a somewhat different story.

In the early forties Stead had begun with at least two different ideas for

novels involving combinations of characters who include Teresa

Hawkins, Letty Fox and fonathan Crow: one was a novel about a group of

young women (including Teresa and Letty) flatting together in London;

the other a more narrowly focussed novel about 'two sisters' (Teresa and

Letitia). [10] A'final' version of these earlier draftings, which included all

three characters, was submitted to her publisher in '1942, and much to

Stead's disgust, rejected. Beginning yet again, she then recast the material

from this rejected novel into the two separate novels we now know as For

Loae Alone and Letty For. These two novels, in other words, were

separate developments of what had originally been a single conception,

involving complex interrelationships between fonathan Crow, Letty Fox,
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Teresa Hawkins, as well as a number of other characters (including

pnssibly,'Miss H.' who did not survive into either of the later books.

The original novel (which I will refer to as the'gFouP'novel)

seems to have focussed on a group of young women living together in

l.ondon -- to some extent corresponding to parts of Chaptet 37 in the

published version of lttty Fox . The manuscript of this original novel is

referred to in a letter by Stead to Stanley Burnshaw, dated 18 November

1941. tetry Fox is described as the narrator, and her friends ('the group')

include Teresa ('a passionate pilgrim, a mystic'), Lorna (possibly an early

version of Miss Herbert), fonathan Crow ('professional bachelor') and

fames Meyer (probably an early version of fames Quick, of For Inae Alone

). On 8 fanuary, 1942, Stead wrote to Burnshaw again. By this time it seenrs

that Stanley Burnshaw had read a first version of the manuscript, and was

attempting to write a play based on the story, since Stead alludes to the

'Letty' play, and offers further comments on the characters of the people

described in her story to assist Burnshaw with his dramatization.

Unfortunately neither Stead's manuscript nor Burnshaw's play based on

this 'group' novel have survived. The lost manuscript referred to in
Stead's letters deals with a group of young women in a studio apartment

in London (Stead made a drawing of the studio in her November letter, to

assist Burnshaw with his dramatisation). Stead had a finished manuscript

in November 1947, and she asked Burnshaw not to show it to anyone: 'I

want perhaps to publish it or a similar story anonymously'. [11] The wish

to publish 'anonymously' perhaps indicates the sensitive nature of the

biographical and autobiographical material the novel was dealing with,

and the reference to an alternative 'similar story' suggests how volatile

Stead's conception of her material was at this time. This 'similar story'

may refer to another version outlined on a surviving Page in her PaPers

(with letterhead from Columbia Pictures and dated 20 November 1941)

and entitled 'Was it Heaven or Was it Hell?[12] In this outline for a novel

Tess Hawkins follows 'a dark spindly slum-child' half across the world,

runs into fames Eyre (a version of James Meyer, from the 'Group' novel),

lives with her mother-in-law, and meets Lucas Adams and [.eda Swainson
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(probably Lucy Headlong in btty Fox ).This outline is also a mixture of

incidents and characters later used in For Looe Alone and lttty Fox ,

though it contains no mention of 'the Group' or Lorna.

In her letter to Burnshaw of 8th fanuary, Stead provided further

detailed comments on the characters in the'Group'MS she had sent him,

referring to an earlier 'first draft' of it in which more detailed histories of

their lives had been incorporated, and asking whether it is 'al[ right, by the

wilrr if I sell the MS before you finish the play'. Her final reference to this

manuscript occurs seven months later in a letter to Burnshaw describing

bitterly its rejection by her publisher (viking) mainly on the ground that

'one of my characters (Bill!) is "unreal" and "not an American"'. [13] At

this point, she appears to have abandoned the project of the 'group' novel

altogether, and begun the 'final' Process, of re-working by splitting off

some sections of the manuscript and developing them into separate

novels. This outline of Stead's writing in the early 7940s" still only

tentative in some of its details -- shows very clearly the extent to which

Stead incessantly wrote down ideas and sketches, sometimes to return to

them much later and finish them, sometimes to rework these first ideas

over and over again until she could use them in a longer narrative. She

mentions this habit of work herself in a letter in 1941:

[Alfter the first draft is done, I tear it to pieces (always),
generally rewriting the end, but always making ten or more
differeni beginnings - plus studies of character. [141

It also shows how loyal Stead was to certain types of 'studies of

character'. If they were not finally used as part of one niurative, they were

stored and later incorporated in another. This seems especially to have

been the case with people Stead knew personally and whom, for one

reason or another, she had decided to write about. People who were part of

her 'autobiography' and whose 'meaning' in her life she was searching

for, were never abandoned easily. The material that formed part of her

personal 'quest' for self-understanding had to be written into a narrative

sooner or later, and thus to be understood. In her best fiction from the
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1930s and 1940s most of what farrell calls 'raw reality' is transformed into
'imagined reality', and thus not only a personal tnrth is achieved but also

literature of the highest quality. The Man Who l-oued chiklren , For Loae

Alone , btty Fox ,'The Puzzleheaded Girl' and an early story such as 'The

Mirror' (in The Salzburg Tales ) all achieve this quality.

Three features of Stead's writing seem to emerge particularly clearly

in the early 1940s and the fictions which follow: the development and

persistence of a handful of particular types of characters; a number of
recurrent thematic concerns; and the continuing importance of the

novella in Stead's fiction of this period.

To follow the intricate threads of certain characters and scenes that

finally surfaced in the novels published as For l-oae Alone , btty For and

Miss Herbert is difficult. However, three main clusters are clearly

discernible -- one concerns the |onathan Crow figure, another a beautiful
but wanton girl (a 'Miss Herbert' figure), and the third two 'sisters', Teresa

Hawkins and Letty Fox.

A number of unpublished manuscripts from the 1920s and 1930s --

'The Wraith and the Wanderer', 'The Young Man Will Go Far', and ,The

Student Lover' .. had focussed on an obscure, impoverished student from

Sydney. This young Student Lover and Wandering Scholar provides the

germ of the fonathan Crow figure. In the first manuscripts he is an

interesting young man, sympathetically portrayed as severely handicapped

by his poverty-stricken economic background. sometimes an

inexperienced and awkward young woman is seen in his company --

dearly a foreshadowing of the young Teresa Hawkins. In 'The Philanderer

at Large'r let another manuscript reworking of the same figure in the

1930s - perhaps the nearest predecessor to For Looe Alone --- a more

distanced version of fonathan emerges, showing him to be superficial and

incapable of love, engaging in only sordid love affairs. In the'group' novel

of "1,941-42 one of the male friends of the young women sharing a flat is
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described as: 'fonathan Crow, professional bachelor, a student, thin, dark

egoist'. [15] Ionathan Crow is thus the culminating version of a character

who has gone through various metamorphoses, becoming, as Stead says in

a letter to Burnshaw early rn 1942, an instance of 'mental riffraff' and a

'cold, bitter egotist'. [16] He does not appear again in Stead's fiction - except

possibly in the character of Jago, in Cotters' England. She had finally
finished with him.

Miss Herbert, as a character, took much longer than Letty Fox,

Teresa and fonathan to appear in print ( not until 1976). She is, however,

not of such paramount importance as Jonathan Crow in Stead's fictional

world. The first time a manuscript called 'Miss H' is mentioned in Stead's

books is a brief reference in For Love Alone . When the astonished |ames

Quick is allowed to read the manuscript Teresa had been secretly writing,
he finds that the first sentence in the introduction reads as follows:

The long pale evenings of the northern twilight were
occupied in a strange piece of spiritual carpentry, a designed,
fretted, fitted but empty box with a lock, in which would be
her TESTAMENT, not now about Miss H. because this robust
work was too earthly for her dyiog hands. . . (p. 4lg) Iln

The text here suggests, cryptically, a manuscript written prior to the

'TESTAMENT'; which, if Teresa is recounting events in Stead's own life,

probably means sometime in the early 1930s. Is Miss H. an early
forerunner to the main character in the published Miss Herberf ? Eleanor

Herbert from this novel seems similar to one of the 'group' of young

women in the novel written in 1947-2, perhaps the character called Lorna,

described there as a 'handsome, foolish girl with 20 several lovers'. t18l In
For Love Alone there is no indication that Teresa Hawkins shared an

apartment with other young women. But in an unpublished note among

Stead's Papers, referring briefly to her first years in London, it seems as if
Stead herself had a room-mate when she first arrived in London.

Williams confirms this in her biography -- it was Florence fames, a fellow

Australian. As William Blake was separated from his first wife at this time
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( but not yet divorced), he was careful not to ask Christina Stead out by

herself:

When he asked me out he also asked my room-mate, a

splendidly built handsome girl, friend of Sydney friends,
whom I had seen on the scene of S.U.D.S. [19]

This description might be compared with Miss H. (Eleanor Brent) in

Mbs Herberf . In the opening of the novel she is described as a'nobly built

beauty'and as someone who was in'the dramatic society's show'. (p.tr).

Another of Stead's letters refers to 'one of the models for Miss H.', i
phrase which suggests that Miss H. might be a conglomerate of several

models from real life, perhaps developed over the thirty odd years the

manuscript was worked on. [20] However, there are still grounds for

believing that the original model for 'Miss H.' was someone from Stead's

early years in London, and that in the early manuscript of Mfss Herbert ,

which Stead remembered as belonging to the the early 1940s ('an old MS

written in the forties, in and after WWII'), she intended her to be part of a

'group' fiction based on her own life in London.

Teresa Hawkins, the central figure of For Loae Alone, was at one

stage one of the young women in the now missing 'group' manuscript of

1947-2. This 'group' version seems to have been primarily a story of

muttiple characters (one is reminded of the multiple character-focus of

Seuen Poor Men Of Sydney), with a young woman (18-19 years) called

Letty, as the narrator. t"etty is described in detail.

[D]ark, somewhat broad, primitive style face, one of those
international faces, strong white teeth, bright dark eyes, light
olive skin, good color, well-developed firm but slightly squat
figure: she admires herself and her figure very much. [21]

The character called Letty does not seem to have been changed between

this early novel and the re'presentation in the published version of Letty

For . Teresa Hawkins is also described in a similar way in both the early

manuscript and in For Loae Alone, excePt for an interesting comment
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concerning Teresa's background of political ideas. In her fanuary 1942,

letter to Burnshaw providing thumbnail sketches of the 'group', Stead

places Teresa in the following context of ideas:

[H]er numerous imaginative worlds, about 'will' its power
and its overgrowth when it becomes a vice ('as in
Napoleon'), aLout love-communisms, phalansteries and
oth-er anangements affording adults free spiritual and sexual
intercourse wittr community care of children - definitely her
ideal - she is not a feminist, but a born phalansterist -- but
she is not a visionary on practical matters, thinking
cautiously that jealousies, crimes passionnels, adult and child
education, apportionment of the vulgar coarse work and so

on must be dealt with: but she is not a reformer.

d phalanstery is a community living together according to the

system proposed by Charles Fourier Onz - 1837r, a French socialist writer

who suggested that society should be organised in cooperative SrouPs.

Stead's comment about Teresa in this early manuscript is informative

also about the Teresa we meet in For Lwe Alone .II Teresa's ideas about

love are those of a phalansterist, the 'bit tacked on at the end' of For Loue

Alone -- her apparent embracing of an ideal of free love -- becomes readily

explicable, in ways that it may not have been to her American publishers

or to many later readers of the novel. The poor 'fit' between Teresa's early

and late character, which critics have often commented on, may be a result

of the omission of key informative ideas in the transition to the later

novel. Even if Stead was very good at reworking and connecting bits and

pieces, the additions, meant for a different context, may not always be

convincing. It is not that the character Teresa Hawkins could not be a

phalansterist -- the point is that some elements in the narrative, which

would 'explain everything', rtay be missing. Perhaps Stead attempted to

'explain everything, sketch in everything' in an earlier MS, and not

everything was transferred to the later version. A considerable amount of

rarefied critical discussion has focussed on how conscious and deliberate

Stead was in structuring her narratives. It is at least possible, given Stead's
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method of composition -- which tended to produce shortish blocks of
writing, which were then subject to constant re-workings, transpositions,

and accretions - that a more mundane explanation of apparent loose ends

or disparate blocks of material in her narratives is necessary. They might

simply represent moments in the narrative in which the synthesizing of
earlier material is incomplete.

All of the characters discussed in this section were important figures

in Stead's imaginative world in the early 1940s, and they were developed

and explored through a variety of narratives until they found their final
place. The fonathan crow character changed somewhat during his

Progress through various manuscripts, but the others did not. Teresa, Letfy
and Miss H. acquired different episodes, 'sisters', and surroundings in
different versions, but as characters they remained fundamentally
unchanged.

The key themes of the 'marrying game' and the'female rebel' can

also be found in many of the stories that Stead was working on in the late

thirties and early forties. A later letter to Burnshaw explains eloquently
her feelings about marriage and family bfe, and her lifelong ambition to

find the right words about them in her writing:

I should so like to write a novel about marriage: not who
quarrels with who, not who covets the neighbour's
maidservant or wife but the curious drama, mostly silent, the
ingrown bloodthirsty absolutely necessary drama - and alas,
the fatefulness! It is so queer; and people don't seem to think
so. Maybe they do think so; but what words are there to
express it?l22l

One area of particular concern to Stead was the transition period or

rite de passage for young women from maidenhood to womanhood.

When Stead discussed the novellas of The Puzzleheadd Girl in a letter to

Stanley Burnshaw she said:
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The setting of all, I see, on looking over them, is U.S.A. The
theme: in each case, a bizarre modern desirable young
woman, basically a rebel, who instead of flopping around
every man, has tied herself into knots and for different
reasons, in each case, finds sex very difficult -- there's a

barrier; in fact she has embraced chastity. [231

Society's marrying game is a theme that preoccupied Teresa in For Looe

Alone as well as the young heroine in ktty Fox. Mrs Kent (Die

Blondine) in A Little Tea , A Little Clut is keenly interested in marriage,

alimony and managing men. The shyness and hesitation that Honor,

Lydia and Linda, in The Puzzleheaded GirI, reveal in partaking of the rite

de passage expressed in 'the marrying game', are also present in the

innocent Nellie in the episode 'scratch Park' inThe People With The

Dogs.

'The female rebel', first explored in the character of the 'wandering'

Catherine in Seaen Poor Men of Sydney , returns in 'the puzzleheaded

girl' Honor, and perhaps in a way in Teresa Hawkins herself. This

character-type has affinities with the figure of 'the Wanderer', a

Nietzschean figure in Stead's early fiction with whom she apparently

identified. 'I am a wanderer. Or I like to be anyway', she wrote to Stanley

Burnshaw. I24l The wanderer is a lonely figure, often an 'outsider'.

Many of Stead's female characters from the American period show signs of

being 'puzzleheaded' and lost, most obviously the female characters in

the novellas of The Puzzleheaded GirI . Their cheeky rebelliousness does

not successfully manage to conceal a frenzied need for love and human

warmth. They are 'sisters' to female rebels such as Truman Capote's tragic

heroine Holly Golightly in Breakfast at Tiffany's .All of these characters

and themes suggest that the social situation of women in relation to

marriage and sex held a fascination for Stead, especially in the late 1930s

and 1940s, which she never lost.
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After the three novels actually published while Stead still lived in

New York there were two more novels which dearly belong to this period.

A Litt|e Tea , A Little Chat was not published until 7948, but in a

newpaper article in october 7946, (that is_before stead left the united

States). she is quoted as saying that she had 'just completed a book called

"The Blondine" Oest translated as "The farr, fut woman")'. l25l Flowever,

this novel began as usual as a short story, also called 'Die Blondine', which

was written in Antwerp before the war. When Stead left New York in

1g%, it was because Blake had 'a sort of promise of occupation in Europe'.

[26] Stead has described her work situation in Antwerp in the narrative

'Les Amoureux':

We lived in Belgium before the war and the occupation. Bill
was working for our old friend Alfred, a grain merchant in
the Grain-Union, offices in a house he owned near the
Bourse in Antwerp. Many Antwep businessmen lived in
Brussels; it takes about half an hour by train, just a subway
ride. At first we lived in a large hotel near the Antwerp
Station. Alfred had several rooms; we had one room. When
the men went to work I typed and went out to lundr at a little
eating-place opposite where every day they had roast squl!
and pels. When the men came home we went to a wine cafd
(pori malaga, sherry) and Alfred had his brief love affairs.
iater we moved to the hotel Scheers, near the station in
Brussels. There I wrote a novella called The Blondfne, which
later grew into my book, A Litte Tea, A Little Chat, about
wartime New York. I worked well in the Hotel Scheers, a

large hotel with a roomy caf€ and restaurant downstairs. We
breakfasted there, sat about till nine-thirty. I drank one porto
and one Luxemburg beer, which I found both calming and
exhilarating, and then went upstairs to work while Bill went
out. [27]

This novella was brought over to the United States and was reworked as r{

Little Tea, A Little Chat , incorporating more material about the main

character Robbie Grant, modelled on the old friend Alfred Hurst. If this
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novel was finished by October 1946, it was either hard to convince

publishers to publish it immediately, or it was subject to revision, since it
did not actually aPpear for another two years. The title 'The Blondine' is
not a really accurate for the novel as it was published, and this suggests

that Stead might have changed the focus of the novel from the character

called Die Blondine (Mrs Kent) to Robbie Grant between 1946 and

publication. None of the unpublished material among Stead's papers

provides any due here.

The People with the Dogs (completed by 1950 and published in
1952) is also likely to have developed from a novella. Among Stead's

papers there is a plan of possible stories entitled 'scratch park' (the title of
Part Five in the novel). This draft is dated 8 December 1937, when Stead

had returned to New York. [28] During the 1940s, when stead lived in
New York, she and Blake often went to visit friends in the Catskills during
the summers, and the town of Hunter was a very well known haven for
New York communists. Stead's friends Aida (the model for Oneida) and

Max Kotlarsky and their extended family, after whom the Massines in the

novel are modelled, had a house there.

Though it cannot be shown conclusively, at present, that stead
actually wrote (or began writing) the novellas subsequently pubtished in
The Puzzleheaded GirI during her stay in the United States, their thematic

concerns, as well as their settings and characters indicate that this was quite

possible. The Puzzleheaded Girl was not published until the 1960s. It is
likely that Stead had first drafts of a number of novellas around the early
1940s -- the novella 'Die Blondine', for example, was written before the

war. 'Die Blondine' seems to have been a 'puzzleheaded girl' story, both
in scope and theme, but it was 'saved' and later developed into a separate

novel. The original 'Miss H.' (the manuscript referred to by Teresa in For

Loue Alone ) also seems to have been a novella of the 'puzzleheaded girl'
tyPe. There is a distinct possibility that these stories, (or a significant
number of them) were based on or related to the women in the early
'group' novel, and perhaps developed out of them.

It is certainly the case, from internal evidence, that some of the
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novellas in The Puzzleheaileil Girl could date from the early 1940s. In fact
'The Rightangled Creek'might have been written at any time after lg3g,
the year in which stead and Blake spent the summer at 'samuel
Putnam's' place in Lambertville:

I!'t 1 pretty little house that would be a charming home if
ftl:a up. 9n the long knoll opposite, a stone's throi, is a big
old stone barn, something lilie those in south of France and
spain, whqrg washington's soldiers quartered. our place is
surrounded by its own trout-brook forabout three-quarters of
a mile. The place is overrun and untended, but sits pretty in a
warm, round, green depression with old trees. [29J

The dating of the title novella 'The Puzzleheaded Girl' is possibly
the early forties. Stead commented in an interview that her husband used

to tell her about a similar woman he had met in the 1920s, and Gus
Debrett, the main character in the story, is modelled on Blake himself. [30]
In the story Debrett is married with one child, a fact which corresponds to
Blake's own situation before he met Stead in London in the late twenties.
Stead has included a fictional self-portrait, Mari, in the story and the final
section seems to take place after Debrett and Mari come back to New york.

This gives the late thirties and the early forties as a possible date for the
events the story draws on, though when it was actually written is another
question.

The other two stories inThe Puzzleheaded Girt, 'The Dianas' and
'Girl from the Beach', are partly set in Paris immediately after the war. But
in 'The Dianas' the main thrust of the story is the characterisation of the
women. The core of the novella may have been sketched already before
stead left New York in "1.946. The subplot involving a love triangle, in
which Lydia's mother and aunt are both interested in her father, is
identical to a theme touched on in passing in btty Fox . [31] 'Girl from the
Beach' consists of two long sections entitled 'New York late forties, and
'Paris early fifties'. But as Stead was not herself living in New York in the
late forties, and as this part of the story is clearly autobiographical, this
material must have been transposed from the early forties. The
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community at 'the Beach', where 'everybody' was a communist, also dates

clearly from the time Stead lived in the States (early forties). These

circumstances and the similarity in themes between all of these novellas

seem to point to a common period in which they were conceived -- the

American period.

The outline of Christina Stead's writing in her American period

sketched here, provides a number of vital new pieces of information in

the mapping of Stead's fiction. It suggests that close links exists between

works which, from the unreliable vantage point of publishing history,

seem to be widely separated. It shows that although it would have seemed

natural to assume that Stead started to work on For Love Alane , the

companion piece to The Man Who Loaed Children , immediately after

she finished the latter -- she did not do so, but began a novel with Letty Fox

as narrator which included Teresa Hawkins and fonathan Crow as

subsidiary characters. After the first I-etty novel was refus"d by a publisher

she 're-arranged' her characters and situations, but she never tried to
change the 'drama of the person'. In the enormous flurry of creative

writing during her American period, Stead created many richly
idiosyncratic characters and interesting 'situations'. Some of them were

used almost immediately, some were put aside until later. However, it
may also be that the omissions and slips often noticed in some of the

published work can be explained by this interchange of material between

projects.

A detailed study of the American period explains much about

Stead's mature work habits. She worked diligently, sometimes writing
with 'the awful blind strength and the cruelty of the creative impulse',

sometimes suffering 'immense ennui'. [32] The task of rewriting was

taxing. 'My great disease is correction, I do thousands of corrections,

rewrite hundreds of pages'. [33] She often began by writing short

'novellas', stories that were later expanded into full length novels. One
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who was later to become famitiar with Stead's composition methods was

her agent in New York, Cyrilly Abels.

She holds on to a story for a long while before she's satisfied
with it; changes her mind about whether to make one story
into a novel (Uncle Simon, part of Cotters England ) or a
group of short stories; uses, I believe, some characters over
and over, changing their names and sometimes their
attributes . . . . Up to now, she has never changed anything at
anyone's request. 

-[341

Themes and characters that she was preoccupied with during her

American period were not always finished with at that time, but
sometimes set aside and returned to much later. When a chronology of
stead's writing in the American period is outlined, however, her

thematic and character concerns form a distinctive pattern. Configurations

of subjectivity -- both biographical and autobiographical -- dominated
Stead's fiction at this time, as well as themes such as 'the marrying game'

and representations of 'the female rebel'. The failure to publish the early

'group' version of ktty Fox might have contributed to the dispersion of a
bunch of short stories and novelh.s into full length novels and reworked

novellas, some of which were published much later.

In a letter to her sister Kate in 1966 , stead described her way of
working in some detail:

My workroom is so small -- I have so many papers! An
example: at least three copies of each story or novel must be
made; then come conections, afterthoughts, (three copies at
least); immense correspondence with my various agents
(two) and editors (three or four) and so on. And as well on
my table ( a large Italian desk, very lovely, though old) all the
work in progress, which usually consists of three things at
the same time. As now: a story, a long one ('Spirits of the
Living') which I had to interrupt for a short one ('Eleanor',
that's the one that has just gone off, but has left bits about)
and another short one ('fuan the loker') which I ought to be
about to finish. And of course, projects, very seriously
intended projects. So I do not remember who everyone is, in
the real world. [35]
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The sheer volume and also the quality of Christina Stead's writing

in New York is astounding. In considering Stead's American fiction we

have to be grateful for what Stead described as the'phantom in the flat'. It
probably contributed a great deal in making her literary output during the

American period so immensely rich and varied.

A summary of the salient details of the composition history of

Stead's fiction, dating from her American period, is as follows:

Towards A Chronology Of Christina Stead's

Later Writing

I. New York 1937 - 40

1937 Finishes House of All Nations in Monpellier, France. A

short unpublished manuscript, 'Scratch Park' (reworked as

Part Five of The People with the Dogs ), is dated 8 December

L937. (MS 4967,8ox2, folder 9)

Settles in the United States. Lives for a short time in
Lambertville, New Jersey (near Euston, Pennsylvania) which

provides the setting for the story 'The Rightangled Creek',

one of the novellas inThe Puzzleheaded Girls (1967).

14 fanuary. Writes Stanley Burnshaw that she has 'some

notes for a book called Proverbs and Conundrums'.

1938

7939
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1938-40

7940

194l

1941

t941

Writes The Man Who Loveil Children Short visits to
Baltimore and Chesapeake Bay for local details. Has MS of

characters called Teresa Hawkins, Letty Fox, and fonathan

Crow.

II. New York 1940 - 46

The Man Who Looed Children published at the end of the

year.

16 May. Writes a short outline of what she calls a 'romantic

novel'. One sentence begins: ' We were two sisters, Teresa

and Letitia'.(MS 4967,B,ox2, folder 7).

18 November, Discusses a MS in a letter to Stanley Burnshaw

about Letty Fox (the narrator) and her friends ('the group')

including Teresa ('passionate pilgrim, a mystic'), Lorna,

fonathan Crow ('professional bachelor') and |ames Meyer

(fames Quick?).

20 November. On page with letterhead from Columbia

Pictures, Stead writes an outline entitled 'Was it Heaven or

was it Hell?' about Tess Hawkins, who follows 'a dark spindly

slum-drild' half across the world, runs into fames Eyre (fames

Quick), lives with mother-in-law, meets Lucas Adams, Leda

Swainson (Lucy Headlong).The outline is a mixture of

incidents and characters from both For Looe Alone and Letty

For, and contains no mention of 'the group' or Miss H. (MS

4967,Box2, folder 7.)
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1942 8 fanuary. Collaborating with Stanley Burnshaw, who is
writing a play based on Stead's Letty Fox MS ( the 'group'

version). (Letter to S.B.)

1942 31 August. Writes to Stanley Burnshaw that she is
'quarrelling badly' with her publishers (Viking), who find

one character (modelled on William Blake) 'unreal'. This is

probably the'group' novel.

1942 9 December. William Blake writes from Los Angeles that

Stead has been 'busy with a total revision of her novel'.

(Letter to S.B.)

7942-3 Works in Hollywood for a short time for Metro-Goldwyn-

Meyer. A letter from October 1942 indicates that she had just

arrived there. Another letter states that in April 1943 she was

back in New York. She gives a twelve-week course titled

"Workshop in the Novel" at New York University, probably

during the fall of 1943.

For Loue Alone published.19M

19M Letty Fox, Her Luck published. By October a novel entitled

'The Blondine' is finished. Leaves New York 28 December

7945 for Antwerp.

m. Europe 1947 - 53

1947 Arrives in Antwerp, but leaves Belgium within the year. By
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1950

1952

1953

1948

1958

1960

October Stead and Blake in Montreux until March 1948 when

they shift to Bologna and then to England. (Williams, p.784)

Working on The People with the Dogs. (Williams pJ&$ A
Little Tm, A Little Chat published, based on a novella called

'Die Blondine'written in Brussels before the war (probably in
'1,936 and completed in some form, with the title 'The

Blondine' in'1,946); The novella was what 'during the war,

when we were in New York, became A Little Tea , A Little

Chat'. (MS 4967, Box 10, folder 73)

5 December. The People with the Dogs is with the publishing

firm of Little, Brown & Co, with whom Stead signs a three

book contract. (Letter to Nettie Palmer)

The People with the Dogs published.

Writes at the Hague, in three months, 'a novella called

"I-Incle Syme" which later became Cotters England'. (Ocean

of Story, p. 511).

ry. England 1953 - 1974

August. Finishes a version of Miss Herbqt.

12 September. Writes to Stanley Burnshaw that'Miss H.' has

not yet been sold, and refers to another MS she is working on

'which may or may not be called the "Earthly Paradise"'.

27 August. William Blake writes to Stanley Burnshaw that

'all but one story are written'. Title: 'The Restless Wave'.

(This refers to the novellas, later published as T h e

1963
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79&

19&

Puzzleheaded Girl )

6 April. Writes to Stanley Burnshaw about 'THE DIAI.IAS,

the shortest of the 'stories about women' which I will offer to

Secker & Warburg if they like.' This story was published

under the title 'The Huntress' in The Saturday Evening Post

(1e6s)

7 December. Has finished 'Girl from the Beach'. (Ietter to
S.B.) Part of this novella published under the title 'George' in
Paris Reuiant. (1967)

'The Puzzleheaded Girl' is published in The Kenyon Reviw.

9 April. A MS 'almost completed in revision', now called

COTTERS' ENGLAND. 'But it could also be called, perhaps,

BROTHER AND SISTER (rather dull?)'. (Letter to S.B.)

9 fuly. Writes to Stanley Burnshaw that the four novellas
(The Puzzleheaded GirI )have been accepted for publication.

5 October. Asks Burnshaw to give her any letter by Richard

Bransten, the model for Stephen Howard in I'm Dying

Iaughing, as she would use them, 'not verbatim of course;

but to get the right feeling for dialogue'. Assures Burnshaw

that she 'will eventually write that novel'.

Cotters' England published.

Part of 'Girl from the Beach' published in the Spring issue of
Paris Reuiew under the title 'George'. Other parts of this

novella later published as 'The Captain's Ffouse' and

1965

1965

1965

1965

1966

1967
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NOTES

11] Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 2 October 7936, written in Antwerp,

Belgium.

t2l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 15 October 7975.

t3l Chapter 2 in I'm Dying Laughing shows Emily at a Congress in
Paris in fune 1935. tf Ruth McKenney was at this Congress, she and

Stead might have met there. When the two writers actually first
met has not yet been established.

t4] Links between For Love Alone and Letty Fox are discussed in
more detail in Anita Segerberg, 'A Fiction of Sisters: Christina

Stead's For Loae Alone and Letty Fox', Australian Literary Studies,

Vol.14 No. 1, 1989, pp. 15-25.

Fl For a discussion of the early manuscripts see Anita Segerberg,

'Getting Started: the Emergence of Christina Stead's Early Fiction'.

Australian Literary Studies, Vol.13, No 2, 7987, pp. 121- 138.

t6l Interview with Stead in The National Times, 29 March4 April
1981,p.34.

Vl Letter to Stanley Burnshaw,2 October l9%.

t8l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 14 fanuary 7939.
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t9l See 'Getting Started: the Emergence of Stead's Early Fiction' ALS ,

Vol.13, No 2, 1987, especially pp. 13G31.

[10] ALS , Vol. 14, No 1, 1989,pp. 1F25.

tl1l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 18 November 7941.

ttZl MS 4957,8ox 2, folder 7.

I13l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 31 August 7942.

[14] Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 18 November 7941,.

t15l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 18 November 1942.

t16l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 8 fanuary 1942,

Un Christina Stead, Far l-ooe Alone, Sydney, 1982. p.419.

[18] A description of 'Lorna' can be found in a letter to Stanley

Burnshaw, 18 November 7941.

t19] Christina Stead Collection,MS 4967, Box 1O folder 73. National

Library of Australia. (S.U.D.S. refers to the Sydney University

Dramatic Society.)

t20] Letter to Ettore Rella,2 August 1976.M57228,NLA.

t21l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 8 fanuary 7942.

I?2;l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 15 April 1965.

Wl Letter to Stanley Burnshaw,ZMay 1963.
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WLI Letter to stanley Burnshaw, 28 fuly 197s. The 'wanderer' and the

'female rebel' are figures often discrrssed in connection with Stead's

fiction. See Christina Stead papers, MS 4967, Box 4, folder 24 NLA.
Also Hazel Rowley, 'Christina Stead: The Voyage to Cythera', Span,

No 26, 33-45, 1988, p. 36; and Hazel Rowley's 'A "Wanderer":

Christina Stead',Westerley, Vol. 33, No l, 1988, pp. 15 - 21.

t251 Williams, p.774.

t%l lctter to Stanley Burnshaw,2 October 7g%.

Wl 'Les Amoureux', published in Ocean of Story, pp. SO$a.

Wl MS 4g67,Box2,folder 9.

t?9l Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 7 |une 1938.

t30l Interview with christina stead in Lidoff, christina stead. New

York, 198, p. 215.

tgtl Christina Stead, For loae Alone, New York, 196, p. I13.

PA ALS , 13 October \987,pp. 198 - 201.

t331 Williams, pp, 221,-2.

t34l Williams, p.232.

t35l Letter to Kate Stead, 31 fune 1,966.In Williams, p. Zg7.



a. Do you find it
a parallel between
your own life?

lChristina Stead].
writer's in public.
Isicl thinks. Once
Aren't yau? [7]

III

THE FATHER FIXATION

irritating when people try to draw too close

eaents and characters in your books and

I'm never irritated. You're in public, a

One has a right to malce what judlments he
your book is published you're in public,

C"*rrlNA STEAD started a process of 'autobiographical' self-exploration

in her fiction when she came to the United States in 1938, and for at least

the next half dozen years she concentrated on writing about her own

childhood and adolescence, and about her life as a young woman in

Sydney before leaving for Europe in 1928 at the age of 26. The two novels

published in 1940 and 1944, The Man Wha Loved Children artd For Loae

Alone, have been generally accepted as fictions with very strong

autobiographical connections, and Stead herself acknowledged this freely

in 1939, in a letter to Thistle Harris Stead which has only recently been

published:

The book I am writing now, The Man Who Loaeil Children has a
plot derived from, although not exactly mirroring, our home in
the early days, not the proces-verbal, but the dramatic truth. It
won't interest you so very much, because it is more a child's book
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of hours than adult tragedy. I have left it all these years, not able to
touch such an autobiographical subject, but last winter I decided to
get it off my chest once and for all. There was no trouble in the
subject, but the arrangement was an immense difficulty, the
surplus material and surplus drama getting in the way. I ought to
polish it off in about a month or two. I am writing it in an
American setting for America (Washington and Baltimore) which
will conceal its origin for settings, although not ffte real settings.
This is what is taking me so long with such a comparatively simple
subject. It has been a grand thing for me to get this plucked out of
the back of my mind. But, a thing David could not realise, that
home was so atrociously wretched and I was so ill at ease as a result
that I do not want to see Aushalia, except on some gilded visit, if I
ever get the gilding. Yes, I could live in Victoria, or Queensland, or
go out back, say to Broken Hill, that is something I should like to
do for a while -- but I do not want to see Sydney, nor my family,
nor anyone connected with the old days. I'm not unforgiving --
how could it be so when no-one is to blame? - they just made an
etching out of me, I am deep-bitten. Of course, I can never tell them
that, and don't want to. [2]

Much less widely recognized, however, is the fact that the novel

following these, Letty Fox , also seems to draw in part on the same

autobiographical matrix, although in a more fragmented and disjointed

way. This chapter aims to build on existing psychological readings based

on background facts, and is thus historical and intentionalist in its
assumptions. The autobiographical connections are not only interesting

as information about formative periods in Stead's own life; they also

have a significant if not decisive influence on the way the narratives are

told.

If we apply plot-centered readings or require neatly-resolved

endings, all three books are disappointingly inconclusive. Stead was a

realist writer for whom neither the plot nor the ending were of central

concern, compared with the details of character and situation 'in the

middle'. The useful distinction between fabula and sjuzet, first
formulated by the Russian formalists, is helpful in discussing narrative,

but in dealing with autobiographical fiction it is perhaps necessary to

introduce yet another type of distinction. The fabula according to the
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formalists is the story as it comes to be known during the narration. But

in the case of autobiographical fiction the story is known, at least by the

author, before the telling. There is one childhood, belonging to the

author, and although it can be constructed in different ways, it constitutes

a basic 'true' story. Since the writer who uses autobiographical material

knows 'the story' before she begins, this knowledge can be expected in

different ways to impose limitations on the author. The autobiographical

'pact'between reader and writer is one such limitation.

Randall farrell's introduction to the re-issue of The Man Who

Loud Children is still outstanding in its sensitive appraisal of different

aspects of the novel. His lengthy critical discussion also includes the

comment: 'A reader of The Man Who Loaes Children naturally will
want to know something about Christina Stead' -- a knowledge which

might show 'where Sam and Louie began' (p. xxxviii). My discussion, as

well, explores the question 'where Sam and Louie began', as part of an

attempt to see Stead's writing in the American period as a response to

(and reaction against) the psychic stresses experienced during her

childhood and adolescence. Flowever, in a number of key respects Stead

does not accept or conform to the 'normal' limitations of autobiography,

although she has always stressed the 'truth' in her books. In her fictional

accounts of her life, she has, I feel, changed the fabula , the basically

known structure of events, because she wanted certain key meanings in it
to be more clearly articulated. In other words, what is of particular interest

in the autobiographical 'clarification of feelings' in the three novels is not

simply their reflection of events and relationships in Stead's life, but in a

number of key respects their distortion and displacement of them, their

tampering with the fabula both before and during the writing of the

sjuzet . The main instances are: the murder/suicide of Henny in The

Man Who Loaed Children; the actions of the melodramatic lover figure
(|onathan Crow) and the climactic short love affair with Girton in For

Loae Alone ; the curious mixture of fictional representations of William

Blake's and Christina Stead's relatives, and the 'invention' of Uncle

Philip's suicide, in Letty Fox . Each of these elements in the novels
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involves significant distortion of the events and characters on whom they

are based, in order to allow the emergence of particular interpretative

patterns. One of the key patterns in these three novels is the working out

of a problem with the father figure -- in particular with the relationship

between the father and the daughter -- and in this sense the books can be

called a 'father trilogy'.

It is not surprising to find a novel called The Man Who Loved

Children focussing on a father, but as I will attempt to show, this volume

was only setting the scene. The next novel, For Loae Alone , concentrates

on the effect of the father on the now adult daughter, and indudes strange

distortions in the narrative which may be seen as manipulations of

fabula. The figure of the father is not understood properly, however,

until the third of the three consecutive novels from her American period

-lttty Fox .Ittty Fox is not usually seen as part of any autobiographical

sequence. However, seen as such, the three novels form an intense and

moving account of the father-daughter relationship.

Stead has said that she thought August Strindberg was the only

writer who had written a true account of family life. [3J Strindberg

himself was of course obsessed by fathers, ild Stead's story about the man

who loved children is very Strindbergian. In fact she described the novel,

at the time, as a 'Strindberg Family Robinson'. [4] And in her own way

Stead was also obsessed by a father; like Strindberg she had a need to

explore , dissociate herself from, even 'kill' people in her life -- through

her fiction.

ln The Man Who Loved Children , the intense family drama of
Sam Pollit and his wife Henny and their children, the oldest girl, Louisa,

is the daughter of Sam's first wife, and in her early teens. She is the

critical and shocked bystander in a family where the parents' hate of each

other permeates and colours the whole experience of family life. Henny is

cynical and desperate, weak after too many pregnancies and
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responsibilities. Sam is naive and demanding, loving and smothering at

the same time. As the drama unfolds, Louisa prepares to kill her parents

to save herself and her siblings. At the end Henny accepts and knowingly

drinks the poisoned cup of tea Louisa hands her; and the young

adolescent Louisa sets out on what she sees as'a walk around the world.'

The Man Who Loaed Children moves with the power and

inevitability of classical tragedy as the narrative unfolds. Louisa, however,

washes her hands of her horrifyingly unhappy family experience not by

killing her father, but by 'killing' her stepmother in an ambigious event

that is both a suicide and an act of 'murder'. Louisa's plan is initially to

kill both parents, but in the end she makes only one cup of tea. The father,

even though Louie reaches the extreme point of feeling 'her flesh

revolting at his nearness' (p. 5M ), is spared. No one, of course, has ever

accused Stead of killing her stepmother in real life; nor, of course, did her

stepmother 'actually' commit suicide. The intense finale of the book has

what Stead called 'dramatic truth', a patterned working out of already

sketched lines of action in the book. But the escape of the father seems to

announce unfinished business. How will Louie manage to go on living
without having exorcised him as well? In my reading of Christina Stead

this is at least one of the subjects of the two volumes that followed. In For

I-oae Alone the daughter actually does take 'a walk around the world',
like Louie, but the memory of the father is still there at the end. when
Teresa speaks the novel's final words ('It's dreadful to think that it witl go

on being repeated forever, he -- and me. what's there to stop it?') she

contemplates the horror of people unable to love properly and of the

psychic damage which ensues. She is i. *y view thinking here not only

of her erstwhile lover (|onathan Crow) but also of her father, whose

Presence dominates the book through its first scene, and is significantly
recalled in its later stages. It is in Letty Fox that Stead once and for all

confronts her father fixation and kills the father - or rather the aspect of
her father that she cannot live with.
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The fact that Stead deals with autobiographical material in these

books makes a short account of the autobiographical connections desirable

before the pattern of the father figure is traced in the 'trilogy' and

discussed. To let the life illuminate the fiction is meaningful in the case of
these three novels, where the narration seems constantly to refer back to

the life. The picture of the father in each case is after all seen through the

daughter's temperament, and Mary McCarthy's title of her review oI The

Man Who Loued Children- 'Framing Father' is exactly right.
Although it may be difficult to grasp the precise angle from which Ttre

Man who Loued children is written, stead certainly does not give an

'impartial' overall view. It is impossible to read this book and see the

portrayal of the father as other than hostile and negative. What did the

real life model for Sam Pollit think of the book?

The relationship between the book and the family it portrays was

the subject of an illuminating letter from Christina Stead to her father's

third wife (Dr Thistle Harris Stead) in April 1942. The model for Henny
(Ada Gibbons, David Stead's second wife) moved out after Stead herself

had left Australia and David Stead remarried for the third time. The

previous year Stead had sent a copy of the book to Thistle Stead, bearing

the inscription:

To Dear Thistle -
A Strindberg Family Robinson
in some respects might be considered a private
letter to Thistle
from
Christina Stead [5]

The epithet 'A strindberg Family Robinson' is absolutely perfect and

shows how dever Stead was in formulating a judicious and very accurate

description of her own family. It seems significant that Stead did not send

a coPy of the novel to her father, and that her dedication describes it as a

'private' communication with Thistle. Christina Stead, however, never
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made a secret of the fact that her father was the most profound influence

in her life. In an interview in 7974 she was asked: 'Was your father

perhaps the most tremendous influence on your life?' and Stead

answered simply: 'I think so'. [6] In 1938 she had sent her father her

previous novel (House of AII Nations ) with an enthusiastic dedication

from an apparently devoted daughter:

For my father -

nearly 350,000 words -
104 scenes
a book written in the
sweat of my brow -
a hope to do better in the
future
an unsatisfied ambition -
all these -
affectionately, in one
binding -

Pegler

Christina E. Stead

New York, May 2,7938. [71

This inscribed copy of House of All Nations was later given to the Public

Library by David Stead (in 19a3). But in the early thirties, when she was

living in Rue fean Bart in Paris, her father sent her warrn, chatty letters.

Their relationship seems to have suffered a distinct breakdown in the late

1930s or early 7940s, perhaps in the immediate aftermath of the

publication of The Man Who Loaed Children . Thistle Harris Stead

apparently never talked about the book with her husband, and has said

that she in fact does not know if he ever read it. [8]

In the letter to Thistle in July 1939 Stead, when she discussed

writing The Man Who Loved Children, called it the 'dramatic truth' of

'our home in the early days' and explained that it had taken her years to

be able to touch such an 'autobiographical subject'. She was also adamant
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that she did not want to see 'Sydney, nor my family, nor anyone

connected with the old days' again. In the later letter of April 1942 she

calls the book 'a very real representation of life as it was then', and once

more declares her decision never to see her father again:

Temperamentally, I am also much like the old guy and that is a
jolly good reason why I should never see him: I suppose I do not
really miss not having any children very much. I should be like
him, I suppose! [9J

This is a bitter comment -- and Stead in fact never did see her father again.

Christina Stead's mother, Ellen Butters, was the ninth child in a

large family of twelve children. But as she died in 1904 when her only

child, Christina, was only two years old, it n/as naturally the young father

who came to be the center of the little girl's life. David Stead remarried

shortly before Christina was five years old, and in this new marriage with
Ada Gibbons there were six more children. The family lived at a house

called Lydham Hill in Rockdale, Sydney, until 1917, when they moved to

Watson's Bay, where members of the family still live. Later in life David

Stead married Dr Thistle Harris Stead. [10]

David Stead (7877-1957) studied zoology at Sydney Technical

College and entered the Fisheries Department as a junior. He was

Naturalist to the Board of Fisheries in New South Wales from 7902 - 7910,

and after holding other offices he was General Manager of the State

Trawling Industry from 1915 - 7920. Like Sam Pollit he went to British

Malaya, where he was Acting Director of Food Supplies to the British

Government from 1921, - 1,923. After returning to Australia he held

various posts such as Rabbit Menace Enquiry Commissioner in N.S.W. in

1925.

David Stead was also a prolific author, well enough known to
Bulletin readers in the first decade of the century for A.G. Stephens to

include him in his biographical questionnaire to regular contributors. He

wrote on many topics but is mainly known for general interest books on

natural history published between 1905 and 1935. [11] He was a very
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enthusiastic naturalist with a flair for teaching and writing about nature.

He was also a willing, competent and popular lecturer, with 'one of the

best and most varied collections of slides in Australia', who loved to talk

to any group of people about his favourite subjects. [12] David Stead's son

Gilbert remembers 'lectures with magic lantern slides lit by an oil lamp as

the visual aid'. [13] What is perhaps not so well known to those who read

Christina Stead is that her father wrote a considerable number of popular

articles for the daily and weekly press. During 7904, for example, he wrote

a weekly column in the St. George Call , a weekly magazine distributed in
the St. George and Woronora electorates. Under the pen name'Physalia'

he contributed informative and readable artides aimed at young people.

When Christina Stead recalls her father telling her many stories about the

fishes and animals of Australia, she does not mention that David Stead

Ioved to talk and write about animals and wild life to anyone who would

listen. [14] From the 'Nature Notes' that 'Physalia' wrote it is immediately

obvious that David Stead had a real flair for communicating with young

people.

Perhaps the fact that David Stead was a prolific writer ought to be

more closely studied in connection with his daughter Christina's own
work. The first time David Stead's writing can be traced in his daughter's

published work might be in The Man who Loved children, which
includes lengthy extracts from sam Pollit's letters from Malaya. [15] As

David Stead was in Malaya from 7921, - 1923 it is higily likely that parts of
his letters were published almost verbatfm in his daughter's book. Chris

williams makes a similar comment, and actually compares some of
David Stead's original letters with the fictional Sam Pollit's. [16J David

Stead's style of writing can also be seen in extracts from his nature notes

published in the Sunday Times from 1921, - 1923. The column was called

'The Great outdoors' and David stead called himself 'Dinnawan, the

Emu, The King of the Plain.'

In the issue of 29th of October, 'l..922,'Dinnawan' writes about

British Malaya in his column:
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Everyboy, how would you like me to tell you some stories about a
strange land -- the Land of Matahari? A land that is filled with
beasts and with plants and with flowers that are all strange to you.
where a kind of people that is quite unknown to you, dwells in
houses, the like of which you have never seen. . . .

well now, about this still more mysterious Land of Matahari. I
think you ought to know where it is by now. If you don't, look at
th-e map of Asia. Then look for the extension that I spoke of, and
what do you see? Ah, yes, the Malay peninsulai ot , as we now
generally speak of it -- BRITISH MALAYA. And now you want to
know why I prefer to speak of it as the Land of Matahari. Well, I'll
tell you.

This land, as you can see for yourself, lies only a little to the north
of the cenhe of the surface of the Earth - or perhaps I should say,
the middle line, known as the Equator. And herC the Master of
Life, as he is often called -- the Great sun - rules supreme. And the
land is HOT. Hot everywhere. And the shallow seai and the rivers
and the lakes and all the waters iue hot, too. At least they are very
warm compared to those that you know.

Every day the Sun shines with great heat over all these waters and
these lands, and over vast jungles, filled with wild and strange
animals, and with the most wonderful and gorgeous and most
curious birds.

From this excerpt it is possible to see how easily David stead
addresses and teaches the young. Thistle Stead writes:

children loved him because he was always one with them. In his
later years, when his health did not permit him more than short
periods of 'desking', Els one of his granddaughters rather aptly
called his chosen occupation, he turned to boatbuilding for- hii
young friends. Out of odd scraps of timber, various other odd pieces
for ornament together with a pot of pillar box red glossy paint he
fashioned innumerable little boats which he distributea ireety. The
local children were constant visitors to exchange their mucli-used
and battered models for new, upto-date ones . . .-. tITl

There is something of the 'Swiss Family Robinson' aspect of the The Man

Wlro Loaed Children in this scene, and Christina Stead has often
confirmed that her father was wonderful to her when she was very
young. It was only later, after his unhappy second marriage and with his
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unwillingness, or inability, to understand teenagers, that the relationship

between the oldest daughter and her father revealed severe stresses and

difficulties.

David Stead was also an idealistic fighter: 'Dare to be a Daniel'was

his motto. In the questionnaire sent by the Bulletin to their regular

authors, David Stead described himself as follows in a section headed

'Autobiography and Remarks' (Christina Stead at this time was four years

old, and still his only child):

Endowed since earliest childhood (within memory) with an all-
consuming desire to know something of the things around us
(more particularly, perhaps, living things) & to delve into Nature's
secrets. Controlled by an even more powerful impulse to make
known to my fellow Australians what it was possible for me to
acquire, this having developed into even a still more earnest
ambition within the last few years, when it has become more and
more apparent how immensely important are Australia's natural
productions & how little that importance has been realised -- this
referring chiefly to the commercial products of the Sea. Going still
farther, I might add, that this ambition has become almost the sole
object of my edstence.
Like many who have pursued knowledge, have been subjected to
many buffetings but will triumph in the end [sicl.

David G. Stead

73/e/6 [18]

David Stead underlined these last words himself, and he did have

difficulties in general with people around him, as Sam Pollit does in The

Man Who Loved Children . Thistle Stead writes:

Despite promises that never materialised; deviations in his forward
course because of closed doors; apathy and disinterest in official
quarters, he was never discouraged. Often dismayed, y6, soon he
resumed his usual optimistic outlook, pushing on determinedly
and frequently playing a lone hand.

llel

She goes on to quote an extract from a letter he wrote in 1934 to Sir

Charles Kingsford Smith, in which he claims 'a close acquaintance with
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the manner in which hidden hands can stack the cards against a man'.

As mentioned above, David Stead did write to his daughter for a

number of years after she went overseas in 1928. Extracts from some of his

letters to her, addressed to Rue |ean Bart in Paris, in 1931, were retained

by her and have survived in unpublished papers. She called them

LETIERS FROM MR X., and the passages she had excerpted were given

the subheading 'Nature Descriptions'. Christina Stead clearly admired her

father's way of describing nature, cutting out such passages as potentially

valuable for her own writing, and she did use some of his exact words in a

description of a spider in one of her unpublished poems. [20]

In my reading of The Man Who Loaed Children I focus on the

special view Christina Stead has of her family and above all of her father.

When Mary McCarthy called her review of the book 'Framing Father' she

focusses on a very disturbing element in it. Although I would accept the

book as a very 'true' description of herfamily , it nevertheless has to be

seen as a work substantially shaped through the prism of Christina

Stead's feelings about painful problems in her relationship with her

father and in her childhood. As she herself commented, the book was

written 'to clarify my feelings', [21] and she has also mentioned how

painstakingly she tried (with the help of her husband) to transpose the

personal setting to Washington DC, and the Baltimore ,uea -- in order to

'shield the family'. l22l She was obviously very much aware of the danger

of antagonizing members of her own family by her intimate portrayal.

This process in fact came to extend over the next two novels as well,

primarily in my view because elements in the relationship remained

unresolved at the end of The Man Who Loaed Children . It was not until

Letty Fox that she finally managed to separate what she saw as the

positive and negative aspects in the figure of the father. She then

proceeded to 'kill' imaginatively the aspect of her father she could not

live with, freeing herself to accept the 'good' part. Although there have

been many good critical discussions of The Man Who loaed Children,,

there has been no attempt to see the father figures in this book and the

two which follow as forming a continuum, a gradually unfolding process
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of exploration and resolution.

Before looking at the character Sam Pollit, it is instructive to look at

the father figure in the early story 'Overcote' from The Salzburg Tales .

Stead wrote many short sketches of childhood beforc The Man Who

Loaed Children, and this very strange story might be seen as an early

foreshadowing of the novel. Its style seems consciously crude and

awkward, but, perhaps because of this, the narrator's strong, never fully

articulated feelings give the story conviction. 'Overcote' is the Public

Stenographer's tale. tude Martin, the stenographer's father is a

schoolmaster and a free.thinker whose children expect the walls to crack

with his 'profanity and irreligion' Q a7O [23]. In an egotistical protest

against respectability, he entertains a young village girl for many years in

his wife's presence, but after his wife's death he remarries and heats his

second wife as badly as the first. When they Srow up the children never

visit their father, although they live nearby, because 'You can't forgive

the things he does!' Q.a82). The narrator is very torn as she describes this

family conflict strongly desiring his love at the same time as she feels

rejected by him:

He can write a good letter, too: but I can't read his letters any more,
they are so touchin& you almost begin to be sorry for him, and they-

are so insincere: tre ii all the time laughing up his sleeve at you if
you come; and he cries if you stay away. Q.a82)

The stenographer/narrator is here struggling for words, and at the end

she has a sudden sense of insight, the vehicle for which is provided by

one of her brothers:

Once when I saw him, a sudden thought struck me: you know,
after you have seen a thing for a long time, its meaning suddenly
strike-s you. I thought "That's quite sad, in a way!" I meant, you
know, in the sense that they talli about the struggle for knowledge.
(p.a8a-5)
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This brother had hidden some papers, covered with strange, personal

hieroglyphs, in his bed. The story ends with the sister and brother

struggling over the pieces of paper, the brother laughing and singing: 'It
says, We ALL hate the Old Man, We ALL hate the Old Man!'

The portrait of the father in 'Overcote' highlights some of the same

character traits that are shown to be part of Sam's character: self-

righteousness, insincerity and extreme egotism, and a curious lack of

generosity towards his children as far as their education and future iue

concerned. The end of the story is heavily reminiscent of Sam's discovery

of Louie's exasperated personal scribblings, directed at himself:

Shut up, shut up, shut up, shut up, shut up, I can't stand your
gassing, oh, what a windbag, what will shut you up, shut up , shut
up, And so ad infinitum. [p.3531

Charm and an interest in women are also traits shared by both

characters, although the stenographer is pointedly awkward and evasive

in her references to her father's sexuality. The Pollit saga, on the other

hand, is written in a free-flowing, articulate language, which gives the

impression of 'natural' family speech.

Sam Pollit's entrance in the second chapter of The Man Who

Loaed Children sets the tone of the novel as a whole -- revealing not

only his personality but also the nature of his relationship with Louie.

The Pollit children have been waiting for Sam since the first chapter and

his entrance is well prepared for. The relative calm, both in the house and

in his wife Henny, is explained by Sam's absence. When he does come

home he is late and everybody is asleep - except for his oldest child,
Louie. Sam had promised his children to come home earlier. He had

meant to be there, 'for he never broke his word to them' (p. 16) He is late

because he has been the hero of the day at his job - he has been offered a

long-desired appointment to Malaya. He is very happy, and his thoughts

dwell lovingly on his secretary, Madeleine, and the young adoring face of

Gillian, whom he has met for the first time that day. But as he
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approaches his home, he spots Louie through the window reading her

book, and sees his wife entering her room, scolding her and appearing to
strangle her. He reacts to this by wondering how som@ne like himself,

who loves everybody and everything on earth, could have chosen a

woman who hates him so much. When Sam enters the house he goes to

Louie's room and tells her about his trip. She does not tell him about the

strangling episode, and Sam is pleased about that. He thinks that these

early negative experiences will aid in forming her character and 'prove of
great value in penetrating human nature and human motives later on'
(p. 23) This might be so, but the scene between stepdaughter and

stepmother is frightening and Sam's reaction decidedly odd. The chapter

ends with Louie fantasizing about her 'friendly rider' before she goes to

sleep - a sign both of her awakening sexuality and her creativity.

The father is here seen as vain and immature, fond of adoring
females. Furthermore he is not only seemingly unperturbed by his

second wife's attitude to his daughter, but even tries to convince himself

that it is valuable for her to have these negative experiences early in life.

The reader begins to understand that this man, contrary to his own

thoughts, does not love children. The rest of the book confirms the initial
image of Sam's attitudes, and of his blindness in his relationship with
the children. The effect of his behaviour is to destroy the children's self-

confidence, inhibiting their natural striving towards growth and

maturity. He wants them young so that he can love them and be their

hero. He needs them because of his own insecurity and immaturity, but
that means that he cannot help them, or even let them grow up. sam is

especially hard on Louie. He had hoped that his new wife would take care

of her:

I've been hard on her, Pet, hoping you would soften. I taught her
not to co:tx me or kiss me, or climb on my lap as the others do
because in the beginning it made you so angry - but I hope she still
looks to me for righteousness and justice! I thought she would
turn to the woman for affection and love. It is natural. If I had been
soft to her you would have turned against us both. (p.127)
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This seems to put the blame on the stepmother, but whatever way one

looks at it, the effect of such behaviour - a deliberate withholding of the

natural expression of affection and love -- is terribly destructive for a

young girl.

There is also a curiously possessive element in Sam's attitude

towards his eldest daughter. He tries to invade her privacy in many ways;

he reads her letters and journals; he pushes food into her mouth. In a

much later letter to Burnshaw, written from Australia, Stead commented

on this particular episode:

It lThe Man Who Loaed Children I is now a textbook (ugh!) in the
highschools here - and very wretched I was to learn it. (And only
the other day someone related to me that a seventeen-year-old girl
had come to her teacher or professor, very much upset, and saying
it was like her home; that her father had raped her - oh, dear, oh,
dear - and yet didn't Sam in effect "rape" Louie -- the symbolic
pushing of chewed food into her mouth etc. -- it's horrid-but he
really did that) -- well I'm against it and I know they're going to
hate me (the "textbook") for the rest of their lives, anyhow . . . .l24l

The interpretation of Sam's behaviour towards Louie as a kind of rape,

often suggested by feminist critics, seems here to have been accepted by

Stead, although she later noted in the margin:

Although the rape suggestion would have made him shout &
writhe with horror. I remember when he grabbed a walking-stick
and was about to rush out to find other fathers to gather & beat a
man in the district, who had in fact raped his daughter. He never
allowed any kissing in the family, not even mother & child!

Stead was not a rape victim nor sexually molested, although her father's

combination of sensualism and high-minded puritanism might have left

some scars. No child can avoid being caught in a bind towards the kind of

father Sam is - a helpless love suffering constant rebuffs creates strong

feelings of vulnerability. In a note among Stead's papers, where she is

contemplating childhood memories, she reflects on this experience of

rejection:
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I am trying to cure a serious feeling of rejection and discomfort,
which is a nuisance to me, affects my relations with people; and it is
obvious it is 'my fault' because if I can ever get out of it, their
behaviour is different, friendlier, stronger etc. I must absolutely
overcome this 'rejection fear' now. [25]

Life without love from a sensuous and well-intentioned father who

believes that a life of self-denial is loving, not only leaves the child with
an unsatisfied hunger for love, but also encourages the development of
rigid defence mechanisms against the 'danger' of succumbing to love.

Louie hates the father she can never be rid of - even if she walks around

the world. She develops an utter contempt for everyone and everything

associated with her family background:

Louie knew she was the ugly duckling. But when a swan she would
never come sailing back into their village pond; she would be
somewhere away, unheard of, on the lily-rimmed oceans of the
world. (p.59)

With very few memories of her own mother, Louie would be

conscious only of the special kind of intimacy she had (and needed to

have confirmed) with her father at a very early age. In its absence, a wish

to return to that kind of situation, a wish for the time when she felt

loved, might be felt only subconsciously. Louie's problem was where to

find love. Although she hated her father's possessiveness and

insensitivity towards her as an adolescent, it is not surprising that her

solution at the end of the book is to get rid of the stepmother -- the person

who seems to stand in her way to happiness. Although Louie thought of
killing both her parents as the only solution to the endless conflict in the

home -- she only managed to kill one. She then starts on her journey out

into the world, determined never to look back. But one can never simply

walk away from such lacerating conflicts without deep psychic scars. She

felt, using Stead's words about herself, as if the family had 'made an

etching' out of her; she felt 'deep-bitten'. The scars remain until they

have been confronted emotionally and worked through, as Stead did, in
the imaginative act of 'clarifying [her] feelings'.
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Louie's attempt to resolve the conflict she feels is thus only partly

successful, and readings of the novel which see its conclusion as a

triumph of self-assertion and self-discovery are in my view guilty of

romanticizing her situation. For Loae Alone, Stead's next novel, might

be seen as a further exploration -- through Teresa Hawkins -- of the

psychic legacy which Louie's traumatic childhood experience of

lovelessness had bequeathed to her, as she tries to form relationships

outside the suffocating confines of the family.

For Love Alone was published only four years after The Man Who

Looed Children. Initially, it seems as if Stead planned to have two sisters

take over Louie's role. One of them, Teresa, would stay home and the

other one, Letitia, would travel across the world and have many

adventures. As it happened the two sisters eventually became separate,

unrelated characters, each the subject of different novels. Nevertheless

traces of the original conception remain in both Teresa and Lettie, and

will be explored in the next chapter.

Teresa is an older version of Louie, but they are both fictional

representations of Stead herself. Louie was seen as the unhappy,

neglected and abused child of an egotistical father and a woman who

could not cope, a child who battled for her own future and who saw her

own, and her family's, solution to an insufferable situation in an act of

'murder' and physical escape. The ending of this novel is one possible

ending, but hardly a convincing solution: Louie is still at home and

Father is still there. The problem needed further exploration.

Not surprisingly we find the father present on the very first page of

For Loae Alone, later fading out of the novel, or perhaps into Teresa's

relationship with |onathan Crow. The stepmother, killed off in the

preceding book, is not present. That Teresa's father Andrew Hawkins is

related to Sam Pollit is obvious both in the general description of their

personalities and in particular details. For example, the opening of For
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Love Alone shows Andrew Hawkins almost naked: 'Fle seemed to thrust

back the walls with his muscular arms; thick tufts of red hair stood out

from his armpits'(p.5). Sam Pollit is described similarly: 'When he waved

his golden-white muscular hairless arms, large damp tufts of yellow-red

hair appeared.' (p.49) Andrew Hawkins soon shows, also, that he is as

egotistical and insensitive, and as cruelly destructive of the self-

confidence of his children, as Sam Pollit ever was. Andrew Hawkins,

like Sam Pollit (and like David Stead) tells his daughters not to be

affectionate: 'You ordered us never to kiss or coax or put our arms around

you or one another'. (For Loue Alone p.11)

The placing of the father episode at the very beginning of For Loae

Alone does determine the basis of Teresa's quest, and the knowledge the

reader gains from this first chapter shapes the answers to many of the

questions that surface Iater in the novel. Why is Teresa so narrowly

obsessed with love? Why is she so blind to the inadequacies of fonathan
Crow? Most readers understand early on in the novel that Teresa's choice

of Jonathan Crow as an object of her love is disastrous. But it might be

harder to see, and understand, the underlying pattern that made someone

like fonathan Crow an inevitable choice for Teresa. The father who

survived Teresa's murderous fantasies in Tfte Man Who Loued Children

is also the father who dominates the first chapter, and in a sense the

whole of For Loae Alone. The father is both Louie's and Teresa's first
strong love object; there is no strong mother figure to rectify this

obsessive single focus. But this particular father seems to work to bind his

daughter for life -- not through his love for her, but through his

avoidance of her. The bitterness and disillusionment the daughter feels

mean that, tragically enough, it will be very difficult for her to survive

emotionally intact and to replace the father as a love object. The father

fixation is there, and very hard to overcome, and it provides a central

theme of the trilogy under discussion.

Noel Macainsh has discussed Teresa's situation with deep

psychological insight. 126l He points out that Teresa dings 'with the force

of life itself to an impossible object' in her choice of fonathan Crow. But
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instead of being an unfortunate choicg Macainsh argues, he is her only
choice. Teresa and fonathan are 'mutually reflected', and as Stead herself

tells us, 'They needed each other' -- so much so that Teresa actively

sought this kind of person out. fonathan Crow $ras an inauthentic choice

of love object for Teresa, but she was forced by her circumstances to

choose someone like him. Stead the novelist has probably endeavoured

to make him somewhat extreme in his behaviour (in his narcissism, for

example, and in the fanaticism of his attitudes) in order to make him

'match' Teresa's own equally obsessive emotional state. Teresa has a
narcissistic self-identification with Crow which together with her low self'

esteem forces her to use strong self-protective defence mechanisms

against him. In sum, she chooses someone who will never love her, and

whom she can be sure she does not have to yield to. Her fixation on her

father means that she is always likely to choose men who will never oust

or threaten her first love object. As Macainsh points out, the title For

Loue Alone and the fantasy of 'love alone', seem to indicate the absence

of a real partner. (p.87)

One decisive factor in the development of both Louie and Teresa is

their extremely low self-esteem. Louie is constantly made fun of, or

viciously made aware of her own lack of physical grace and charm.

Although the stepmother clearly does not like Louie, it is the father who

most often denigrates her physical attractiveness as a young woman. This

is a very clear element in the first chapter of For Lwe Alone as well. It is
the father who, after boasting of his own attractiveness to women, singles

Teresa out as without charm and unattractive to men. Kitty, Teresa's

sister, is praised as womanly and yielding, while Teresa in her

independence and coldness is told she'll never get a man. Teresa becomes

almost mad with rage and feels that her 'honour' is offended. Her

problem is acute: as the father will not respond to her love, she cannot

show her love for him for fear that he will reject her. (This defence

mechanism is clearly shown in 'Overcote') What Macainsh calls Teresa's

'wilfully courted self-humiliation' must be seen as a kind of self-defence,

to save her from being denigrated by others. Having internalised their
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father's low opinion of them, neither Louie nor Teresa are in any

position to fall easily in love, or to be happy when love is reciprocrated.

Freud's theory of incest and what he called the Oedipus complex

offers one explanation for the problems in Teresa faces in her quest for

love. It explains the single-mindedness of her search for love at the same

time as it suggests the minimal chances she has of success. A number of

critics have been awiue of this. Macainsh for examplg writes:

Teresa's experience with her father, desqibed at the beginning of
the novel suggests that the "script" of this Same may have been
acquired in her childhood. The repetitive game of "for love alone"
suggests a father concealed in the wings. Or as Joan Lidoff writes of
Stead's lovers: "The yearning for an inaccessible object . . . derives
from the primary forbidden wish, the incest fantasy". . . (p.85)

The Freudian drama of the father who cannot possess and yet

cannot let go of his daughter, and of the daughter whose desire is rurned

to something she does not really want and something she definitely

never gets, is potentially tragic. Solutions to the problem are fraught with

difficulty. When what seems unattainable actually happens -- a good man

( Quick) begins to love Teresa, for example -- the problem becomes how

to accept this situation and adapt to it. Typically Stead cannot let Teresa

become 'free'without providing an extra complication to the story: Teresa

is seen as falling in love with Harry Girton, a friend of her husband's. She

travels with him to another city and they have a short love affair. This

opens the world of love for Teresa, who becomes deliriously happy. She

has the faithful and devoted fames Quick and she is now free to love any

man who might come along. This development is hard to accept in the

terms in which Stead porhays the incident, and has always seemed to me

to be a flaw in the novel: a totally unconvincing situation. A woman as

love-starved as Teresa would 'normally' have been totally content with

her patient and loyal lover Quick. That Teresa, despite this situation, has

to fall in love with another man and see herself as doing the same over

and over again during her union with Quick, seems to point to a deeper

'unresolved' problem. But if a woman has what in psychoanalytic terms
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is called a 'father-fixation', she cannot, because of the incest taboo, ever

find stability in an emotionally and physically satisfying love affair. She

has to go from one man to another, or at least see her relationship to any

particular man as in some way flawed or incomplete.

Macainsh's insight into the nature of Teresa's problems is

especially telling at the point -- near the end of the novel - when they all

seem to be resolved. Macainsh draws attention to what he calls the

'copulatory closure' in the novel (p. 87), noticing that Teresa's father, at

the start of the novel, is said to be tall, broad, golden-haired and with
'brilliant oval blue eyes' (p.6), and that Harry Girton tikewise is said to be

tall, broad, golden-haired with 'splendid oval blue eyes' (p.468) Girton is

thus what Macainsh calls 'a golden echo of Teresa's father'. The landlady

also sees a likeness between Teresa and Girton, an indication of a

narcissistic attraction recurring in Stead's fiction (the brother -- sister

theme). A pattern of repetition is suggested here, an inevitable outcome if
Teresa is endlessly seeking her father. Harry Girton is one father-

substitute and others will follow - they have to follow.

Stead has chosen to end the book with the words: 'It's dreadful to

think that it will go on being repeated for ever, he -- and me! what's
there to stop it?' This is slightly enigmatic in the context of the novel, and

critics in my view have been rather too ready to give the comment an

unproblematic general meaning. Teresa has left Jonathan and is safely

embarked on her 'voyage round the world' with Quick. Yet, as she has

never bothered thinking about her 'sisters' before, it does not seem likely
that she is thinking of all females of all times and all males of all times at

this point. Many people, by the wi/r find one partner for a lifetime and

are satisfied. Macainsh finds it significant that Stead has supplied an

individual answer to Teresa's problem instead of a collective one. Teresa

is no 'hero', showing the way to live for all women. But, as I see it, she is

representative of one type of woman. If Stead was hinting that a woman

like Teresa would be drawn into merely temporary relationships over and

over again, because of early frustrations and bonding with her father, the

exclamation at the end of For Loae Alone makes sense. What is there to
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stop it?

The conjecture that the last sentence may also include reference to

the father at the beginning of the book as well as to Crow, is strengthened

by the way that Stead creates a final image of Crow, at the end of the

novel, in highly charged symbolic terms, drawing on elements of the

grotesque reminiscent of the seU-consciously 'modernist' method of The

Beauties and. Furies. The ghastly light which makes lonathan Crow look

like a murderer and gives Teresa the appearance of one with 'pale

vapours in brilliant eye-balls', and a 'blue-black mouth', provides the

atmosphere for a dreadful encounter (p. 501). Elements in this scene

recall another scene in the opening section of the novel, a strange

juxtaposition of two beggars outside Teresa's window.

Outside, near the door of the printing establishment stood the old
beggarman to whom the printers threw scraps in paper bags and to
whom they gave small change on pay-day. As Teresa glanced, she
saw the old man's parasite, a vicious slum youth who had turned
up during the last ten days, and taken his receipts, with a wicked
glance at everyone and sly pinches and blows to the old man when
no one was looking. (p.498)

This peculiar couple, the old man and the 'slum youth' who feeds

parasitically on him, are seen later, when Quick and Teresa take their last

walk in the book. 'When they went out, the old man and his parasite

were just going down the alley, and they followed them'. (p.500) It is at

this point Teresa sees 'the vile-faced man, the bent-backed man, walking

crowded with all the apparatus of melodrama' *(p.501) who is Jonathan

Crow. The similarities and parallels between the two men are striking.

With Teresa's concluding words about the inevitability of what has

happened to her and the thought that it will go on forever, 'he -- and me'

Stead seems to set the stage for a final showdown. The problems the

novel has explored have still not been resolved; and the novelist returns

to them in the book that might be called the last of the 'father trilogy -
Letty Fox, Her Luck.
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l*tty Fox, Her Luck is the only one of Stead's novels which is told
in a first person narrative, and the racy narrative style of this young

American woman seems totally discontinous with the intensities of
Stead's presentation of Louie and Teresa. However, although it might not

be obvious from a first reading, Stead does, I think, continue in this

novel the process of self-exploration and 'clarification of feelings', in
relation to her childhood and family, which she had b.g* in The Man

Who Loaed Children,

I'etty Fox is a novel written from the point of view of Letty herself,

discussing her life from her early teens to her marriage in her early

twenties. Letty's father, Solander Fox, meets and falls in love with
another woman (Persia) while his wife passively accepts his withdrawal
from the family. Letty very energetically pursues almost every man she

sees, hoping that she will be able to marry young. Her promiscuity is

taken as a sign of her desperate wish to marry; when she does finally
marry, at the end of the novel, it is to a non-descript young man,

previously married, who does not seem in the least to have any of the

characteristics of a fictional hero. The marriage in the end, between the

vivacious Letty and the vacuous Bill van week, is hardly -- despite
apPearances -- a traditionally happy ending. It occurs after - and seems at

least partly to be triggered by -- a macabre scene in which one of Letty's

uncles (Philip Morgan) commits suicide by hanging himself outside her

apartment window. Uncle Philip is a character with close similarities to
aspects of Sam Pollit and Andrew Hawkins.

His suicide does not appear to upset Letty greatly, and perhaps

because it occurs so casually in a narrative which teems with incidents,

the event has largely passed unnoticed in reviews and criticism of the

novel. However, in my reading of Letty Fox , and the two novels that

precede it, this suicide is a key moment in the resolution of the Problem

of the Father in Stead's fiction. The Father does not appear again in her

books, the man who loved children has with this novel been purged from
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Stead's fiction for ever.

In pursuing this kind of reading of the novel perhaps the first
question to ask is -- who is Letty Fox? Does this young New York lvoman

have anything at all in common with Louie and Teresa? Her personality

does not seem similar to theirs, and there is nothing to suggest that Stead

drew on events in her own life to portray Letty, in the way in which she

so clearly did with Louie and Teresa. However, the . actual role Letty

plays, and the social position she occupies, is very interesting. As I will
explore in detail in the next chapter, Stead provides Letty with a

surrounding cast of characters who are in many instances based on her

own Australian relatives and dose friends. Her uncles, Percival Hogg and

Philip Morgan, draw on significant aspects of Sam Pollit and Andrew

Hawkins. Letty's father, Solander Fox, seems to include aspects derived

from Stead's own husband, William Blake. One kind of confirmation of

this is that Solander's mother, Jenny Fox, is clearly modelled after

William Blake's mother, Rosa Blech. [27]. Furthermore, Letty's mother,

Mathilde, is described very similarly to the way Marion, fames Quick's
first wife, is described in For Loae Alone . The original name of the

family house of the Morgans, Letty's maternal grandparents, is Lydnam

Hill. As Stead's beloved first home in Sydney was called Lydham Hill, a
connection seems obvious. In so far as Stead offers a self'portrait in the

novel, it is in the character of Persia, 'Die Konkubine', the' other woman'

who lives with Solander Fox, although we do not see or hear much of

Persia's character. Solander Fox is also a significant choice of name for the

father as it includes two important figures in Stead's own life. Although

Solander is a very unusual first name for an American, it is a significant

scientific name in Australia, associated with Daniel Solander, the Swedish

botanist who travelled with fames Cook on the Endeaoour. Cape

Solander at the entrance to Sydney Harbour, near the Stead family's

Watson's Bay residence, is named after him. As a very ambitious and

prominent Australian naturalist, David Stead would have been well

aware of Solander and his work on antipodean flora and fishes. The

surnarne, Fox, although a common enough name in the United States,
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might also have had a special significance for Stead herself. Ralph Fox, the

British communist writer, is considered the model for Harry Girton in

For Loae Alone. Thus Stead seems to have repeated the 'copulatory

closure' that Macainsh discerns in For Lwe Alone, where the father and

the lover (Hawkins and Girton) seem to reflect each other: in the name

Solander Fox, Stead's father and lover (or lovers if Blake is induded

alongside Fox) are once more in a curiously dose iuxtaposition.

Many critics have complained, of Letty Fox, that the heroine,

through whose eyes we see everything, is a very shallow and

uncomprehending girl. Louie and Teresa are extremely serious young

women; Letty is not. There is nothing these characters seem to have in

common -- except for the people who surround them. In the followinp

when I discuss the portrayal of Letty as in a sense a continuation of the

concerns explored through Louie and Teresa, I do not mean to say that

Letty should be seen as a portrait of Christina Stead herself. What I mean

is that in the way Stead has positioned Letty Fox, it is likely that conflicts

close to Stead's own life are being explored in this novel as much as in the

earlier novels. Letty Fox is a young woman with a father-fixation, as her

psychoanalyst tells her (p. aS0). This problem (together with its causes and

effects) had provided a central theme, I have argued, in her two

autobiographical novels. However, it is not until Letty Fox that Stead

seems able to hy to see this situation from the 'outside'. If a girl grows up

in this situation, what can she do? what happens to her?

In 1953 Anna Freud delivered a lecture entitled 'On Losing and

Being Lost'. Her biographer, Elisabeth Young-Bruehl, has argued that this

lecture contains a large measure of disguised autobiography. In it Anna

Freud writes:

It is only when parental feelings are ineffective or too ambivalent,
or when aggression is more effective than their love, or when the
mother's emotions are temporarily engaged elsewhere that
children not only feel lost but, in fact, get lost. [28]

Sigmund Freud favoured Anna's beautiful and feminine sister Sophie.
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While Anna was growing up his message to her seems to have been

ambiguous. It is as if on the one hand he wanted her to be beautiful and

attractive to men and to marry, but on the other did not want her ever to

leave him. This relationship with her father was very difficult for Anna

Freud. She never married and she never teft Nm. In a review of Elisabeth

Young-Bruehl's biography of Anna Freud, Michael Ignatieff writes:

The decisive phase began when Anna was a teen-ager. She found
herself locked in a pattern of obsessive masturbation, driven by
fantasies in which she saw herself, as she later reported in a paPer
about her own case, as "a weak young man . . dominated or
symbolically castrated or beaten." Young-Bruehl plausibly observes
that instead of saying "father loves only me," the fantasy says the
more acceptable (or less incestuous) "father defeats or beats only
me." Young-Bruehl might have pointed out that these fantasies
express as much hatred and fear as they exPress love; indeed, they
seem to say: if I cannot be loved as a woman, I will take
domination like a man. [29]

fudith Kegan Gardiner, in her recent book, stresses that Stead thought of

herself as the oldest son in the family rather than as a surrogate mother

and that she associated with fraternal bonding. [301

Teresa, it seems to me, is another example of a daughter locked into

an unhappy, but seemingly unchangeable relationship with her father. In

her case she has a strong ambition to do something before she dies; she

also has the ambition to show her father that she could be attractive to

men. For Love Alone shows very strikingly that Teresa is a young

woman who does not know her powers. But at the end of the book she

realises that she too might be allowed into the men's world and that she

too might be free, although the final sentence raises some doubts about

this freedom. Does Teresa in fact achieve personal freedom or is it

somehow curtailed and overshadowed by the relentless repetition of

events and relationships?

In lntty For there is a description of two of Letty's undes - Percival

Hogg and Philip Morgan. Percival Hogg has been married to a sister of

Letty's mother and had several children, but later they separate and Percy

Hogg lives in the house called 'the Wreck' with his children. He is
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described as an'original':

He sometimes worked in the Natural History Museum, gave
scientific lectures, or sold microscopes, according to his forhrnes.
His fortunes depended on official opinions, particularly those on
war and reaction, for he was a reformer, a crank, an original. (p.32)

Uncle Hogg clearly has some traits in common with the father

'Overcote' and with Sam Pollit. Moreover he takes into his house

unfortunate young woman (his sister, Ern urunarried pregnant woman) --

an event with a clear parallel to Sam's acceptance of Bonnie into the

family home in The Man Who Loaed Children. Uncle Hogg is also

forever rebuilding his house, and undertaking endless optimistic projects

of one sort or another -- very much like Sam Pollit. Like Sam he

endeavours to teach everyone the Latin narnes of living things, induding

the instance of the tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) (pp. 32-33). At the

very end of the book Unde Hogg is approached by a woman who wants to

know the name of a flower, but by this time he seems to have changed,

quite capriciously, since he now says: 'I sell microscopes to study cell

structure, I don't know their damn names: I would scorn to' (p. 516).

Uncle Hogg, in all these respects, however, is similar to the original Sam

Pollit. David Stead, the model for Sam Pollit, was always also very

particular about the children learning the correct Latin names of plants

and animals. [31]

If Uncle Hogg recalls Sam Pollit, Letty's uncle Philip bears some

striking resemblances to Andrew Hawkins in For Loae Alone . He first

marries at nineteen, and at the age of twenty-four marries again. He is

attractive to women and unable to resist them, his life an endless series of

complications caused by his constant womanizing. In one of the last

scenes in the book, a party given by grandmother Morgan, Philip Morgan

turns his attention to Letty. He tells her that she is the only woman he

always sees with pleasure. 'He said that the tragedy of his life was that we

were uncle and niece, and hence could not love each other'. (p.506) Letty

tries to console him at this party, as he keeps complaining about his

in

an
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jealous wife, and at the end he bends down and kiss€s her: 'I love you,

love you, Lett/; we could have been happy, and see - we can't be-' (p.508)

Letty tells Philip of her problems but he can give her no advice, 'for he

had been one of the very dandies and Don fuans who were now giving

me so much trouble.' (p.507) At the end of the evening Philip is

discovered dangling outside H$ffif"dow. He has hanged himself by

tying together a number of linen towels.

Because of the 'autobiographical subject' of both The Man Who

Loaed Children and For Love Alone , most critics have accepted that Sam

Pollit and Andrew Hawkins are likely to be modelled on the same

character. Sam is the Swiss Family Robinson man, full of plans and

projects for the house. Andrew Hawkins is also a moral hypocrite,

boasting of his attractiveness to women and obviously quite capable of

taking advantage of it. In Percy Hogg and Philip Morgan the two earlier

characters seem to surface again -- Percy as Sam Pollit and PhiliP as

Andrew Hawkins. If we remember that Louisa decides not to kill her

father after all, and that Teresa leaves her father, abandoning the

hopelessly strange household she lives in, it is indeed noteworthy that

Philip is made to commit suicide (outside Letty's window!).

My own reading of this aspect of. Ittty For sees Stead as once more

returning to the scenes of her childhood and adolescence, not only

conjuring up her own father figure in Letty's two uncles, but also

describing her own husband as a father (a rather weak one), in the figure

of Solander Fox. That William Blake is the model for Solander Fox is

clear from a Note in Stead's unpublished papers and also from internal

evidence; fames Quick, Michel Alphend€ry, David Flack and Solander

Fox are obviously portraits of the siune real life character. This means in

effect that Stead is claiming a father who is three men in one. The nrune

Solander Fox contains references to both the model for Louie's father

(Stead's naturalist father) and the probable model for Teresa's lover

(Stead's writer friend Ralph Fox). The father figure is thus dominant in

all three novels. With the death of Uncle Philip the philanderer, the

crisis seems to be over. Letty immediately, in the following chapter, meets
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her old friend Bill van Week, and marries him. They are obviously not

suited to each other and Bill is not at dl the man the reader would have

thought Letty would want. What seems to be 'intended' is that Letty is

free at last to do what she could have done from the beginning - marry

any nondescript young man and settle down.

One way, then, to interpret Philip's suicide, is to see it as a way of

killing off the sexual component of the father image. The uncle and niece

were apparently very much alike - and could have loved each other. As

that could never be, it $ras as well to have the father image killed off.

After the murder/suicide of the stepmother in The Man Who Loved

Children, a mother never again really comes to the fore in Stead's fiction.

Mathilde in Letty Fox is a very weak variant. The father is a recurrent

figure of importance in the trilogy, but after Letty Fox he never again

emerges in Stead's fiction. Stead managed to resolve Letty's father-

fixation in this novel , and moves on to other asPects of sexuality in

subsequent novels.

It is interesting to note that Percy Hogg, the scientific 'original',

who resembles Sam Pollit, is left to his own devices at the condusion of

the novel and he is last seen as he greets Letty's cry, 'You're a back-

number; in the U.S.A., too, you're dreadfully outnumbered', with his

defiant 'I don't care. I intend to see for myself'. Stead continues, 'and

looking rather nastily at me, he stumped off; with his head in the air'. (p.

517) This might make a very fitting picture of Sam Pollit as well, and I

think Christina Stead admired this quality in her father. When she wrote

about her father, after his death, in an article called ' A Waker and

Dreamer' the aspects that she drew attention to with warmth and

admiration were his courage and originality and his scientific curiosity.

Uncle Hogg may be seen as a difficult man, but he is also a man of visions

and dreams with the determination to persist in following them, despite

their personal cost.

Sam Pollit is accused by Louisa of not allowing her to grow up; he

suffocates her and, metaphorically, threatens incest. The daughter has to

leave his house to survive - and there would never be a way back to his
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house. Andrew Hawkins is left behind also, by Teresa, but he comes back

later in the book as the dream of the perfect lover. It is in Letty Fox that

Stead fuses the three most important men in her life into one portrait of a

father, and kills off that aspect of the father which she could not live with.

After she had left her first father, she was lucky enough to find a

supportive father figure in her husband, William Blake. In the novel that

follows she casts her husband as a father again - this time, however, she

creates herself in the role of the daughter. In the father-daughter team of

David and Edna Flack in A Little Tea , A Little Clut , Stead seerns to have

approximated a comfortable role for her alter ego. The crisis of the father

fixation has died down. It has not gone away forever but she has learnt to

live with it.

Anna Freud learnt to live with her father as well. Her father

admired revolutionaries, but did not want his daughter to be one. She

lived with this message all her life, but still managed to live a life full of

both work and love. 'She became the living embodiment of the

psychoanalytic truth that a fate must be understood if it is to be endured'

writes Ignatieff. (p.16) The biography of Anna Freud by Young-Bruehl

ends with an image of the dying Anna being wheeled around Hampstead

Ponds, wrapped deep in the folds of her father's old woollen coat. 'She

inherited the mantle and yet she survived its weight' is the reviewer's

comment. t32l Christina Stead survived the weight of her father's mantle

too; and she went on to create and re-create problems of human

relationship in her fiction with a deep understanding. Her tribute to her

father after his death seems to show that she had come to terms with a

tumultuous childhood and an awkward and difficult relationship with

her father, as she writes in a relaxed and loving way about him and what

she calls her 'long morning' in her tribute to him called 'A Waker and

Dreamer'. [33J
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A FICTION OF SISTERS

we were 2 sisters, Teresa and Letitin. Tessie stays at home;

many adaentures. I lttty go abroad. tll

T"r$ TWO LINES, written in May '!,g41,, can be found among Stead's

unpublished manuscripts, and the suggestion that the main characters in

For Looe Alone and Letty Fox at one time were thought of as sisters,

informs much of the argument of this chapter. In letters to Stanley

Burnshaw in the early forties, Stead revealed that she had thought of

using a number of women characters in a novel about a grouP of young

women flatting together in [,ondon. [2] Teresa and I€tty were two of these

women, but nowhere else among her papers are they seen as sisters' This

is especially interesting, as the character Teresa is modelled very dosely on

Stead herself. If Letty was once thought of as Teresa's sister, what does this

suggest about Letty and the novel of which she is the heroine?

In Chapter II I suggested that the American period might well be

called Stead's Autobiographical Period. Novels like The Man Who Loved

Children and For Loae Alone are seen as autobiographical fictions by

Stead herself, but Letty Fox has never been discussed in these terms.

Since the manuscript of the original novel which Stead submitted to

Viking publishers in 1942 has not survived, it is impossible to say in any

de tail how Stead envisaged the working out of the relationship of the

two sisters. At the time she was working on this material, in the early

'1,940s, she wrote many different drafts focussing on such characters as

Teresa Hawkins, Letty Fox, fonathan Crow and |ames Quick. Eventually

For Loae Alone was completed and published first, using scenes and

characters from drafts in which Letty Fox had acted as the narrator. The
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novel about the group, such as the characters in Chapter

the
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projected

Why did

Stead at one stage envisage Teresa and Ietty as sisters? Why were they not

simply portrayed as childhood friends?

The simple sentence 'We were 2 sisters, Teresa and Letitia.' changes

our concept of the two books radically. There are likely to be a connections

hitherto missed by critics. Does this new information, about links in the

origins of the two novels, change our reading of them? I think it does. In

the previous chapter I explored one asPect of the 'autobiographical'

relationship between Letty Fox and the two preceding novels. In the

foltowing I will be concentrating on ktty Fox , and exploring further the

ways in which this relatively neglected novel is illuminated when it is

read as sharing a relationship not only with For Loue Alone, but also

with The Mnn Who Loved Children . The areas I will discuss are the

porhayal of Letty, and the re-arranging of her background and extended

family.

Critics who have written on Letty For have found it a racy,

entertaining but rather shallow book, mirroring contemporary New York

society. Rather than being linked with the two previous novels, it is seen

as the first novel in what has been called Stead's 'New York trilogy',

alongside A Little Tea, A Littte Chat and The People with the Dogs .If'

Ictty Fox was for a long time read as a novel wholly concerned with

contemporary social mores in the United States, commenting on what de

Tocqueville called 'habits of the heart', Stead herself on occasion

encouraged this view. Among her manuscripts there is a note about a

translation of ktty For into French, which includes the comment:

Mais ce n'est seulement pas I'histoire d'une Letty Fox quelconque,
c'est un tableau de moeurs de la jeunesse pendant ces ann6es

critiques... l3l
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In such a comment, it is clear that Stead herself thought of the book less

as a case study of a particular individual than as a revealing social

document. The book itself was advertised as 'a mirror of local custom'

and as a 'satire of marriage', and Stead also emphasized, in the novel's

short foreword, that the language and opinions found in the novel were

'those of a type of middleclass New York office worker'. The cover of the

first American edition of btty For describes it thus:

The story of Letty Fox and her wayward luck is the story of young
women in these-yeius of change, a mirror of local customs and a
satire on marriage relations in our so-called monogamous system'

The contemporary reception of Letty Fox in the States was mixed.

One reviewer described the book as 'an excellent underscoring to a current

trend', and another as 'a heartbreaking indictment of the position of

woman in our society'; others saw it as a 'lengthy portrait of an extremely

dull and senseless young woman', and as the characterization of a 'moral

tramp'. [4] Some time after the publication of lttty Fox , Stead disdosed :

The dust-jacket of lttty Fox was designed by a commercial artist
who walkbd into the publishers with a portfolio and who redrew a
drawing in sanguino, foUowing the best he could two drawings I
sent hiri; ot 

" 
oF Mme de Sta€l when about forty; and one of Marie

Bashkirtseff when about twelve; (a knotty problem). [51

This suggests that Stead visualised her character Letty Fox in a very

personal way, as a kind of combination of Mme de Sta€l and Marie

Bashkirtseff, and provides yet another intriguingly different angle from

which to approach the novel. I will return to this aspect of lttty For later.

Stead gave an interview in New York for an Austrafifr newsPaPer

shortly after the publication of what the paper called her 'sensational new

novel' in which she compared Teresa from For l-oae Alone with Letty:

In that novel IFor Loae Alone ] I nied to present a girl of no social

background who just believed in Love, but whom society forced
into the same soidid mess that entraPPed Letty Fox. American
critics couldn't understand this girl, so I decided to give them
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someone they could understand - a young pretty New York gill,
talented, with a good social background, who nevertheless finds
promiscuity necesiary in her search for security. t6I

Both books, then, are here said to be about the marrying game. Letty, in

contrast to Teresa, is promiscuous until she rather suddenly seftles down

to marriage and children at the end of the novel' Teresa, on the other

hand, begins to think she is free (in her attitude to sexuality) only after her

relationship with fames Quick suddenly begins.

From the comments Stead herself made, it seems then that she

thought that an accurate image of Letty's personality would be provided

by a combination of two women from widely different historical

backgrounds, both very talented and both very, very ambitious. She also

saw both Teresa and Letty as examPles of young women in contemPorary

society struggling with confusing and limiting social conventions

expecialty as these related to the sexual behaviour of young women.

A number of direct links between For Loue Alone and Letty Fox

are readily apparent, when it comes to reworked and transposed incidents.

Among Christina Stead's unpublished papers at the National Library of

Australia, there are fragments of early material relating to both For Loae

Alone and. Letty Fox. Stead's drafts are usually not dated, but in this

instance we find two manuscripts that are: one, of May 1941, and the

second of November 1941. The first fragment (one page) outlines a plan

for a story about Teresa Hawkins, a lighthouse keeper's daughter, and

includes the quotation used at the beginning of this chapter: 'We were 2

sisters, Teresa and Letitia. Tessie stays at home; many adventures. I Letty

go abroad.' This novel was aPParently meant to have three parts - one

part set in Australia, another part describing the journey on board a ship

between the New world and the Old, and the third part taking place in

England. This outline resembles the published version of For Looe Alone
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closely, except for the second part, the sea voyage.

The second fragment, from Novembet 7941, contains another plot

outline. It shows that Stead at this point was contemplating including a

number of incidents and characters which are now in ktty Fox , as part

of the book abut Teresa Hawkins. Apparently there was a common store

of experiences and incidents drawn on for both novels. This second story

has Teresa Hawkins following a young man, who does not love her,

across the world. She 'falls in' with another man, fames Eyre, who

marries her. This outline also resembles closely enough the existing plot

of For Loue Alone . But it also contains two minor characters later found

in the published version ot Letty Fox . One is a lesbian called Leda

Swainson and the other is a man called Lucas Adams -- immediately

recognisable as Lucy Headlong and Luke Adams in btty Fox'

Other items among Stead's unpublished PaPers indicate that

episodes and characters at one time apparently intended as part of an early

version of lttty Fox were later put into For Loae Alone . Among these

are episodes involving a tively young mother--the prototyPe of Aunt Bea

in For Loae Alone. Under the page heading 'Letty Fox' there is an episode

in which two women discuss a family wedding . Rty has married Bill, the

brother of someone called ]onathan Crow, and young Letty is a six-year-

old flowergirl. Letty's mother is discussing the wedding in the following

excerpt:

Ray had short sleeves just below the elbow in the fashionable new
sryie, though quite unnecessary in the case of a_young- girl like Ray

who has such lovely full arms and rounded elbows; but of course

she is a great Church girl. She had dark blue Kayser shoes-made of
alternatJstrips of suede made her look very dainty and shortened
her foot. Of course I always wear neat black; I am very Proud of m1
small last, size three-and-a-half you know, but her feet looked
almost as small as mine, she was very dainty in every detail and I
could not help noting the care the motherless girl had put into her

wedding toilette. [7]

In the published version of For Love Alone we find a very similar

Passage:
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Ray had dark-blue shoes made of alternate stripes 9f s-uedg and kid
wilh elastic insets and stilt heels of kid, which made her look very
dainty and shortened her feet. It doesn't pay to have a small last, as I
have; when the makers with all kinds of nifty tricks can make even
girls with English feet look like thistledown. She was very dainty in
irr"ty detail. It was truly pathetic the care the poor motherless girl
had put into her toilette. [81

In the early version, Mrs Fox's narrative is told from the point of view of

the six year old l-etty, who overhears her mother, the estranged wife of a

college professor. Mrs Fox in this draft reminds readers of both Aunt Bea

in For Love Alone and Mrs Dr Goodsir in ktty Fox. It is interesting that

this material, which in its revised form is part of the chapter describing

Malfi's wedding, in For Looe Alone , was first thought of as belonging to

the child Letty's memories. It also seems to confirm Stead's own

comment that both Teresa and ktty were young women, trapped in the

same'sordid mess' when it came to Society's expectations for marriage'

As this example suggests Teresa and ktty at an early stage of the

evolution of the two novels, belonged to the same matrix of creative

material, which was intensively worked and reworked over a number of

years in the early forties. Scenes and characters were transposed between

what eventually became two separate novels. Given the origins of these

two novels in a common matrix of Australian material, much of it

autobiographical, it also should not be surprising if relatively close

connections between Letty Fox andThe Mnn Who Loued Chililren also

occurred, involving a similar transposition of Australian material to an

American setting. This is indeed also the case.

Letty Fox is the only novel apart fromThe Man who Loaed

Children in which Christina Stead provided a detailed account of a

childhood. The first part of lztty Fox , called 'With the Others', describes

Letty's parents and relatives and their background, and there are clear

indications that for much of this material Stead drew on the same

extended family background, in Sydney, as she had in The Man Who

Loaed Children.In the previous chapter I discussed some of these local
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links -- involving figures like Solander Fox, Percival Hogg and Philip

Morgan -- in connection with Stead's continuing exploration of the figure

of the father in Letty Fox . But there are also a number of other

transpositions of Australian material to the 'New York' setting of Letty

Fox . We see Letty as a child of an unhappy marriage, growing up as part

of her mother's extended family. Th"y are portrayed as a gregarious and

eccentric bunch of people, whose lives revolve around the family's estate

-- Lydnam Hill. The name of Stead's own family home in Sydney was

very similar - Lydham Hill. When Christina Stead's father, David Stead,

married his second wife, Ada Gibbons, the model for Henny in The Man

Who Looed Chitdren , father and daughter went to live in a house

belonging to the second wife's family. In Stead's own words:

Th"y had six children and lived at Lydham Hill (the original niune

of the place; not Lydham Hall) in a cottage built of large sandstone

blocks cut in the quarry at the foot of the hill, by convicts in the old
days. The house stood bn the top of the rise; faqing the Pacific pcean
diiectly through the headlands of Botany Bay, Cape Banks and Cape

Solander. [9]

As discussed in the previous chapter, Letty's extended family at Lydnam

Hill--including her father Solander Fox, and her uncles Percival Hogg and

philip Morgan--draws extensively on Stead's memories of her own family

in Australia. The portrait of Letty's mother, Mathilde, is also highly

suggestive. She is an extremely shadowy figure throughout the book,

described almost as if she is a faded photograph in a family album:

tslhe now resembted a delicious but two-toned madonna, drawn
partly from baby magazines and partly from modern painters. Her
iace was mealy ana initaUte, her eyes were gay and tender. Her
heart was a t 

"*bott 
lamb, her curling long hair suggested cherubs,

nothing in her jarred; a sepia shadow hung over her. (pp' 17-8)

It is tempting to see in such a portrait, filtered through Letty's hazy

recollections, Stead's own image of the mother she never knew but

glimpsed only in faded family photographs. Apparently Stead did not
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even have a photograph of her mother until she was in her sixties. All

her life, writes Williams, 'Christina regretted that the Steads had little

contact with the Butters after her mother's death'. [10]

Stead in fact briefly confirmed, in an interview with |oan Lidoff,

that material derived from her Australian family connections found its

way into lttty Fox. Discussing the model for Letty, she commented:

tSlhe was a New York girl I knew very well -. [Butl it wasn't all
from that character. It wai partly from my aunts and cousins back in
Australia. But the girl was-New York City . . . But after I'd written
For Loae Alone, which is gloomy and serious I thought, I must
write about another kind of giri. And I also thought, instead of
being bogged down in all this stuff, letters and that kind of thing, I
must write shaight off. [11]

The same process also applies to other characters in the novel. Ictty

Fox's father, Solander Fox, includes elements derived from David Stead

(as do Percival Hogg and Philip Morgan), but the most immediate model

for much in Fox's character is Stead's husband, William Blake. Letty's

psychoanalyst diagnoses her relationship to her father as a 'father

fixation', and Letty clearly admires him. Her frantic seatch, throughout

the book, for a man to marry, any man, is easy to understand as a need to

fill a void (to ensure love). But when she talks about her father it is often

as a special friend, or as if they share an adult relationship:

That is why we still like to go out together, in spite of the

differences in our tastes and morals, and why we can chuckle
robustly, argue earnestly for hours, and come home exhilarated'
(p.1s)

Letty stresses the sympathy they feel for each other, and their likeness to

each other in a way that recalls Shelley's notions of sympathy. In her

books Stead often made people who were in love similar in physical

appearance or emotional outlook (or made them brother and sister)'

Letty's lively description of her father in the following Passage gives

something of the nature of her fixation:
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He had, by now, gathered round him a large crowd of new friends.
He was a Bay, ribald, talented man, who was not very sure of
himself; exictly like myseU. If a mean wit sneered at him, he was
cast down; if 

- 
some flim-flam praised him, out of boredom or

vanity, solander was delighted.-He embraced people; he laughed
with his wide mouth, showing all his funny creiun teeth and tears
of joy flowed out of his eyei; exactly like myself. Some PgoPlg
thoulht he was a genius. I was not averse to this opinion, for if
those were signs of genius, I had them too. Q.286)

The prototype for this father is Stead's husband, William Blake,

here for the first time portrayed as a father figure. In a later story, 'Girl

from the Beach', one of the novellas in The Puzzleheaded GirI , there is a

similar description of a man modelled on Blake:

He rotled the fun and good will out of his mouth; he was tickled by
what he said; he kept laughing, a long golden laugh, from the
south....The men werl insulting Martin, who, talking fast, did not
hear their gibes, and yet had a strange expression, like- a dawn
muddled by clouds. Ht could not believe it, but he heard it. They
were telling him to get his teeth straightened, to have them cut
down, not Io sharpen them on his tonsils, that he must strain his
soup through them. He had big creamy teeth and a wide mouth . . .

He was talliing, laughing, turning up his big eyes, opening his wide
white-toothedlaws, nfting his tongue and oPen throat to meet the
light, to meet ihe audienie as he ihought of them, tossing words,
ideas, jokes sideways toward the people, waiting for them to join in
in a good-natured way. His face blazed with excitement (pp. 186-7)

It is not only the description of Solander as a robustly humorous, talkative

man with creamy teeth, that suggests Blake as a prototype. Solander is

obviously closely modelled on someone Stead knew very well -- and she

has used her brilliant observational power in other portraits in lttty Fox

as well. Solander's mother, Mrs Fox, is a sharply observed portrait of

Blake's mother, Rosa Sachs Blech, Stead's mother-in-law. Grandma Fox is

described in exactly the same way as Emma Foix in Stead's short story 'Ufe

is Difficult'. [12] She figures also as the mother of Michel Alphdndery in

House of AII Nations. Grandma Fox, a characterisation of an old woman

displaced both physically and emotionally from her old world, is a finely
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etched drawing with an impressive attention to detail. The old lady's

vanity and pride, her cunning and her humanity, are all illustrated with

telling episodes.

The portraits of Solander Fox and his mother seem to be serious

characterisations, working closely from their prototypes. If they are lifted

from life, we could expect to find Stead herself in the role of Solander's

common law wife (given the exotic nrunes of Persia or 'Die Konkubine'),

whom Solander refuses ever to abandon. Persia is never developed in any

depth, remaining a marginal character in the narrative - though she is an

object of intense interest to Solander's daughters. However, Persia, as the

'other woman', is portrayed as easy-going and accepting, and as attractive

to men. She never seems to get angry and she moves discreetly in the

background.

Stead knew very well from first hand experience what it was like to

live for years as a mistress and unofficial wife. If she had wanted to (and

there is some evidence that she had such plans), it would seem perfectly

natural for Stead to move on to a third book dealing with such a theme as

part of the series of 'Lives of women' she had planned. She had already

dealt with the early teen-age child (Louie) and the young woman making

the transition between maidenhood and womanhood (Teresa)' A third

novel might have offered her the chance to explore the situation of the

mature woman, the kinds of problem and choices faced by Persia.

However Stead did not pursue this kind of develoPment, and relegated

Persia, the character closest to a direct self-portrait in Letty Fox , to an

insignificant role as a minor character. Centre stage belongs to Letty

herself.

As Letty's father is called Solander (with the connection of this

name back to Sydney and her own father) and as Stead clearly positioned a

portrait of her husband as her father in the next novel, A Little Tea, A

Littte Chat , it is tempting to speculate further about the Letty character.

The immediate model for Letty is Blake's daughter Ruth, as Blake himself

informed his friends and as Ruth herself always admitted. [13] But is it not

also possible that Persia's identification with Letty as a'sister'which occurs
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at a climactic moment of the novel at the time of Letty's marriage, [14]

might suggest that aspects of Letty's character exPress or explore elements

in Stead herself? ls Letty Fox a 'fiction of sisters' in the sense that l-etty,

the main character, is partly a portrait of Stead herself?

In one of the manuscript descriptions of Teresa's character, Stead

described her as a 'born phalansterist', someone who supported

arrangements affording adults free spiritual and sexual intercourse, with

community care of children. [15] Lett/, on the other hand, is more

conventional, sharing the expectations of contemporary American society

when she says that she wants to marry. Flowever, basically she also wants

economic and sexual freedom, and the marriage she enters into at the end

of the novel is most unlikely to [ast. The problem faced by both Teresa and

Letty is ultimately the problem any highly sexed woman of that time had

to grapple with. Sex was not 'free' for women; Teresa, as Stead puts it, is

'thinking she is free' -- but she too has to pay a price. The price often

concerns children -- the problem of having or not having them' Letty has

an abortion (like Elvira inThe Beauties and Furies ), md Stead herself had

three induced abortions. t16l In a society where men also have the

economic power and are prepared to bestow economic security as a prize

only for the woman who promises to be loyal to them, the situation is

different for men and women. Teresa thinks of 'passion' as a duty of the

highest priority, as a first commandment. Her loyalty to her husband,

fames euick, is not allowed to stand in the way of the passion she feels for

Harry Girton. His loyalty, on the other hand, is expected by Teresa to be

absolute and forever. she is thus presented by stead as achieving both

security, and the freedom to pursue temporary passions. Iftty, who does

not see her problem so clearly, is portrayed as a young woman with a

passionate 'promiscuous' nature. Her need for love is constant and she

craves love to survive. However, she is not as 'lucky' as Teresa and does

not meet a fames Quick. She thinks that marriage and a child wilt

provide the stability she lacks in her life - but with the close of the book,

when'the voyage has begun', we know that the solution she has reached

is likely to be quite unsatisfactory.
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Teresa and Letty are sisters in the sense that they share a cortmon

problem, to which they find different'solutions'. However in addition to

the sisterhood which links Teresa and Lctty, ild perhaps Persia and l-etty,

there is a third pairing that features quite strongly in ktty Fox , and that is

the relationship between Letty and her actual sister lacky Fox, who has a

number of unusual similarities to Teresa. If Letty is promiscuous, an easy

victim of her own 'passions', |acky, like Teresa, is intensely serious,

willing unwisely to sacrifice everything for the one overwhelming

passion in her life - for a much older man, Simon Gondydr. facky's other

driving quality is her ambition, a quality which aligns her with the two

women whose features Stead wanted to represent in the books's cover-

portrait of Letty -- Mme de Sta€l and Marie Bashkirtseff. Jacky's doubles, in

so far as they share her driving ambition, are Louisa and Teresa - and all

three characters are in this sense tinked with Stead herself-

Although always shunning publicity and on occasion renouncing

any interest in being regarded as a 'professional writer', Stead comes

across as a very ambitious writer. The phantom, whispering in her flat in

New York, preached to someone who was already converted. Stead wrote

furiously, with an intense desire'to do something so good there would be

no denying it on anybody's part'. I17l While in one sense she wrote

compulsively, for herself, she also also had in mind 'the perfect reader',

who so delighted and moved her in the figure of Randall farrell. Louisa

wants to get away, to be free to achieve her own ambitions. Teresa writes

continuously in her spare time in London, to have something to leave

behind. Marie Bashkirtseff, one of Stead's models for the Letty book, was

also obsessed with leaving something behind that would be valued; and

she wanted above all (as the mausoleum, designed by herself, indicates)

to be famous.

Mme de Sta6l and Marie Bashkirtseff were two unusual women in

literary history and two women who, to my knowtedge, had never before

been compared in the way Stead envisaged. Mme de StaEl, the acutely

intelligent, passionate and witty eighteenth century woman, had an

unusually close relationship with her father and an unhappy one with
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her mother; she dazz\ed, Europe with her intelligent conversation and her

impressive books - and with the passion she devoted to living ' Marie

Bashkirtseff, the precocious child of a Franco--Russian emigrd family,

wanted first to be famous for her singing, but when the tuberculosis

which ended her life destroyed that hope, she turned to painting' It was,

however, her lively journals, kept from her early teens uP to her

untimely death in her early twenties (1884), that made her instantly

famous shortly after her death. Her longing for fame was full of anguish:

To die; great God to die! without leaving anything_behind me! To

die, like a dog, like a hundred thousand women whose names are

scarcely engraved uPon their tombstones!
n8I

Marie Bashkirtseff's careful recording in her early journal of her

parties and other social events in Paris and on the French Riviera closely

resembles facky's letters written from Santa F4 where she stayed because

of her tuberculosis. (pp. 782-6). Bashkirtseff writes about herself, her

clothes, her 'love-affairs', her effort to educate herself (she incidentally

reads Mme de Stadl's Corinne when she travels to Itaty) and her ambition

to be a great artist. The styte of writing in Jacky's letters is in fact so similar

to Bashkirtseff's, that it is quite clear that Stead developed the parallel

deliberately. |acky's letters are a pastische of Bashkirtseff's journal, in the

same way as the episode involving Coromandel and her mother Amdlie

in The Beauties and Furies is a pastische of Strindberg's The Ghost

Sonata. t19l

|acky, who had 'entered her teens', writes letters which seem

curiously old-fashioned for a 'modern' American girl in the 1930s.

I waited for you to write to me about the marriage of the Princess,

to send my answer on that, but I can wait a long time it seems. I am

getting slowly cured at Santa Fe; I cannot come to New York now'
fm t ider dbctor's orders which are, still, that I must take a

complete rest. . . . A stupid thing -- some- PegPle die here. I read

about burials with such interest! Do I think I am going to be

buried? Probably; but it is with pleasure I read about them -- and

then I should like to be somebody, to be buried with ceremony . . . .
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I don't think I told you that I met a prince here, Prince Wolkovski,
and my first impre-ssion of him was that he is irresistible ! He is
stayinf with hii family in a rented mud-palace at the-end of
Aciquia Madre. Imagine a room covered with sabers and fencing-
ironi, etc., of all countries and times, old ones of the fifteenth
century, above all, the saber of a Tsar, a samurai sword, a Chinese

double-edged beheading sword, daggers, a woman's stiletto to hide
in the bosom; I was enthralled His looks are very Russian as

well as his accent. I drank some vodka with pepper in it and he was
amused because I insisted on the PePPer - according to him, "my
throat is very Russian and I might iven be a Russian yo-ung gir-l

from my looics.,'. . . I look at myleff now in the looking glass and

say, "I im beautiful, but am I beautiful enough for that?-' I am also

leirning drawing . . . . I am buying reproductions in color and am
studyirig not only the modellin! but the basic designs . . . . [FJor I
am iuriing my back uPon everyone who has not done something
brilliant, 6xtravagant, courageous, adventurous - for what is the
use of living otherwise? (p.182-6)

Here is Marie Bashkirtseff at twelve (as it turns out she was actually closer

to fifteen) writing about her life:

I was made for emotions, for success; the best I can do, therefore, is
to turn singer. If God would only have the goodness to Preserve,
strengthen, and increase my voice,I could achieve the success I long
for. I-could have the satisfaction of being known, admired, famous,
and in that way I could secure him I love. . . .I am notplain, tLy I
am even pretty, yes, certainly pretty. I am extremely well-made, like
a statue.l nave good hair on the whole, and my manners have a

coquetry of their own. I know how to behave to men. (187?, p.2-3) . .

. I was enchanted, for to be able to paint is one of my aims. Every
hour passed without painting or without flirtation (for flirtation
leads lo love, and love possibly to marriage) falls on my head like a
weight. 0876,p.192) . . J do not think I shall ever have a sensation

whiih is not mixed with ambition. I despise people who are

nobodies. (7879, P. 376). . . I do not fear death; if there is nothing
after it, alt is iimple enough, and if there is another life I
recommend myself to God. I do not expect to go to heaven, for there

one is bound io endure the same torments as here below. $879, p.

377)

The figure of the young facky and Marie Bashkirtseff, as they emerge in

their letters, seem to indicate similar personalities. Parker and Pollock, in

their introduction to the Virago re-publication of Bashkirtsheff's lournal

discuss psychoanalytic readings of it. Marie Bashkirtseff, they point out,
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has been cited as an example of female narcissism. Simone de Beauvoit

saw her as a woman who 'idolizes herself alone' and who is 'incapable of

a warm attachment to other women'. [20] Later theorists distinguish

between a 'healthy' narcissism and a psychopathological one' In disturbed

narcissism there is a split between archaic and inflated self-esteem and

torturing self-doubt. As Bashkirtseff writes,'on the one side ftenzy, on the

other side fear' (p. 5a3) The beginning of her narcissistic problems has

been traced to experiences in her childhood sudr as seParation, rejection

and objectification. She was loved by her family, not because of what she

was, but for what she might do. Because of this her sense of self-worth

remained brittle and led to a profound sense of inner impoverishment'

The writing of the lournal has been seen as a 'comPensation', acting as

some kind of mirror, or as Simone de Beauvoir suggests, a magnifying

glass for the author. Parker and Pollock, in the introduction to

Bashkirtseff's journal, argue that it shoutd rather be seen as a kind of

correctiae to the partial reflection she received as a woman in her society'

Since her family and contemporary society did not 'mirror' her in a

satisfying wa\r she used the journal as an attempt to provide a more

satisfying reflection of her ego. Flowever, her narcissism made it

impossible for her to separate herself from those she was dependent on

for her narcissism.

The pastische of the Bashkirtseff journal in Letty Fox almost

certainly signals a kind of admiration on Stead's part. When she and

William Blake edited Modern Women in Loue (1945) they included the

American equivalent to Marie Bashkirtseff, Mary Madane, and wrote in

their introduction to their selection of Maclane's writing:

[T]he wordly, passionate child drank d9"P -of the classics of
iemininity, riotiUty the lournal of Marie Bashkirtseff ,-a.Russian
noble who died at iwenty-four and whose journal revealed most of

the thoughts, secret desires, and vanity of a highly talented'

fluctuatin! young woman. Mary Maclane was fired with ambition

to surpasr"h"r -6d"1, to rival St. T"t"s" in intensity,-and :9 PtY.*l
atl depths, scale all heights, 

",t 
q conceal nothing. Her diabolical

worship, absolute egoisilr, and disdain for the social vestures of

modesty burned through her pages. I2ll
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When Stead created facky as a sister to l-€tty in such a close resemblance to

Marie Bashkirtseff, and to the 'wordly, passionate child' Mary Maclane,

she aimed to suggest a similarity of personality traits. In effect, the

disturbed narcissism in women tend to create personalities insecure about

their own worth. To be accepted by those around them they try to succeed

in what they perceive society admires. For women at this time this could

mean three things: marriage, motherhood and artistic success' The three

sisters in Letty Fox represent these avenues to confirmation of their

selfhood: facky Pursues artistic success vicariously through a liaison with

a 'genius'; Andrea (the youngest sister) is portrayed as mindlessly

exploring motherhood as the only alternative; letty, finally, tries all three,

but most of the narrative is devoted to her energetic search for a suitable

man to marry.

Stead herself has reported what she calls a'rejection fear' which she

saw as caused by her own childhood, and which she valiantly tried to

conquer. [22] She also absolutely refused to ever see her father again,

something that can only be interpreted as an attemPt to in some sense

'save' herself. The point I am trying to make here is that Stead, through

her empathy with other women and in hope of empathy from her

unknown readers, has created fiction which is psychologically 'true"

The traits that link women who might otherwise be seen as polar

opposites -- Mme de Sta€l and Marie Bashkirtseff, Mary Maclane and St

Teresa -- are their burning ambition, and the passion with which they

pursue their ambitions. And I think that in this linking of opposites, there

might be found a fuller clue to the meaning of the sister-pairings which

seem to proliferate in these autobiographical fictions. Letty's one ambition

is to get married; |acky's ambition ('All my life I only lived for one thing -
a great love' (p.435) ) is, like Teresa's, the polar opposite of Letty's frenzied

promiscuity. Might not Letty and facky, then, represent two sides of a

single personality - the splitting of a single personality into two characters -

- as Dorothy Green has argued occurs in Stead's art as early as Swen Poor

Men of Sydney ? l23l If this is so, then the notion of sisterhood--explored
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through characters who are polar opposites -- takes on a profound

psychological dimension, pointing to deep psychic conflicts in the wishes

and needs of women. ktty's ideal of complete sexual freedom is no closer

to realization in actual relationships, at the end of the novel, than ]acky's

dream of a single 'great love'. Perhaps they are inevitably warring

impulses, deeply conflicting desires, which any form of social aw,ueness

can only exacerbate. Perhaps, also, it is a form of conflict which bears

particularly closely on the autobiographcial concerns Stead explored in all

three novels of this period.

With this we seem to return to the theme of two sisters -- Teresa

and Letitia -- announced in the fragment quoted at the beginning of this

chapter. Teresa seems to have been withdrawn relatively early from the

projected 'group' novel set in London and also from the two-sister

theme, and was given her 'own' separate novel. However Jacky, in key

respects, is so similar a character to Teresa that she might be seen as a

replacement for Teresa in btty Fol , once Teresa had developed separately

as a character.

If facky can be seen as an extension of Teresa Hawkins's character

(modelled on stead hersel0, the question raised is why stead should want

such a character in btty For . Letty is mostly portrayed as an easy-going

character, with the many problems of choosing a marriage-partner typical

of that time and society. Why complicate the novel with an additional,

very different 'sister'? Stead suggests a strong antagonism between the

two sisters -- at least on Letty's side -- when she describes Letty's reaction

to facky after a separation of several ye:us during adolescence:

No doubt the disappointment and jealousy of this moment affected
me profoundly, and formed one of the reasons f9r ml.becoming so

bold, arrogant, and coarse in the following years. Q.1'67)

This is followed by acts of jealousy and betrayal, as Letty competes

successfully for facky's lover Simon Gondych (for one night). If Stead saw

Letty and facky as two sides of the same character (like Mme de Sta€l and

Marie Bashkirtseff), she also made them deeply divided and different. A
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deep tension in one character, with two competing sides, is on the other

hand a good reason for seating two fictional characters out of one model.

Did Stead want to explore a d,ouble.aspect of Teresa - the singleminded

romantic pursuer of a great love which dominates For Loae Alone in her

relationship with Crow, and the Letty-like Pursuer of free love in her

relationship with Harry Girton in the two separate, conflicting

characters of the sisters, facky and Letty? And is she, in some fundamental

sense, still aiming to 'clarify her feelings' in lttty Fox - writing about her

own self, exploring her own Psychological needs, in the progressive

unfolding of the characters of Louie, Teresa, and Letty-|acky? If so, it is

immediately striking that stead touches only lightly on the creative and

artistic side of these female characters. Louisa writes, but it is not her

future as a writer that is explicitly at the centre of The Man Who Loaed

Children . Teresa also writes, but that seems to be treated as a minor

interest compared to her search for love. Letty writes, almost inplausibly

so, and her writing is certainly never allowed to take centre stage. In fact,

nowhere in her books does Stead explore in any depth the female creative

artist and her special needs and problems. The central ovedding theme of

her writing is relationships and love, in all its many configurations'

Stead herself had a very Passionate personality, and saw a deep

commitment to love and creative writing as the two most important

aspects of her life. For her they were in fact indivisible. Interviewed by

Guilia Guiffr6 in 1982 she described her ambition as 'to love'. Asked

where writing came into that, ('Did writing come second?') she answered:

It's the same. Writing is creative, loving is creative. It's exactly the

same. t24l

This equation of love and writing is repeated many times in interviews:

I've always written about whatever I happen to have run my nose

into, what I'm fascinated by. And the sitlsfaction - I just lh.oughj
about it the other day. Wiren I've finished a story, I feel loved'

That's what it is . . . I75l
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I'm a believer in love. That's really my religion. Why I don't know'
I think it has something to do with creativity. 126l

For Stead the impulse, the feeling, of love is so powerful and positive

that it taps and releases springs of creativity in a Personality. Without love

no writing - without writing no love? Without love, which is writing, no

life?

I myself know what it is to be lonely with a ygty g9"d husband - I

^ r,rt" I have one of the best of men - and friends and the rest -
and even with daughter and sons? Loneliness is something
personal, nothing to d:o with those . . . . When I am wriling-abo-ut
ay p""ple' that'is the only time I can be sure of not feeling lonely.

wl

I can quite truthfully say that I never . . . took up a brush 91" Pen, a

sheet bf music or a spade, never pursued a thought without the

motivation of trying to make som@ne love me' (p'61)

l28l

In her biography of sylvia Ashton-warner, Lynley Hood writes:

'Loneliness is something Personal', and so are love and creativity'

Perhaps creativity functions as a release of tension, when a personality

can seem to act with everything it has, be in touch with whatever seems

to be at the centre of its being. The result is a feeling of security, of

controlled and focussed energy. In this way it is tike love. But creative

writing is always there, available, in the way a loved one, or perhaps love

itself, is not. Perhaps this equation of love and creativity is typical of

especially insecure, seeking personalities? Is it predominantly women

who experience creativity as love?

The New Zealand writer Sylvia Ashton-Warner was an intensely

self-absorbed, neurotic writer of great brilliance, courage and sensitivity,

whose feelings of the indivisibility of creativity and love are closely akin

to Christina Stead's:
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The upheaval of falling in love provided the- psychological shake
up Sylvia needed to rEgroup th-e energies of her fragmented self'

Whenever she was in love her learning, and her creative output
were immeasurably enhanced. (p.94) t29l

How could she reconcile the overwhelming and contradictory
needs that ravaged her soul - her need to make peoplg-lgve her,

but, to protect hEr raw psyche from rebuff, her need to withhold her

love frbm others? And how could she withhold her love when
falling in love was the sacred fire-raising rite with which she lit the

flames of her creative imagination? (p. 181)

It seems to me that Christina Stead, though never as 'fragmented' as

Sylvia Ashton-Warner, stilt had an overriding need for love. To a certain

extent, this need could be controlled and satisfied by creative writing; but

it was the relationship with others, who awoke or negated love, that

provided the mainspring of her life, and the central core of her art.

Writing about others made her understand them better:

The more I write about people land it takes me so_long to tease out
the real meaning of som?one I've known for decades, when I really
start on him 6er)1, the clearer I see the simple motives and
longings. [301

Pursuing her 'autobiographical subject' to 'clarify her feelings' also

enabled Stead to understand herself better -- to see 'the simple motives

and longings'. Despite everything that divides them, despite the fact that

they pursue love (and creativity) in very different ways, ktty and ]acky,

Teresa and Louie, are sisters in their narcissism. By writing about them

Stead has not only partly compensated and mirrored herself - she has

made her readers see more clearly as well.
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A VIEW OF THE ANATOMY:

FORMULATING AN ^IESTHETICS

Many, many thank for sending the copy of your r-eaieut, in
afi y:our trouble. I fiid it the most satisfactory of all because it
has the best view-of the anatomy; it is aery, aery good and if.
I nm not mistaken, you giae me ioo much crdit for fore-and
insight in writing. it is hard to remember exactly how much

one is conscious when writing. Ill

A",*, HER MANY DENIALS of being a professional writer (especially in

the interviews she gave later in life) Christina Stead sometimes confessed

to having an interest in the technical aspects of creative writing. Writing

to Nettie Palmer in 1938, she complained about her husband's business

friends, who sat around talking nothing but business:

It makes me simply furious; not that I expect to be an obiect of
interest, but not ever to be able to talk about literature, or
characterisation or any of the purely professional subiects that
absorb a writer! [2]

In fact the late thirties and early forties were a time when Stead became

intensely interested in discussing 'artistic weapons' and in thinking about

the craft of fiction. She had recently met two American writers -- Ettore

Rella and Stanley Burnshaw -- who were to become lifelong friends, and

to whom she found she could talk freely about literature, although mostly
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as a critic of their works. A letter written to Nadine Mendelson around

1938 shows vividly the quickening of interest in matters of craft that

occurred at the time, and the range of forms and kinds of writing that

aroused Stead's excitement:

I also study the uses of words with great care, to improve Ty
vocabulary and usage, and collect some few very good purely
professional books,luch as those which study idioms, slan$,
ihi"tres' argot, proverbial wisdom, homely similes and the
like. I hav6 bo6ts which cover the great eternal themes of
literature, as, for inStance, the'double' or 'wraith' theme: that
is the theme of the ancient folk-legend of 'Don fuan' and of
many, many other stories, oPeras, legends. I have books
which enumerate and comment uPon all the plots possible in
literature -- there are said to be 36 main plots with variations,
for example. This is purely technical, but a i"y f9l a literary
worker. ithink a writer should be able to do anything, from a

Dada-ist poem to a revolutionary Songr from an- aphorism to a
novel -- ion e he will do bettei than others, but he should
make ^ stab at them all. For character-analysis and
presentation, I study books of diagnosis, such-as doctors use.

There is a prescribed system of diagnoses: you begin at the top

of the heai and end at the feet, taking in posture, and all the

rest. Medical students are told to practice this instantaneous
general diagnosis on everyone they see in the subway or
street, and it is excellent training for a writer. There are many
other way[sl of acquiring proficiency in an ar_t for which there
are no ari schools and no teaching masters. [31

Christina Stead also discussed her personal ideas on literary

creation in an unusually detailed way in her letter to Thistle Stead about

The Man Who Loaed Chilitren of April, 7942. Turning to the creative

impulse itself, she writes of its 'awful blind strength' and 'cruelty'. What

she termed 'creative errors' could not and should not be avoided

according to her; every finished work should show something of the

creative act. And behind every successful book there must be the feel of a

strong creative force and of an 'intelligent ferocity'. [4] This interest in the

nature of creativity was developed further when Christina Stead about

this time was asked to give a course in writing at the Washington Square

Writing Center, part of the adult education Programme at New York
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University. She taught a course called 'Workshop in the Novel' during

the autumn of 1943 and sprin g of 19M. Twenty-two students signed up for

this evening course in 'method and professional attitudes'. Stead wrote

very detailed notes for the course, which are now part of the christina

Stead manuscript collection at the National Library of Austratia. [5]

As this is the only time Stead ever talked at length about writing as

an art and a craft, it provides an invaluable insight into her own

theoretical framework. As well as providing information about the

priorities Stead gave to particular aspects of the craft of fiction -- which

have considerable relevance to her own writing -- Stead also drew on

aspects of her experience at New York University for some of the local

detail in Intty Fox . Although she never repeated the course, it provided

her with an opportunity or forced her) to formulate her own asthetics of

fiction, in a systematic way, for the first time.

The course was meant to help aspiring authors, and the students

were asked to submit examples of their own work. Some of the content in

the course is only what one would expect to find in any such writing

workshop, conveying the kinds of conventional information that aspiring

writers needed to know, but there are some features that stand out as

uniquely'Steadian'. Perhaps the most important, and surprising, of these

is to be found in the nature of the material Stead drew on, and

recommended to her students: she shows a strong preference for books

on theatre, especially on script- and ptaywriting. And the theorist on

whom she draws most fully and explicitly is not connected with fiction at

all but with the stage: the Russian theatre director and practitioner,

Konstantin Stanislavsky. Other, perhaps less surprising, elements that

figure prominently in the course are the priorities given to character

representation, to what stead called the'internal logic' of a novel, and to

questions of 'composition', how the elements of a scene or a dialogue are

put together.

The following account of the course concentrates on what seem to

me to be especially interesting, illuminating or typical features' They all

confirm a view of Christina Stead as a writer whose primary concern is
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psychological realism, as she herself implied in an interview given much

later in life about her writing habits:

Sometimes I start with a situation, sometimes with a

personality. I never question or ar8u9. I',* a psychological
writer, 

"t 
d ^y 

drama is the drama of the Person. The start of
a story is like a love affair, exactly. It's like a 9ton9 hitting you.
You ian't argue with it. I wait and wait for the drama to
develop. I witch the characters and the situation move and
don't interfere. I'm patient. I'm lying low. I wait and wait for
the drama to display itself. [5]

The dilemma behind this kind of realism, the potential conflict between

the falsely determining interventions of the novelist and her characters'

need to be Seen as acting 'naturally' and 'autonomously', has been well

described by Bernard Paris as follows:

If his characters are truly alive they will have a motivational
life of their own and will tend to subvert the main scheme of
the book. If he keeps his characters subordinated to their
esthetic and themitic functions, however, they will be

tifeless puppets and his book wilt be flawed in a different and
more serious way. [71

This tension between 'allowing' the characters to live their 'own' true

lives and the artistic need for control of character representation, is always

central to Stead's understanding of her own craft and provides a unifying

thread in many of the discussions in the lecture notes of 1942-3.

Christina Stead's organization of ideas for the Workshop can be

seen in the list she made of the order of subjects to be covered during the

twelve lectures in the course:

LIST OF SUBJECTS



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Choice of subject; finding themes.

Making a start. Schemes and plans. The message.

Kinds of novels.

Characters, character-study. Where to get characters'

Characters, character-study. Animating the

characters.

Composition. Various kinds of writing needed.

Composition. Construction of the scene, of dialogue,

of drama.

The Hero, the use of extras.

Colour, personality of the novel.

Novel of social criticism, political novel, novel of

reportage.

Novelist's attitude towards himself: the "prison of the

self".

Study of critics, iournals, the like.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

This lists suggests that for Stead what lay at the centre of the course -- the

focus of the five topics numbered +8 -- were issues of character study and

composition. It becomes abundantly clear from the Notes that Stead was

fascinated by character study and that to make characters come alive on

the page through words provided the focal point of her conception of

writing. She advised the students in her workshop to practiee character

reading as assiduously as if they were young doctors; and she recommends

that they take notes from situations in 'real life (this is the same idea she

had put forward in her letter to Nadine Mendelson in 1938). The

Stanislavsky acting method provided a system which approached the

same problem in the context of theatre, and its details fascinated Stead.

She was deeply impressed both by his psychological insights, and by the

practical techniques he developed to get actors to enter into the lives of

the characters they were asked to portray on stage. Apart from the Notes'

main concentration, via Stanislavsky, on character study and
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composition, they also include detailed comments on modern American

writingi on socialist realism; on what she calls 'basic legends'; and on the

role of fantasy and the importance of 'originality' in creative writing'

Much of what Stead apparently said to her students in this course is

recognizable in comments she repeated many times in later interviews:

the course thus gave her an opportunity for focussed, systematic thinking,

that provided seminal ideas for the rest of her writing life.

In her first two classes Stead asked her students to think about the

audience they wrote for, since that would influence their style and choice

of subject. Practical problems of how to begin and end a novel and how to

shape and reshaPe a work were discussed. The ending was frequently

referred to as 'the curtain'. Stead, so often borrowing the terminology

from the world of the theatre, quoted playwrights who would advise:

'Work towards the curtain'. When discussing endings Stead outlined

different ways of achieving a logical end to a story. The proposition (or

meaning) of a story might suggest one type of ending, the characters

another, and the plot yet another. Although Stead recommended her

students to 'work towards an ending' when they wrote, she herself had

difficulties with them. Her own endings often seem contrived, sudden or

somewhat illogical, perhaps a result of the dominance of one kind of

consideration (meaning, or character, or plot) over another. Stead stressed,

however, in a shift typical of realist esthetics, that it is the material itself

which ultimately forces a specific ending; at a certain stage in the process

of composition you can allow the material to dictate your choice from

amongst a range of possible endings.

Discussing the question of choice of subject, Stead had some very

detailed advice to give. Everyone had to do what they might be especially

gifted for, but for those who wanted to practice and develoP as writers but

felt they lacked a subject Stead recommended turning to personal

experiences. When using material from their own past, writers must try to

'link the incidents up dramatically, to bring out the inner relation of the

people who were strangers to you then'. And Stead told her students that

'you are adults now: things confused then are easily read now" Such
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comments are highly relevant to the motivation and methods of Stead's

own autobiographical fictions, as described in the two previous chapters.

Furthermore, the smallest incident in a person's life, she felt, could be the

source of a subject or a story, because it could be developed from the

standpoint of inner experience. As an illustration of what she meant,

Stead used an examPle from France. There, she pointed out, young boyt

were told to write 'from the street', because'the street is life around you'.

The only prerequisite when choosing what to write about was that the

budding writer must be moved by the subject so much as to wish to

explore it. But Stead agreed that the problem of finding a subject was

difficult; it is hard to be satisfied with one's choice and hard to know

where to set the bounds. But what had to be resisted at all costs were the

suggestions and criticism of friends and pubtishers. Publishers, and friends

for that matter, wilt frequently suggest subjects that are topical, but may

not suit the prospective writer at all: 'If there is pink rain in Madagaskar

they will tell you it is a good idea for a story'. Such ideas, Stead warned, are

'mere butterflies'. What is needed is a timely subject 'fitted to you, and

which will be enriched by your talent and experience''

In one of her lectures Stead focussed on the message of a piece of

writing. Every novel, Stead said, has a theme. But that can be quite

difficult even for the writer to understand. Every writer must work very

hard to understand what the 'essence of the REAL MESSAGE' is' For

example a moral message is not an entire message. It is clear from what

Stead says that a message is something discovered by the author during

the act of writing itself, in a process of constant ('hardworking'),

interaction with the characters, rather than something 'imposed' on or

'prior to' the narrative. It is at this point that Stead moves into the core

material of her lectures, on characters.

Stead recommended thinking first of the characters who would be

in the novel (rather than a message), and then placing these characters in

situations that would make the most out of them. 'You will perhaps have

situations already in mind: You will want to say -- I want to show a certain

woman roped into the society game; and how she wakes up and gets out
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of it'. When the writer begins to think of this woman, it will then be

necessary to think of her background and parents as well as of her friends

and her husband. When the writer has decided on a main character, it is

very important, according to Stead, for it to be brought to 'life' as soon as

possible. Stead also advised her students to try to'fire the character with

pure imagination, making it alive'.

It is undoubtedly because of the priority Stead gave to character

representation that she found the Stanislavsky method so fascinating, and

took such an intense interest in understanding it. Stanislavsky was very

'fashionable' in New York in the early forties, and although he was

primarily interested in the theatre, his views on character rePresentation

had an obvious relevance to Stead's own work. Stead herself of course had

always had a strong interest in the theatre, and she told her students in

this course to try to envisage the writer as an 'actor or experimentor to

some extent' and to read books on stage management. She referred to

books on how to write for the theatre. [ 8] We should also remember that

in 1941 Stead collaborated with Stanley Burnshaw in writing a play

(which she referred to as 'the Letty Play') based on the early draft of her

novel about a group of young women (including Teresa and others) in

London (see chapter II). Stead also kept her own puppets, and her interest

in puppet theatre is shown in her New York novel The People with the

Dogs . Although Stead never published a play, it is dear from her papers

that she wrote some. One example is a rewrite for the theatre of the early

story 'Night in the Indian Ocean'; possibly done in the 1930s.

Furthermore, shortly before she gave the workshop Stead had recently

returned from a time as scriptwriter in Hollywood. Lillian Hellman and

Ruth McKenney were both very successful playwrights at this time and

Stead knew both of them. Writing for the theatre was very much 'in the

air' at this time; and Stead loved the theatre.

When Konstantin Stanislavsky produced Chekhov's The Sea Gull

at the Moscow Art Theatre in 1898, he did not know that this would be the

beginning of the development of his highly innovative 'stanislavsky

System'. He turned away from older stylized, 'theatrical' ways of acting
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and instructed the actors to merge with the characters they were asked to

create on stage. Self-knowledge, psychological sensitivity, and a deliberate

activating of the 'subconscious' were among the main aspects of his new

system. Stanislavsky wanted his actors to 'live, breathe, be their characters

on the stage,' while requiring them at the same time to remember that

they were 'creative artists'. One of Stanislavsky's suggestions was to collect

all actors on stage in the roles they were playing and have them all say 'I

will . . . ' in accordance with the character they wefe playing. This would

reveal the clash of 'wills' in a group, and explain and foreshadow

potential conflict. This act of willing was also seen as the mainspring by

which the actors identified inwardly with a character's hidden wishes, and

a specific'will' was seen as underlying the portrayal of a character in every

scene. It is the acting out of the 'will' of the personage, logically related to

his life-system, which makes the character, represented by an actor, 'live'

in specific scenes. If the actor has properly understood the 'will' of his

character, and how it relates to the whole personalitY, he can then attempt

to act in a meaningful way. Christina Stead wanted her students to first of

all understand the 'will' of the characters they wanted to portray in their

writing, before attempting to write about them.

Stanislavsky's profound psychologicat understanding of character

suited Chekhov's plays very well. It also appealed to Stead, who all her life

studied 'the drama of the person'. She alludes to the Moscow Art Theatre

as early as her first novel Seaen Poor Men of Sydney, written in the late

1920s, where she has Catherine do her best 'to imitate on an eight-foot

square dais the decorations of the new Moscow Art Theatre'(p.163). [9] In

the United States in 1938, just as Stead arrived there, a SrouP of actors

formed the American Actors Company and from 1940 Lee Strasberg led

the famous Group Theatre. New York provided the hub of all this

theatrical activity, and what Strasberg called 'the Method', his version of

the Stanislavsky system, was firmly established as a New York acting

education tool by the early 1940s. Both Stead and William Blake were

actively aware of the theatre on the Left in New York at this time. Elia

Kazan, who belonged to the Group, directed the play Cafe Crown in7942,
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a performance which prompted William Blake to write an informed

article about it to Near Masss, including reference to Stanislavsky. [10] As

Stead was an unusual blend of naturalist-scientist, trained psychologist

and creative artist, Stanislavsky's system suited her: it seemed to provide

scope for all of these interests to be actively engaged during the process of

writing.

Stead approached the Stanislavsky system in her own way,

translating a system for actors into a system for writers. She told her

students to select a character to write about and then place that character in

situations that would explain them. Stead herself usually knew the

characters she wrote about very well; her problem was to find situations

that would reflect different sides of her characters' personalities (or the

sides she wanted to display) -- to 're-arrange' but not to invent, as she

wrote in her letter to Thistle Stead in 19422

I am opposed to inventing in life . Life is so strange, and we

know itio little, that nothing is needed in that direction: we
need only study: but real invmtion is needed in placing and
rearranging, and re'creating; [11]

Stead told her students that as it was impossible to show

everything in a book, to give a full tength portrait, it was necessary to

select the first moment of the character's entry very carefully. When a

character is allowed to 'enter uPon our attention, our emotions, our

lives', he or she should be 'ripe'; the writer should be careful not to start

the characters too far back or too far along. 'The knowledge of the ripening

moment is what will give your character life'. As it is not possible to show

the reader the whole of a character, the writer must select 'only what we

are to see of him' with utmost care. The predominantly visual language

is worth noting - perhaps a reflection of the many books on playwriting

Stead seems to have read in connection with the course. Examples of this

kind of visual composition of character can be found in all Stead's fiction,

not least in A Little Tea, A Littte Chat and The People With the Dogs ,

both discussed in next chaPter.
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In poor writing, Stead continued, we get PuPPets or stock characters,

which replace real characters in the hope that they will 'make the plot go"

Stead had a number of tricks she recommended, as a means of structuring

the presentation of character: 'doubling' (that is supporting a character

with the use of a second, similar character)i 'pairing of traits'(the linking

of two characters, otherwise different, by a shared trait); 'dominating traits'

(the use of a particular characterizing trait for an individual character,

akin to the old 'humours' theory of character); 'forerunners' (the use of

minor characters to prefigure major characters; and other kinds of pairing

or grouping of characters.

To explain 'doubling', Stead mentioned two literary examples: Don

fuan and Leporello, and Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn. 'Doubling' she saw

aS useful on two ocCasiOns: when the character is 'super-human', or one-

dimensional. Stead herself had employed this device as early as Seuen

Poor Men of Sydney where Catherine is presented as a reflection, and

even as 'part' of, her brother Michael. This kind of doubling, the brother-

sister one, occurs repeatedly in Stead's fiction, with an especially noticable

pairing in Nellie and Tom cotter in cotters' England. I have also argued

that sister pairings are significant in the autobiographical fiction of the

1940s.

Dialogue is an important part of Stead's own fiction and she had

many things to say about the writing of diatogue and the re-creation of

conversations in the novel. Stead seemed to feel that these were the most

dramatic part of the novel, particularly in their capacity to create a'real'

sense of character -- and they were also the means by which fiction most

closely approximated the actual characters of the stage. But she was quick

to point out that she felt there was more opportunity for variety of

expression in the novel than in drama -- for fantasy, wistful thoughts,

sentimentality, even apparently aimless meandering. On the whole less

rapid replies are needed in a novel; a reply can be delivered much later in

the novel than on stage -- the suspense held longer. The novel can also be

wordier, with the possibility of expressing so much more through

reminiscence. The novel does not have the time-constraints of the stage,
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and as a result more shades of meaning are possible: a character is seldom

shown on stage looking about a room and talking to himself - but always

so in the novel. The soliloquy can appear in fiction in a number of ways:

as interior monologue, as reminiscence ('He thought of...') - or even as

soliloquy proper. Dialogue in the novel, said Stead, is not only part of

character writing and part of the dramatic movement in the novel, but is

also, eventually, inseparable from an overall lingusitic effect she calls

'eloquence' or 'rhetoric'. Eloquence in her view has no part on stage, and

dialogue usually indicates action to come; but in fiction characters can talk

their way through a whole book without a single action. Again, the

relevance of such comments to Stead's own practice as a writer is very

suggestive: in Sam and Henny, Lettie, and Robbie Grant in particular in

the 1940s - speech, conversation, patterns of reminiscence, constitute one

of the central devices of the novel, serving purposes of characterization

and 'eloouence'.
L

Stead did not like the 'stream-of-consciousness technique'. Her

objection seems to have been primarily that although it is not possible to

include everything a person is thinking, this technique seems to imply

that it does. The responsibility of the writer -- to select the material -- is

then avoided, and the reader is easily overwhelmed. When Stead

discusses the device of interior monologue, and forms of speech that drew

heavily on an endless flux of reminiscence and association, she points out

that this type of writing is as 'arranged' as any soliloquy. 'Rea[' stream of

consciousness is full of apparently unrelated memories. fames ]oyce,

according to Stead, attempts successfully in Ulysses to tell a story bringing

in every possible association which would occur to a man of his time. In

this he followed Laurence Sterne, Dujardin, and Burton in his Anatomy

of Melancholy .

Stead in fact discussed two forms of artificial dialogue: in addition

to the 'running commentary' of stream-of-consciousness, a kind of

dialogue she describes as the'conventionally terse'. Hemingway is her

main example, but she sees him as an example of a writer who

sometimes used a more dramatic method, as in his short story 'The Killer'
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and. The Sun Also Rrses . Here the dialogue is copied carefully from real

persons, whereas in his more polished stories the dialogue aPPear{as a

'sediment of representation' -- :rn artificial construct of the ways people of

a particular type would speak in a particular kind of situation' Henry

|ames, in Stead's view, was another kind of writer who used consciously

artificial writing and dialogue, esPecially in his use of first person

narrative or diaries and letters. Stead argues that though useful, these

techniques should be used sparingly. In general Stead encouraged her

students not to 'voice' facts which had to be got into the story somehow,

but to put them there straight.

Dialogue, says Stead, is used in novels for: 1. filler; 2. character; 3'

inner life; 4. action-movement -- forwarding of plot; 5. atmosphere and

mood. A dualism in modern life was behind the two contemporary

expressionist forms -- two apparently opposing cults of 'short talk' and

'long talk'. fames foyce again, expresses this division in Utyss.q - with its

learned, sensual boy who has tamed his senses, or has tried to, in

scholastic style, alongside its unlearned, sensual man, brought uP on

'current knowledge' and popular sayings: the pedagogue and the barfly go

hand in hand through Dublin's streets -. a simple representation of two

sides of man.

It is impossible to write a novel, according to Stead, without

rhetoric (or eloquence). In fact it is for her a defining quality, which is

what distinguishes the novel from drama, poetry, sketches and short

stories. In fact, she argues, whatever else it is, dialogue is SOUND' This

part of the lecture series, in which Stead talks about dialogue as sound, is

one of the most interesting and original of the whole series:

Dialogue is spoken, dialogue is SOUND - e-8.- the author's
prore-go"s along jogtrot, or with illuminations, but suddenly
ihe chiracters Uegin to speak. The reader at once thinks of
them as real, or a6out to become real. Their first speech is the

best, by the way: by their first speech shall ye know them - let

the firit speech-es be good, and the characters will be fixed for
a long time as a living character [sic], it will take much bad
writing to un-fix them --
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Good: Dialogue is sound: it sounds in the ears of the reader:

he tries to -imagine them saying so: if you should have

trouble with the dialogue: say it out loud: play both parts.

Imagine other sounds, outside your- dialogue- or
conversation: this will make it more real -- the sound of the

subway, something falling downstairs, bumPing from step to
step, a'spoon knocked agiinst a cup il * adjoining room: the

hoarse hiss of the gas turned on without being lighted - all
these souND EFFfCTS can be used to heighten the reality of
your character's speech - and why, beca-use the.reader, with
it " appearance bf speech, is certainly thinking 9"."".d'
perhapi he thought in sound before, but now he certainly is,

and this is especialty Eue since listening to the radio became

so common.

Sound effects, Stead thought, come within the range of dialogue and are

an extremely useful means of authenticating speech. Although they are

often used by novel-writers to create susPense and atmosphere, they are

most useful around dialogue, and when not used too often:

N.B. Do not say'they heard'but say it in your own PeJson: 'at

this moment, a bell 
-rang', 

this increases force: for what you
say, as author, is real.

In connection with her discussion of dialogue, Stead stresses again and

again the importance of observation of natural models and the use of

notes and shorthand. Because it is more difficult to remember speech than

faces or whole characters, Stead felt that it was absolutely necessary to

write down overheard dialogue as often as possible. In the beginning your

ear will only be caught by what is familiar, she said. The 'unfamiliar

rigmarole' will not even be recognized. But after a couple of weeks, Stead

promised, it would be possible to recognize even the sorts of conventions

and banalities you use yourself. Stead, who had learnt shorthand herself

in Sydney, apparently used this kind of notetaking regularly at this time as

a source for her writing. Some results of this practice are reProduced in

ktty Fox: 'The jokes and stories in Chapter XXVII are not original but are

taken from conversations heard in midtown Manhattan'. Thinking of

this particular Passage Hortense Calisher, who remembered Stead at a

party in the 1960, remarked 'she was clearly the observer still''[l2]
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However, genuinely dramatic dialogue, Stead continued, is 'selective'. It is

taken as much as possible from the 'real', but is of necessity highly

selective. The examples she provided, again, came from the stage'

Chekhov would 'write 17 sentences in the draft and only one came out',

'and Clifford Odets, I know, does the same -- 16 PP of draft for one of

playing'.

After having discussed dialogue Stead moved on to style and

composition. Style as she saw it was not to be gained by imitation but was

individually formed -- 'STYLE IS INTEGRITY IN ART'. She saw it as

composed of many different things, which she listed in a somewhat

sketchy fashion in the notes:

what you have to say (your message or content)

verbal equipment

rhetorical understanding

variety -- use not merely one or two kinds of writing
but viry your Prose, ind have it flexible, practise
writing Lvirything -- sPeeches,witticisms -- everything

-aphoiisms, purple patdtes, Poems and plays - elergy

- what means something to you -- capacity -- logic
(internal logic) -- integrity -- don't fake - don't imitate,
don't follow a fad - no false sentiment -- don't dig
around in your feelings, if you feel a thing, -out 

with it,
don't be aihamed - freedom of thought and expression

- acquaintance with your subject -- in other words you
m,rsf know enough to think about your subject and

think straight ---do not follow fads -- pride ( in
artisanshiP) - authority, color, fantasy and ironical
vision.

Nothing shows more clearly the fundamental realism of Stead's asthetics

than a passage which follows in which she stresses the importance of all

the feelings and knowledge of life that the writer Possesses. It flows from

the sense of style, emphasized above, as a unifying quality, an asPect of the

'integrity' or wholeness of the finished work. Experience has to find

expression in the text, and the writer has to possess certain 'artistic
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weapons' to do justice to them:

1. You have to force your experience on to other people, to
transmit your perception of tifL to them and to do that you
must have maitered completely the reality with which your
genius has contended.

2. Impelled by the strength and intensity of your experience
you wifl create a new world in which yoq character will live
I ure of his own, independent of time and space. In order to
do this you have to poisess certain artistic weaPorui. A phrase

of Flaubert's suggests that "the greatest writers are those who
have apparentl-y- the most consistently ignored the purely
formal iiae of their art . . . actually these great writers were
complete masters of their craft . . . "

At this point in the Workshop (as the Passage on style indicates) Stead

shifts her focus from many of the more practical matters dealing with

character and dialogue to some of the more intangibte qualities, deeply

bound up with the personality and life.history of a writer, which she felt

to be essential to the 'life' of fiction. Fundamentally, Stead believed that

all the rules, practical hints, and advice in the world -- no matter how well-

intentioned -- would not produce an author, unless there was a primary

'creative' or 'imaginative' energy, whose sources, within the personality,

were tapped and activated. The will to do this, and the integrity and power

to sustain it, had to come from the authors themselves. It could not be

taught, and it gave to all successful writing its uniquely personal character.

One idea by which she tried to theorize this individual quality of

good writing was that each writer's life is shaped by a'basic legend', deeply

implanted during his or her formative years. Stead aPPears originally to

have picked the idea up from the writer fulian Green, no doubt seeing it

as especially exciting for the link it offered between her own commitent as

a writer and her fascination (expressed as early as The Salzburg Tales )

with legend, myth and folk tale:

fulian Green, the French-American novelist, a novelist of
great dramatic and psychological Polryer, remarks that a good
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many novelists are unconsciously trying to express, to
recreate some story, long or short, that impressed them
deeply in childhood, in a way 'the basic legend"

Stead goes on, at this point, to discuss the' basic legends' of unnamed

'friends'. The first legend (the Legend of Roncesvalles) is in fact the same

legend attributed to Louisa, rn The Man Who l-oaed Children (p' 31),

and the 'close' friend in the following passage is obviously Stead herself:

A close friend of mine read over and over for two or three

years, at the beginning of pubertY,,the following stories: The

rtoty.of Rotand" and 6uver; Sohiab and Rustum. When she

firsf went to school she read over and over, Philemon and

Baucis, and Damon and Pythias. This shows a remarkably
strong tendency and a strong basic legend.

What the stories she mentions have in common is a quite unusual stress

on qualities of self-sacrificing loyalty and devotion. It is interesting to

speculate why Christina Stead as a young girl should be so fascinated by

stories of this kind. Perhaps they served to reinforce her unusually strong

sense of loyatty throughout her life.

The other unnamed friend whose basic legend she tells, is in fact

her husband, William Blake. This friend, she says, seems to have been

deeply influenced by a folk-story called 'The Saltmakers', a fairytale

explanation of why the sea is salt. Blake's bitter fable indudes economic

and political meanings - the saltmakers were producing revenue for the

state and the king of the sea stole the men (in revenge or envy) and

condemned them to grind salt forever into the ocean. Perhaps this story

reinforced Blake's own sense of the Sisyphean labour of his life, of

productive energies constantly undermined in an unsymPathetic

environment.

Stead was clearly attracted to fulian Green's idea of a' basic legend'

or 'master dream', and she advised her students to find out what their

own'basic legends' were. It would be better, she said, 'to look at it and use

it consciously than to let it smash up from within some quite different

story that you wish to write'. In the next chapter I will look at The People
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With The Dogs , a novel that seems to be written with Stead's own 'basic

legend' in mind: the theme of loyalty is a running idea throughout'

When it comes to starting a novel, Stead stressed that all writers

start out differently: some see characters first and work from there; some

start with an idea, an incident or a short story. In any case the writer must

organise the material so that in the end it becomes an interesting unity,

impressed with the author's own point of view. She stressed the fact that

during the writing process the point of view of the writer might shift: 'you

may move from character to plot and the fertilising incident may be

forgotten.' All of this, Stead herself thought, required 'immense and

unremitting work, patience and belief in self. But above everything else,

it required 'a constant desire to find out what is the real subject of the

novel'. These comments seem close to Stead's own Process as a writer.

First some incident or Person quite suddenly and for no aPPtuent reason

suggests itself as the starting point for a story: it is 'like a stone hitting

you'. As the Process of writing develops the author struggles to discover

what it all means, what the story is 'really' about, as interest shifts - often

confusingly, hesitantly, with false starts, revisions, transpositions -- from

character or incident to plot and the composition of a longer novel. The

process is not only exhausting and open-ended, involving the possibility

at every moment of ' creative error'; it also makes fundamental demands

on the author's integritY:

A novel may break down because the author will not face the

subject, is aihamed, or having realised it, will not bring it to
its iogical end, wants to smooth it over at the end'

Something of this intensive exploratory process is indicated ineludsC in

Stead's comments on redrafting and revision. When the writer has

written a first draft of a novel, she thought it necessary to go back and

chart the relations between characters in the novel to see if they seemed

natural or consistent with the story. This process would, Stead said, take a

long time and must be so carefully thought about, so deeply lived wit\
that when the final draft is written the elements that make it up seem. to
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shape themselves intuitivelY:

The final writing must, where possible, spring from the
writer almost auiomatically, almoit as something given, that
must be, that is natural, fi.ue, inevitable to the writer'

Closely related to her interest in a'basic legend', and in a process of

writing which might issue in an 'almost automatic' final draft, Stead also

gave much weight to the notion of a novel's 'internal logic'. Nobody, not

even publishers, could understand the internal logic of a novel better thao

the writer herself. Thus it is better for the writer to keep her work secret

while working on it. Critics, she says, have a habit of asking writers to

take out sections that they say 'don't contribute to the plot'. Such critics

might be unaware of the original impulse behind the novel, ild of 'what

original streak in your temperament is now coming to light'. Stead adds a

heartfelt rider: ' people do not like originality and they will do their best to

take it out'. Again, such thoughts relate as interestingly to stead the

author, as they do to the Workshop teacher. Repeatedly, Stead asserts that

writers must explore with the deepest integrity what they want to say,

and then stick to it. This is a hallmark of Stead's own writing career. She

has never wanted to change anything in her books at the point where they

became public. They are 'finished', become public, only after a process in

which the very meaning of the original impulse is discovered, and what is

felt to be an internal logic at last achieved.

A concept which related closely to the notions of a 'subconscious'

basic legend, and of an 'internal logic' controlling the inevitability of

character and event, was fantasy. In the workshop Stead described fantasy

as a 'liberation' for the artist: 'the many things you have within yourself

come out in fantasy'. Fantasy is the 'pure creative moment in writing and

has meanings and characters of its own'. When 'writing at toP speed, in

great heat of creation' things will be written which will seem strange and

foreign to the writer later, but Stead stresses that this is a sign of 'the free

play of the imagination'. As a result the writer should not accept any

advice or criticism about 'fantasy writing'. Fantasy is useful when writing
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for many reasons, not least because it drags in the 'unknown' and in

particular our terror of the unknown; it activates 'imponderables and

dreams'. In this context Stead refers to the at best only marginal value that

medical or psychological literature can have for writers. In particular she

felt that Freudian literature should be shunned by the writer, at least at

first, though the Notes show that she herself was familiar with such

Freudian terms as the Oedipus Complex and the Electra comPlex' Perhaps

on occasion it might be a good idea to ask questions of a medical friend,

but that would be all.

One of the few overtly personal comments Stead seems to have

allowed herself in the course (according to the Notes) occurs during a brief

discussion of contemPory American writing:

I was a reader of MSS. I was new to the U.S.A. and I had made
up my mind to "learn" this country. Everything was- 

-a

surpriie to me and very fresh, new, and may I. add,
woiderfully democratic: so that I made a few mistakes of
judgment. i b"li"rred at first that I discovered a nest of
g"tf,Is"r of the Sinclair-Zola type. But my third reading of
il,rss convinced me that ttre youn8 American writer,
especially the male, for they were mostly-men, is haunted by
certain ihemes and that he comes to them with as much
freshness, austerity, surprise and faith as I myself had.

Nevertheless, since a publisher, an editor, is not in the hapPY-

position of the young writer, and is jaundiced by years of
iepetition, it is befteafor the young wri.tgr to know what is
reiUy typical of his countrymen in writing. This is not to
discourage anyone. The typical, the'basic national legend' is

the sourie of some of the ltrongest, surest, most convincing
writing, but a writer must know what he is doing'

Themes of young American writers. Beware of them!

Boss-exposure (muck-racking); dignitary-exPosure: lyl+:
thriller: unemployment-suicide-thriller: hunger-story; chitd
sleeps with dead mother, father, 'in the morning they took
her away' - workman-conversion-story: girl sells sex to fill
stomach standby.

Lived vaguely: 'I knew ^ 1uy, foe, he died vaguely, lived
vaguely' 

"(form of conversion 
-or 

sentimental bon-mot story)
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Christina Stead was obviously interested in current American politically

committed fiction, which she felt was particularly rich and unusually

talented. She said that she felt that social criticism is necessary to the

novelist, and that a strong writer must be a critic of society' Five of her

friends from the time of her involvement in New Masses were

significant figues in the socio-political writing of the 1930s: Ettore Rella,

Stanley Burnshaw, Mike Gold, Joe Freeman and Isidor Schneider. [13]

However, what is most interestinS, in the Workshop, is that the more

conventional emphases of social and socialist realism do not occupy

centre.stage. Whatever political and social force fiction has is an effect of

the writer's attention to craft, ild ultimately, to those issues of personal

vision and integrity which she sees as the sine qua non of all good

creative writing.

perhaps the most surprising fact about the workshop is that Stead

actually agreed to do it. She always seemed reluctant to talk about writing

in later life and often sabotaged or refused discussions on her own work'

There are not many explanations I can think of. The most obvious of all,

confirmed by Chris Williams' biography (p. 162) and Stead's letter to

Thistle Stead 6 April 1942, is that she needed the money very badly' As

writers on the Left, both she and her husband constantly struggled to find

suitable jobs to survive -- and their books did not Pay well. whatever the

reason, the result was fortunate, since it forced Stead into an articulation

of her major concerns as a novelist which she was never again to attemPt,

and at a time of intellectual discussion and ferment in New York in the

early 1940s which clearly influenced her thinking. The lectures are very

much a product of the environment in which she was living, and of the

personal excitement and curiosity that environment generated' As such --

as a record of the quickening of her interest in matters of theory and craft
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that lay behind her own practice as a novelist -- the lectures provide a

significant contribution to the Golden Years of Stead's American Period'

The most striking quality of the lectures is Stead's originality. Her

personal pet ideas, such as the basic legends and the Stanislavsky system,

are forcefully developed, while her own strong prejudices about certain

authors or types of writing (her dismissive treatment of critics and

journals, for example) are often on display. The sensitivity and depth of

her discussions of character representation corresPond closely with much

that she has said, both before and since, on this subiect. The only sections

of the Notes where her topic seems more like a'filler' than anything else,

Gccurs during her long notes on Egri's thirty-six dramatic situations. It

seems highly unlikely that this exposition, perhaps of use to budding

playwrights, would have helped young novelists in New York in the

1940s.

Among Stead's unpublished papers at the National Library there

are two longish letters discussing creative writing which are worth

introducing here since they show how some of Stead's ideas about art

deepened and became sharper and more integrated with time, although

they remain essentially of a piece with the ideas articulated in the

workshop notes. The first is a letter of 1948, addressed to a Mlle Callet, and

perhaps never sent. [14] Stead had apparently been asked one or two

general questions abut the nature of the artist, and drafted a reply with

some care:

I think we ought to say that the artist feels differently towards
the world at d--ifferent stages of his work and at different times

in his life. The young artist takes the world in a bodily
embrace and throws what he grasps of it back in a fiery_lump
which is sometimes a star, at the world. He is then the dream

of what the artist wishes to be.
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Stead herself certainly wrote very different works throughout her long

life, and what she describes here perhaps evokes something of the

intensity with which she herself took the world in a 'bodily embrace' and

threw back Seaen Poor Men of Sydney the book which so

overwhelmed William Blake with its 'mountain peaks''

In her reply Stead also addressed the idea, Proposed by art critics'

that the canvas abhors absence:

[That] the work of art abhors being finished is the reality of
the matter and what is thoroughly bad in a work of art is very
often this fitting to a scheme and this "filling il tl9 

"TPty
spaces in the skf". It is a problem, things must be finished, but
i[ is the most sordid problem in art (except pleasing a

customer) I would saY.

This seems of a piece with Stead's ideas about the value of writing which

shows 'creative errors', which does not aspire to a polished seamlessness'

The 'awful blind strength and the cruelty of the creative impulse' must be

felt through the finished product, otherwise the 'intelligent ferocity"

which was Stead's professed aim in writing, would fail to manifest itself'

In this letter, the term she uses for such creative energy is 'vision' ':

A work of art to be good MUST start with the vision. To be

carried through saiisfactorily, the artist MUST have a

reasonabl" 
"^"orrtrt 

of afflatui. Afftatus is the plasticity of
what Huyghe calls the soul, a good enough word for what we

mean, the"plastic soul througfi the experienced hands of the

artist transfers itself to its medium and it cannot always be

controlled nor should be . . . It is true that things cannot be

hung on to a ground plan without offence, but the sudden
curi6sities shul out by the burning plastic soul of the artist,

though bizarre to the cold consuming eye, are actually not
imbeiilities but the sudden illuminations, the explanations
of the artist's soul to himself and his art. [15]

Again Stead's aim is to defend the originality of the artist, emphasizing

elements in the creative Process which are beyond conscious control

('cannot be hung on to a ground plan') but which somehow signal the

essence of art and should not be tampered with'
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Stead comes to the main thrust of her letter when she tries to

articulate what she sees as the basic goal for every artist:

[F]or the artist only one thing matters and that is, in a verl
pf"i" sense, explaining things. Euuy work-of art conceived
of 

"s 
a work ofirt andnot the skilled product of a school or

something for sale, is an explanation. [Emphasis addedl

That an attempt to explain life lies behind Stead's own writing, is clear.

Other aspects of the statement are less clear. Does she mean explaining

only your own life as it interconnects with others, or life 'in the raw' as it

unfolds in front of us? And for whom is this explaining done? For the

artist herself or for the 'common reader' or for both? It seems that for

Stead the artist has little choice:

It is a downright lie that the artist is unconscious of what he

does: I would-say on the contrary that the artist knows much
better than any ciitic what he does. Since for the true artist art
is his life, dearer to him even than the life of passion, he lives
this art twenty-four hours a day,I mean asleep too: his life is
one fibre, and is not broken upr as other people's are'

lf. Stead saw her own life as an 'unbroken fibre' it is not surprising that

she always maintained that she had written her autobiography in all her

books. The notion that there might be neatly-drawn boundaries between

the life and the fiction would not only become blurred in an attempt to

explain the one through the other - -but there would not be any feeling

that boundaries existed at all.

Finally Stead tried to show that her own view that the artists knew

what they were doing'better than any critic' was not simply idiosyncratic:

I knew a psycho-analyst in New York, who said: " I never
psychoanuiyse artists, they do not need it, they explain
evlrything lhemselves. I never saw an artist who needed it."

0 d6 not"hold with the psycho-analysts, but still he had the

experience of tortured types and to the outsider an artist is a
tortured type.)
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This letter, on the whole, thus seems continous with Stead's ideas on

writing in the workshop. The second letter was written to a friend

considerably later (in 1960) who had sent Stead a manuscript and sought

her advice about writing. [15] Stead beg* with a warning - that a young

writer must go her own road without being so interested in what others

said. However she went on to discuss the language of fiction, and in

particular the qualities which defined style. 'Style is you' she wrote,'it

has often been said; and that's it':

I would say that the essence of style is to take it that each word
means something, really means something in its own right . .

. . [W]hat I am saying is that behind style is sense'

Clear meaning is one of the greatest moulders of style . . . so

you have nothing to lose by making clearer what you have to

sy.

Apart from the practical advice to use a dictionary all the time, to make

sure that the words 'mean what you mean to mean', Stead repeated a hint

she also gave to her students in the Workshop. She explained that a trick

she found very useful in developing her own style was to speak the words

she wrote aloud to herself as she wrote. 'In this way you avoid unpleasant

duplications of sound and in general offensive expressions.' This

emphasis on listening to the speech characters use is an especially

interesting feature of Stead's composition technique, and dosely related to

her discussion of 'eloquence' in the workshop notes. At the end of her

letter Stead returned again to the importance of style:

I am not being so unpleasant to hurt you, but to point
out the basis of styIe, whiih is clarity and the right use of
words.

Stead's own comments about writing in general and her advice to

beginning writers illuminate her attitudes towards her own work, as I
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have aimed to suggest throughout this chapter. A writer who values

'explanation' above all in her writing might very well say that she writes

for herself and not for others. To achieve understanding of life while

writing perhaps made other people's views of her writing seem

superfluous. FUrthermore, if one'S life and art are Seen, unbrOken, as 'one

fibre', the notion of being a 'professional writer', as if art belonged to a

separate compartment, would be problematic, as it always was for stead.

perhaps the 'perfect reader' (like Randall farrell) for Stead was felt to be

almost an embarrassment - someone who came uncomfortably close to

the core of her personality. Stead's thinking about the art of fiction had its

own d,efinite logic, and it undoubtedly achieved an unusual synthesis

during her American period, when her need to understand and 'clarify

her feelings' about her own early years drove her to explore her own

family in her writing and thus come to view art as a me€rns of explanation

and self-understanding.

It is hard to imagine som@ne discussing writing techniques as fully

and carefully as Stead did in the workshop, without that Process somehow

feeding the writer's own contemporary work or fertilizing future writing.

In the next chapter I will look at some of the connections between the

esthetics Stead formulated in her workshop course and aspects of her own

fictional practice in her subseqent writing.
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NOTES

Letter to Stanley Burnshaw 2 October 7936.

Letter to Nettie Palmer, 8 |anuary 1938.

Letter to Nadine Mendelson, undated, circa 1938. Published in

Meridian, Vol. 8, No. 2, 1989, PP.74G2.

Anita Segerberg, 'A Christina Stead Letter' , Australian Lituary

Studies, Vol. 13, No. 2, 1987, P. 799.

The notes for this course are now part of Stead's manuscript

collection at NLA, MS 4967, Box 11, folder 84. The notes, as usual

typewritten, are written on A5 yeltow PaPer and consist of outlines

of lectures. The course consistd of twelve lectures over a six-week

period. Eactr teaching session had the format of a one-hour lecture

followed by forty-five minutes' discussion.

|onah Raskin, 'Christina Stead in Washington Square', London

Magazine, NS IX, No 11, 69'77,1970,p.75.

In Bernard J. Paris, A Psychological Approach to Literature , Studiu in

Thackeray, Stendhal, George Eliot, Dostoaxky, and Conrad'

Blooming ton, 797 4, p.71.

t31

t4I

FI

t6,l
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t8l Stead lists Lajos Egri, How to write a Play ; George P. Baker,

Dramatic Techniques; G. Polti ,35 Dramntic Sitations ( 1924) and K'

Stanislavsky, An Actor Prepares ( 7936 edition). Stead had

apparently started to study these books in the 1930s, since in a letter

to Nadine Mendelson in 1938 she writes: 'I have books which

enumerate and comment upon alt the plots possible in literature -
there are said to be 35 main plots with variations, for example''

t9l Angus & Robertson paperback edition,7981, p' 153'

t10l William Blake, 'Blake Dissenting', Neut Masses , !7 Febtuary 7942'

p.22.

n1l Anita Segerberg, 'A Christina Stead Letter', Australian Literary

Studies, Vol. 13, No 2,1987,P- 199.

t12] Hortense Calisher, 'Stead', The Yale Reoimt, Vol. 75, No 2 7987' p'

173.

t13] An interesting discussion of Stead's politics and writing can be

found in a recent article by Hazrl Rowley, 'Christina Stead: Politics

and Literature in the Radical Years, 1gg5'7g42', Meridian , Vol.8,

No.2, pp. 149-159.

l14l Ms 4967,8ox7, fotder 51. Letter to Mlle Callet headed H6tel de

Londres, Montreux, Suisse,5 March 1948.

l15l This is probably a reference to Ren6 Huyghe and his book Art and

the Spirit of Man. Translated from the French and published in

London in 1962.

t16l Ietter to Pat (Coontz?) dated 18 |uly 7960M5 4967,bx7, folder 51.



VI

'ARTISTIC WEAPONS':

PRACTISING AN ^IESTHETICS

lmpeneil by the strength anil intensity of your .exp.erience,you -will
create a new world ii which your character will live. a life of .his
own, independent of time and'space. In order to do that, you haue

to possess certain artistic weaPons. I1l

ATT"OUGH MUCH of the Workshop course which Christina Stead gave

in New York required a straightforward approach to creative writing, full

of hints for beginning writers, some of the content, as indicated in the

previous chapter, is directly or indirectly related to her own writing' A

number of these idiosyncratic, personal elements in her approach to

writing provide the starting point for this chapter, which discusses asPects

of the techniques of A Littte Tea, A Little Chat (1948) and The People

With The Dogs (1952), in the light of Stead's comment in the Workshop

that novelists 'have to Possess certain artistic weapons'. A Little Tea, A

Little Chat and The People With The Dogs are two of Stead's lesser known

American novels -- the former completed in New York prior to her

'repatriation' to Europe after the war, the latter almost certainly begun

and worked on in New York but not completed until 1950' They have not

received much critical attention, and are most often discussed from a

moral or thematic point of view. For different reasons, however, they
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both lend themselves well to discussion in the light of a number of the

technical recommendations in the Workshop lectures. A Little Tea, A

Little Chat is not a much admired novel, but it is superbly crafted and

reveals great skill in its conscious manipulation of time and in its

methods of characterization. The People With The Dogs is especially

interesting as an illustration of Stead's interest in the idea of a 'basic

legend' and in the theatre, and it also seems to be a curious amalgam of a

number of different stories, revealing Stead's habit of using a number or

short stories or novellas when writing her novels.

It is tempting to continue the preceding chapter on the workshop

with a discussion of the bearing of Stead's thinking about fiction, as

articulated in the Notes, on all her novels - both earlier 4d later' Such a

discussion, however, is beyond the scope of the present thesis, which

focusses on the American period of her career. It is also, of course,

essential to bear in mind that the relationship between any author's ideas

about art and her/his practice is never unproblematic - never simply a

case of a set of beliefs and intentions seamlessly or Programmatically

reflected in the work. In what follows ideas derived from the Workshop

Notes influence and colour the discussion, but they are not offered as in

any sensg a'final' explanation of the novels.

A Littte Tea, A Little Chat and The People with The Dogs - both

set in New York -- are quintessentially American novels, but there is an

important difference in their approaches and methods. The first is a

narrative concentrating fully on the representation of a character Stead

knew very well. It is in other words based solidly on the observation of a

model from life. Although not everything in the story is 'true' in the

sense of a one-to-one relationship with 'real' life, it is a story which

attempts to construct a convincing portrait of an individual man who
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existed in Stead's New York world, and whom she had known for many

years. The People With The Dogs is a very different kind of book it is

more a dispersed collection of observations of peopte and situations,

given what coherence they have through the will of the author rather

than the circumstances of life.

A Little Tea, A Little Clut was first published in New York in 1948'

Stead has told us that it grew out of a short story or novella called 'Die

Blondine', written in Antwerp before the war. l2l As late 
^s 

7946,

immediately after its completion, Stead's title for the novel seems still to

have been 'The Blondine'. [3] The main character, Robbie Grant, is

modelled on William Blake's partner and friend over many ye'rs, Alfred

Hurst. Stead wrote about him many times: he is the model for Marpurgo

in The Beauties anil Furies, for Henri Leon in House of All Nations, and

also for John Marchant, 'once Juan Mercader', in the Posthumously

published story 'The Palace with Several Sides'. [ ] Robbie Grant is a

rather unpleasant character, obsessed with money and his own pleasures'

He is used to being devious and never faithful to any woman: everything

in his world has a price and it is always money. He meets his fate in a

young divorcde, Mrs Kent (the Blondine), who is as self-centered and

money conscious as he is, and their relationship - their seemingly endless

efforts to outwit, cheat and reduce each other to a wholly dependent status

-- provides the central, recurrent focus of the novel. The narrative reveals

Robbie Grant's obsessive, Parasitic drive for mone/, and his basically

distrustful and disloyal nature, in a seemingly endless series of short

scenes and assignations set in bars, restaurants and hotels. It is clearly a

novel which grows out of Stead's interest in one specific character'

In A Little Tea , A Little Chat Christina Stead tries to achieve a

combination of psychology and rhetoric, to combine a realism of

presentation with realism of interpretation. The result is an almost

'visible' tension, as the narrative simultaneously attempts an

immersion in the inner reality of characters and a Presentation of

characters from a specific point of view. 'You must write out of love for

the subject -- or hate -- it must be with passion', Stead once corrunented in
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an interview. [5] This novel is written out of a passion -which is perhaps

closer to hate than to love. The same feeling of vindictiveness that Mary

McCarthy found in The Man Who Loued Children can be found here.

Readers are never allowed to like Robbie Grant, despite a residual

innocence in his frenzied lying and cheating that suggests a similarity

with Sam Pollit. Like so many of Stead's manipulative characters - Sam,

or Nellie Cook - Robbie Grant never thinks of himself as devious at all,

and would be astonished at the accusation. He sees himself, invariably, as

open and honest in his dealings with others; it is always others who are

duplicitious and scheming. The young novelist Edda Flack (Stead's aller

ego in the novel) gives Robbie Grant a clear message -- she sends him a

nasty sketch she has made of him when she is angry with him -- and in a

way this book can be called a caricature in words.

In this book Stead, or the implied author, gives the reader the

'message' of the book in the first chapter. She has done this before, for

example in For Loae Alons , where the background to Teresa's quest for

love is contained in what seems at first a strangely separate first chapter.

In A Little Tea, A Little Chat the first short chapter, three Pages long,

provides an epitome of the whole novel. It shows the world of Robbie

Grant through a 'forerunner', Peter Hoag, but in such a way that readers

will be prepared to distance themselves from the world about to be

revealed to them. Hoag has absolutely no existence in the novel except as

this preliminary device, as an 'artistic weapon' to orient readers towards

the world of the novel. The rest of the novel traces a pattern of endless

small affairs and selfish cunning, which Stead structures in short

chapters, usually with a detailed reference to time. Robbie Grant's story

begins one Monday morning in April 1941 and ends in the summer of

7945. The first, all-inclusive, chapter alone stands outside the detailed

chronology of events.

A Littte Tea, A Little Chat is made up of a large number of brief

encounters, a fact which partly explains the title (the title is also an

euphemism regularly used by Grant when initiating one of his numerous

sexual liaisons), as well as giving the novel the same feeling of frenetic
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urgency as House of AII Nations. The short episodes are sometimes used

as foreshadowings, and often (with slight variations) echo or double other

events. Stead opens the book with a chapter in which a minor character's

whole life is seen as parallel to and representative of the main chatacter's.

The peculiar loyalties and disloyalties - briefly recorded - that make up

Hoag's life are not the same as Grant's, but the shape of his beliefs and

attitudes is shown to be the same. The alienated and mistrusting attitudes

of these men are well presented. People in the street, seen from Hoag's

apartment (by Hoag himsetf ?), are described as 'two-legged fleas', and the

cars as 'potato bugs'. The reader is told that these men see themselves as

'eagles in their flights and vultures in their hovering'. Events in the rest

of the book will bear this out. The animal imagery in this first short

chapter is arrestin& it is reminiscent of the animal imagery Stead admired

in Louis Guilloux' b Sang Nofr (1935) and used herself with such success

in The Man Who L,oaed Chitdren . The attitude of Grant and his 'friends'

towards their environment and other people is captured perfectly in the

use of words like 'fleas' and 'bugs'. This short chapter captures all the

inadequacies of a greedy, self-centered individuat in its realistic narration

tinged with grotesque animal imagery.

In her workshop Stead stressed the importance of selecting

carefully what the reader is allowed to see of the characters. In this novel

she constantly makes the characters come 'alive' to the reader through

strong aural or visual impressions, and these impressions also create very

vividly the ambiqnce of cosmopolitan New York bar and restaurant life.

The first short chapter is the only place in the novel where Stead allows a

comprehensive bird's eye view of a character. It deals with what Sartre

called the 'moral' sphere, offering a clear general image of the characters

in the book through its implied author. The reader and the implied

author are thus initially brought into agreement about the general moral

meaning of the lives which subsequently unfold in the novel. The device

restricts and limits readers' identification with characters. The seemingly

objective style that follows is already identified as a satiric and distanced

one.
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Robbie Grant never tells his own story directly, but he is himself

interested in writing: in fiction and in drama. He is perpetually bursting

with advice and suggestions to Edna Flack, outlining detailed plots which

are revised and loaded versions of his own life. Edna does promise to

write a book about him. When Grant suggests plots and characters for her

book, he seems unaware that everything he says is a grossly egocentric

exposition of events in his own life. Grant fictionalises his own life,

mixing reality and dream, ready to believe anything once it is told. Much

of the interest of the novel lies in the no man's land between what the

reader sees of Grant and the representation Grant himself gives of events

and people. The 'real' meaning of Grant's life - the meaning which Edna

Flack is seeking, as a character placed in the novel in the position of Stead-

as-author -- is 'read' through the fictions which Grant 'invents' quite

unaware of their autobiographical origins. These constantly disPlaced

relationships between 'authors' and 'characters' in the novel provide a

very powerful selfconscious image of the author's own selectivity- Like

her device of the 'forerunner', the device of the doubling of 'authors'

serves both to reveal character and to preserve a detached authorial

stance: a stance which disPlays its moral and interpretative biases.

If this novel has a moral edge it revolves around loyalty and

disloyalty. Remembering Stead's interest in 'basic legends' and the

fascination she always had for the Legend of Roncesaalles and the

loyalty to death that made Oliver respond to the sound of Roland's

trumpet, it is not surprising to find Stead writing a novel where the basic

theme revolves around precisely this. Robbie Grant is totally incapable of

loyalty; it frightens him at the same time as he despises it. He does not

understand it and he does not trust it. Grant's fictional re-arrangings of

his life seem constantly to serve the purpose of absolving him of any

loyalty ties.

Stead emphasized the importance of the 'first speech' in her

workshop notes. In A Littte Tea, A Little Chat she has made a virtuoso

number of Robbie Grant's first speech, conveying the moment when he

and Mrs. Kent (The Blondine) first notice each other. Grant is introducing
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Martha Anderson to Mrs Kent:

Suddenly Robert Grant turned to Mrs. Kent and said brusquely,
"This is Martha Ammamam." What name? Grant looked at her in
surprise and repeated sharply, "Martha Anderson"; but he gave the

woman severai side glanle-s after he had heard her voice. She

noticed the thin, fine hiir all over his large dome, still a salty blond.
He was at least fifty, though his eyes and skin were very dear. (p.11)

In her workshop notes Stead said: 'By their first speech shall ye

know them'; this first encounter between Robbie Grant and Mrs Kent is a

perfect example of that. In this scene the reader can pick up several

important things about both Grant and Mrs Kent. They are sensual

people; they are used to sizing up quickly people of the opposite sex. Grant

is struck by Mrs Kent's voice and she notices his physical appearance. But

the most intriguing aspect of their first meeting is the use Stead makes of

dialogue. Grant is saying something in a mumbling voice, which neither

Mrs. Kent nor the reader can understand. Grant is, in other words,

difficult to understand. The reply 'What name?' is supposedly Mrs. Kent's

reply, but it is written without any quotation marks and seems thus to

indicate not only Mrs. Kent's confused reply but also the inability of the

reader to hear what Grant is saying. This close-up view, and the

simultaneous retardation of its action, marks a very special moment in

the book. It is the starting point of the lovestory that provides the main

plot interest in the novel, and it is the signposting of a theme. Grant is

slurring his speech here, not articulating very clearly -- Mrs. Kent can in

any case not hear nor understand him. Like perhaps the reader, she does

not read Grant very well, neither at this first encounter nor later' Grant's

tragic inability to understand himself or to make himself understood by

others (Stanislavsky's 'super-objective') is clearly articulated in this scene

through a sophisticated detail of narrative technique.

A Lifie Tea, A Littte chat is mainly written in one style

throughout; there are none of the 'purple patches' or transitions into

fantasy which mark many of her other novels. It is only through close
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reading that occasional moments at which the narrative style shifts

become apparent. One instance is a carefully controlled, unobtrusive use

of interior monologue, to underscore problems of interpretation and

understanding in the novel. These moments occur in the presentation of

Grant's son Gilbert, who does not understand his father, nor life around

him, very well.

Most of A Littte Tea, A Little Chat is constructd through a third

person narrative. Many monologue-like speeches (especially from Grant)

occur in bars or hotels, and there are also long telephone conversations

with only Grant's voice being heard. It is thus quite startling when Stead

suddenly uses interior monologue. This hapPens in one episode only,

almost exactly half-way through the novel, in Chapter 30. Gilbert has

come to his father's office to have lunch with him. While he is waiting

in the outer office, he can overhear his father's telephone conversations

in the inner room. As Grant is unaware of his son's Presence in the office,

the telephone conversations tend to be quite revealing and much of the

interest, for the reader, lies in how Gilbert will react to such revelations of

his father's sordid sexual liaisons -- or whether, indeed, he already knows

about the kind of life his father lives. Gilbert, however, remains mentally

occupied with reliving earlier meetings with his own girlfriend Celia.

At the beginning of this episode, when Gilbert is walking along the

street on his way to his father's office, Stead introduces him as follows:

He loved Cetia. This sound, strong, handsome, golden-skinned
woman, by accident, was able to bring out in him a frank
voluptoustltr, which she satisfied. He did not not notice the miles
he was walking. Celia seemed to arise from him and floated beside

him, golden, Iying on her back among grasses,.
- He rea-cnJa nis father's offiieJ much before he expected.

[emphasis added] P.799.

The narrator knows that Gilbert loved Celia. The narrator also

considers her 'sound, stronS, handsome, golden-skinned'. This is a value

judgment, interesting to compare with the narrator's description of Celia
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at the beginning of the novel as 'a Gotham business tyPe, with

expensively dyed, dressed and lacquered hair, afternoon clothes, a blond-

brunette' (p.11). These two descriptions do not se€m to fit the same

person. Or is it perhaps rather that Gilbert sees Celia as 'sound, strong,

handsome, golden-skinned'? The implied author also adds 'by accident'

when saying that Celia was able to satisfy Gilbert. Or is there a shift in the

level of consciousness? Suddenly the reader gets to share an interior

visual image. Gilbert is not talking to himself or to others, he is

articulating something he sees in his mind (Cetia floating beside him).

Presumably he sees her in his mind, with no verbal articulation, as an

image. Is the omniscient narrator drifting in and out of his mind at

random? There !E I think, a sudden switch in the level of consciousness.

All of a sudden the reader is allowed to share an interior visual image.

Dorrit Cohn makes a useful distinction in her book Transparent

Minds between two theories about the relationship of thought to

language. [6] Some writers, she says, seem to believe, with Bergson and

William fames, that thinking is divorced from language and includes

what fames called other 'mind stuff as well as language. Other writers

seem to perceive language and thinking as co-extensive.

fames foyce, for example, gives us Bloom's thoughts almost

entirely in Bloom's own words. According to Cohn, a writer of the first

group like Nathalie Sarraute has a vision of the activity of the mind apart

from words; she sees interior monologues as comprising:

an immense profusion of sensations, images, sentiments,
memories, impulses, little larval actions that no inner langyagg
can convey, that jostle one another on the threshold of
consciousness, gathei together in compact groups and loom uP all

of a sudden; th-"en imme?iately fall apart; iombine otherwise and

appear in new forms while unwinding inside us, like the ribbon
thit comes clattering from a telescriptor slot is an uninterrrupted
flow of words. [7]

If we recall passages in, for example, Seaen Poor Men of Sydney

and in Stead's early unpublished writing aimed at conveying states of
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heightened inner sensibility, it would seem that Stead belongs to this first

category of writers who see a division between the inner workings of the

mind and language. What language 'delivers' of the mental life is already

a selection or editing of its 'immense profusions'. If so then, like Musil,

Proust and Sarraute, Stead has a very different basic assumption about

inner monologues from, for example, |oyce. Writers who see thought

and word as separate also tend to look at the inner monologue as self-

serving mental poshring, or as serving what Ibsen called 'life-lies'.

Did Stead use the interior monologue to show the 'truth' of the

character's inner life or to show what characters say to disguise the

'truth'? Gilbert is one of the most naive characters in the book, and one

would perhaps not expect him to have a complicated inner life. But

Gilbert is the only character in the book whose inner life we are allowed to

witness, images and all. This means that Gilbert assumes the role of one

of the main characters in the novel. He becomes one through whose eyes

we are encouraged to view the other characters and especially Robert

Grant himself.

The next time the reader has access to Gilbert's inner thoughts is

when he is sitting in his father's office waiting for him to finish his

telephone conversations. The background is conveyed by detailed

description: 'The light fell through a high, dirty window on Miss Robbins'

yellow hair, which was piled high in the then fashion. Her hat with roses

and her blue suede gloves lay on a steel filing cabinet in the corner.' A

little later the focus is on Gilbert again: 'Gilbert sat down in the sunlight

behind Miss Robbins. She turned around to say something, saw his

shining hair and face, shook her head, and went back to her typing. From

where he sat, Gilbert could not be seen by his father.' (Notice the

theatricality , the quality of a stage direction, in the last comment).

The framing of this incident is very detailed, and the mood is one

of drowsiness. The rays of sunshine seem designed to give the impression

of a moment fixed in time and of sleepy idyll. The calm in this picture of

moments in the office with the young man dreaming of his lover,

contrasts strongly with the manipulative routine telephone conversations
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Gilbert's father is having with some of his women in the adjoining room'

Robert Grant discloses his shiftiness and dishonestl, his greed and his

lecherous disposition during these conversations, while Gilbert is within

earshot but outside his father's field of vision. Gilbert is clearly shown as

present -- but absorbed in his own dreams and private thoughts:

Grant talked continuously, urgently, lnto the phone, -an$ 
at first

Gilbert heard nothing, tirintiig ot ce more automatically, Then

she came away from the door anil came touard me w h a t
happened thenZ -- there's a blank there - onq aftu..I stoyd still a
moment; I went toward her and put my hands - The incident
unrolled itself before him, fixed'forever in attitudes, unexPected

sentences, silences, and the beauty of many absences. The past day

and the present clung to each other. I Emphasis added] p.200

It is as if Gilbert is rehearsing his own story, in order to be able to tell it to

somebody (or re-enact it). He is not simply seeing a scene in his mind, he

is trying to give it a shape and structure, something he finds difficult. Or is

he hiding something from us? Is the 'blank' a text that is censured for us

or for himself? The transition between the implied author's comments

and Gilbert's own is not clearly marked. Only a capital letter (Then..')

indicates when the transition betweeen the narrator's commentary and

Gilbert's own thoughts is taking place. This way of writing is very smooth

and makes it difficult to notice a switch from ordinary narration, quoted

interior monologue and the psycho-narration that follows. Why is Stead

using interior monologue here, and in so few other parts of the novel? As

the passage continues Gilbert comments on another blank that he

experiences as he is tries to articulate the scene!

He thought, Then she put out her hand to the lamp -- A"-d one of
those p"-nr"r came: what then? What then? He knew what came

after. [Emphasis added] p.201,

Gilbert either can not, or will not, verbalise the scene he sees in his mind'

When we read 'He knew what came after' it is not clear whether this is
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the narrator's comment, or a voicing of Gilbert's own thought' If the

latter, then Gilbert appears not interested in putting into words something

that he himself knows very well. Gilbert's memories remain his own

property; and the omniscient narrator faits to supply the reader with

knowledge. The narrator is thus siding with Gilbert here, supposedly

knowing what Gilbert knows but refusing to tell the reader. This makes

Gilbert assume a special and privileged position ois a ais the nanator.

After Gilbert has listened once more to his father's telephone

conversation his thoughts wander again:

The incident began again of itself in his head"'Then she came au)ay

from the door -"1 in t-he same words, the same vision. He forced
himsetf to listen to his father's voice irritably asking the telephone

girl for a number . . . Then she put gut \er-hand to the lamp.- "You

irr ro late," she sid -- He listened to his father, "My dear Barb, and

now I hear from a third party there is a div - a private matter, and I
know nothing of it . . . . [Emphasis addedl p.201'

In this passage a different notation is used when the interior

monologue starts. Who is saying 'Then she came away from the door--' if

not Gilbert himself? In the short sentence that follows he listens again to

his father and then Stead continues without a quotation mark with his

interior scene; now the quotation marks are used for what Celia is saying.

Gilbert is getting slightly bored and drowsy in the warm room.

During his last act of reminiscence the relaxed and sleepy atmosphere is

again evoked:

There was silence for a moment, in the friendly green-painted
room, then Gilbert heard his father giving a telephone number'
The sun streamed in ... Gilbert thought, I said, "Do yon really like

this tie? " and she came nearer and - fEmphasis added) p' 202

This is the last of the quoted interior monologues. Gilbert has been

going over and over a specific meeting with his lover -- Putting it into

words as if he had to describe the meeting verbally to someone or

construct a story about it. Some blanks are incidents wHch he remembers

very well but refuses to verbalise, perhaps because they would be too bold
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or private, perhaps because he does not want to share his thoughts.

However, what the reader is allowed to share with Gilbert, in fact, is

absolutely uninteresting -- only some vague details about a meeting

between himself and Celia. When the memory promises to reveal more

interesting or more intimate details, Gilbert himself (through the

narrator) closes the door. If he keeps potishing his own censured version

often enough, he might actually some day forget the 'blanks'' Is he, like

his father, reconstructing his life to suit himself? Writers who see a

cleavage between mental language and other mental realities often use

quoted interior monologue to expose the mendacity or unreliability of a

character's thinking language. One effect of Stead's insertion of Gilbert's

interior monologue into this office scene is thus to suggest that he is an

unreliable observer and spokesPerson of his father, a narrator whom the

implied author has difficulties handling.

It is shortly after Edna Flack has promised Robert Grant to write a

book about him that Gilbert appears on the scene. He is close to the Flacks,

both father and daughter: 'Flack and Gilbert were of equal purity of life,

Edna and Gilbert equally difficult to get along with' (p. 103). Gilbert likes

the Flacks: 'They're some of your few decent friends, Dad, I like them'' (p'

118). He also takes over from Edna the role of the book's observer for a

while, and the role of the judge of his father's character and life. He does

this with a certain gusto, but the narrator warns us that he might not see

life altogether clearly. 'The gray morning light -- that's my type of

thinking' is what Gilbert says himself. (p.122)

Gilbert, then, despite the expectations that readers might bring to

interior monologue as a device for authenticating the 'truth' of his

responses, becomes in the end simply one more version of the

unreliability of almost all the accounts the characters in the novel give of

themselves and others. Gilbert's 'proto-stories' of his life -- captured in

the very process of formation in his subconscious -- are of a piece with his

father's seemingly endless public re-tellings and narrations of his life,

with all their evasions, lies, displacements and strategic acts of self-

promotion. One way of describing this distance between reader and
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character is to see it as an instance of a satiric mode. With the exception of

the Flacks, the identification denied the reader through the main

characters, is provided by the clearly ironic implied author/narrator' The

first chapter alone -- through the manner in which Peter Hoag's character

and perspectives are constructed -- establishes convincingly that the

imptied author is on 'our side', and also that what we will see and hear

will be 'interpreted' for us. As readers we do not have to identify with the

unpleasant main character; we do not have to like him even, as the

critical but friendly Flacks do. Our reading of Robbie Grant is informed by

the vision of the implied author. Stead is not trying to tell an 'objective'

story. Her realism is firmly 'interpreted' in this novel, and this aspect of

her realism will be discussed in more detail in the final chapter.

The repetitions and parallels recommended by Stead in her

Workshop in the Novel are often focussed visually and concretely on

objects in this novel. An example of this -- at once comic and serious -- is

the prominent role a yellow hatbox plays in the novel. It is first described

as: 'one old-fashioned opera-hatbox, the one from the tailor's, locked" (p'

270) The importance of the hatbox is suggested by Grant: 'All I have was in

my head -- then in my hatbox! Ha-ha!' (p. 33a) The hatbox contains PaPers

and photographs from Grant's whole life. The hatbox, locked of course,

assumes an increasingly prominent place in Grant's life:

All the evening one of the lamps would have been shining on the

old-fashioned yellow leather hitbox standing on the marble
mantlepiece. (p.391)

Finally, when Death comes to Grant in the shape of Hilbertson, 'the

Blondine' who finds him, hesitates before she calls the police. She is

thinking of the contents of the old yellow hatbox which is 'lurking on

Grant's other unused pillow in the double bed he always occupied'(p. 394)'
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The hatbox thus, in the end, even seems to become Grant's 'double'' The

rapidly increasing importance of the hatbox for Grant, after his 'crisis', is

also very effective as a way of stressing the more and more frantic and

superficial pace of Grant's life towards the end.

Grant's preoccupation with the writing of a novel or a play is

bizarre and does not reflect a genuine interest in the arts. It reveals Stead's

own interest in writing for the theatre (and film?) and her preoccupation

with ways of creating living characters in her novels. In the book this

'creative' side of Grant is primarily a display of a character trait. He

moves in and takes over other people's lives, roles and interests. He

wants Edna to write his book with his own plots. He wants Karolyi to

write his play. He himself rewrites and reconstructs events in his own life;

he constructs 'life-lies' constantly. This means for example, that the same

or similar incidents in Grant's life are continually recreated by him in

slightly different ways in the stories he tells. If Grant is revealed in this

way as a man impossible to trust, there is also an implication that all

narrative (including that of the implied author) is partial -- perhaps

loaded -- certainly involving acts of interpretation'

This repetition and doubling of characters or events or the

foreshadowing of them -- techniques Stead recommended strongly to her

students -- occurs constantly in the novel. For example the suicide of

Myra Coppelius, one of Grant's women friends who is a victim of his

deceit and eventual blackmail, is retold by Grant as the story of a woman

he hardly knew, in ltaly. Grant's way of retelling this tragedy is thus an

evasion of its personal implications, a refusal of personal responsibility at

the same time as it belittles Myra Coppelius' tragedy. His wish to write

novels and plays is in its turn 'doubled' in other characters in the novel:

Karolyi is writing his own (or Grant's) play, another character wants to

write a play called 'The Rainbow Girl', and Edda herself consents to write

a book about Grant, perhaps the one we are reading? The depth suggested

through this mechanism of constructing fictions within fictions within

fictions (Grant's fictions within Edna's fictions within the implied

autlor's fictions) is very considerable, and its significances are multiple' It
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is tempting to speculate that the nature of fiction itself is a subject of the

novel.

However, in this novel Stead knew what the'message' was, and

she used her considerable skill as a craftsperson to manipulate the reader

and form the novel the way she wanted everything to be seen' If the

events and characters in the novel rvere 'true to life', then Stead had a

reason to see this book as a variation on her own 'basic legend', which

included aspects of loyalty. Using the idea of theatre and fiction as a

device both on a large and a small scale is effective and adds distance and

irony. Close observations, which read like direct quotations from notes

she had made, are everywhere in evidence. The temporal and sPatial

manoeuvres performed in the novel are almost invisible, but the result

is striking, and the novel in its own way is as much a virtuoso

performance as The Salzburg Tales, House of AII Nations, The Man Who

Loved Chitdren and, Cotters' England . There is ample evidence in this

novel alone of Stead's interest in and awareness of narrative technique, as

revealed in the WorkshoP notes.

The pace and intensity of A Little Tea, A Little chat are

overwhelming, especially when compared with the novel that followed'

The People With The Dogs. Although Grant does not live a purposeful

life, he drives himself frenetically. This is in sharp contrast to Edward

Massine, the protagonist of, The People With The Dogs in the next novel

Stead published.

The People With The Dogs was first published in 1952 in Boston,

six years after Stead had left New York, when she was tiving in the

Hague. There is very little surviving unpublished material bearing on the

composition history of this novel. [8] Some extant stories with the

heading 'scratch Park' (the same title as part five of the novel) might

have been written at any time from 1937 onwards. The main idea,
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however -- reminiscent of her story in the Workshop Notes about the

advice given to French schoolboys [see PaEe 1571 seems to have been to

write stories under the umbrella heading 'the Street'. One manuscriPt

draft shows Stead playing with this idea: 'the street as a Personage, but

different voices'. The Street was conceived as a multiple -- not single -
entity: 'Fourteenth, The Bowery, Tenth, Fifth, Park Avenue, uPPer

Broadway and the street where we were born'. This notion of stories set

around the streets of New York would account for all but the second and

fourth parts of the novel ( the Whitehouse chapters ), but it does not

explain the titte. As Stead often transposed parts of one manuscript to

another, rewriting and reworking incessantly, it is higly likely that this

novel was initially conceived as a story based on a single idea - perhaps

simply a novella -- and subsequently expanded to include different kinds

of material, separately conceived. Stead herself had doubts about the

cohesion of the finished product. In 1953 referring to a MS left behind in

New York which was 'rewritten too much' (probably I'm Dying I'aughing

), she added that 'the same is true of The People With The Dogs'. t9I

New York friends provided the models for The People With The

Dogs ). Max Kotlarsky and his wife Aida (whom Stead described as the

'leading woman in The People With the Dogs') provided models on

which the Massine family was loosely based. [10] Aida Kotlarsky's side of

the family (the Dolinskys) had a large house in the Catskills (Hunter), and

'we used to go there every summer - [to1 a children's holiday camP run by

them'. [11 I In 7942-3 Stead and her husband lived in a brownstone house

in 15th Street belonging to Aida and Max Kotlarsky according to Chris

Williams. [12] However, in a letter to Ettore Rella in 1953, Stead indicated

that it was Aida Kotlarsky's nephew, Asa, who was their landlord at the

time:

Bill and I were very fond of him (Asa), like a young brother he was.

We lived in his house. I think it was in Eighth Street -- a

brownstone, old style. He invited us first to "Flunter" as we always

called the big oldstyle house they had there, on the fong_ tolv
hillside. (I wrdte about them in The People With The Dogs) and it is
all true, as almost everything I write is true. [13]
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After the intensity of A Littte Tea, A Little Chat , the tentativeness

and vagueness of The People With The Dogs are something of a relief'

But whereas A Little Tea, A Littte Chat shows a firm authorial grasP, a

capacity to construct often hilarious episodes in quick temporal sequence,

and an introductory chapter revealing an author in dear command of her

material, this novel seems meandering and plotless; the 'meaning' of the

novel, and the fictionat Purpose behind the main character, are not as

evident as they are in A Little Tea, A Little Chat and the writing s€ems to

lack the'intelligent ferocity' she aimed to create in other novels'

Perhaps because it seems to be a book written without 'passion', it

has not been a favourite with critics. Angela Carter has even discribed the

novel as 'exceedingly carelessly written'. t14l K.G. Hamilton criticized

Stead for constructing The Peopte With The Dogs'just out of a backdrop',

relying wholly on this backdrop instead of on action to hold the novel

together. [15] What needs to be tooked at here are not only the writing

style and narrative devices, but Stead's ordering of her material' The

novel shows signs of being an anti-novel with an anti-hero, possibly with

inclusions of material never intended to become part of it. The problem

with identification and a reliable narrator is more acute in this novel. The

satirical distance is missing and the main character Edward Massine is not

interesting enough to hold the reader's attention throughout. Sections of

the novel stand out (for example 'Scratch Park' (Part V) or some 'purple

patches' in the descriptive sections of the 'Whitehouse' parts as well as

occasional incidents such as Edward's meeting with the puppeteer), but

this is a book where the parts are better than the whole'

A strong sense of the theatre pervades The People With The Dogs'

One early conception of the novel, in fact, took the shape of what Stead

called 'Edward's idea of the story in three acts'. The three 'acts' were

outlined as follows:

As he is, with theahe experiences behind him'

Flashback-- son of old people, too many old
1.

2.
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people and dogs.

3. The street "his idea of a scenario". [16]

Edward is also described in an unpublished manuscript as a man 'without

passion, understanding of human nature or of human plotting, vices etc"

This explains Edward very well. He does not appear to gain any sense of

fulfilment -- certainly not 'success' in any conventional sense - in his

theatrical activities, and yet he is 'pedestrian h"PPy' with his life' Edward

is an unusual character for Stead to focus on, a man without ambition,

energy or passion, who sleeps through life. PerhaPs the dosest version of

him, elsewhere in her fiction, is Tom Cotter in Cotters' England .

Despite this essential passivity in his character, he also has to

function as a means by which the different strands of the novel are

united. His 'idea of a scenario' encompasses three important comPonents

in the novel -- Edward himself,'the people with the dogs', and the street.

These three disjointed foci seem to explain the content oI The People

With The Dogs. Parts One, Three and Five depict 'the street' and Parts

Two and Four 'The People With The Dogs'; Part Six contains both

elements. Edward, 'his theatre experiences behind him', is the uniting

figure. Instead of using flashbacks focussing on the'people with the dogs',

dogs and their owners emerge everywhere in the story, especially in the

Whitehouse sections. The street, in its own way, is perhaps intended to

parallel Edward as a synthesizing agent. 'scratch Park' seems to be

included in the novel primarily because it was felt to be loosely related to

the overall feeting of place, an extension of the street. The street idea

appealed to Stead because it suited her way of working from characters

and incidents towards a plot; the same idea of loosely connected stories

underpinned, The SalzburgTales, and later she often toyed with similar

ideas under headings like 'scheherazade' or 'Arabian Nights'. FIer early

conception of For Loae Alone and ktty Fox as a'gtoup' novel about the

lives of a number of young women flatting together in London might

also have involved the same kind of loose format of casually intersecting

separate narratives.
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The opening of The People with The Dogs describes lower

Manhattan, between 15th and 17th Street: a slice of the big city, teeming

with tife and, alas, death. A murder committed in the street is handled as

part of the ongoing drama in the microcosm of the world which is New

York, in a scene reminiscent of the Septimus-incident in Virginia Woolf's

Mrs Dalloway. It is a very cinematic opening, as such resembling the

second chapter of A Little Tea, A Little Chat . Onty gradually, with the

help of many minor characters, is the reader eventually brought to meet

the main character, Edward Massine -- who is literally fast asleep. If Stead

intended her first chapters to provide the 'meaning' of the whole novel,

what this chapter reveals is the street itself as an active 'Personage' and

the main character as essentially passive, reacting to rather than initiating

events. The refusal to focus on anything in particular, throughout this

long (if not long-winded) chapter underscores the notion of 'life without

plot'. Stead does not, however, show the same grip on this novel as the

earlier one.

Edward is introd.uced as a man of the theatre and playwright,

perhaps a gesture towards Stanislavsky: 'Edward had a superstition that

the stage itself would teach him to write: he would produce a play out of

and for the boards only'. (p.60) [17] Edward is also portrayed as an actor in

his own life drama, seeing Ns existence as a playing of roles from 'an old

play I used to be in'. He is a drifter, who takes his cues from the people

around him. When Margot, his fiancee, finally decides to marry another

man, Edward is completely bewildered, bereft of any lines to fit this

unexpected twist in the plot. The reader learns to look to other characters

for purposeful action. If Robbie Grant tries to live the new role he is

always constructing for himself, Edward, like an actor, tries to live the

lines handed to him by others. The puppeteer, directing and manipulating

his puppets, is a strong supporting metaphor in the novel, and applies to

other characters as well. The loyat sister Nell is shown to live her life

totally devoted to the needs of her adored brother Philip, and when he

dies she tries to will herself to death, seeing her life as now quite emPty

and directionless.
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Stead's 'basic legend' can also be seen as part of this novel, with its

focus on loyalty between husband and wife (the Blochs provide a good

example of a total devotion between two people creating a world of their

own, though perhaps to the detriment of involvement with others);

loyalty between brother and sister (Netl and Philip); loyalty between

relatives in an extended family, and between people and dogs' This loyalty

can be heroic, recalling the bgend of Roncuwlles , it may also, however,

include elements of excessive dependency when people rely on somebody

else for the content of their lives. Loyalty was, as we know, an important

part of Stead's own 'basic legend' and she lived in a very close

relationship with her husband. Hortense calisher observed the interplay

between stead and Blake when she once met them in London:

I had a strong impression that they were indeed 1 very 99* couple,

whose patter"n wis to "gyPsy" together around the world -- a word
she herself had used. two-"gainst-the-world might even be the

attitude, quixotic if not revolution^ty. . . .

During the moments when Blake was there I had a sense of a

couple?om more than close -- irremediable in its way-of life.. To two-

against-the-world, would each successive reality, however
engorged, be doctrinaire and temporary? [181

This theme of loyalty and interdependence might thus also be seen as

providing a link with Stead's own personal life experience.

Nell and Philip's story in the part called'Scratch Park' can be

seen as a novella with a definite moral design. This story, inserted into

the longer narrative, reflects and deepens the overall theme of loyalty and

dependency found in the book. Nell has devoted her life to living with

and caring for her charming but alcoholic and difficult brother. Even

within the short narrative of 'Scratch Park' there are numerous

repetitions and variations on similar themes. Philip's loyalty to his dog is

mirrored in Nell's loyalty to Philip. Philip's death occurs involuntarily

and Nell tries, voluntarily, to follow. Questions of love and dependency

are discussed from different angles in three parallel situations: as an issue
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in the relationship of Nell and her brother Philip, of Arnold Brown and

his gunmoll Myra, and of Dr Sam and his adored artist, Vera Sarrine' As

in Stead's other novellas there is no overall answer or message as such;

issues are simply suggested and casually illuminated through brief

glimpses of relationships and shaping environments. When Nell

suddenly asks Edward: 'Do you think a life can be sacrificed if you give it

to someone? I don't.'(p.291), she is articulating a question that is central to

the lives of Arnold Brown and Dr Sam as well. Such concerns are also

reflected and doubled in various ways throughout the novel as a whole.

And as a kind of novella embedded in a novel, 'scratch Park' is a good

example of a technique of strengthening a theme through contrasts and

mirroring, both inside a self-contained story which is part of a larger

narrative and through echoes outwards from the novella to other parts of

the novel in which it is embedded. This is a quite unusual feature of

many of Stead's fictions, and will be discussed more fully in the next

chapter.

The technique of accumulating similar or contrasting elements --

common throughout Stead's fiction -- is used in quite different ways in A

Little Tea ,A Littte Chat and The People With The Dogs . Robbie Grant

lives a frantic life driven by isolation and fear, without seeing the

repetitiveness of his schemes and strategies, or the mirror relationship to

his own life of the narratives he tells. In the later novel, on the other

hand, Edward is inactive, a catalyst for setting other people in motion. He

is always seen as an extension of people's lives: of the people in his

apartment house, of the people in the street march, of his extended

family. He listens, waits, has to be persuaded to join parties, drinking

sprees, others' celebrations. What happens to him is constantly repeated

or expanded in parallel situations involving others. The energy of the

novel comes from the occasional separate glimpses of 'life without plot'

that briefly occur during the directionless, seemingly meaningless

wanderings of Edward. It is the relentless accumulation of life situations,

providing brief, sharp illustrations of themes of love and death, loyalty

and dependency, that gives the novel its moments of fragmented but
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intense life. The final scen e in The People With The Dogs is a theatrical

tableau, with people standing around 'not especially arranged but in

natural order'. (p. 344) They are fixed in amiable, friendly groups in a

reception room and on an adjoining staircase, taking part in Edward's

marriage celebration. Everything is ready for the curtain'

lf The People With the Dogs is a less successful novel than A Little

Tea, A Little Chat , they both nevertheless reveal an accomplished,

technically very self-conscious and sophisticated writer at work. Their

manipulations of the reader, and their use of different kinds of literary

device reveal a keen awareness of the need to employ what she called in

her Workshop 'artistic weapons'. On the whole Stead's main objective in

these books is the revelation of character through the creation of a 'the

drama of the person'. A tension between the artist and the psychological

writer is always present, but is usually resolved by allowing the need to

tell the 'truth' (that is to tell the story of the characters as true to their

intrinsic 'make up' as possible) to determine the choice of 'artistic

weapons'. Life had happened, scenes and incidents had exploded in a

temporal order, characters were people she knew. The meaningfulness of

that 'script' was something to be discovered in the act of writing -- a

constant process of creative trial and error, drawing on every trick she had

mastered to shape the selection of events, the interpretation of character.

Stead on occasion shared some of her anxieties as a writer with her

students in the Workshop. One of the main ones seems to have been to

understand the 'meaning' of the novel being written, or the character

being sketched, to know precisely when, during the process of writing, re-

writing, adding, transposing, a shape approximating the'truth' had been

reached. Stead worked intuitively, from only vaguely perceived themes

initially, but with a plethora of close observations and notes on her fellow

beings. Such observation of characters, no matter how precise, is not

enough to suggest linkages and patterns in behaviour and relationships.
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Striving to understand life itself, and then, through artistic interventions,

to translate this understanding for others (the readers) seems to have been

Stead's aim in writing. Because it was a'translation', it was important to

include 'creative errors'. If understanding was reached, then the final

version would follow almost automatically in one intense, concentrated

period of writing. Again and again there seem to be inconsistencies

between statements Stead makes about the speed with which particular

novels were written and the known history of their composition, which

in many instances extended over years, or even decades, as different

blocks of material were written, lay dormant, and suddenly found a

satisfying shape alongside other blocks during an intense 'final' process of

rewriting and synthesizing and composing of new materid. Almost all of

Stead's novels seem to have been written in this waf t and it is not in the

least surprising that she often thought and spoke of them as 'actually'

composed only during the intensely creative moment of the 'final draft'.

And Stead's theory of the novelist's art, as glimpsed in the Workshop

Notes, was essentially an attempt to understand the'given' facts about

how her own novels emerged. A Little Tea, A Little Chat is an example

of this kind of process, with a much earlier block of material on 'the

Blondine' suddenly transforming itself into a very different extended

novel in which the male character, Robbie Grant, takes centre stage' My

guess is, however, that this process did not occur with Tfte People With

The Dogs. Its blocks of recalcitrant material seem to have been worked

and reworked, forced into a single book, without the passion and

'intelligent ferocity' that she came to recognize as a sign of the 'true'

discovery of the meaning of her characters, of the real subiect of her

writing.

Stead had a special message for her students concerning originality

in art. She encouraged them to be independent and not to listen to either

critics or friendly readers. Undoubtedly she had suffered from criticism

and well-meant advice to rework manuscripts. Because her writing was so

intimately connected with intuitive insights into character, other people's

advice seemed at best irrelevant. A Littte Tea, A Little Chat (like for
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and reworked very little flte Feople Wtth The D'aps wns' probably

rewonked too muctr, Ptuni,ng might have benefited A Little Tu, A Little

Chst and nov,els like i.t, but rsas gtill as nothing compal€d to the flow'

intenstty and-'Rar,ur:alnesn:' they adieved.
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A MATTER OF FORM:

THE USE OF THE NOVELLA

I haae four or fioe rather long stories, not quite nouvellq
length,' would 'make a book, but migh.t -be better sold

sepirately to begin with. The setting of all,_l see, on looking

oaer thim, is U,S.a. The theme: in each case' a bizarre

modern desirable young u)omsn' basically rebel, who

instead of flapping-around every man, has tied herself into
knots anh'1oi'different reason, in each,case, finds sex aery

difficult --'there'i' a barrier; in fact she has embraced chast.ity.

Tiis barrier is not buitt in the-solid soil of old style morality;

it is an inuention, a protection, of the girl huself' The name

of one story is THE DIANAS anil I might use this oaerall;

don't know. t1l

C t*rrrINA STEAD was fond of using the French word 'nouvelle' for

long short stories, though what exactly she had in mind when she used

the word is not clear. Perhaps it was simply the length of the story that

prompted this classification. However, in the following I will suggest that

a'novella' is not simply a quantitative word for a longish short story but a

special genre which thus invites a special kind of reading. All four stories

in the book Stead mentioned to Burnshaw in the letter quoted above,

which was eventually published under the title The Puzzleheaded Girl

(1967), witl be considered as 'novellas' in this sense. Reading them as

stories with a particular generic affiliation means discovering and

foregrounding slightly different aspects from other critical approaches'

The novellas not only illuminate Stead's structural methods in many of

her longer novels (as argued in the previous chapter in connection with
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The People With The Dogs ) but also help bring into focus a number of

themes running through much of Stead's fiction, based on the female

figures of 'maidens' and 'wanderers'. The reading I attempt here provides

another angle on one asPect of Stead's art about which there is little

critical agreement, namely how far there can be said to be a 'moral' or

preconceived pattern underlying Stead's fiction. In what ways does she do

more than simply tell a tale in these novellas?

'Novella'isanoldword,stillusedinmanylanguages
outside Engtish to denote a story. A detailed account of the words

'novella', 'novel' and 'Short novel' and their use in Europe can be found

in an excellent article by Gerald Gitlespie. [2] Examples like Thomas

Mann's 'Tonio Kriiger' are used by Gillespie to show the special

techniques of selectivity which he feels distinguish the novella from other

kinds of fiction: how it excerpts 'illustrative matter from a tacitly assumed

total record'. Gide, another writer who uses the novella form, is seen to

re-examine primeval myth and recreate a meaning for contemPorary

readers through sardonic twists of 'ordinary' reality' The length of the

novella, supposedty 15,000 - 50,000 $rords' is both a key dtaracteristic and a

problem. It is hard to publish stories of this awkward length' But the

length, as we shall see, is necessary for this kind of tde - it is part of its

form and thus its meaning.

ln Forms of the Modern Noaella Mary Doyle springer has

explored ways of classifying novella-length stories that seem to have

similar aims and narrative techniques. [3] She distinguishes five types of

the novella, which she characterizes as apologues, satires, degenerate

tragedies, serious plots of character revelation and serious narratives of

learning. The most common of these is the apologue, the modern form

of allegory or fable, and Stead's novellas seem to be particularly close to

this type, as defined by Springer. In the following I will thus concentrate

on the apologue, when discussing the four stead novellas. springer sees
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the apologue novella as a moral tale because of its slightly disguised moral

statements and its overall tone of generality and timelessness. It is

characterised by a tendency to stylized prose and plotlessness, and by a

cluster of literary devices such as repetition and the use of leitmotifs, the

deliberate distancing of characters, allusions to the timelessness of events,

and formulations of general truths. The apologue is a modern type of

'Everytnan' story, but presented with a complex interacting stylistic

density and expansiveness, and with an unusual foregrounding of formal

literary devices stressing the moral generality of the action.

A modern apologue, like the title story of Stead's collection

'The Puzzleheaded Girl', is thus a kind of prose fiction with a general

statement, a kind of moral tale. If we recognize such a text as a special

form of literature, questions about the reason for an author's adoption of

this particular form can be asked. Is there a relation of some kind between

a writer's opinions and moral beliefs, and her text? oviously this is a very

loaded and complex question, but it is hard to avoid altogether when

looking at what the Russian Formalists called 'the conventionality of art'.

Stead herself generally refused to discuss such aspects of her work; but

after considering her carefully framed comments on other writers and

their work in the Workshop, I do not think she can be seen simply as the

'obiective', 'walkabout naturalist' she -- and others -- have often claimed'

Her statement that the artist knows much better than any critic what he

does, also suggests that we should assume more than intuitive knowledge

in her work--although her own theory of the art of fiction, unsystematic as

much of it was, always gave a substantial role to intuition in the creative

Process.

Sheldon Sacks has also discussed the apologue in a closely

argued book on the relationship between ethical beliefs and literary form'

[a] He writes:

Though both the organizing principle and the artistic demands of
apolo"gue suggest tli obvidui relation between the writer's ethical

Ultiefi opin"iSns, and prejudices and the form he creates, it is

imporiani to interpret that relationship with care. For in an
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apologue . . . the writer is called upon to prodaim his formulated,
long-range commitments rather than to reveal a Pattern of
intuitive judgments. ( p. 60)

An apologue reading, then, gives the author credit for a deliberate,

distinct, carefully considered viewpoint and not an unplanned, haphazard

kind of telling.

In the previous chapter I discussed an example of Stead's use

of a novella as the nucleus for a novel, suggesting that this novella

functioned as a kind of residual bearer of the 'meaning' of the novel as a

whole. Its elaborate and polished form -- with its suggestion of self-

containment, separability -- would mark it off from the rest of the novel

and hint at the 'meaning' of the novel in a wider sense. If that is true, it is

perhaps surprising to find a collection of four novellas published together,

the only time Stead ever did this. The Puzzleheaded Girl (1967) contains

four separate narratives, or 'novellas', as they are called on the title page

of the book, not the five she was originally considering. tsl Each of these

novellas might have been used to set off a full length novel. How do they

function in relation to each other? Why did Stead choose to publish these

novellas together?

The interrelation of three of the four stories seems relatively

clear. They are about puzzleheaded girls and seem to elaborate a common

theme - the confusion of a young generation of women in the years

before and immediately after the war. However, the fourth story ('The

Rightangled Creek') is clearly differenq it is a curiously self-contained

story that folds in onto itself, and seems to lack the 'moral' overtones

carried the other three. Might not this novella function in exactly the

same way as the novella 'embedded in a novel' functions. 'The

Rightangled Creek' reflects and mirrors the other three in its general tone,

reinforcing an atmosphere common to the other novellas, without

imitating the topic of the puzzlehead. I will return to this after a

discussion of each of the novellas, when it will perhaps be easier to

understand what I mean. At this point I need to explain why I include this

volume, published in \967, in a discussion of Christina Stead's American
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Period, which I have defined as encompassing the late thirties to the the

later forties.

when The Puzzleheaded Girl was published in 1967, the

novellas seemetl strangely old-fashioned. The puzzleheads in the stories

were not typical of young women of the mid sixties- They were young

girls growing up in the 1930s, coming of age during the war and

desperately trying to find their place after the war. They were all

beginning players in the same marrying game that stead had already

explored in her other books of the early forties --The Man Who Looed

Children , For Loae Alone and, Letty Fox, Her Luck . It is also obvious

from other details that the stories must have been at least planned or

sketched in the forties and then, in some cases, extended or polished

before being published in the mid sixties. It is at least possible that'The

Rightangled Creek' was drafted in the late 1930s. In theme and subject

matter, t[en, these novellas belong to the American Period, and in

discussing them in the context of the 'American' novels they seem in a

natural way to reflect and reinforce the earlier works' It would have been

interesting to be able to comPare the lost novella 'Die Blondine', later

incorporated into the novel A Little Tea, A Little Chat , with the novellas

discussed here. The novella 'Uncle Syme', from which Cotters' England

emerged, is also lost, and would have provided equally interesting

comparative possibilities.

It is not Possible to assess accurately when these novellas

were initialty drafted, but all of them include material based on Stead's

experiences during the American Period. The Puzzlehead herself was

modelled on a young woman William Blake had met in New York in the

1920s,before he came to Europe. Stead talked about her in an interview:

I never knew her, but I heard about her . . . . She was a real person' She

was the sisier of a very famous man, an artist. I'm not saying who of

course. I never met either of them. You might say all that really

happened. . . .

Because I heard this, I heard it over many years, from different people' It
was one of the first things I heard 

-from 
Bill' He mentioned her' He
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told me her name and something about her brother. I mention in
the story she was the sister of a famous artist, don't I? He.wasn't a

painter, actually. And over the years I heard little scraps about her'

t6'l

Three of the four novellas were published separately in different

journals before being published together in one volume.'Girl from the

Beach' was originally published in a shorter version with the title

'George', incorporating only the George part of the story. The first part of

the story 'Girl from the Beach' has the heading 'New York early forties',

and describes a visit from George to Laura and Martin Dean, a couple

clearly modelled on Stead and her husband. Williams writes in her

biography of Stead:

By August [1951] Christina and Bill were staying wi.!h a friend,
H"t ty iordan, at 106 Rue d'Assas in the Sixth Arrondissement in
Paris. Jordan was an American journalist, a fitting ^9q:l 

for the

character George Paul in the story'Girl from the Beach'. [71

The house in 'The Rightangled Creek', as discussed in Chapter I, is

modelled on the house at Lambertville, New fersey were the couple lived

in the summer of 1938. [8] FinallY, the women in 'The Dianas' were

people Stead had known in the United States, atthough the story is set in

Paris after the war. [9] Thus, although the stories only found their final

shape in England in the 1960s, the material with which they worked, and

the notes, drafts and plans on which they were based, link them centrally

with Stead's experience and creative output during the American period'

Like most of Stead's work, from the very first novel written

in 1928, these novellas are all written in an ironic tone. Irony has some-

times been called the hallmark of modernist writing and interpreted as a

defence mechanism adopted by writers to cope with feelings of confusion

and desperation after world war I. stead's four novellas, although

written after the Second World War, in both form and content mirror the

confusion and desperation the latter left as a legacy -- not least for

American communists. However, irony in writing after the first World
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War often concealed an adherence to traditional values -- an ambivalent,

often reactionary attachment to a culture which was lost. After the second

war an ironic 'mask of objectivity' replaced the ironic defence medranism.

'The writer did not react, in Shari Benstock's words, 'but rather

perceived'.[9] This view of the effects of the Second World War on

European writers is curiously close to many of Stead's own publicty

pronounced attitudes towards her own writing. She would insist on her

practice of withholding judgment; she saw herself as a 'walkabout

naturalist'. It is true that she was a marvellously detailed observer of

human life, but she also had a strong interest in the structure and

meaning of social relationships, and was a committed communist. If she

held strong social and political views on the way society was organized,

but at the same time felt ambivalent about overtly stating them in her

fiction, the form of the modern apologue would suit her very well'

Sheldon Sacks stressed the obvious relation between the writer's 'ethical

beliefs, opinions, and prejudices and the form he creates'. In Stead's

novellas beliefs and morat judgments are advanced, beneath the guise of a

distanced, detached pros€. The modern apologue novella was thus a most

appropriate choice of form, if Stead wanted to create pieces that would

articulate some of the social concerns she felt -- particularly as they affected

a new generation of young women - in the confused aftermath of a world

war which had substantially involved Americans for the first time.

All four novellas in The Puzzleheadd GirI are in my view

instances of what Springer called 'apologue' novellas, including a moral

standpoint, and a grim tragic sense of life. Stead's interest in the concept

of the female rebel and wanderer is also so obvious in these stories that it

warrants a chapter of its own. There the puzzleheads will all be discussed

as examples both of Stead's concern to understand the place of women in

society, and of her personal interest in the lives of female wanderers and

(a special instance of such wanderings) of young women who refuse and

are victims of the 'journey', the rffe de passage , from maidenhood to

womanhood.
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'The Puzzleheaded Girl', Stead's haunting tale of a young

female wanderer, Flonor Lawrence, who is incapabte of surviving the

marrying game, is set in New York in the 1920s and 1930s. Honor is a

young woman who has Srown up in a Poor New York environment as

the daughter of a mean immigrant father, whose d*P financial anxieties

cause him to resort to inhumane actions towards his family' Honor

learns to survive in the big city jungle, but not how to get along with

people. At the beginning of the story she applies for her first job in an

office. Gus Debrett, the boss who is touched by the unusual waif-like

quality of this vulnerable child-woman, is a portrait of Stead's husband

William Blake. This scene, in which a sincere and unsophisticated young

woman, curiously out of touch with contemPorary life, applies for a job, is

very similar to a scene involving Teresa in For Loae Alone , and suggests

that Stead saw a parallel here with her own life. Honor is given the job

and attaches herself to her mentor Debrett. She tries to befriend his and

other bosses' wives; the women are touched but bewildered by her naivet€

and do not know how to help her. Honor finally disappears from the

office. She turns up in the country, at the home of a businessman she met

in New York. She does not ask for much, but is offended when asked to

help with the chores, and disappears again. Honor never returns to the

office, but during the next few years she continues to keep in touch with

Debrett at irregular intervals. Debrett in the meantime separates from his

wife and goes to Europe, where he meets and starts living with a woman

named Mari. Honor continues to call on Debrett when in need. It turns

out that she has consented to marry a childhood friend, but has been

disgusted and deeply upset by the sexual demands of marriage' She

continues to wander, trusting women who seem friendly to her only to be

deeply hurt when they also want sexual favours in return. At the end of

the story Debrett and Mari return to New York where Honor finds them
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again. Debrett is haunted by her, and feels vaguely guilty and concerned

about his inability to help her. She develops into a ragged, Poverty-

stricken woman who finds it harder and harder to survive the relentless

struggle in the metropolis. Debrett eventually hears that she has been

found dead in a 'half-covered doorway' one winter. Mari then offers the

sense moral of the story. She tells Debrett that Honor never loved

anyone, and adds: 'She's the ragged wayward heart of woman that doesn't

want to be caught and hasn't been caught'. (p.60)

'The Puzzleheaded Girl'is a complex stor/, and in it we find

many of the signposts Springer thought typical of an apologue. First of all

the story is told remarkably dispassionately, at a very considerable distance

from all the characters. It is difficult for the reader to ever actually 'see'

Honor at all, though hers is the central presence. She flits through the

novella, never seen in relation to any Permanent environment or

friendship, and her character seems constantly to change depending on

whose eyes are ob^brving her. As the story Progresses, she seems to retreat

from the reader's view, only to return hauntingly in the casual

announcement of her tragic death. The close-uP of Honor at the

beginning reveals a 'chin-dimple in her left cheek', but at the end her

death is retailed second hand, with detached details of the building she

died in, 'in a half-covered doorway, up three steps, of a loft building not

far from Union Square'.

A typical feature of 'The Puzzleheaded Girl' and of other

apologue novellas, ape+egu€6, is relative plotlessness and manipulation of

the reader's sense of time. There is also ample evidence of another quality

springer detects in the apologue novella -- unusual expansions and

compressions of narrative time. 'The Puzzleheaded Girl' follows nothing

remotely approaching a steady chronological progression as it traces

Honor's life-history: it moves erratically through time, with passages of

densely concentrated writing focussed on relatively small scale events,

punctuated by long, irregular 'expansive' periods in which little or

nothing is heard of her, except by rumour or hearsay, or in the fluctuating

interest of Debrett or Mari. To suggest the ahistorical timelessness of such
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a pattern Stead uses typical apologue phrases, like 'She left him, went on

her wanderings; and time passed' (p.a8). Carson McCullers, another

apologue writer, uses a similar expression regularly in her novella 'The

Ballad of the Sad Caf6': 'Now time must pass'. Q'?2)

The story is also replete with fairy-tale or improbable effects.

Honor crosses Gus Debrett's path so often and so irregularly at different

times in his life and in different parts of the world, that one wonders

whether such 'encounters' are engineered by Flonor, or whether such

events are figments of Debrett's imagination. He sees her in strange places

and often exactly the way she looked the first time he saw her. Is she real

or isn't she? She, on the other hand, claims to know always where

Debrett is, and is convinced that he will always be on hand to help her

like some kind of fairy godfather. On occasion she is portrayed in the role

of suppliant, someone sent to Debrett to test him perhaps. Their

relationship always remains unclear to the reader, perhaps because it

remains unclear and baffling to Debrett, laden with vagUe forebodings'

Certain words and images are repeated throughout the story: there

are constant referenCes tO 'wanderings', for example, and to Honor's role

as a 'suppliant' to Debrett and others. There are recurrent descriptions of

Honor's clothes, as well as of the condition they are in: the state of her

blouse, skirt and shoes is invariably presented as an indication of her

inner state. Honor is also seen in symbotic settings. Always alone, and

destitute, she seems to haunt places where human warmth and love

(often in the form of food) might be discovered: houses where families

live, and public places like libraries and restaurants. She is seen as a

homeless waif always seeming to wish to come in from the cold, always

seeking support and warmth, but never, tragically, capable of receiving or

accepting love.

The story ends with what might be seen as a heavy-handed moral,

as Debrett's companion, Mari, generalizes the 'meaning' of Honor's life:

'She's the ragged wayward heart of woman that doesn't want to be caught

and hasn't been caught.' (p.60) The story of Honor Lawrence, the first

puzzlehead, is a complex and brilliant story about a young woman
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pathetically ill equipPed to function in society, who is forced to take Part in

its games and play by its rules. As I will make clear later, Stead wrote

about many such puzzleheads in her fiction, and showed an unusual

interest and skill in portraying them. Stead is concentrating through such

characterizations on a kind of limbo that can oPen uP between

maidenhood and womanhood, exploring the problems of transition for

young women who do not wish to play the role that society's gender

expectation has determined for them. These young puzzleheaded women

experience anxiety and confusion, but they are also invariably, as Stead

portrays them, independent and interesting young women. The

puzzleheads, who do not find any understanding in society, find an

unusually sympathetic'observer' in Stead.

'The Dianas' is a story about Lydia, a young and confused American

in Paris immediately after the war, who is trying to play the marrying

game along lines taught her by her mother, but with no success' She is

first seen in her Paris hotelroom, always changing clothes, gossiping and

trying to tease her male admirers by avoiding them while at the same

time accepting their invitations. In a strange interlude, a kind of black

comedy, Lydia accepts an invitation to travel with an old friend of her

mother's to Chartres. The sexual expectations of the older man about the

time they spend in shared hotelrooms iue sharply contrasted with Lydia's

own, in a number of hilarious bedroom scenes verging on farce. The

man, bewildered by Lydia's refusal to play according to the rules of a game

which he believes she has accepted in agreeing to accomPany him, is

furious. Lydia, perhaps feeling that she is pushing her luck in trying to

invent new rules for man-woman relations, decides to go back to her

mother. Back in the United States, although gossiping and giggling with

her mother as usual, Lydia becomes more thoughtful. In the end she
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meets and accePts a man who, ironically, simply 're-educates' her and

makes her life part of his. In Greek mythology Diana was a hunter-

goddess who was also a virgin, and Stead had wanted to call the whole

collection 'The Dianas'. Lydia does what her mother always did - Pursues

men at the same time as she hysterically avoids any deep emotional and

sexual commitment to them. Stead is here once more making a

statement about the difficulties a young woman can face in society's

marrying game.

'The Dianas' works well in its construction of a somewhat

hysterical tempo that ties in with Lydia's own frenetic behaviour and

temperament. After a number of initiat episodes which illustrate her way

of handting the numerous young men in her life in Paris, the narrative

opens into more sweePing statements:

And in her mind she returned with we€uiness to the hideous fever

of the man-woman struggle in New York, necessary, terrifying'
endless, ugly.She had to i"L" Part again because she was a desirable

girl; in tie'insatiable chectea ncense, check"g Fy cunning-and
calculation; in the lascivious longing, squalid fun; go back to
dissatisfaction and cynicism, horroi and fear, doubting; every hour
the prey of a mad Venus, cruel with delay. (p' 94)

Here we get a glimpse of a spectacularly grim vision of life as a constant,

'insatiable' conflict of the sexes -- reminiscent of Henny's and Louisa's

views of life in The Man Who Loueil Children , or perhaps of the

underlying question at the end of For l-oae Alone. Lydia sees (or is it the

author's vision?) two painters, 'one resembling a crocodile and the other a

sea-elephant' (p. 65). Henny sees 'fish-eyes' and 'crocodile grins' in the

world around her. But what is relevant to 'The Dianas' as an apologue

novella is the generalizing and universalizing force of such statements.

As in 'The Puzzleheaded Girl', there is a continuing distance on

character in 'The Dianas', a distance that appears to intensify as the story

progresses. The action is largely episodic, some of the early scenes

approaching farce, and the typical ebb and flow of intensity gives way to
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coolly dispassionate irony at the end. The repetitiveness of the

compulsive dress-changes in Lydia's hotel room in Paris, the endless

superficial boasting and gossiping and giggling about men, mark an

underlying vulnerability and desperation. The three Dianas - mother,

aunt and daughter -- are all frantically but clumsily engaged at different

stages of the marrying game. We learn that Lydia's mother, Hester, and

her sister Diana, had both been in love with the man who married

Hester. Diana never tires of trying to get him back, ild never succeeds'

This variant marriage-game theme of two sisters loving the same man

had earlier been included in one of Stead's plans for the story of Letty Fox,

but eventuated only in 'The Dianas'. Neither of the sisters seem to

achieve any kind of fulfilment, and Diana never forgives Hester. What

kind of message do they give Lydia? Lydia is trapped in a double-bind'

She is expected to marry, but also expected never to take men seriously or

be interested in who they are. In the end she achieves a 'conventional'

marriage. The last sentence reads as follows:

Presently it was as if her old life had never been; and she had

grown up in his house; and it was many years. before she

itrougtrt about their union or found anything in it
extraordinary. (p.99)

What is perhaps 'extraordinary' about this marriage is the way Lydia

becomes a childlike object in a life controlled totally by her husband. 'And

little by little, patientty but with determination, he met her old friends,

was good to them and d.iscarded them.' (p. 99) Stead had once suggested a

situation to her students in the Workshop:

You will perhaps have situations already in mind:You will
want to say - I want to show a certain woman roped. into_the

society game; and how she wakes up and gets out of it'. (p.157,

ss€ra)
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In this case, of course, Lydia does not 'get out of it' although she fights

against marriage in a confused and uncomPrehending way for years, only

slightly less desperate than Honor. But while Honor achieves a certain

amount of independence in her desperately wretched state as a woman

rebel and wanderer, Lydia is 'roped into society's game' without realising

it until much later.

t

The last of the novellas whose central subject is a puzzleheaded girl

is the fourth one in the volume, entitled'Girl from the Beadr'. The main

focus of this story is the relationshiop between Linda and George. Linda is

another of Stead's hysterical young women, living in Paris just after the

war, who tells frantic stories about her confusion: about the lack of love

and direction in her life; about her kleptomania and her teasing

involvement with men. George is a man who collects puzzleheaded

young women. Linda's story was in fact attached to the story of George,

which appeared as a seParate version the year before the volume

appeared, but it is still George the novella begins with, returns to

throughout and ends with. Linda's story is thus always seen in

connection with George's. In a way George can be said to be a portrait of a

puzzleheaded boy.

This novella is in two parts: New York : Late Forties and Paris :

Early Fifties. Linda is a young, confused American girl, who travels to

Paris without any clear sense of aim or PurPose. In this story we get to

know her parents, who have been part of a grouP of American

communists living on 'the Beach 'in California. The middle-aged couple

Laura and Martin, who are George'S friends, turn out also to have been

friends of Linda's parents. Linda reveals that she has been sexually abused

as a child by a friend of the family and her fullblown kleptomania in Paris

seems connected with what she feels is a lack of love from her parents.

Stead provides, agairy a moving portrayal of a little lost girl, who ends up

marrying an acceptable young man to please society and her parents'
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George fades out at the end of the novella, much like Honor did, and the

prose again reveals the detached authorial voice as the narrator of a folk

tale:

Presently he went away,left her; and for yearl no one heard of
him. He was seen in Paris, sofia, vienna, in Buenos Aires:
then there was no news of him at all. some said he was very
disturbed, he thought various foreign services were after him,
that he was a huntfo man; others siid he had quite recovered,

had taken hold of himself and married a quiet young woman.

@.zsa)

'Girl from the Beach' is another typical apologue novella'

Distancing is here achieved through the dispersal of attention among a

number of characters in a variety of situations, and through a tendency to

withhold exact information, providing only second-hand, reported

information or gossip. The intensity of the encounters between people

provides the sense of expansion and intimacy the novella length also

offers. As in'The Puzzleheaded Girl' time passes in an irregular way, and

there seems to be a pattern to these people's lives that is larger than they

themselves ever seem conscious of. Throughout his adult life George has

apparently been drawn to young, vulnerable women to whom he plays

the role of the father-protector, at least for a time. But he does not see

this pattern in his own life at all (nor does Linda), and so does not

understand his own dependency on those he sees himself as Protecting.

He is as narcissistic in his own way as they are, and for this reason there is

a strong feeling of imminent danger surrounding Linda, very similar to

the precarious vulnerability of the other puzzleheads'

As usual with these novellas, the ending is vague and

inconclusive, as Linda drifts, like Lydia, into another 'conventional'

marriage. Laura encourages Linda ('You're free'), but Linda mutters:' The

trouble is I do what people want me to; I can't say no. I never do what I

want to do'. Q. 216) As in the other novellas, Stead works within a long

time perspective, but she deliberatety keeps information about the
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characters conflicting and uncertain. This conscious ambiguity is

reminiscent of the style of two novella writers Stead admired very much --

Hawthorne and Poe. The effect is typical of the apologue novella -- a

timeless situation, forever repeating itself. Linda is yet another woman,

'roped into the society game' who cannot save herself, although she, like

Lydia, tries in confused and aimless ways to 'wake up and get out of it"

The last novella, 'The Rightangled Creek', subtitled 'A Kind of

Ghost Story' and placed third in the collection, is dearly different from the

others. However, although it is not directly focussed o^ a Pwaz'leheaded

girl, typical apologue features are present. There is distance on character;

and ritualistic and improbable effects in a haunted house, a traditionally

symbolic setting for a ghost story. The most important feature of an

apologue -- the sense that the story is timeless and has a generalizing force

-- is strong ly present. But instead of being overtly related to the theme of

the marrying game, this story underscores a more general 'vision of life'

that lies behind the other stories; it reinforces the puzzleheads' view of

life as horrifying, overwhelming and threatening'
,The Rightangled creek' begins with the arrival of sam

parsons at the house in a taxi. He is visiting his old friends Ruth and

Laban, who with their son Frankie are trying to rebuild their lives in the

country. Laban is an intellectual with a terrible curse on his life - he is an

alcoholic. Sam is waiting for his wife Clare to ioin him in the United

States. During his stay at the house Laban's old drinking cronies find out

where he is and unable to resist their blandishments Laban disappears,

followed by his wife and son as they set out to find him' The focus

throughout the story remains steadily on the house by the rightangled

creek, as Clare comes into view and then other visitors. It is full of strange

noises and unseen presences, haunted, perhaps, by the unhapPy young

woman for whom it had originally been built, who had lost her baby and
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when her husband disappeared become insane. The natural setting of the

house also seems to have a life of its own -- a lush, riotously profuse,

strangely threatening wilderness whose alien energies thrive as the

house's maimed or disturbed inhabitants -- refugees from the city - come

and go. Clare alone seems to accept and enjoy and identify with this

wilderness of profuse natural energies. In the end, however, after an

accident in which she breaks her arm, she and Sam also decide to leave'

But as the empty-minded neighbours smugly envisage, life goes on and

new visitors will always come, charmed by the apparent beauty of the

place, oblivious to the spirit of the woman for whom the place had been a

scene of death, desolation and terror.

'The Rightangled Creek' was initially called 'Poky's Place',

the revised title emphasizing the sense in which, in this stor/, nature --

the spirit of place -- is the dominating Presence. The creek, representing

the blind, uncontrollable force of nature, is at the story's centre'

overflowing and threatening the house and the people in it, at the same

time as it provides the sense of the riotously lush fertility of the setting'

This on-going, seemingly alien life of nature, in one form or another, is

implicated in all the tragic or violent events that occur in the story' In one

grotesque episode a man is kilted by poison ivy. The story's concentration

on nature as the protagonist, with its puzzleheaded girl, Pokyr ils a

haunting figure in the background, makes it remarkably different from

the other stories in The Puzzleheaded GirI . Why did Stead, then, choose

to include'The Rightangled creek' in this collection?

Though we can never know definitively how stead

comPosed her books, there are one or two surviving letters from the time

this volume was being assembled which provide some assistance. In one

of these letters written to her friend Ettore Rella Ln 7967, Stead commented

a propos of 'Poky's Place':

I am glad you like the nature in Poky's Place'.I {:' I mean it
recailiit ali to me; the way it was. Everything in it is true, the

way things are true in wri'ting - all excePj the Imber brothers --

they weie true in another [1"."; and the man who died of
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poison ivy because he thought it a supersti$.on, was also, un-

iuckily "irue", but in yet inother place.-You do me much
honour in supposing thit I meant Poky's Place as a fable: but I
did not; or bt ty ii the distant way that it is true in all
countries; that ii, that any one place in a country, somehow
recalls, if you look at it, the country. Belf (a place in Scotland)
does not iecall England; but any place in England is somehow
a "keepsake" miniiture of nngiand. B-ut- that -lPqt,-I did not
mean it. lt just is that way . . .-. I am glad you liked the images

and the tirne-use. I don't itrint it out: it just comes that way. I
like things to be true, for one thing. t10l

The comment shows Stead's usual cryptic unwillingness to concede that

any of her stories were written to a plan: 'I don't think it out: it iust comes

that way.' Ettore Rella read the story as a fable, which Stead energetically

denies, insisting only that everything in it is true, 'the way things are true

in writing'. Why this insistence on 'truth' at the same time as she admits

to having selected and arranged at least some of its elements -- the

transposition of the poison ivy from 'another place', for example. Later

on in the same letter Stead also comments on an unusual scene in 'The

Dianas' in which an eagle is seen staring at a sand dollar on a beactt' eager

to report that she has observed this scene herself. But who is likely to

worry about this? The way the episode is presented seems to invite the

reader to read it symbolically. Although Stead seems concerned never to

be seen as having 'invented' her materials, there is always some kind of

meaning in their arrangement, beyond the merely empirical imitation of

events and people: there is a 'super-objective' behind them. Stead talked

about 're-arrranging' life in fiction. One function of such re-arrangement,

according to Sheldon Sachs' idea of the apologue, is the proclamation of

'formulated, long-range commitments' rather than a pattern of intuitive

judgments'.

In 'The Rightangled creek' this 'formulated, long-range

commitment' seems to relate especially to the symbolic meanings evoked

by its natural setting, which functions similarly to the role of 'darkness' in

one of Springer's typical instances of a modern apologue novella,

Conrad's Heart of Darkness . Ian Reid, responding also to a sense of the

'over-determination' of natural descriptions in the story, has also stressed
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its synecdochic structure in one of the few critical essays on the novellas.

[11] Animal and plant life seem to have overreached themselves at Poky's

place: nothing stays the same; nature grows frantically, excessively, as in a

hothouse before it disintegrates. Clare declares her love for ih 'the earth

breeding at every pore, there's a sort of horror in fertility and rioting

insanity in the hot season. I love it.' (p.131) The lives of the characters

who temporarily inhabit the house all seem both to reflect and to respond

to the excess inherent in the environment, and it is through a constant

mirroring and parallelism of excessive events in an excessive

environment that the sense of a fable-like, generalised meaning emerges.

This kind of world in 'The Rightangled creek' is highly

reminiscent of Henny's world, so well described in The Man Who Loaed

Children :

[F]or Henny there was a wonderful partrrular world, and

when they went with her they lthe children] saq it: they saw

the fish 
"'y"r, 

the crocodile giins, the hair like a birch broom,
the mean men crawling with maggots, and the children
restless as an eel, that she saw. (p. 9)

Louie listens fascinated to Henny's accounts of the world as she grows

up:

[She became] convinced of the dreary, insulting horror of the

low-down world. For it was not Henny alone who went
through this inferno, but every woman... (p.10)

Sam Pollit refuses to associate with anyone from his wife's world, which

he sees as:

grotesque, foul, loud-voiced, rude, uneducated, and
insinuaiing, full of scandal, slander, and filth, financially
deptorablJ and physically revolting, .dubiously born, and
going awry to a desquamating end. (p.10)

The inferno-like vision conveyed in such descriptions -- suggesting a
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painting by Bosch in all the horrifying, macabre detail of its predatory

images of nature -- is close to the vision carried by nature in 'The

Rightangled Creek', and perhaps it provides a key to the tragically

destructive, haunting world the puzzleheads live in, which claims them

all in different ways as victims. This novella might be seen as functioning

in The Puzzleheaded Girl in the same way as novellas or self-contained

units work in the larger narratives. Stead herself at least recognized this

relatively self-contained quality of ' The Rightangled Creek' in a letter she

wrote to Stanley Burnshaw:

The RIGHTANGLED story fits in in the sense that it breaks up the
tightness of a single idea controlling the book; and there's a girl
who's no rebel, as far as we know. But any more off-course stories
would spoil the book. [12]

Paradoxically Stead speaks of the story as 'fitting in'by 'breaking up' the

tightness of a single idea. Perhaps through its diversion from the 'single

idea' of the puzzleheads, a shift of angle, it was able to provide a more

general fictional image of the pain suffered by women with the 'Diana

trait', the dimensions of the world they live in. The strange but wild and

haunting qualities of the puzzleheads fascinate the reader at the same

time as their stories convey the pathos and horror of their defeat,

alienation, hopelessness. Poky's own story, in the background of 'The

Rightangled Creek', might also be seen as offering a similar kind of

disturbing general image of the lives of the other women in the volume

as a whole.

The name Poky (Miss Dilley) seems to be associated with

Pocahontas, the Indian princess, whom she fancied herself to be in her

madness. After the death of her baby and her abandonment by its father,

this 'poor ghost girl', as Stead describes her, lives in the house dressed as

Pocahontas until she is taken away to the local insane asylum after

attacking her unsuspecting mother in the wild garden. The exit of the

confused and suspicious Poky from her house to the asylum is possible

only after Mr Thornton, a neighbour, promises her that he is taking her to
q, Lur<*. The sftui La*iI1 +o *he
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confused Blanche Dubois' exit at the end of Tennessee Williams's A

Streetcar named Desire is obvious . Both women consent to be escorted

to an asylum because they are treated as partners in a dance, with the

respect and graciousness due ladies in a genteel society' The general force

of the image, as an indication of a world of madness, cormption and total

social isolation, at the edge of the experience of all Stead's puzzleheads, is

also inescapable.

There are clues among Stead's unpublished material that

'The Rightangled Creek' is itself an extremely condensed story, including

ideas for several stories. t13l A scheme which Stead iotted down at one

time, had the title 'STRANGE LOVES', and may have included the idea

of a collection of stories based on that theme, including 'The Rightangled

Creek'. One story was to revolve around strange, obsessive loves such as

the love of dogs (cf. The People with the Dogs ); the love of a drild (Ruth

and Laban's destructive love of their son Frankie); a young woman's love

of an old man (perhaps the basis for the narrative of |acky's love for

simon Gondych in Letty Foil ; and 'love in madness' (Miss Dilley?) By

fusing different ideas for stories, and leaving some seemingly unfinished

-- Ruth, Laban and Frankie, for example, simply disappear from the

narrative -- Stead conveys a very powerful sense of the variety of the

potentally destructive kinds of love in the novella. This kind of

'plotlessness' disorients the reader, reinforcing the atmosphere of haunted

and strange events. It is the richness of these unexplained threads in the

story that suggests a mood befitting the whole collection' If there is a

common theme in these novellas it can be said to be 'strange loves''

What an apologue reading of Stead's novellas has meant for

me is an emphasis on three key aspects: an authorial commitment to a

'moral' view of society and of the relation between men and women; the

insistence on a sPecial, and rather grotesque, view of tife as a whole; and a

strong fascination and sympathy with the role of the female wanderer or
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rebel. Such a reading also facilitates,.I think, an understanding of Stead's

unusual composition method, in which short episodes or novellas are

used as focal points in a longer work, carrying a rePresentative force.

I have already touched on the issue of 'long-range

commitments' or beliefs held and communicated by the author of an

apologue. Some of these commitments can, I think, be fairly readily seen.

All of the puzzleheads are confused and victimised young women at a

point in life when a transition between young girl and young woman is

expected to take place. This rile de passage is important for societp and it

is supposed to go smoothly. For most women it does. But Stead has

concentrated in these stories on types of young women (whom she calls

puzzleheads), who are in conflict with the mores of their surrounding

society at this point of transition in their lives. Often they are not even

aware of what is expected of them. As a communist Stead never wanted to

attack men more than women; she was always on the side of the

downtrodden, male and female, 'on the side of those who have suffered

oppression; injustice; coercion; prejudice; and have been harried from

birth'. [1a] The female wanderer and rebel, however, in contrast to their

male counterparts, have rarely been written about, and certainly lack the

aura of glamour that has often accumulated around male wanderers. To a

significant extent in this volume, Stead is articulating the concerns and

experiences of a largely invisible group of unusual women.

There is also a commitment to show the interaction between

society and individuals, the existence of horror and strangeness in life

and in love. A common theme in these novellas is the problem parent.

Honor has a father whose obsession with money is dose to pathological,

and her mother and brother are unable to help her relate to the world.

Her brother chooses to become an artist -- a way out for him which seems

impossible, through some failure of belief in herself, for Honor. Lydia is

also totally unprepared for life. Her mother's anxiety about her daughter's

marital future, and her own ineffectuality in coping with men, are picked

up by Lydia and force her into potentially dangerous situations. Linda is a

child craving a love and direction in life which her parents are incapable
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of giving. 'Pocahantas' is equally unprepared for [ife, and it is probably

significant that she attacks her well-meaning mother in the fury of her

sense of loss and desPeration.

Finally there is an inescapable focus, throughout The

Puzzleheaded GirI, on the grotdque images of what Louie Pollit had come

to believe was the horror of the 'low-down world', convinced that it was

an inescapable destiny for all women. One side of Stead herself - perhaps

a deepseated legacy of her own childhood -- seems to share Louie's vision

of a macabre, horrifyingly violent world, in which human beings Prey on

and destroy each other. It required an 'intelligent ferocity', relentlessly and

passionately pursued in her art, to match that vision -. anything but the

merely recording eye of the 'walkabout naturalist'. Again and again in

The Puzzleheaded Girl , Stead's puzzleheads are seen -- despite their

youth, their innocence, their energy -- as peculiarly vulnerable and

defenseless in a world in which others, like Robbie Grant in A Little Tea,

A Little Chat , are 'eagles in their flight and vultures in their hovering"

And 'The Rightangled Creek' provides this vision's essential flavour and

ambience, with its overwhelming atmosphere of decay and threat, its

grotesque imagery of the destructive sexuality of nature: 'a sort of horror

in fertility and rioting insanity in the hot season'.

It is not easy to perceive if this slanted and special view of

life is also present in the novels. An understanding of the way the

novellas work does, however, provide a deeper insight into the novels as

well. If Stead also saw the aim of art as 'explanation', a reading of the

novellas as apologues seems of a piece with this aspect of Stead's own

understanding of her art. In the central position of 'The Rightangled

Creek' in the collection and the overwhelming atmosphere of decay and

threat pervading that story, it is easy to see the Presence of what Sacks'

referred to as the 'prejudice or opinion' of the author. The notion of

Stead as a 'naturalist' without prejudices or opinions or 'formulated, long-

range commitments' seems to me to be quite false. Her real genius will

be seen only when we understand more fully the nature of her

preconceived commitments. Some of them will be discussed in the
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following chapter.
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VIII

MAIDENS AND WANDERERS

IN CHRISTINA STEAD'S FICTION

Anil Manennan heard the man say:' I will give you loue and

hoie and peace.' The sea-woman- listened to that and said :

'and I wili bring you the homelessness of the-sea, and the

peace of the restliss- wave anil loae like the wandering wind.'

til

T"r, rs A euorATIoN, from the Irish author 'Fiona Mcleod' (William

Sharp), which Stead. liked so much that one of the earlier titles she

proposed lor The Puzzleheaded GirI (as well as The Dianas \ was The

Restless Waue . Exptaining to Stanley Burnshaw the attraction the

quotation had always had for her, she added: 'being a "sea-woman" it

appealed to me.' t2l In the end she agreed to the title The Puzzleheaded

Girl for the volume, but her discussions of the two earlier titles in her

correspondence with Burnshaw and Ettore Rella are excePtionally

interesting in revealing some of the original ideas behind the stories' In

the preceding chapter I argued that the choice of the novella form

provided Stead with the opportunity to foreground ideas, attitudes and

betiefs in her fictional text much more directly than was possible in the

more diffused texts of her longer novels. These beliefs are primarily

concerned with aspects of women's lives, expecially the transition

between maidenhood and womanhood, and more especially still with

two types of incomplete transition: one type is represented by maidens
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who possess what she identified as the 'Diana Trait'; the other by 'rebel

daughters'r /ourg women who become restless wanderers. In fact these

two types often seem to be present in a single personality. 'The Diana

trait' is the name Stead gave to a character trait she found typical in

women who were never able to manage the transition between

maidenhood and womanhood: such women become huntresses of men,

although they do not really wish to capture their Prey. They tease and

hunt men tirelessly, but without any desire to catch them. A variant of

this type is the promiscuous woman, who also hunts men constantly,

revels in their attention, and then, with 'the love of the wandering wind',

turns to her next victim. These two 'maiden' types who in one way or

another seem unable to survive unharmed in the marrying game, recur

in Stead's fiction. From a thematic point of view the presence of Diana

figures explains and ties together many novels from the whole of Stead's

career as a novelist. The second type, of the 'sea-woman', or rebel

wanderer, who is either a Nietzschean outsider or a puz.zleheaded girl, is

also a recurrent figure in Stead's fiction. In fact these lonely, often

passionately self-absorbed and introspective voyagers seem to exist at the

heart of Stead's oeuare. Th"y all display aspects of Fiona Mcleod's 'sea-

woman', and often a deepseated unease about the marrying game. Being a

'sea-woman' herself, there is also a powerful self-exploratory focus in

Stead's attempts to explain her puzzleheaded girls.

The maiden with the 'Diana trait' is best exemplified by Lydia and

her mother in Stead's novella 'The Dianas'. Like her mother Lydia is

terrified of men, at the same time as she tries to play the marrying game

and promote herself as a prizn for men to win. The promiscuous woman,

exemplified by Mrs Kent (the Blondine) in A Little Tea, A Little Chat , is

adept at playing the marrying game, but never accepts marriage as a prize.

The puzzlehead, exemplified by Honor Lawrence in the novella 'The

Puzzleheaded Girl', is a lonely, onll partly socialized woman: 'the ragged

wayward heart of woman who does not want to be caught and is not

caught'. Finally the Nietzschean wanderer, exemplified by Catherine

Baguenault in Seuen Poor Men of Sydney and in a less extreme way by
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Teresa in For Love Alone" is also not a huntress of men, but a solitary,

restless and rebellious figure with heroic and grandiose ideas. This female

rebel has much in common with Nietzsche's 'Wanderer', and with

aspects of Stead herself. In the following, Stead's Portrayal of maidens and

wanderers will be discussed, and explored in relation to many of Stead's

own comments on women.

The phrase 'The Diana trait' was invented by Stead herself and

explained in a letter to Stanley Burnshaw:

ABOUT THE DIANAS

April 7,7965:

The theme is that there is a Diana trait in women, not generally
recognized now that we have all these gttF depicted te f6lling
,.*.,Xlty for every man they meeti a sort of obligation almost to be a

ready [itt. n,rt tiris chastity trait, which of course you get in men,

too, ."i-t become too strong, especially where the persolage lives

with a parent too long. y6u cin get, then,- all kinds of troubles,

including the love of t6asing, tormenting-, which is- not cruelty, but
a miserf of the person himielf. In this family of Dianas. the aunt

couldn'f marry, the mother didn't know what had happgt 
"q P 1"1

(even sexual knowledge does not transmute into any other kind. of
knowledge, though it"is supposed to) and the girl, very_a_ttractive

sexually fs'in a tiap, mothei plus her little inheritance' When she

marriei she marri"s " tttut suitable to her misery: he will cut her

off from all life. Her sexual successes will not lead to any life' She is

his prisoner. The whole thing is the result of a twisted, overgrown
Diana trait. You get the Diaia trait, as sex fatigue, with girls-and
women who havl had too much of it. "There must be something

else," it can come out as. Naturally there are women who do not

have this. Men too. Etc. [Emphasis added]

April 15, 1965.
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Re THE DIANAS and marriage. I don't regard marriage as

"happiness" though it is essend;l all righ1, It is in a way patt of a

ptriin't charactir, or local situation. Girls who marry their
professors -- we know they're adopting a father; !h+ don't - and

it *ignt be many years befbre they find out. Mayt"- th".y.never find
out. but it is pirt'of their youthful situation -- I should so like to
write a novel about marriafe: not who quarrels with who, not who

covets the neighbour's mai-ds"r.'ant or wife, but the curious drama,

mostly silent,"the ingroutn btoodthirsty absolutely -necessary 
drama

-- oni alas, the fatefulnesst It ie so queer; and people- don't seem to

think so. Mayb" [h"y do think so; but what words are there to
express it. tEmphasis aadedl t3l

This passage shows Stead's deep interest in the 'curious drama' of

marriage. Her comment that marriage is in a way part of a person's

character is very revealing (and very true), and the kind of understanding

and negative sensitivity towards personal relationships and marriage

expressed here is strongly reminiscent of Strindberg. Stead's admiration

for August Strindberg Soes back to her teenage years, when she thought

'there was only one true writer in the world who told the truth about

families, and that was Strindberg.' t4l I will come back to Stead's

fascination with the 'ingrown bloodthirsty absolutely necessary drama'

that is marriage, but first I will concentrate on what Stead here calls the

'Diana trait'.

Through those of her characters who exhibit the 'The Diana trait'

Stead wants to explore a special state of mind: the maiden woman forced

to be part of society's marrying scheme. The huntress Diana is the symbol

of a woman who is skil ful as a hunter of others, but does not wish to be

caught herself -- and who does not seem to covet her prey. The women

Stead has in mind feel forced by society to marry or at least to take part in

society's gendered structure. However, they remain curiously 'untouched'

themselves. If they are caught, as prey, they are extremely unhappy. Their

marriages are always unhappy, because of their immaturity as women and

their inability to love. The transition or rite de passage between

maidenhood and womanhood never really takes place in their life. The

Dianas are in their hearts always maidens. Seen in a positive light (as they
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often see themselves) they are Pure, independent and naively happy' but

seen in a negative light they are somehow frozen, locked into an earlier or

childish state of mind.

'The Puzzleheaded Girl', 'The Dianas' and 'Girl from the Beach'

can be seen as a grouP of novellas all discussing facets of women with the

'Diana trait'. One of Stead's close friends, the poet Ettore Rella, wrote to

Christina Stead about the collection and this is part of Stead's answer to

him:

The Maiden and the Woman; here, Ettore, you are acute. Yes, that is

the theme of the book and its original title was THE DIANAS, but
after The Puzzleheaded Girl applared in Kenyon, the publisher
changed it to PHG and a literary man I met over there, Harvard
man,"of real kindness and delicacy assured me that Americans
would not know what I meant by The Dianas- So I did not obiect'

But you are right. There is the girl who never becomes a woman
(the- Puzzlehe"ad)! and she then becomes woman with such

hesitation, difficulty and then accept what probably jh"{ never

intended [sicJ; and ih"t" is the pooi ghost girl, who after. it all is
much less than a woman or even a girl. Some reviewers (they- are

not unkind at all) said they were "infuriating girls" but he [sic]

probably does not unders[and that nosf .girls are represented as

pirr6 ii a game, pieces t'or men to win: and"otherwise as parftrs in
'a dance; bit not as hu'man beings who really erist without^ men,

just as men exist without womeit though_they. -neel each other . I
it it t this was also part of my intention. The idea that marriage is

woman's whole exiitence is very deep with men (women, too?)

And many other things connected. lemphasis added] [5J

It seems that Stead aimed to create women characters who somehow tried

to exist without men, though they had little success in being other than

'pieces in a game, pieces for men to win'. A girl's transition from maiden

to woman occurs via her relationship with men, and traditionally via

marriage. The rite de passage for a young boy into manhood, on the

other hand, involves activities other than marriage. He is encouraged to

take his place among the men in rituals, hunts and councils; his

manhood is tested and proved in areas outside sexuality.

The difference between the main characters in the novellas is

developed through a powerful metaphor of clothes to indicate their states
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of mind, the way they see themselves in their relationships to others.

Honor is described as having ascetic and very sedate clothes -- she is

admittedly very poor but the choice of dothes seems to reflect her retiring

personality. Sparse, discreet, carefully chosen, her clothes present her as an

attractive, creative personalitl, but one who shies away from any display

of passion or any hint of flamboyance. They indicate a desire to express

herself, rather than to attract the gaze of men. She chooses carefully

among the clothes she is invited to borrow, and she buys clothes with her

first paycheck. However, as the story progresses the state of Honor's

clothes deteriorates rapidly, providing a kind of notation of her 'decline',

of her failure to find a place in society.

Lydia's ambivalence towards the mirroring that occurs in late

adolescence as part of the process of sexual maturing - in which the

young woman sees herself in the mirror as an object of sexual desire -- is

skilfully reflected in Lydia's obsessive changes of clothes. She can never

make up her mind about the appropriate clothes to wear, an

indecisiveness that reflects her own unstable sense of identity at this stage

of her life. She has, however, not only more money to spend on clothes

than I'Ionor, but has chosen deliberately feminine, ostentatiously

attractive clothes. She becomes adept at imitating adult women, and in

putting on a display of feminity that she only half believes in.

Linda Hall's deep insecurity and need for love is reflected in the

deep pockets of her 'borrower's' skirt, especially made to accomodate her

habit of routinely 'acquiring' objects from places she visits. Stead's early

psychology training must have alerted her to the connection between the

symptom of kleptomania and an unfulfilled need to be loved. In one key

episode Linda remembers the ostentatious, flamboyant red slippers with

bells that her parents' friend Laura once brought to the house. Linda

admires Laura and 'borrows' the slippers, a symbol for passion, only to

find that when she shows them to a male family friend, she is raped.

Linda never gets to wear red slippers with bells: her life, after her brief

fling at bohemian existence in Paris, settles into the routine of a

conventional marriage in New York. Her attempt to escape by coming to
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Paris is thus doomed to fail, because of the strength of the 'Diana trait',

locking her into a succession of unsatisfying relationships.

Clare, finally, in 'The Rightangled Creek' has a very different

attitude to love. Her direct response to the passionate natural life around

her is reflected in her spontaneous act of undressing totally to sunbathe'

and her relaxed attitude to physical attraction and love, is shown in her

total absence of mirroring through clothes. Clare is clearly meant to s€rve

as a contrast to the Dianas, aware of her own identity, and hence self-

contained in her relationships with others in ways that they find

impossible to achieve.

It is highly likely that stead's fascination with the 'Diana Trait'

afflicting her puzzleheads can be partly traced to experiences in her own

life. There is a very clear parallel, for example, between Honor Lawrence's

first appearance at Debrett'soffice and an episode in For I'oue Alone in

which Teresa seeks work at the bank: the latter based on Stead's own

experience of applying for a job in London. This seems to indicate that in

some ways Stead identified with the Puzzlehead. She has often told the

story of her arrival in London in 1928, which shows how closely Stead's

own lifestory is retold in Teresa's. Flere is stead's account, in an

unpubtished manuscript, of the arrival in London of a young woman

called Peggy (Stead was called Peg or Peggy in Sydney):

Annalisa who was called Peggy,came to town to get work and went

to stay with kinfolk in Streilham . . . Peggy had already been at

work ,"u"r, years: it had taken that time to get out of the old town

and get to the metroPolis.
At the end oi the week, cousin fessie, who was a postoffice

worker, explained that she must now look for work, for she was an

extra mouth to feed, she offered her some money which Peg

refused and gave her the address of a working women's club in

Cartwright Gfrdens near Euston Road. Pegly moved there and the

next mJrning before eight called at a lodging-house where Casey

the student ilved to aslifor the loan of a typewriter, to answer job

advertisements. K. C. lent the typewriter and said,"There is an

agency not far from here, in SouthamPton Row, the Isotta Agency,

#h"t" you could apply". This was a fateful remark; the cours€ of
feggy,s life instantiy ciru"ged. Sh9 went to the Isotta Age-ny ry1"t"
she saw Mme Isotta, a tall [roud, harsh woman with piled up black
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hair, a white shirt and black tie, who said to her, "there is a firm in

it"'City, a bank, asking for a girl and yol yill do, C'o down there

now". I have no bankiig 
"*p"ii"ttce, 

"laid Peggy' "C1n'!-Ioy-l9ok

"ft", 
yo,rrself, " said the-displea*ed Isotta. Peg-gy_so disliked Mme

Isotta that she did not go t; the bank but aslied at several other

agencies, until seeing hJw poorly Paid girls 
-were, 

girl1 with long

uip"riet 
"e, 

with sev"eral taigry69r, g*3 references, she went in
haite to the bank which was ii St. Mary Axe, coming by Bury Street,

between Leadentrall Streeet and Hounds Ditch' [5]

bn interviews Stead often talked about her first pb in London:

I had just arrived in England. I had to get 1 i"I. Y. ou should have

seen me! But I had got here. And I had to find_a iob.-I.went to an

agency. There was a woman I didn't like at all. I couldn't stand her

looks. she said, "I have a job for you. They'll like y-ouJ]I was mad,

not taking it. t went all over town, to all kinds of other agencies'

when I heard the salaries they were gettin$, not much. so I
thought, "Well, I'lt try there." I todd easUy hive missed it' And

' then, as soon as they'saw me . . . I must have looked like a dead

duck. But I think ttrd ctincner was -- Bill told me years afterwards--

that I looked so shy and at the same time serious. I was carrying a

book of Bertrand fiussell. And I think that got him. So he engaged

me.[4

In For Looe Alone Teresa is offered a job 'in the city in a street off

Leadenhall Street' Q.343-3M). Teresa's employer |ames Quick remembers

when Teresa first came into the office to apply for a pb:

He thought of her face particularly; it haunted him both in its
paleness,-without colour or powder,-*$ S" shining of the blue or

green eyes. He kept seeing it"* though he did not remember the

colour of the brows or hair. She word a brownish dress in a soft

material. The folds from the waist, childishly gathered, had fallen

over her hips as she sat facing him. She h-af no- glotT and in her

hands a lorqg brown leather purse ou! o! *_hi.h she took the papers;

on the Uencli, beside her, she placed a little book by G.D,CoIe . . . .

He went on thinking of the woman's face, her manner,

nervous, anxious, hungry,- her timidity in her independence'
(P.362)

In The Puzzleheaded GirI the story oPens with the hiring of a new office

worker:
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A young seventeen, perhaps, dressed like a Poor schoolgirl, she sat

,""dirrg-" small Uoot, trei tiglt bt9"T. hair over her plain.grave

face. She looked up, a sweet ind wistful expression aPPeared' ' '
She stood for a moment in the doorway looking at the room; the

light fell on h"r. He saw a diffident girl in a plain tan blouse, a tight

nXvy-blue skirt, very short at a tirie wherr skirts were not short,

torrt d knees, worn walking shoes; she wore no overcoat . . . '
Sne 

-fui 
a chin diirple and a dimple in her left cheek, a

flittering smile; and when the smile went, her face returned to its

gravity, its almost sadness. she had a full, y-outhful figure' she said

she was eighteen. She sat down keeping 
-her 

knees together and

holding hei skirt on her knees with hei brown P-ursg..The little

book rr," pi"""l"t ttr" desk in front of her. It was i uoot in English

on French sYmbolism. (PP.11-12)

These descriptions of Honor's and Teresa's first meetings with their

furture employers are strikingly similar to Stead's memories of her own

situation when she first came to London. It is tempting to speculate about

the reasons for this. Does it not suggest that Stead felt affinity with both

these characters when she created them? The streaks of independence and

rebelliousness such women displayed made them wanderers (sea-women)

at heart, appealing to the 'sea-woman' in Stead herself herself'

Ettore Rella probably derived his reference to 'The Maiden and the

Woman' from a significant passage about Schubert'e :tDeath and the

Maiden' which occurs towards the end of 'Girl from the Beach" when

George and Martin Dean discuss the meaning of the 'stirring music' a

quartet led by a strident violin' they overhear issuing from an apartment'

(p.2al) Martin Dean explains that 'the maiden always dies and it is said(ri')

for us':

A woman can't be, until a girl dies; I don't mean it indecently' I
mean the sprites that girls arE, so different from us, all their fancies,

their illusidns, their fl6wer world, the dreams they live in' (p' ?aD

The idea that inside every woman there is a 'dead' girl, is infinitely

distressing to George: ' I cannot marry a woman who is a dead girl" To

grow up is of course in a way to leave something behind (childhood)' but

Martin,s comment indicates that the death of the maiden is also the death
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of 'all their fancies, their illusions, and their flower world' - perhaps'

even, the creative imagination necessary for the woman artist? Does this

mean that the female artist must not grow uP, but remain a child? To

keep that part of girlhood - the fancies and illusions, the independence

and rebelliousness -- is something that definitely does interfere with the

roles women are asked to play in society as wives and mothers' Stead

seems to suggest that some people, mostly women but also some men, in

effect refuse to grow up. (!.M. Barrie wrote about that trait in men' when

he created Peter Pan .) To grow uP, then, seems to mean to have to

abandon one's creative and imaginative energy, and thus the centre of

one's personalitY.

It is also significant that the character who articulates this theme in

'Gir[ from the Beach', Martin Dean, has also been stated by Stead to be

modelled on her husband, and interesting to compare it with Blake's own

characterization of Peggy Hume (modelled on Christina Stead herselO in

his novel We Are The Makers Of Dreams O95il, which is dedicated to

Christina Stead. t8l Peggy Hume makes an impassioned speech at the end

of the book:

Don',t say that mystic, barbaric nonsense, that women trre made by

social reiations to men in property, and all that. I know lour
rigmarole. It's false Socialism. I believe that women and men differ

as children and adults differ, as the passionate from the ascetic. (P.

307)

As always, considerable care needs to be taken in implying any direct, one-

to-one, relation between Pe88y Hume and Stead herself. Nevertheless, it is

striking that Peggy Hume's notion is that women and men are very

different. women are seen as Possessing the 'childlike' qualities of

emotion and passion, while men are ascetic and intellectual' Peggy Hume

is portrayed as a strong, independent, creative writer in this book; the

main character marries her in the end and they achieve what seems to be

a perfect marriage between equals. In this book, dedicated to Christina

Stead, Peggy herself is given the novel's final words, a quotation from the
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last folio of her journal:

Even the Revolutionist has carried over the heritage of a dominant

sex. He too has shared in its privileges. women have (with the

exception of idle ladies) alwayj b"9l ltre disintrerited, as class, as

sex. 'We have been the less, we shall be comrades' is now engraved

in their hearts.

we have really never told what we feel. How subtly the power of

men has stopped us! But men will only restrict us so long as they

themselv"r ^"i" but the playthings oi commodities- When they

become men, not male ad;uncts to things, their love for us, its

beauty and iis significance, will daz-zle us, we shall weeP for our

cheated mothers." (P.326)

Blake's marxism is obviously an important asPect of this future world'

when men will cease to be 'adjuncts to things', ild dazzted women weeP

for their cheated mothers. It seems that Blake envisages a time when men

will change and through this set women free. It seenrs to me to be written

from a male point of view, as the men are se€n as the active part' Only

through the change of men will women, always the reactive' be given a

love that will 'dazzle' them and make them weeP for their 'cheated'

mothers. In many of his novels Blake seems to be naively conservative

and hopelessly romantic, at the same time as he is verbose, erudite and a

sharp Marxist economist. The independent, fiery rebel woman does not

seem to me to be part of this portrait, although this is perhaps what Blake

intended. The woman envisaged here is someone who is expected to be

grateful to be the object of men's love -- and who would like to be without

this love, described in typically Nietsche-inspired words (its 'beauty and

significance'X Although women in the communist party are'comrades'

on paper, Marxism has still not succeeded in making them equal in

practice. If this Passage from Peggy Hume's journal is a sincere expression

of Blake's position regarding the man-woman question, which I think it

is, then Stead's personal beliefs about marriage become more

understandable. There is something suffocating in Peggy Hume's journal

notes, which expresses her own personal situation as a woman married to

a kind but oldfashioned man. Her answer, it seems to me, is that women
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have to find a way of becoming what she rather vaguely calls 'free', and of

remaining 'free'. This may or may not include the love of a man,

although sexual emancipation was the most important barrier to

overcome. At least, Stead maintained, 'it is for women artists - it is [sol

for woman artists. I don't know about other women.' [9] Society forces

young women to see marriage as the answer to their life' Once married,

however, they might lose their independence (like Lydia) and become

objects and adjuncts of men. Some women, however, do not wait for

men's liberation from being the 'playthings of commodities', but strike

out on their own, finding it extremely difficult to succeed in a society

which does not accept'rebel daughters'; and some (like Honor) who is not

well socialised and ' a little astray mentally" choose to die rather than to

succumb to marriage.

Stead was in general very distrusfful of the institution of marriage.

In some unpublished notes (no date) she once wrote:

Little girls are promised a safe _position in the conscript army of
marriale - ana'oitd-gettin$; if tliey are submissive, good and neat,

they viill be admitteJ to s6ciety dn th9 arm of a man. {ey.will
p"*or* their greatest, their onlf social duty.by producing children:

without childien a woman might as well never have lived' A
woman who does not marry, cln only love amidst social jeers,

sneers, hatred, misunderstanding. Inside marriage a woman may

not love either, not really love, the love of Paolo and Francesca,

Romeo and fuliet. [10]

So radical a statemer,hot"r"sting to contemplate in the light of her

early letters to her sister in Australia, after she had met Wiltiam Blake in

the late 1920s: 'He loves a home and he loves children, so that he is very

anxious to marry me as soon as possibte.'[11] The lovers had to wait

twenty-three years before marrying in 1952, because Blake's first wife

refused to give him a divorce. Stead never seemed herself reluctant to
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marry, and clearly would have had no objection to marriage to Blake

immediately in 1,929. In a letter to her Sydney friend Nellie Molyneux in

1g29 Stead seemed convinced she would marry Bill Blech very soon' she

even jokingly suggested that her sister would have to consider postponing

her wedding plan s 'until her eldest sister enters the hymen"ul 1o161'. [121

At the end of her life Stead said she had not wanted children, that it was a

condition of her relationship with Bill Blech that they did not have

children. Stead in fact had several miscarriages and three induced

abortions during her life.[l3] As a 'born phalansterist' like Teresa (see

chapter III), Stead worried more about 'free sexual and spiritual

intercourse' than the care of children. Love was always more important

for Stead than marriage, but it also seems probable that her personal views

on marriage fluctuated during her lifetime and that they were heavily

influenced by her relationship with Blake.

Stead abhorred Women's liberation, but she was at the same time

very aware of social inequalities between men and women. She accepted

that all housework in her own marriage fell to her, although she

complained about the time it took from her writing' If William Blake was

as unpractical as the character modelled on him in House of All Nations ,

Michel Alphenddry, she might have had no choice. This is Alphend6ry

discussing doing the dishes:

"No, I can't even shampoo a cuP. I suppose I could. I can dry
cups and--saucers--and things,-but there's a technique about

washing-up, it's not so easi, there's the question of getting

the rigf,t 'amount of soap in the water, you mustn't get

too mich. Then there's the splashittg . . . ." he was. going on

seriously but they all exploded with laughter' Q' a78)

Stead herself disliked housework, but accepted it and seems to have felt

that it was inevitable:

"All women are Mrs Mops!"And that's true isn't it? If
something goes wrong, yo,t't" supposed to 1o3 j! YP'-And
there's t J ["tm in tliat. I think that's good. I think that's

right. At the siune time you must realize that it's a slavery

that goes on forever. [141
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The Marxist view of the important struggle in society as that of class and

not of gender has obviously influenced Stead . Stead's political leanings

might very well have clashed with her fight for her 'freedom', something

she tried to ensure that Teresa achieved in For Love Alone. Stead freely

admitted that she never cared about the politics of house-keeping and

childrearing, and never seems to have worried about its consequences for

women. However, on another level, perhaps the tension Stead herself felt

between being a happily married woman and her simultaneous feeling of

being trapped, caught, is revealed both in her portrayal of Teresa Hawkins

in For Loae Alone and in the sensitive portrayals of the puzzleheads'

Stead's idea of the wandering 'sea woman', which she originally

considered incorporating as a metaphor in the title of the novellas ('The

RestlessWave')isalsohighlysuggestiveforherothernovels.TheMan

Who Loued Children does not at first glance seem to contain any

reference to a Diana or a frozen maiden. But much in Henny's character' I

think, is illuminated by understanding her in this context' Henny is a

young society girl, seemingly prepared for marriage, but in fact totally

unprepared for the realities of life unprepared, even, for the limits and

responsibilities of love. Throughout the novel she is overwhelmed by

motherhood, and unresPonsive to her husband. Stead carefully presents

her as a tired schoolgirl or society girl, unable to function in her growing

family. There is something unfulfilled and untouched in her personality'

as if she has not been awakened, as if she has not completed her rite de

passage, In this sense she might be classified as one of the puzzleheads, as

her view of people is definitely as horrified and horrifying as that of

Honor Lawrence. Henny infects the oldest daughter Louie with her view

of the world; and as Louie, the portrait of the artist as a young woman,

grows up, she also comes to describe life in Henny's terms' The idea that

such attitudes and exPeriences recur -- reflected in Teresa's anguished cry

at the end of For Loue Alone ('What's there to stop it?') - echoes through

most of Stead's fiction.

We seem now to have come to the emotional core of the problem
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of the maiden: the woman who does not want to grow up, the woman

who does not dare to take part in the rile de p*ssage and negotiate the

change between the maiden and the woman which society defines within

the strict soul-destroying parameters of the marriage game. The 'child-

women', forced to take part in this game, then lose out. They sometimes

react by adopting a hysterical, immature 'hunting'behaviour, manifesting

'the Diana trait', as their way of coping.

Two types of Dianas are represented by Lydia and Mrs Kent ('Die

Blondine'), and both have to be seen against the backdrop of the marriage

scene discussed above. These women accept that marriage, or life with

men, is a necessity both economically and socially. What they do not seem

to manage to come to terms with is that life with men should also be

necessary psychologically. These 'sprites that girls are' cannot survive in

contact with men, but characters like Lydia handle their situation

differently from the 'Blondine' types. Such Dianas tease and attract men

constantly, but they are actually scared and do not desire marriage, and

Stead feels apparently that they often get exactly what they deserve in their

misery. The 'Blondine types are not frightened of men, and become expert

in manipulating them both sexually and for their own financial survival.

But they do not know themselves. They are not in contact with the

'sprites' they once were, and when they have lost touch with their

childhood they are lost themselves. In both instances the transition

between girlhood and womanhood is severely damaged. They see

themselves as nothing, apart from their relation with men -- they do not

exist independently of men.

The 'Blondine'-type gets its name from the novella Stead wrote in

New York, whose main character 'Die Blondine' is reworked as Mrs

Barbara Kent in A Little Tea, A Little Chat . She is portrayed as a feline

character, sly, indolent, sensual and endlessly self-absorbed in her pursuit

of a life relating to men and living off men. The 'love' story between her
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and Robbie Grant -- two egotistical wills ruthlessly engaged in exploiting

each other -- in A Little Ten, A Little Chat is rehearsed earlier in the

relationship of Margaret Weyman and Henri L6on in House of AII

Nafions. This sexually experienced woman of the world is not portrayed

in Stead's first two book s, The Salzburg Tales and' Seaen Poor Men of

Sydney . But The Beauties and Furies, according to Stead herself a kind

of rehearsal for House of AII Nations , has a portrait of one of these

promiscuous women who are willing Preys in the marrying game' Elvira

is narcissistic, longing to be admired and indutging in fantasies of self-

admiration:

the eternal game of hideand-seek she played with all men, satisfied

her ruminating mind'.(P.157)

She teases men, realising that 'she never loved anyone'(p- 77), and after

her marriage refuses to sleep with her husband for quite some time (p.Z)'

FIe, on the other hand, is elated when he realises that despite her

appearance of being sexually experienced she is a virgin: the episode

seems to prefigure the story of Lydia's mother and her marriage in 'The

Dianas'. Elvira says:

A married woman likes lots of men, because she can like them

from a safe distance: they can't get right after her, and their women,

if they have any, can't say anytfing because she's married. (p. 78 )

ln House of AIt Nation another portrait of a narcissistic 'Blondine' is

Alphenddry's wife Estetle. 'If I divorce her, where will she be?' reflects

Alphend6ry.

Poor, silly, vain, spendthrift, dishonest, shameful, beautiful Estelle!

Where will she be then? She is not in love with anyone. Where

would she be, divorced, adrift on the tides of society, trying to pick

her living off men? (P.321)

Estelle is only a minor character in this volume packed with banking

feuds, but she seems to be a forerunner of the character Stead portrayed
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with gusto as the Blondine in A Little Tea , A Little Chat . The character

most closely resembling 'the Blondine' is of course Margaret Weyman,

whose business dealings with Henri Leon are as dosely intertwined with

sexual dealings as Mrs Kent's are, later, with Robert Grant. Margaret

Weyman might in fact be the immediate model for 'Die Blondine'.

Letty Fox also definitely belongs to the Blondine-types. She chases a

multitude of men with astonishing energy, and although she seems to

enjoy herself while she is doing it, she is frantic about finding a man to

marry. She is not a teaser, nor a puzzlehead, and she is definitely not a

'wanderer' like Teresa, but she belongs to the same category as Elvira,

Estelle Alphenddry, Margaret Weyman and later Miss Herbert.

Eleanor is the main character in Mrss Herbert, a novel described by

Stead as 'an old (long-kept-on-ice) MS. about a Dumb Dora, who is,

beautiful, smart in college, men are mad about her - but she's hopeless.

[15] In a later letter Stead defended Miss H. as being, if not a lovable, at

least a particular type of woman:

Miss H. is not any of the usual or trick or plaster models of
Woman. But she is A Woman . . Miss H could not be anyone's
heart's dearest, she can't love; but she is a sort of woman. [f6]

This 'Dumb Dora' who later becomes a 'suburban wife', her basic pattern

of behaviour similar to that of 'die Blondine', was modelled on many

different life models. She changes her image in the novel, and after a

period in which she experiments with a Bohemian lifestyle tries to

capture a safe position in the 'conscript army of marriage': she becomes a

Suburban Wife in a frenzied act of conformity. Letty Fox has more zest

and honesty than Miss Herbert ever shows any sign of. Although

promiscuous and apparently not sure of her aim in love and life, Letty is

closer to Teresa. It is not surprising that in an early draft Teresa and Letty

were thought of as sisters. But Teresa, a 'passionate pilgrim', is not a

'maiden'. She belongs totally to the other category of young women who

are the subject of this chapter: the'wanderers'.
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A figure who recurs again and again in Stead's fiction, and repays

close scrutiny is the Wanderer. Although trus character is almost always a

woman, and at times as disturbed or confused as the 'maidens', there are

important differences. The characters Stead depicts as wanderers never

really take part in the marrying game. They are often bewildered by life as

a whole and struggle for artistic and/or philosophical growth, but they do

not directly engage in the sexual strategies of the marriage market, nor do

they engage directly in sexual politics or other kinds of direct social or

political action.

In the Australian magazine Hemisphere Stead published an article

in 1970 with the witty title 'Another View of the Homestead', after her

first trip back to Australia in more than forty years. The article describes

her feelings about coming back, and refers to her own life as a wanderer,

to the fact that she feels easily at home everywhere and requires very little

in the way of material posessions. The ideas and titles of her first

(unpublished) novels all seem to connect to this wanderer motif, with

names like 'The Young Man Will Go Far' and 'The Wraith and the

Wanderer'. As Stead herself begins to talk about her early fiction in the

article, it is precisely this motif of wandering, with its personal

reverberations, that she turns to:

The Wanderer, once he has started out in company of the Wraith,
the tramp and his whisperer, does not look over his shoulder. He
does not think of where to live, somewhere, anywhere; anything
may happen, awkward and shameful things do happen; he does
not believe it when life is Bood; by thirty all is not done, neither the
shame and the lucky strikes. He takes no notice, it is his equal but
different fate; he marries a stranger, loves an outlaw, neighbours
with many, speaks with tongues. So that if he should cross the high
bridge of air sometime, going homewards, he is also on the
outward path. [12

This passage has a distinctly Nietzschean ring to it, and at first seems

curiously out of place in an article called 'Another View of the
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Homestead'. But for someone who always felt like a 'sea-woman' ---

som@ne who could not accept the fixed, static'home and love and peace'

offered to Manennan by her lover but offered instead 'the homelessness

of the sea, and the peace of the restless wave and love tike the wandering

wind' the figure of the wanderer must have struck a central,

imaginative chord. Stead gives more than a strong hint here that the

figure of the wanderer is close to her own Perception of what lay deepest

in her personality.

In a recent article by Hazel Rowley this figure is called Stead's'ideal

of the artist-adventurer'. [18] Nietzsche's celebration of the Wanderer and

his Shadow no doubt appealed very strongly, and I certainly agree that

Stead's figure of the 'wanderer', an artist-adventurer, is central in her

writing, but I am not sure that I accept Rowley's interpretation of the

figure quite so unproblematically as a'celebration' and an'ideal'. It seems

to me that there are at least elements of a defence and of rationalization

in Stead's formulation of the Wanderer. In other words, the fact that she

felt herself to be an outsider -- in a significant sense alienated from the

dominant norms of society - might have developed in her a feeling of

affiliation with the 'wanderer personality', as a means of giving value'

purpose and meaning to the homelessness and struggle (especially as a

writer) which characterized so much of her life. The complicated figure of

the wanderer is crucial, I think, in understanding stead's position as a

novelist.

Among Stead's unpublished material there is a passage in which

'the solitaires' and the 'wanderers' are discussed in some detail:

No one knows what makes a rebel against social customs: it isn't
the sight of injustice, since all of us see injustice from the day our

"y", 
5p"n . Is it disenchantment? But from what comes this

rir"ttg" disenchantment which starts in the cradle? Now they say,

it's a "SenSe Of inseCurity". But what makeS the bureauCrat, the

timid man stick with all his might to his safe little job and- fear

every murmur of his neighboursl No, these dark-browed, unlucky
and sometimes ridiculJus rebels do not fear the gossip of
neighbours: sometimes they don't care for friends; for positio-n; fo1

a country even and without having any criminal traits they do not
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care for anything, but with a tough, sharp, near indomitable feeling,
they make their way through the world, usually with very little to
eat, no one to love them and in broken shoes. [19]

Stead is fascinated by the question, 'What makes them so?', and by the

inadequacy of the more orthodox psychological and social explanations:

No one knows yet. I don't suppose in any order of society, they will
disappear for they don't like to be happy and don't care for comforh
they don't even care so much for eating: they want something else:
they don't always want to help others, they don't want to be kind
either; they merely want to suffer; to have courage and to strive:
they're of a restless disposition: the idea of dying alone in a foreign
land does not frighten them, it almost entices them. There is no
accounting for such people it is an accident of birth.

This is Stead's version of the wanderer, the female rebel; a condition that

is simply, it seems, 'an accident of birth'. She continues that although

there isn't a woman who is not perfectly aware of the 'social death' that

awaits her if she does not conform, there are many women who cannot

conform :

lTlhe refractory spirit is in them . . . . If they could they would take a
pack and go out on the roads, looking for the strange new country
which is over every hill and which is seen in the delirium of
hunger and the hatred of communities. Some do this but most
can't. As it is they sit and look at life strangely from behind
windows, doors, desks, cradles, barriers at railway stations.

Such wanderers may at first seem similar to those in Kylie Tennant's

novel The Battlers . In 1941 when Stead reviewed the novel, a story of

the dispossessed of Australia, for Neut Masses , she wrote:

Th"y earn what they can, they beg what they can, they swap what
they can. Stealing is a mere last resource, and yet they feel that
something is owed to them; they do not ask much.
There is nothing wrong with them - they are not lazy, they have
kin somewhere, they once had work and hopes, they still have
hopes.. . .

It is only the women who fancy their sorrows will be partly over
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[20]

stead wrote with deep insight of the wandering workers Tennant

portrayed in her book:

Boredom and desperation possess some of the women; some

few of the ^"., are rebels, some are confused and

scatterbrained, a good many believe in the unions'

Stead shows both compassion and a realistic attitude, when she discusses

these wanderers in her review. She sees them as Gorky's wanderers, 'the

perpetually expelled and disinherited, who must walk till times change"

Thus her view of the wanderer seems to include both a realisation of the

sometimes psychologically crippled characters who end uP on the roads, at

the same time as she recognizes the responsibility of an uncaring society

in creating situations that produce wanderers. The puzzleheaded girls

may be 'half-cracked', 'eCcentriCs' or 'freaks', and the NietzsChean female

rebels may be peculiarly lacking in realism or self-awareness, but society

itself is uncaring, when its institutions allow people to be forced and

bullied into unfulfilling positions in life, for example in its marrying

game.

The Battlers is a novel concerned with wandering workers in

eastern Australia who, only if they keep moving, Preserve their

recognized status as bagmen (tramps). These wanderers are a social and

political problem, recognized by Stead as such. The wanderer-women

Stead herself talks about, however' are psychologically 'forced' to wander'

There is a very distinctive Personal force in her summing up, in the

unpublished sketch, of the lives of the wanderer-women:

At a certain point in their life they suddenly 89--"tt leaving

everything uetrina them: all that has happe._"{ tp till then seems

almost " ir""^, it is then that their own life begins- They regret

nothing, not even children, not father, mother or brothers, not

lover and certainly not safety. They disappear: they {i."..?t get- a

mean job somewhere; they are not hippy, iria they would like to be

h^ppi.But they have been satisfied in a sin-gular way' *l:y !uY"
achi,eved ,o*"t"hi.,g, with their lean faces, hollow eyes and in their
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rags that the fat, wellfed, jolly sisters, sitting like animals,in their

""["r, have not achieved.- Those fat sisters do not care for their

ac[ievement; they .ue a different race of creatures' And if they find

love; this isn't enough either, it is not love that drives them on ' '
I2rl

What is it they achieve? It seems to be some kind of independence and

freedom, denied their'fat, wellfed, iolly sisters"

rl

There are obviously different levels in Christina Stead's

discussions of women in society, and inconsistencies' One reason for this

is simply that Stead's attitude towards women, marriage and society

changed over the years. As a young girl she knew girls were supposed to

marry:

We were brought up to be pretty and catch men. I wasn't

pretty and theytidn'i think I'd catch one -- by that I mean.gg

into ihe subur-bs and have children. All I wanted was to find
the right man and marry him. I didn't give a tuPPence about

writing! [221

In another interview, when it was suggested that Teresa has a 'certain

disgust about the wedding that she attends, and she is very critical of all

that', Stead answered:

But many women are this . . . And the girl's longing. tq b"-

married, and that's a natural thing. It was only a-ki"-d. of
sensitive feeling about girls showing their pove-rty, !fa! tfn!
of sensual pove-rty, so niuch. That was att. . . . But this is just

the feeling'of " 
piorrd and resolute girl; who is not going to be

likethat....[23]

Earlier in that interview it was suggested to Stead that For Lotte Alone

was about 'a girl's struggle to achieve independence and so on', to which

she replied:

I don't see why. It's a struggle to achieve union with a man,
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that's what it is. (P. 18)

Teresa succeeded in her struggle and so did stead herself. Her letters from

Paris when she was engaged to William Blake s€em to indicate that she

was as eager as any young woman to marry. Later on, perhaps because

Blake was not free to marry for many years and because of the official

Marxist attitude towards the bourgeois family, she seems to have become

more critical of marriage. In later life (perhaps always) she seems to accept

an inequality in society between men and women (women have to be

'Mrs Mop') and stresses the loyalty and love she had experienced from

men. This does not seem consistent with the phalansterist ideas Teresa,

her alter ego , exPresses at the end of For Looe Alone ' Stead's portrayal

of 'Maidens and Wanderers', women who have great difficulty in

accepting society's conventional role for women, seems to indicate a

growing awareness in Stead of the complexity of women's situation in the

world.

Stead's fascination with the figure of the Maidens seems to

emanate from observations of others and a concern for the 'life of

women' which echoes aspects of her own situation, Her interest in the

Wanderer stems, I think, more directly from her own early experiences,

family circumstances and perhaps a somewhat 'melancholic' personality'

She basically felt herself to be an 'outsider' from the beginning' In a letter

to Burnshaw she tries to explain why she has had this feeling since'early

childhood':

first, because I knew from the beginning that man is only one of the

almost innumerable animals on iarth or that have been on earth -
and I knew that; and that he too would Pass away - -and 

second,

because, of course, I was "an orphan" or semi-orphan' [2 l

Furthermore, she links this experience of being an outsider directly with
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her career as a novelist:

No question but that these twothings made me a novelist - that is

looking at others, considering them, etc'

These remarks are very revealing in the emphasis they give to negative

life-experiences in early life - to the feelings of abandonment and

isolation she experienced as a small motherless child in a stepdaughter

situation--in the formation of ther artistic personality' I see the

exploration of the restlessness of the 'sea-woman' and the 'wanderer' as

natural for someone who as a child was forced to become something of

an outsider. On a number of occasions Stead drew attention to her outside

status as a stepdaughter: 'My stepmother was kind to me until her first

child was born, and then I was the outsider.' [25] The 'celebration' of

someone in this situation -- the construction of an 'ideal' of the wanderer-

artist - might then be a comPensatory manoeuvre' an attempt to recover

confidence and make the best out of necessity. Stead never wished to be

pitied, but the anxieties and conflicts of her childhood made her a deeply

insecure woman. In 1980 Stead wrote a touching letter to Ettore Rella:

For always I felt like a cripple - and I know why.or thought I
did, untii I read your p66m. Do we alt? Why is it? I have

never been a cripple -- 
"ha 

I thought it was bec"gse-ml f1S"1
thought I was 

"Liy 
- . . . . Trouble-was I did not look the kind

of pfize child h"e'could take round to all the meetings and

shows and things he went to and show off - well never mind
that; for now ii aPPears, my dear poet,,that-it is a human

failing and nothi"g it do with fathers at all. [25]

For a young child hungry for love, a withholding of affection coupled

with constant criticism -- the experience of the stepchild Louie under the

parental authority of 'the man who loved children' -- could have

repercussions for the rest of the child's life. An insight into the barbarity

of such privations of affection can be seen in another letter to Stanley

Burnshaw, in 7972:

Explanation-- Dad, a sensual man, but not selfknowing,
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forbade all family kisses, would not allow children to climb

on his knee, or irothe, ti*"tt it was carnal, though he did
not use thai word; no dancing, no embracing. It led to 1-e'x.!
(He did not use that word. It was "wrong". He said once that it
spread germs. on the other hand, he refused to get the Dr.

when someone got measles or whatever, because we were to

be immunised Uiy tne "communisation of germs"' A museum

of strange ideas.) [27]

It seems not too farfetched to imagine that Christina Stead had reasons to

idealize the image of the 'restlessness of the wave' as a defence

mechanism against the danger of loving and being repelled' Furthermore

Stead and her husband achieved a very strong love relationship, so strong

in fact that it seems fair to suggest that Christina Stead could not live

without it-- she was saved as a human being when she encountered this

man. He happened to be a man who was also a kind of outsider, a

,wanderer, of a simitarly restless disposition. stead has often mentioned

that they both felt that home was where the other was, regardless of where

in the world that happened to be. Stead followed her husband in his

travels, not perhaps because she invariably wanted to, but because he was

her whole world, and provided the fundamental loyalty to her which lay

at the core of her 'basic legend'.

one of the direct consequences of stead's fascination with

Nietzsche and his ideal wanderer figure, Rowley argues, is that

Coromandel paindebled in The Beauties and Furies is 'the first positive

female figure in stead's fiction'. The next is Teresa: 'The fact is that in all

of Stead's fiction Teresa is the only woman whose future sparkles with

real promise'. [28]. Rowley stresses in her article that Stead seemed

especially interested in the female wanderer as a counterPart of the male

rebel. Stead recognized a parallel, but also, in an unpublished fragment'

drew attention to a key distinction; the female rebel has never been

treated in the same way as the male-because she is female she is never

glamourised at all.
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Catherine Baguenault in Seoen Poor Men of Syilney was the first

of Stead's characters to bear some relation to the tyPes of women under

discussion. She is part puzzlehead, part wanderer' Catherine does not

wish to grow upr but she does not really have the 'Diana trait', and is

certainly not one of the Blondine-types. She is eccentric, and in Stead's

own words 'sort of--larger than life.' I29l a prototype of her

puzzleheaded girts and wanderers rather than a fully realized example of

either.

Honor Lawrence is also a character with wanderer traits, who is

labelled 'eccentric' by Stead. In an interview Stead agreed that Tfte

Puzzleheaded GirI made a statement about the isolation of men and

women and described Honor's character in the following way:

Also any ignorant youth starting out in life trying tosolve life

with its oivn soluiions, not everything that's handed to it'
And she is a little eccentric, of course. She's a little astray

mentally. And this makes her alwayt try to solve it with her

o*r. soi.ttions. She never accepts anything. She's not very

bright. She's just eccentric. And possibly a little artistic touch'

t30l

Honor Lawrence is a very touching portrait of someone who is afraid and

bewildered by life, and who basically can not coPe'Her inability to relate to

her surroundings is aggravated by sexual tensions, but the marrying glrme

is of only marginat interest to her. She does not understand, and is

basically not interested in the whole business of women's life with men'

or other women. sexual desire only frightens her. 'Perhaps this is hell"

she says when she is confronted by it, but she does not plan her life

around it the way the'Maidens' do.

Catherine in Seaen Poor Men of Sydney shares this fundamental

disinterest in the marrying game with Honor. Although she seems

interested in men around her.'both Fulke Folliot and Baruch

Mendelsohrrshe confesses the strong and ambivalent feelings that bind

her to her own brother. Marriage and motherhood, the 'normal' way out
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for many women, is simply not considered as an option by her' She is

portrayed as someone who cannot help her strangeness or her need to

wander, and these qualities s€em to have more to do with her early family

life -- about which we learn very little - than with any particular fear of

the marrying game.

Both of these women have an innocence and an intensity of feeling

that fascinate other characters , but they remain hopelessly lost in a way

that the more fully realized 'wanderers' do not. They are both labelled

'eccentric' by Stead herself, and there is also a hint of an early 'fixation' on

brothers as love objects which inhibits the capacity to develop 'normal'

sexual relationships.

The work of Friedrich Nietzsche, especiatly Also sprach

Zarathustra , was one part of Stead's favourite literary interests in her

youth -- more especially, she recalled, the oratorical qualities of Ns writing

style than the philosophy itself. The heightened cadences in his speeches

enthralled her and she remembered long passages all her life' As

something of an intelligent mis-fit in chitdhood and adolescence, Stead

also felt personally drawn to the Nietzschean figure of the wanderer' And

just as, in the case of Strindberg, she signalled her admiration by directly

reworking elements from The Ghost Sonata into a central episode of The

Benuties and Furies , I believe that she often drew strongly on the

vocabulary, cadence and imagery of Nietsche in order to create the intense

inner reality of her female wanderers.

Stead's characters Coromandel and Teresa are both 'wanderers', but

neither, in my view, is a wholly positive character. As Coromandel and

her family are closely modelled on Strindberg's The Ghost Sonata, it is

obvious that Stead was experimenting with literary models and

symbolism to highlight the problems of family life in this novel, rather

than to construct representations of 'real' people. How can we see

Coromandel, a cfuaracter so closely modelled on aspects of Strindberg's

Chost Sonata, as a positive female figure? Rowley represents well this

idealizing critical tendencY:
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She has all the qualities Stead admires: she is creative,

passionate about her work, and commands a fertile, chaotic

inner world. She is the only female character in Stead's work
to be attractive and yet t ot pt*o"cupied with her body. -A
'waker' and a 'dreanr'er', she iikes to work at night and take

moonlight walks. An independent woman, never lonely, she

is unab.-le to understand Elvira's melancholy passivity' She

does not hesitate to seduce Oliver, whom she finds physically

attractive. (she does not know about his relationship with
Elvira). But when she realises, later, that he is a 'flabbl P,tJ"
she brushes some earth from her hands. and with it,
metaphorically, Oliver from her life. Yearning, all 9f "
suddin, to leave Oliver, home and any sort of bondage

behind, she becomes one of Stead's 'wanderer' figures -- at

least potentially. [311

In a way this is all true, but what Rowley misses, as a complicating ,

problematic element in the characterization of Coromandel, is the

deliberate artifice of Stead's method, which draws attention to

Coromandel's 'unreal' character, comPared with others in the novel'

when coromandel is first introduced, for example, she is described as a

'China pompadour bust, uPon a small stele', as if she was as brittle as a

piece of statuary (p.16F6):

she was singular in proportion: upol th" short and_ elegant

waist of a yolung girl ros" 
" 

broad, arching, sculptured F 9P,
and, witho,rt " 

I"itt or mole, a long, full, columnar neck. She

inclined towards him the whole of her bust, which was

encircled, rather than dressed, in a deep net frill. (p.165)

Coromandel is a bizarre character, and her function in the novel is hardly

to serve as an ideal.

Teresa is more of a characterisation with ideal elements than the other

characters under discussion in this chapter. The reader remains close to

Teresa's thoughts, and her passions and her goals .ue no mystery, as those

of the puzzleheads are. However, Teresa is more than a portrait done

after close observation. She has traits that stand out and make her come

across as slightly larger than life. There is no humour at all in the

portrayal of Teresa and her quest: the intensity, the underlying anxiety,

and , especially at the end of the book, the exalted language, set her apart'
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she is in this sense an idealisation, but I am.not at all sure that I think her

'future sparkles with real promise'. The awkward and sullen Teresa, after

her bitter disappointment in her first love obiect - or perhaps because her

first love object ]onathan was chosen in desperation andns a sign of her

own hopelessness and insecurity - is rather brittle. Her union with fames

Quick is romanticized; both ie beginning and its ambiguous continuation'

Teresa is in desperate need of confirmation as a human being after the

destructive experiences of her childhood and her disastrous liaison with

fonathan Crow. Quick, with his wium and generous nature, is unusually

well suited to the job of re-educating Teresa in love. But Teresa responds

to him rather as to a loving father or a best friend than as a lover' When

she finally fatls deeply in love, it is with another man' The lofty,

Nietzschean language in the end seems like an attempt to cover up the

obvious truth. No one reading, of coutse, ever exhausts the possibilities of

a novel tike For Loue Alone, but for me one of its central aspects is its

author's struggle to articulate meanings and concerns that lie at the core

of her own life, and which continued to engage her throughout her life'

Romantic readings tend to suggest a stability or finality of achievement in

novels like For Loae Alone , rather than emphasize the provisional

nature of what they offer by way of interim 'reports on experience'' Stead

herself gave the name 'creative error' to this essentially provisiond self-

exploratory character of the novelist's art.

The themes and figures that I have tried to focus on and illuminate

here emerge, I believe, as central concerns of Stead's work in the forties'

Her representations of women are mostly very deep and interesting

character studies. But she was an inruitive writer, and the'maidens' and

the'wanderers' exist in her fiction because she believed they did in 'real
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life'. She knew theY did in hers.

Bill Blake, always an admirer of his wife's talent wrote once:

It is Christina's gift and misfortune alike that in her books

she bares the feminine needs and nattrre' [32]

The recurrent figures of maidens and wanderers are particularly strong

instances of Blake's comment, and they include the fictional

displacements and manipulations that Stead allowed herself once she felt

that she had 'teased out the meaning' of her material. Her women were

never meant as role models for women readerS, but were re-creations of

selves based! or,otbr"roation and on introspection. These characters, in

other words, for all the vitality and independence they possess as portraits

taken, as Stead always insisted, from life - from people she knew or had

been told about -- are also part of the profoundly.self-exploratory character

of her art. Her fascination with these particular types, whose lives for

varying reasons do not fulfil the expected norms for women - and who

are constructed with varying degrees of irony and idealization -- was

deeply related to her own siittion as an outsider struggling to articulate an

identity as a woman for whom the search for love and- the art of writing

were inseparable.
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IX

SELF - PORTRAITS

And in fact you might say it's - what ! toy at the end' Mari'

m-a-ni, iari, thit's rtilly ^, It's the only me in the book'

story. [Emphasis added] [1]

tT", 
oNLy ME in the book'--this startling revelation by Stead about her

novella 'The Puzzleheaded Girl' was given in an interview in 1973' As a

matter of fact very few readers would have realised that Mari was a

portrait of the writer; fewer still would have thought that it mattered one

way or the other, since Mari seems a very minor character' Does it

matter?

Stead obviously thought of this novella as a'story in which she herself' or

a character based on her, ptayed a part. She is so careful to assure us that

the character Mari is the 'only me' in the story that our curiosity is

aroused. Why does Stead say this? Is it true? Does it mean that in other

narratives Stead was in the habit of employing more than one 'me'?

With this possibly inadvertent slip of the tongue Stead problematizes an

aspect of her art which this thesis has argued is central to it: her use of

autobiographical and biographical material'

Stead often said, in interviews as well as in letters, that she wrote

her autobiography in all her books, and in this way privileges -- or at least

invites -- autobiographical readings of her work. Readers may of course
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choose to ignore'or resist this authorial guidance, as Susan Sheridan

urges, in order to focus on other asPects of her work or situate it in other

contexts and discourses. [2] Sheridan alludes to current critical discussion

that challenges the concept of the unified subject, for example Roland

Barthes, who had queried unproblematic assumptions about the

relationship between texts and authors:

The explanation of a work is always qought in the man or woman

who produced it, as if it were alwiys-in the end, through-the more

or leis transparent allegory of the fiction, the voice of a single

person, the aithor confiding in us. [3]

This whole area of literary theory and discourse is obviously very

complex, and it is not my intention to Pursue any detailed theoretical

discussion of the issues, but to concentrate here on aspects of Stead's self-

portraits whose Presence is explicitly signalled in her texts' However' the

view underpinning my discussion here is definitely that there is a case for

the importance of the author, and it is sceptical of the idea that a rigid

separation of categories is desirable. Sometimes an author is 'confiding'

in us, and understanding the writer might in some cases illuminate the

writing. Sometimes life and work reflect each other in unusually

complex ways, and Stead is one writer in particular for whom a deeper

understanding of the person oPens up key perspectives on her vision and

fictional world.

Susan Sheridan is perceptive in arguing that a regular tendency to

refer to the autobiographical connections of her work, and to its 'truth-to-

life' needs to be treated scePtically. But instead of leaving the author out

of the picture entirely, it seems equally valid to examine this authorial

preference closely and to try to understand why Stead repeatedly invited

readers to see the autobiographical connection. How and why did Stead

use autobiographical and biographical material? If her life fed the fiction,

does it matter to the reader?

Many perhaps all of stead's books have a strong

autobiographical bearing, but to varying degrees, and with different
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'meanings' or levels of intensity'. The Salzburg Tales , although it

contains stories with a clear autobiographical bearing, is perhaps the

volume least 'contaminated' with autobiographical material' When

asked in 1965 which of her books she recommended for reading, Stead

answered:

The book you might like and that lies least on me , is the first
published, The Salzburg Tales: probably because it does not mean

anything i@t virtuosb e;ercises' (you know like

Czerny'i exercises) and cosi mg no ryif .I-don't read, any books I
have written because once published they have lost their meaning

for me. [Emphasis added] [a]

Her next book, Seven Poor Men of Sydney , has many Passages with

descriptions of the Sydney she knew, and had recently left, and indudes

portrayals of a number of people she had met. It is obviously a book

which she feels had personal 'meaning' for her. Stead energetically

denied later in life that her next volume The Beauties and Furies had

anything to do with her own life:

The source of the next few books [after The Salzburg Tales | , of
course, was Paris. I don't remember very much any r-nor-e but one

was just about -- it was a sort of romantic dream of what might
happen to an unhappy married woman--fhat wasn't me, by any-

means -- and 
" 

yottng man that she met casually. This was a sort of
romance, I can't say anything more about it than that. lt had

nothing to do with ie at all, ii was a sort of dream. [emphasis
addedl[s]

However, a coPy which she gave at the time to her husband William

Blake, has the following dedication:

To Bill.

'TIS NIL

Once more the ghosts of other rages
annoy me palely in these Pages
Corpes delictes in rows
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Make me pinch mY handsome nose'
The story's printed all on white
It is a corps€ since Yesternight
The ems and ens are all in black
For figments flat uPon their back.
The paper's pulP: alas Poor trees

That crlshed to make this wood chemise
for an infant that, still-born
still, born, makes its author mourn,
Should I father on to You
a thing that makes its mother blue?
Stilt for the amenities,
It's poor, it's mine; but there it is
Once more the spirits of future rages

Tempt one on to nobler Pages.
Chris [6]

The dedication is cryptic, witty and allusive -- of a piece with this most

experimental of Parisfan novels -- but again through its mock references to

'ghosts of other rages', 'spirits of future rages', to the stench of 'corpes

delictes', and to the 'fathering' of the book on to her husband, there is

more than a hint that much that lay behind this 'dream' book -- her

'Ghost Sonata' -- had its sources in deeply personal events in her own

life.

In her fourth published work, House of All Nations, Stead gave

an intimate and probably obsessively 'accurate' version of happenings at

the bank she worked for in Paris in the early thirties. There are many sub

plots, but Stead herself does not seem to have any fictional presence in

the text. However, her husband William Blake is the model for one of the

main characters, Michel Alphenddry, and all the other characters in the

novel are probably taken directly from life. This novel is, then, in a way

an autobiography without a central Self. The Self has witnessed the

people and events it writes about, but has chosen to remain absent' Stead

claimed never to re'read her novels, but in 1974 she had reason to go

back to House of AII Nations and her account of her re-reading reveals

how vividly she saw it as a transcript of lives and events she had been

familiar with:

A man called Gate Bell Chevigny (man?) in the Village Voice
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wrote a rattling good review of the re-issue of HOAN, so that its
author actually looked at it agaln; first time since 1938. Alas - or
not alas -- it brought back a livelier time -- I won't say happier --
though Bill was there -- for Bill was Alphenddry and had all his
troubles . . . but I read it and even laughed at some of the old
wisecracks -- and truths. Admirable conunents - made by the tigers
of finance, whom I had the good luck to know and sketch. Pl

If this was autobiography without a Self, the next two novels The Man

Who Loaed Children and For Loae Alone , were self-confessed auto-

biographical fictions, with Stead herself at the centre of the narrative.

Stead used fictive names, and actually transposed the setting of the first

novel from Sydney to the United States to 'shield the family'. These two

novels are clearly a representation and interpretation of Self, an

exploration of the emotional development of a character later confessed

to be the author herself. From this point on the 'reading' of

autobiography in Stead's texts becomes more problematic, and intriguing.

In the American novels, Letty Fox and A Little Tea ,A Little Chat ,

Stead has positioned a character, clearly modelled on herself, in a de-

centered, minor role. Persia in Letty Fox and Edna Flack in A Little Tu ,
A Little Chat , both in close relationship with male characters modelled

on Blake, are very obviously portraits of Stead herself. The same

phenomenon occurs in in all four of the novellas in Tfte Puzzleheadeil

Girl. Mari, Peggy, Clare and Laura are all self-portraits of a kind, and they

are all positioned in minor, seemingly insignificant roles.

However, there appears to be no such portrait in The People with

the Dogs, Cotters' England, The Little Hotel and Miss Herbert ; or at least

none as obvious as in the novels and novellas mentioned above. In I'm

Dying Laughing , on the other hand, there is the same kind of minor

woman character, Ruth Oates, waiting in the wings, as it were, for brief

appearances alongside the main character. As that novel is a comment

on communist writers in Hollywood in the early forties, when Stead

herself was there, perhaps parts of the novel were sketched roughly at the

same time as A Little Tea, A Little Chat ? That would explain the

appearance of the same kind of off-centre character modelled on Stead
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herself. It is the development of this de-centred, minor-role' self-

portraiture -- a significant development after the big, central self-

explorations of The Man who Loaed children and For l-oae Alone , and

confined, it appears, to the later stages of Stead's American Period -
which provides the subject of the concluding chapter of this thesis'

*

Christina Stead, like most other writers, sometimes used

autobiographical material in her books 'objectively' and sometimes in a

fragmented or distorted way. There are many reasons why authors draw

on personal memories, outside autobiography ProPer. It may be because

this material is close to the author's heart, is precious and thus capable of

eliciting charmed writing. It may also be because the memories haunt the

author and writing about them is one way of sharing, or bringing to light

and resolving, disturbing material in the writer's personal life' Whatever

the reason, authors often use Personal material in 'true' or significantly

altered configurations when they create fiction. What will be discussed

here is an idiosyncratic use of Self, recurrent during Stead's American

period, which consists of the creation of clearly identifiable self-portraits

in minor characters, situated off-centre in the narrative' In the two earlier

autobiographical novels Stead Positions her main character -- her alter

ego - at the centre of the narrative, but a characteristic of the fiction

written immediately afterwards ln the 1940s is the invention of many

minor self portraits. These glimpses of self, visible in the fictions as a

series of personal signatures, are most intriguing, reminiscent of

Hitchcock's practice as a filmmaker, or of the fleeting self-portraits artists

occasionally introduce into canvases ostensibly devoted to some other

subject. These self-portraits in Stead's fiction all seem to be irrelevant to

the unfolding of the main plot or theme -- or are they? Do they serve any

special function? Are they all the siune, or are there differences amongst

them? What kind of picture do they paint of 'Christina Stead'? In the

fotlowing, after a discussion of Stead's portraits of herself in minor, de
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-centred positions in her American fiction, these self-portraits will be

compared with the interesting sketch William Blake gives of his wife, in

the character of Peggy Hume in a novel he wrote in 7959, We Are The

Makers of Dreams.

The self-portraits are: Persia in btty Fox , Edna Flack in A Little Tu, A

Little Chat , Mari in 'The Puzzleheaded Girl', Peggy in 'The Dianas',

Clare Parsons in 'The Rightangled Creek' and Laura Dean in 'Girl from

the Beach'. |udging from publication dates alone, they are all invented

after the two full-scale fictional Selves: Louisa Pollit and Teresa Hawkins.

The oldest child Louisa, in The Man Who Loved Children , is an

intensely self-absorbed, intelligent girl, constantly hurt by her father's

insensitivity, guarded but courageous and articulate in expressing her

feelings. The way scenes are selected and juxtaposed, together with the

detailed and 'overdetermined' description of the family situation, gives

the book, including all its characters, an almost surrealistic force. In For

Looe Alone, the character Teresa is a portrait of an older Louisa. The

driving sincerity, intelligence, and love hunger so dominant in both

characters suggest that they are intimately connected' Both are very

unusual young women, and both are more readily understandable when

seen in relation to each other and to their excessively oppressive home

environments. The main question raised by these novels, in relation to

an autobiographical reading of them, stems from the fact that Stead

herself, over and over again, insists that they were minutely 'objective'

transcriptions of life into fiction. She has mentioned timeconsuming use

of letters and other material, as if she were herself a literary biographer,

simply editing a mass of already 'given' data. Transposing the

environment in The Man Who Loued Children from Sydney to

Baltimore was, she said, a tiresome task, since the result had to be

somehow 'true' to both the American environment and to what

happened in Sydney. Thus it is of exceptional interest that the endings of

both these'autobiographical' novels contain glaringly'false' distortions

of the factual record. Louisa's implication in the suicide-murder of her

stepmother, and the premeditation of her plan to Poison her father as
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well, are clearly inventions and are taken as such by the reader' Teresa's

'affair' with Harry Girton was not, according to Stead herself,'true' to life'

Diana Brydon has discussed this particular instance of 'recreation':

Stead is very hasty in her denials of a factual basis in her own life

for the Girton aftiir, while admitting the temptation existed tZ. A
posthumously published autobiographical story.recreates.the same

charactert "^a 
dynamics of attiaciion but this time shows the

heroine resisting'the temptation to follow her desires, choosing

instead to maintiin the eqrrilibtin* of her marriage. [81

Both these endings thus need to be read as wishfulfilments. A reading of

this kind, of course hardly presents any problem as sudr to readers, who

may or may not agree with it. It could, however, cause considerable

concern to people portrayed in the books. Ruth Blake, Stead's

stepdaughter, appears to have been deeply offended by Stead's portrait of

her in Letty Fox , and resented what she believed to be a lack of real

creativity in Stead's writing:

Ruth saw a lack of propriety in the way Christina wrote - she

would ,,prey,, on pfopi" aiound her, and did not use "real
inventiveneJs"; she wbuld leave in recognizable traits while
distorting the events or relationships. According t9 R-uth, I-etty Fox

was actually an amalgam of five other people she.knew,.yet the

book left readers witli the impression that it was the truth about

her. [9]

There is no doubt an ethical dilemma here, which most authors avoid by

re-arrnnging the truth very freely and insisting that there is absolutely no

'truth' in their stories. Because Stead seems to have thought that if she

wrote as 'objectively' close to the 'truth' as possible in a scientific fashion

her fiction would be better accepted as realism, her conscious distortion of

actual 'events and relationships' was often taken as an unkind gesture by

the people involved. Was it? Did this matter to Stead herself? Was she

actually 'framing father', as Mary McCarthy wittily implied, of The Man

Who Looed Children ? Are we dealing with a writer who sometimes

used her fiction to'rectify' reality or to change the account for Posterity?
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It is because Stead seems so obsessively concerned with 'truth"

with scientific objectivity, that this inconsistency is interesting' In the two

cases discussed here, and perhaps in The Beauties and Furies as well'

Stead seems to have re-arranged and re-created her material, not because

she was concerned to make a factual transcript, but because she wished to

make the material yield another kind of truth -- 'the way it is true in

fiction., The wish-fulfilment of these endings and the suggestion that

,ghosts of other rages' were involved in the creative Process of The

Beauties and Furies, seem to confirm that Stead used writing partially as

an outlet for private emotions, and that her overall aim in such novels

was to discover a core of 'emotional truth', which she never ceased

believing could be yielded by a concentration of attention on everything

that made up the 'factual transcriPt' -- events, places, people, speech'

memories.

The de-centred self-portraits, on the other hand, do not seem to be

created primarily or necessarily to exPress any 'truths' at all, emotional or

otherwise. Their interest does not lie in the portrayal of character' but in

their function as catalysts in the narratives in which they are placed'

They interact with, illuminate or undercut other characters in the story'

or the story itself. In this way the de-centered selves can be seen as a

counterpoint to the two Central Selves, and as of special relevance to an

understanding of Stead's own life during the American period' It is dso

possible to discern two distinctly different ways of using the de-centered

Self, perhaps related to the chronology of Stead's writing in this period'

The de-centred alter egos n Letty Fox, A Littte Tea , A Little Chat

and The Puzzleheadeil Girl are all seen in close proximity to a character

modelled on William Blake: in the first of the novels as his mistress' in

the second as his daughter, and in the rest as his life partner' These

female characters are almost entirely lacking in the Passion and

rebelliousness displayed by Louisa and Teresa. They are all shown as

willing to compromise, to accept and humour their father-husbands' and

to remain totallY loYal to them.

Persia, in ktty Fox , is Stead's first de-centred self-portrait' As I
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have shown earlier, much of Letty Fox was written at the s,une time as

the narrative that was eventually published as For Love Alone was being

written and rewritten. The emphasis in Letty Fox might be said to have

shifted from the autobiographical story of Teresa to the story of fames

Quick's daughter (Letty Fox is the daughter of Solander Fox, modelled,

like Quick, on William Blake.) ln For l-ove Alone Teresa, after forcing

|ames Quick to inform his wife in America, moves in with him. In Letty

Fox Letty's father Solander Fox leaves his family and moves in with his

mistress, by Letty and her sisters called 'Persia'. Persia is glimpsed on and

off throughout the book, as Letty meets her or hears about her. She coolly

minds her own business; she appears unemotional and unresentful about

her own indecisive position as mistress. She never tries to make trouble,

although when she is introduced as a housekeeper by Solander's mother

she 'sat on the divan with a nasty smile which reached to her ears' (p.150)

Persia has similar physical features b Elvira in The Beauties and Furies;

both Elvira and Oliver are dark (Welsh), and when Persia introduces 'an

admirer to the house, a young Welshman, of blue-black coloring,' he

looks 'something like herself' (p.157) Persia is also described as well

behaved and clever -- aiming at a career as a librarian. The sketch Stead

gives of her is, however, very thin, and as I explored in Chapter IV, the

Fox sisters themselves -- Letty and facky -- seem to indude fragments of a

split authorial self. Persia is another fragment, and Letty For is very

much a novel in which one character is not 'the only me in the book'.

This fragmentation is visually represented on the cover, where Stead

wanted the artist to incorporate the features of two women - Marie

Bashkirtseff and Mme de Stadl -- in a single image. And at the end of the

novel the identity of the Persia-self with those of the two Fox sisters is

suggested in a metaphor of sisterhood:

I'll be a sister to you, said she, 'hypacrite, ma soeur, mon semblable
: does that satisfy you?'(p.512)
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In presenting such 'true-to-life' portraits of William Blake and his

mother, in the figures of Solander and |enny Fox, Stead fairty obviously

invites a recognition of Persia as an alter ego. Is one aim of this self-

portrait to tie Stead herself to the book, and to the facets of herself she

wrote about in the sisters? The story of the mistress might also be seen a

logical continuation of a series of narratives which Stead at one stage

planned under the general title 'The story of Women'. [[10] In this brief

plan, jotted down on a manuscript frgament, Stead listed first, 'the story

of the young girl" then 'the story of the young woman' and then 'the

story of the young wife .' These stories of women themselves seem to

trace an autobiographical trajector/, and if the first two of them were

completed in the narratives of Louisa and Teresa, lttty Fox might itself

be seen as recording an attemPt at the third. The personal dilemma of

bringing such a narrative into into the present -- compared with the two

earlier novels, where the autobiographical material was to a large extent

distant in place and time -- may well have been one of the reasons for the

de-centring of self in ktty For : other strategies had to be devised, where

it was not felt to be possible to make a larger-than-life Setf the centre of

the narrative.

In her next novel, A Little Tea, A Little Chat , Stead also used a de-

centred self-portrait, another instance, I think, of 'the only me in the

book'. This is Edna Flack, once more a self-portrait revealed through her

intimate relationship with a character obviously modelled on William

Blake. Edna is primarily used as a foil to other characters: her protective

attitude to her father and her fierce though understated, hostility to Grant

providing perspectives on these characters that are close to the author's

own. Edna is also an author -- one of the very few who appear in any of

Stead's novels -- and has a curiously detached, ironic view of life'

promising to write a book about Grant and sending him a caricature of

himself which surprises and offends him , making him more determined

than ever to have her write the kind of story of his life in which he

functions as a hero. Edna provides a dispassionate view of Grant from

outside his own circle of corrupt and philandering friends, and David
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Flack needs his daughter Edna in a supporting role' Flack is portrayed as

someone who would prefer not to be part of Grant's schemes but is too

weak, too sick and too tired, to resist his endless blandishments' He is an

older version of Michel Aphend6ry in House of All Nations, although

Alphenddry does not have a sympathetic, loyal and protective presence at

his side as David Flack does. Why Stead wished to have herself in A Little

Tea, A Little Chat is unclear, but one reason could be that Stead wanted

the interactions in the book, so strongly based on real life experiences and

people she knew in the United States, to be 'true', an authentic transcript'

Edna Flack also plays a rather defiant role in the novel, ild it is as if

Stead wanted to make sure that a critical but dispassionate voice is present

in the novel. None of the other characters (least of all his son Gilbert as

discussed in detail in Chapter VI) Possess Edna's seemingly confident

composure. The de-centred self-portrait in this book thus does seem to

serve other functions besides the 'truth' function: in particular it balances

the always self-motivated PersPectives of other characters' It functions'

that is, not as a means of self-exploration, but as a device to convey the

,real meaning' of the lives of others whom she knew more or less

intimately in real life. Stead has admitted her passionate interest in

discovering the 'real meaning' of people she knew and wrote about in

her novels:

The more I write about people (and it takes me so tong t9 tease out

the real meaning of somebne I've known for decades), when I
really start on niir (trer), the clearer I see the simple mo-tives and

longings. I'm not talking about Nazi terrorists - though that is not

too"difiicult either. (That's too well known') U1l

The de-centred self-portraits in the two novels discussed so far thus do

not seem to be attemPts to 'explain' Stead's own character at all; they are

not self-exploratory in the way the two autobiographical novels are'

In two of the novellas in The Puzzleheaded Girl 'T h e

Puzzleheaded Girl' itself and 'The Rightangled Creek' -- the characters

modelled on Stead herself are portrayed as actively involved in love
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affairs. Mari, in 'The Puzzleheaded Girl', remembers her first husband'

and it is especially mentioned that Honor's brother'was beginning to fall

in love with Mari' (p.59). Clare, in 'The Rightangled Creek', feels very

much in tune with the 'rioting insanity' and fertility of the place' But the

other two Stead incarnations, Peggy and Laura, are rather colourless

figures. They seem middle-aged, anxious, ProPer and totally devoted to

their husbands. Each of their roles in the novellas seems to be that of the

,straight' character, against whose level-headedness the young

protagonists' sexual and emotional confusion is contrasted. The novellas

could all have been at least initia[y conceived and sketched at roughly

the same time as, or shortly after, both The Man Who Loved Children

and For Loue Alone . Persia in Letty Fox seems to be a transitional figure

in this respect. She is withdrawn, curiously passionless, and never

displays the anxiety, iealousy or rage that often characterizes the

behaviour of Stead's women who live in unconventional relationships'

although she is also described as attractive and invites at least one young

admirer to her home while living with solander Fox' she is more

reminiscent of Elvira in The Beauties anil Furies than of Louisa and

Teresa.

The intense passion, and ambition which characterize stead's self-

portraits in the two novels published in 1940 and 1944 corresponded

closely to Stead's own situation during these years' These elements are

also present, though on a smaller scale, in the two de-centered self-

portraits of 'The Puzzleheaded Girl' and 'The Rightangled Creek',1*gg""

that they were also written during the late 1930s and 1940s' Persia' another

woman for whom love is central to life, can be seen as part of a

fragmented major self-portrait in the novel lttty Fox , published in 1946'

The Edna-figure in A Little Tm, A Littte Chat , is still somone who insists

on placing love at the centre of her life, but by comparison with the

earlier figures she is withdrawn and passive, loyally defending her father

as he struggles with economic insecurity and failing health' Edna in fact

foreshadows the two last self-portraits, Peggy and Laura, as a woman

more anxious to care for and remain loyal to a man than anything else in
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life. The difference is that Edna's man is her father while the other two

are married. The solidity of the husband-wife relationship in these two

novellas ('The Dianas' and 'Girl from the Beach') contrasts effectively

with the situation of the quixotic and confused younger women' It is not'

however, obvious why Stead has chosen to include hersell in precisely

this role in the novellas. The stories would have lost nothing of their

impact without them. Why is the story of George and Linda (in ' Girl

from the Beach') embedded in the background provided by the

contrasting 'normality' of the Deans? Is the Deans' connection with the

author's Self an important aspect of the structure of the story?

one of the things that is most striking, perhaps, about all stead's

self-portraits, is the relatively insignificant emphasis on the problems of

being a woman writer. Louisa is obviousty a young girl who might easily

become a committed writer - her literary output in school and at home

is positively astounding. Teresa, one learns almost casually towards the

end of the narrative, also writes a great deal, although this activity hardly

figures at all in For Loae Alone -- the title, in this respect, is particularly

well chosen. The fragmented self in Letty For does incorporate Letty's

literary ambitions, but these are mostly secondary to the aims and

ambitions of her love life. The smaller-scale self-portraits do not usually

include the ambitions of the woman writer at all; they are primarily more

limited versions of women participating in a female quest for love' The

later self-portraits, Peggy and Laura, are indeed far removed from the

passionate idealism of Teresa. Peggy, 'a long-faced, irritable woman'

herself tormented by men' stays in the background. Laura, like many of

the other portraits of unusually passive women, 'feared scenes' and is

portrayed as a woman who lives very much through her husband,

listening to him and his friends, and protected by him' At the same time

of course in her own way, she also protects her husband' The Teresa who

belives passionately in constructing for herself 'a life aPart', and triumphs

in thinking she is 'free', is barely recognizable in the the portrayals of

Laura and Peggy.

As Stead herself clearly signposted her use of autobiographical
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material and especiatly her creation of self-portraits, it is possible to 'read'

them as a slowly evolving, composite portrait of the history of one,

extremely talented, woman writer. What emerges seenrs to be a negative

or compromised development , from an intensely, ambitious, talented

young woman to non-assertive woman writer. Stead continued to write

and get published after 1940, but she had to rewrite her work many times

and try to please her publishers. Did she lose her self-confidence as a

writer? Her self-confidence as a Person? Somehow this development, or

lack of development, is disappointing. what happened to her?

Laura and Martin in 'Girl from the Beach' are described as living in

Paris, in St. Germain-en-Laye , where Stead and Blake themselves lived

for a time after the war.(p.190). t12l It was there that a young Australian-

born artist met them in the early 1950s:

Th"y knew nothing about me, and must have been very bored by

the idea of having io t 
" 

me. It was rather a gl;ey 9"y T9 the.rented

flat was gtoomylBill seemed to have the situation in hand like a

pragmatil American, but I had the impression that Christina had

L""" drinking. My attitude was in no way iudgeme-nlal as I was a

good drinker-myielf in those days, but Christina's drinking was as

lf n put a waII between her and any kind of contact. She was simply

not with us. Did I misjudge the situation? I don't know. Perhaps

her distant attitude was hEr normal behaviour. Perhaps she had a

bad headache. But she remains in my memory as a dark, rather

heavy woman, somehow out of place in that elegant ltttle town
with the Chateau of Francois I and Le Notre's Terrace of century-

old trees and the view over Paris. To me, young, brash and fervent,

there was something disillusioned about her, _displaced, neither
Australian nor European. [Emphasis addedl' t13]

At least on the evidence of this comment, all was aPParently not well

with Stead, and the young Miss Duncan's description seems of a piece

with the self- portraits Stead wrote during this period. It is not possible to

know what had happened to the shy but intensely vigorous younger

Stead. Her work certainly suffered at this time, and she was not in good

health. Randall Jarrell, Stead's most sensitive reader of The Man lNho

Loved Chitdren, speculated that Stead's career after this mastelpiece was

affected by her failure to attract a wide readership:
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I've always thought the public failure of The Man who Loaed

Children and its-effect on Christina Stead's later work a great

shame, a very sad thing.[141

The intensive writing Stead committed herself to during her American

period does not seem to have been sustained in the late forties and fifties,

for whatever reason. Disiltusion not only with the 'public failure' of her

books, but also with the political and economic scene as well, might have

been the reason for Stead's withdrawn and dispirited mood' It seems

anyway to be prefigured by the portraits she draws of herself in the

immediate aftermath of her departure from the United States: if not in

detail, certainly in mood.

William Blake also an author, and one of Christina Stead's most

loyal admirers, wrote much more old-fashioned and romantic books than

Stead. His books are somewhat wordy and erudite, fult of 'Blakery'' and a

Don Quixote-like sensibility. But in one of his novels, We Are The

Makers of Dreams (1959). dedicated to Christina Stead, he drew a loving

and perceptive portrait of his wife. [15] It also provides, at last, a portrait

absent from Stead's own books -- of the author as author.

In We Are The Makers of Dreams the main character, Ren6 |oliot'

is a master bookbinder. Initially the book discusses his early marriage and

political activities in France and England. He then meets Peggy Hume' a

writer and the wife of a friend, and after some stormy incidents set against

the background of inpending war in Europe in the 7930s, they finally

meet and marry in the United States. Peggy Hume is portrayed as a very

colourful personality, with an intelligence and passion we recognize from

Stead's autobiographical fiction. It is obvious that this book is in part

thinly disguised biographical fiction, and that Peggy Hume is a loving

portrayal of Christina Stead.

Peggy Hu me is shown as having a remarkable zest for life' Blake

emphasizes her enjoyment of drinking; for example, foliot, the narrator'

writes that she was 'a lusty girl', [she] ordered that frightening gentian
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drink, Suize, and let two of them roll down without effect' p'136, and he

describes her capacity for beer as 'thrilling'. Generally she is shown as a

mature person with both wit and wisdom. Ioliot, the male protagonist' is

quite awed by Peggy Hume's talent as a writer and the way she both

understands and uses life around her. He calls her 'a natural notetaker'

and describes her short stories as 'psychic divinations" Later on in the

book he tells her: 'I don't want you to be hurt because of what you might

write if you live' (p.317). The respect the narrator feels for Peggy Hume is

clearly evident throughout.

This woman writer, who is represented as understanding others

very well, has her own problems, however -- although she sees little

personal value in introspection and prefers, she says, to 'tutn it Outward

in literature'. When she discusses the failure of her first marriage, a

major cause is her determination to Pursue her own career as a writer'

Living with her first husband,'all the time I have to live in the tides of

his thoughts. I, who, to create, have to be solitary most of the time" (p'

175) She felt ensnared and overwhelmed by her husband, his friends and

their ideas, and needs 'the right to breathe':

tTheyl are all mad on politics, economics,_that sort of thing' And I
dor,'i *orry about thoie things because I have no message to Sive
in them. t'worry about -"t f*rt as a whole being, sex-and eyes

and work and adventure and all sorts of curiosity, all ingenious

combinations, the lover, hero, worker, men of my race sudr as old

Hakluyt pictures, glorying in ine dangers. of the oceans and the wild
deserts, and damn-all theltupid one.track talk about the State,Italy,

Germany, France. I'll scream if I ever hear of those dummies again'

It has killed me, killed my patience, this everlasting talk about

capital and currencies. Q.176)

Peilgy does not feel at home in Paris, disliking its superficial

'cleverness' and'immoralitY':

I must go. A writer must have roots. This clever town is not for

me. It has no passion. Its very immorality is a stereotype' It is

puritan, I tell ybu, when every young m1rn must have a mistress,
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must betray her and she him, it's a ballet of immoral duty' It
sickens ^"'*orr" 

than the lie about the body I was brought uP on

in old Scotland. I can't stand this stifling cleverness' I haven't

written a good story in weeks. I'm a wild-flbwer writer and to hell

with conservatories . (PJ7ffi)

Peggy realises that her husband, |im, guides her tike a sage and that

without his cool analysis her 'peppery nature' would have led her to

disaster. But she nevertheless felt she had lived in !im's shadow:

He is a talker and the whole world comes to our room, to speak not

to me, but to him. . . .

I am his moon, and so many nights it is cloudy and I am not even

seen.. . (p.304)

The same situation is also described in For Inae Alone ' Teresa did not

seem to mind that'Many men czune to see them in Fleet Street' (p' M5)'

but perhaps Blake's garrulous circle of political and business friends did

tire her in the end, especially when she felt that it affected her need for

space and privacy as a writer.

was the following sentiment, uttered by Peggy in the novel,

Blake's or Stead's, or was it Blake's understanding of Stead's nature?

[But] the artist is always a little nasty, and a quite 
"nqllef_S 

being.
you have to have a certain hardnesi to create . . . . (p.305{)

This seems a corlmon enough attitude for an artist to have, but William

Blake and Christina Stead may have differed on this issue. As Stead wrote

shortly after her husband's death:

I cannot help feeling it is Bill's selfless, and generous nature, too,

which influences us"all -- given time. (I wonder often what made

Bill take up with a selfish dog tike me and why he stuck to me' But

it was his selflessness.) [16]

Stead's attitude towards the publishing industry is well known' She

always maintained in public that she did not especially care if she had a

small read.ership, that she was not a professional writer and that she did

not write primarily to appeal to popular taste. Blake's character Pe5gy
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Hume has a significantly different attitude towards the publishing

system,and one that suggests that there may have been a considerable

degree of defensiveness in Stead's public expressions of indifference

towards the pressures of the market:

I don't care if what I write is read by anybody except those who are

in some conunon relation to what t wrile. I want to be printed and

I want to be read. Printing is in the hands of peopte who will go

broke if 
"oU"ay 

U.tyt. ftrit f know. I just want to find somebody

who thinkr tr" i* get U".k his costs if he prints me as I am' I have

risked yeius in fashioning a book. I am a ftbourer. The buyer risks

his money. I risk ^y 
*oin"Y t@, years of work. We'll never scale

Parnassus nor have the iaptlre of lhe world's new dance, that way'

I cannot, simply cannot, et dttte all this any longer'( P' 307)

This intense outburst sounds very much like a frustated Stead exploding'

She had had many arguments and disagreements with publishers' and

refusals by 1959 -- especially during the decade of the 1950s itself'

Peggy Hume also has a clear sense of her aims as a writer:

I want to see my fellows truly, not reportage like Zola,I mean like a

Shakespe"r", "il wealth "td ittt.r'thought, heightened, and so

essentially truer.( P -776)

I am a member of society and I see its picture thus and so' No one

saw Hogarth's London before Hogarth, except for .obscure
pamphleieers, and then a genius gave society its true vision ' ' ' '
(p.302)

Suppose I, Peggy Hume, have something -!o 9ry that is. 31q""---
and, if I havei"dt, wtry should I write at-atll Why should I not be

read as I have written, after long thoughts on society and of

myself? Wht should that rich anl Protein form known as the

novel be desiined to failure unless it uses base counters? (p' 302)

The portrait of Peilgy Hu me must be a portrait of the woman writer

Blake knew best - his own wife. And it is in this portrayal that we find

the corollary to the interviews and talks Stead herself Save in the sixties

and seventies about her aims and feelings as a wom.rn writer' It is also in

this fictional character that we find a very plausible 'continuation' of the

Steadian characters Louisa Pollit and Teresa Hawkins' Here is the
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intensity, the independence, the vulnerability, the sense of vision -- and

the passion -- that seem so convincing as a portrait of the realist writer

Christina Stead. Why is it that it is only in another's fiction that such a

portrait of the mahrre writer is to be found?

This chapter has been undertaken in the spirit that has guided the

thesis from the beginning-to supply a context, a background for Stead's

work, to approach the Person behind the writer and thus to be concerned

about her 'life's wanderings'. It explores one possible meaning covered by

Stead's constant assertion that she 'wrote her autobiography in all her

books', tracing the development of self-portraits in Stead's fiction'

discussing Stead's unusual concentration of de-centred self-portraits and

their function as a possible narrative device, and calting attention to the

fact that when Stead's own self-portraits seem to fade aw^y and become

guarded and insignificant, William Blake has given us a strong and

idiosyncratic portrait of her that seems to be very much what we might

have expected of Stead's own self-portraits'

Why did someone who 'wtote her autobiography in all her books'

not write an autobiography proper? One answer might be found in the

reasons why autobiographies by women were not common in the forties

and fifties:

By comparison with the thirties and then with the late sixties

tt.o.tgnin" 
""tty 

eighties, the two previous decades, the forties and

fiftieslwere a dry plriod for autobiographies, especially for literary

women. (p. 1aS) I17l

In the forties and fifties women were, on the whote, less self-confident' It

is the rebellious thirties and the second wave of feminism in the late

sixties and onwards that provided the collective background and impetus

that encouraged and sustained women's autobiography as a form' One

must think that one is important to undertake an autobiography' In
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Stead's case a loss of confidence seems to occur af,ter For Inae Alone , as

her projected series of novels 'History of Women' abruptly ends. From

this point on her 'history of women' did not include her own self in a

central role any more.

Lillian Hellman, the American playwright, an early admirer of

Stead, wrote two much acclaimed autobiographies late in life. When she

published Pentimenfo in 1973, four years after An Unfinished Woman ,

she had decided on a form of autobiography which was not a

chronological narrative of events, or introspective speculations, but a

compendium of vignettes of other people, a series of 'miniature

biographies'. Perhaps Stead's decentered selves function in this way,

reflected in the scenes and portraits of the people she knew who moved

centrestage in works like A Little Tea, A Little Chat ,The People with the

Dogs andThe Puzzleheaded GirI . It might also be that for someone who

felt fragmented and lacking in confidence, the problems of constructing

central fictional selves loomed too large, and that the de-centred selves

functioned as a kind of defence. Sylvia Ashton-Warner, for example,

gives a 'truer' portrait of herself in Three, her novel of her son's illness

where she, as the mother and mother-in-law, is the third wheel, than she

does in her autobiography proper, I Passed This Way. As has been my

intention throughout this thesis, my aim in drawing attention to

autobiographical threads in these later American stories has not been to

provide 'definite' readings of the text but to open up lines of enquiry,

possible kinds of interpretation, which have their origins in that territory

where the life of the author and the concerns of the fiction intersect.
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NOTES

lll Udoff, p.215.

Lzl see the discussion in susan sheridan, christina stead, 1988,PP'

14 - 33.

t3l Roland Barthes, 'The Death of the Author' in lmage'Music'Text'

trans. Stephm Heath, London, 7977, P' 143'

t4l Letter to Mr Adams 11 October 7965. Among the Stanley Burnshaw

corresPondence at the University of Texas'

tsl christina stead talking. side 1, tape 398, Page 7 of transcript,

National Library of Australia,

t61 This copy is held in the National Library of Australia'

m Letter to Stanley Burnshaw, 12 February 1974'

t8l Diana Brydon, Christina Steait ,1987, P.89'Brydon's reference is to

Guilia Guiffr6, 'Christina Stead interviewed by Guilia Guiffre',

Stand , Yol.23, No.4 1982, P. 24'

t9l Williams, pp. 159 - 50.

t10l MS 4967. Box 1, folder 1-
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l11l Ietter to Stanley Burnshaw, 25 November 1965'

nzl williams comments that stead used the st. Germain-en-Iaye

setting in tws Stories,'The Captain's House' and 'Yac,Yac', but it

was also used in'Girl from the Beach"

t13l Quoted in Williams, P. 191.

l14l Ietter from Randall farrell to stanley Burnshaw, undated but

probably end of Ee-

l15l william Blake, we Are The Malccrs of Dreams. Letchworth: The

Garden CitY Press 
'1959.

tl6] Letter to Stanley Burnshaw,22 April 1968'

V{l Estelte C. lelinek. The Traditions of Women's Autobiograqhy:

From Antiquity to the Present, Boston, 1986, pp' M*167'

l18l Jelinck, p.152.
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Appendix: A Listing of the Christina Stead Letters
and Related Materials in the Harcy Ronsont,
H um,aniti,es Research C ente r

A. CrtntsnNr Srs,ro's Lerrsnsro Sr,rnley Bunrustt,rw:

Unless indicated otherwise, the letters are typed on aerograms, tlte pages full,
sornetimes with notations and corrections of the lloor typing-sometlring lor
which Stead often apologized. [Ier correspondence is listed here by year,
number of letters, and the country frorn which she wrote.

1936, I letter, Belgium
1937, I letter, United States
1938, 3letters, United States
1939, I letter, United States
L942, 2letters, I postcard, United States
1943, I letter, United States
1959, I letter, England
1960, 4 letters, England
1963, 4 letters, England
l9Bl, 5 letters, England
lm5, 17 letters, England
1966, 3letters (2 handwritterr), Puerto Rico; 4 letters, Englarrd
1967, 5 letters, England
1968, 17 letters, England
1969, I letters, England
1970, 13letters (l handwritten), I postcard, England
1971, 7 letters, England (l with photograph, I with newspaper clippings)
L972, 5 letters, England
1973, 19 letters, England
1974,4 letters, England; 2 letters, United States; I letter, Australia
1975, 6letters, I postcard, Austrelia
1976, 6 letters, Australia
1977, 3 letters, Australia
1978, 5 letters, Australia
1979, 3 letters, Australia
1980, I letter, Australia
1981, 3 letters, Australia
1982, 2 letters, Australia

I undated letter firorn Australia
' I urridentified sccond page of a letter

I telegrarn frorn Stead to Burnshaw, lg8l, Australia

178
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ll. Lurru ns'nl StnH Lt'.t' ll u tttl s t t rrv li tttltrt :

L Williarn lllakc
1942-1967, 4'l lcttcrs

2. llarrtlallJarrcll
4 letters (handtvritterr). rrrrdirtetl,

written durirr g t963-6{
3. Mrs. ltandallJarrell

1966, I letter
4. Robert Lowell

1964, I letter
5. Charles Thoinas Sarnuels (professor)

1969, I letter
6. Ruth Blake Hall (Willianr lllake's dauglrter)

1968, I letter
7. Cyrilly Abels (Stead's literarl agent)

1970, I letter
8. Charlotte Mayerson (editor)

1978, 2letters
9. Markie Benet (a Stead adrnirer)

1978, I letter

C. Lerrens FRoM Sr,rNusr Bunnstt,rrv'ro:

Christirra Stead and Willianr Blake

l96il, 2letters
Christina Stead

1973, I letter (carbon)

Christina Stead
1975, I letter (carbon)

Christina Stead
1983, I page of a longer letter (carbon)

Markie Benet
1978, 2 letters (carbons)

6. Charlotte Mnyerson
1978, I letter (carbon)

D. Ite L,trsD MATERIAL BY CHRlsttH,r Ste,ro:

l. 1941, trvo versi<tns of a plal' to be called "LettyFox," including sketches

lor tlre setling; settt to Stanley Brtrnsltarv

1963. letter to l.Iolt, llinehart & Wirrstort

1970, tetter to Clair Walslr (rnachirre copy)

t.

4.

5.

2.

3.

t79
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